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BOWNS
PATENT

mm BALL BEARINGS,
FOR

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

ARB

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require

but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most

Durable Bearings yet introduced.

As a proof of their vast superiority, all the principal Amateur and

Professional Bicycle Races have been won by the use of t^^ese

celebrated Bearings.

Front Wlieel Bcaiiiigi^ Tsack Wheel Bearings.
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WILLIAM BOWN,
308. SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER.

N B —Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bioyoles and
Stampings in Iron and Steel for same.

Bown' a Patent ''SIOLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far

the best as regards dnrabUity, easy adjustment, for attaining

great speed and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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1 D. RDCKER, JUN., & Co.,

LETCHFORD'S BUILDINGS, BETHNAL GREEN,

LONDON.

Best materials and'workmanship guaranteed.

Noted for rigidity, strength, comfort and
Hill-climbing capabilities. Out of the first 10

Machines in the last 100 Miles Race from Bath,
5 were " Ruckers," including 2nd and 3rd, only
a short distance behind the winner.

THE RUCKER TRICYCLE.
Fig. 1 shows the position of a rider

on an ordinary open-fronted tricycle,
where power is obtained solely hy the
muscular thrust of the legs.

Fig. 2 shows the position on the
"Rucker;"the rider sitting directly
over his work, being enabled to utiUze
his weight to assist propulsion.

For further particulars see Price List.

Dr. R. a. Wallace writes in the British Medical Journal, " The present arrangement of
Tricycles is fundamentally wi'ong. The driver sits and exerts force mainly by the extensors
of the thighs. He ought to stand and throw the weight of his body alternately on each
crank by a motion precisely similar to walking There is no question that in the action of
walking, power is generated with less fatigue than in any other voluntary movement, and
whoever adapts the walking motion to driving the tricycle will have approached very near
to the idea which is ' Not for an age, but for all time.' "

Price, Best Quality Cowhide, 21/-; 2nd Quality, Waterproof, 15/-.

vSEND FOR PRICE LISTS.
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Bicycles ^ Tricycles.

SEND FOE

Catalog^iic &. Testimonials.

D.H.F. PREMIER. PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SHIPPERS,

IS" Please say where you saw this,
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THE WORLD-RENOWNED

Duplex Excelsior Hollow Fork.

ALL IMPKOVEMENTS, SPECIAL QUALITY & FINISH,

As supplied to the American Bicyclist Touring Party,

JULY, 1880.

Patronised by Eer Majesty's Postmaster Greneral,

The Excelsior Tricycle, No. 1.

With Patent Gear (No. 4842, Nov., 1879), in lieu of Endless Chain. Ball Bear-
ings to all Wheels, and Pedal Action.

Hundreds in daily use by the Postal Service, running from 20 to 40 miles
daily. A proof of their durability and easy running.

THE CHAMPION 10 MILE AMATEUR TRICYCLE RACE,
Run at Belgrave Road Grounds, Leicester, Easter Tuesday, April ig, 1881
was Won by S. Corbett, Jun., C.B.C., on an " Excelsior," manufactured by
BAYLISS, THOMAS & Co. Time, 42m. 54s., beating G. Hillier (on
Humber), and C. D. Vesey (on Humber).

At the Fifty Miles Tricycle Race, on November 6th, 1880, from Finchley to

Hitchin and back, the four "Excelsior" Tricycles ridden by Messrs. H. J. Bell,

W.K.T.C. ; S. Corbett, C.B.C. ; C. Kitching, W.K.T.C. ; and W. W. Williams,
W.K.T.C, v^ere each winners of medals, having completed the distance in the
specified time.

BAY
rn r\

JL J--L \J X1-L J • J

"Excelsior" Works, Cov^entry,

The oldest and largest Bicycle and Tricycle Manufacturers in Coventry with
one exception.

Descriptive Price List, with Woodcuts and Testimonials, 48 pages, Id. stamp,

LONDON AGENTS:

GOY & Co.. Leadenhall Street, E.G.;

HIGKLING & Go., 30, Queen Victoria St„
I.E.C.
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"TPE CYCmgr PI^INTipig W0]^Kg,
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ILIFFE & SON,

PRINTE
AND

S

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LAM,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS & HOBBY HORSE

;

A Tricycle Tour of 1,428 iniles throicgh England. By the

Author of '' Naicticus in Scotland,"

Of all Bicycle and News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON
152, Fleet Street, E.G.
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JUST_OUT!

THE WHEELMAN,
THE NEW AMERICAN MONTHLY.

No. 1. Vol. J. October, 18S'^. S4 Pages, lO in. x 7 in.
T^vciirj-Sevcn High-cSass IIlu:^)i-atious.

Articles by Clergymen, Doctors, Professional Men, and all the leading American
Wheel Writers.

Aeticles.—A ^^^heel Around the Hub (illustrated) ; Uses of the Bicycle ; The Coming
Horse ; Some Laws of Muscularity ; Some Methodistic Experiences ; Observations by the
Way ; A Plea for Fair Trade ; Bicycling Yarns ; Second Wind ; The Pulpit and the Wheel

;

The Bicycle for Physicians; Look Happy ; The Tariff Question; and many others.

Pi-inted and sent out in the best Antcrican sSyle. Anuiial Siibsci-iption, 8/4.
Specimen Copy sent I»ost Free for. lO^d.

SHEET OP EXTEACTS AND SKETCH OF COTEB, POST EEEB.

SOLE BRITISH PUBLISHERS

:

Iliffe & Stumey, 12, SmitliM St., CoYentry.

THE

H. J. PAUSEY, DniYersity Bicycle Worb,

BEI>FORI> ROAD, CI.APHAM, S.H^.

Three Minutes' Walk fi'oiii Claphain-road Railway Station.
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BOOKS & PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

"THE CYCLIST" And Bicycling and Tricycling Trades'
Beview. The Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the
Wheel. Published every Wednesday i\iorning, in Tovv^n and Uountry. Fullest
and Earliest Information on ull points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W.
Nairn. Price Id. Annual Subscription, 6/6.

"THE TR1CYCLI8T." Weekly on Friday Morning—Edited
by Lacy Hilliee—deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with the Sport, the
Pastime, and the Trade. Price 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 12 months,
10s. 6d. ; 6 months, 5s. 4d. ; 3 months, 2s. 8d. ; Single copy, 2id.

THE "WHEEL WORLD," Companion Monthly to r/^e Cyc/z5^.

The Leading Magazine. Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and Illus-

trations. "Well sent out. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. 25th
of each month. 3d. Monthly ; Annual Subscription, 4s.

THE "INDISPENSABLE" BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK. A
complete cyclopaedia on the subject. Ey Henry Sturmey. Fully Illustrate

Descriptions and Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Ye&t'
Published Annually in July. 300 pages. 100 Illustrations, hy post, Is. 6d.

THE COMPLETE "GUIDE TO BICYCLING"; Or, How to
Become a Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey. No possessor of a Bicycle should be
without this Work. Price, is. ; bypost, Is. 2d. Second Edition now ready.

"PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING" for Amateur Athletes,
Its Advantages and Evils. With Specla.l Kegaed to Bicyclists. By H. L.
Cortis (Amateur Champion at all Distances, 1880, and present holder of nearly

all the records). Price, Is. ; by Post, Is. 2d.

" NAUTICUS IN SCOTLAND." An illustrated, descriptive

account of a Tour on a Tricycle of nearly 2,000 miles in Scotland, forming an
accurate Gmde to the Country, and an interesting, instructive, and amusing
Narrative. Cloth, demy 8vo. Price, 4s. 6d. Now ready.

"THE CYCLIST" XMAS NUMBER (1881). Humorous
Articles, Poems, Ballads, Adventurous Hides, Puzzles, &c. &c. Over 80 Original

and Humorous Illustrations, and Illuminated Cover. Edited by Henry Sturmey.
Price, Is. ; by Post, Is. 2d.

ILIFFE & SON, Printers and Engravers, Coventry, Printers
of all the above works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best

style, printing of all descriptions; Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade
Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c. Estimates on application.

"THE WHEELMAN." The First and only American Monthly
Cycling Magazine. 80 pages, large size. Finely illustrated. Excellently printed.
Full of wit and humour. First of each month. Is. post free. Annual
subscription, 8/4.

Sole British Publishers, Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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THE

"
VIADUCT,"

44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

£7 Vs. Od.
SPECIFICATIONS.
Stanley or Humber head and
neck

; handle bar, 22 or 24
inches wide, with ebony or rose-
wood handles

; best Lowmoor
iron forks

; large flanged hubs,
with from 50 to 60 direct spokes
or nuts and nipples

; case-
hardened, parallel or coned
bearing

; best lap-welded back-
bone

; spoon brake
; U or V

steel rims
; rubber or rat-trap

pedals
; hogskin saddle ; solid

leather pocket
; patent wrench

;On Wicksteed's Patent Double- oil can and bell. Painted in
purpose Stand. two colours. If with single or

Reduced Price of Stand, 4/6. double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

For the superiority of our Manufacture we were awarded thp
PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1870 alsoMELBOURNE, 1881. ' ^^' '"^

TRICYCLES from 12 Guineas,
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Original and Largest Makers in the World of all Parts
Fittings, and Sundries for either Riders or Makers.

'

SE]VD FOa OUK WEW II^tUSTMATEB 'PKICE EIST.

THOMA
Leicester, Bolton and lancliester.BiMinghani, Coveniry,

LONDON BRANCH-61, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.
ESTABLISHED 1848.
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country.

J^TmXm

4WHEEL
Should Subscribe to

n

m BICYCLING AMD TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Blatters.

EDITED BY

Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"
"Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., &c ,

, AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual."

All BICYCLING & TEICYCLING News and Gossip in carefully
condensed paragraphs.

Full and original EEPORTS of all EACES and important Cycling
events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c., &c.

Coventry : II^IFFE & SON, 19, 8mit1iforcl Street.
Londoai: IIARKY ETHEHINGTON, 152, Fleet Street.

"THE CYCLIST," ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
and Bicycle Depots, or delivered FIEST POST on Wednesday at the
following rates :—12 months, 6/6 ; 6 Months, 3/3; 3 Months, 1/8; Single

Copy, l^d.
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LOOK HERE !!

A FIRST-CLASS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

WILLIAM ANDREWS,
5, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

The cheapest Machine is not that which can he sold at the lowest price,

but a thoroughly well-built souud Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

You will make a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Full
Particulars to the above address.

SPECIALITY

:

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

the: c^stoi-i^t's
TROUSER ^FASTENERS
Enable Bicyclists and Tricyclists to ride in Trousers in all weathers without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in a
second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the

fastener across so as to hold it in position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONE PEN]SrY EACH.
THE MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OF THE YEAR.

To toe ototained of all Agents throngrliout the Kingdom;
or l¥liolesale from '"Tlie Cyclist" Office, Coventry.

Sample Paib, Post Feee, Three Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OF ENGLAND Sl WALES.
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) Roads in England,
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
names. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for

Cyclists. By CHARLES HOWARD. Red cloth, limp
; price 5/-.

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G.
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THE

Coventry MacMnists' Co., Ld.,

MAKERS & INVENTORS OF

The Perfect Roadster,

THE SPECIAL CLUB.

WITH PATENT

SUSPENSION SPR!NG

HOLLOW FELLOES.

DUST-PROOF

BALL BEARINGS.

OVAL BACKBONE.

i The Popular Tricycle,

L . THE CBEYLESMORE.

i DOUBLE DRIVER.

IhOLLOW FELLOES.

•DOUBLE BRAKE.

HIGHEST F!

# ES. I

LISTS ON APPLICATION.

^ , ]
LONDON : 18, Holborn Viaduct.

Branclies : [ Manchester : 9, victoria Buiidiugs.

BIRffllNGHAffl : 77. Colfflore Row.
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.

A Good Revenge, By Jos. C. Sawtell
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How the Wheel World Wags
A Narrow Escape .

.

Cycling Celebrities.—No. 14. Mr. Charles Edgar Liies, L.A.C
A Kemarkable Escape
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Over the Alps by Bicycle .

.
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GOOD THINGS!!
-^THE !ND!SPENSflBLE BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK.^^

By Henry Sturmey.
,

300 PACJES. 200 IlLI^USTRATIOMS.
NOW READY. Price, 1/- Post Free, 1/4

-^^PRINCIPLES ^ OF ^ TRAINING^jH-

Amateur Athletes, with special regard to Bicyclists.,

istrated. By H. L. CORTIS (Amateur Champion at
Distances, 1880).

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE 1/2.

NEW EDITION OF

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BICYCL
OR HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY HEWRY STURMEY.
Contains History of tlie Bicycle, Formation of Clubs, &c., and full instructions
on Learning and General Management of Machine. Full of useful hints.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE, 1/2.
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THE

INDISPENSABLE
BICICUSIS' HANDBOOK

!POx\. 1882)
IS

NOW READY.

CONTA I N S

All the Novelties of the Year. Latest Details of 360

Machines. Hints on Purchasing, dc, &c.

PRICE ONE SHILLING,
POST FEEE 1/4.

300 PAGES. 200 ILLUSTRATIONS.

Of all Booksellers, Bicycle Depots, or of the Publishers,

II.IFF£ & SOW, "i;Vheel \^orld" Office. COVEl^TRY.

I.O]\I>ON : HARRT ETHERINGTON, Fleet Street, E.C

N.B.—PEOCUEE AT ONCE BEFOEE YOU FOEGET.
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IS BICYCLING PLAYED OUT?

O many men the question asked in the heading of this

article may seem absurd, but inasmuch as every sport,

pastime, or business is invariably hampered by a number
of the "wet-blanket" species of humanity, it is not to be

expected that bicycling can be any exception to the rule. Just as

some old women are always groaning that the world is coming to an
end next year, and others talk vaguely of the destruction of the

world by a comet in the coming spring, so in wheel life we have
men who are heard to assert that bicycling has been " played out,"

and that it will have to give place to tricycling. That the latter is

but yet in its infancy we readily admit, and also that in the course of
time the persons who ride tricycles will out-number by three to one
those who bestride bicycles ; but that these facts necessary imply
that bicycling is " played out'' is an idea which no thoughtful man
would support for a moment. When we turn to the list of bicycle

clubs, which will appear in the coming Annual for 1883, we shall

find that there has been a large increase in the number of such clubs

during the past year, and although at the riding schools there is not

found that-great rush of learners that was experienced a few years
ago, the reason is not difficult to discover. First, there was at the

time we speak of, the great rush of all young athletic men who
wished to take up the new pastime ; then came others who would
only follow a successful lead, but not originate it ; and, as a natural

result, there was a glut of learners in the schools which is now
absent. With the number of skilled riders at present about on every
hand there is not the necessity there was for a novice to resort to a
riding school, for brother is now able to teach brother ; father son,
and so on, and it is found more convenient and cheaper to acquire
the art in this manner in a quiet bye street or country lane, than in

the riding school, which before was, perforce, a necessity. Young
men will ha.ve pace ; they will select the most manly, i.e., the most
dangerous mode of locomotion, and till that spirit dies out in Eng-
land—which we trust it never will—bicycling will never become
" played out." No doubt many bicycle riders are taking to tricycles,

which lends just that amount of colour of truth to the statement that
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the two-wheeler is played out, which renders it necessary that the

erroneous and mispleading statement should be emphatically contra-

dicted from a source which is likely to be authentic in its character.

We can say, unhesitatingly, that we see no reason whatever to suppose
that bicycling is not steadily increasing ; not so fast as tricycling, of

course, because there is a far larger field for that to recruit from, but

quite as rapidly as it would have done had the three-wheeler never
been improved up to its present form. On the other hand, we know
of several cases where men who have taken to tricycling are return-

ing to their bicycle on account of the latter not being " good enough,"
i.e., not good enough as compared with bicycling, which they are still

young enough and still active enough to thoroughly enjoy in all its

hardships and dangers and joys. We do not wish to say one word
deprecatory of tricycling; it is a splendid exercise and a grand recrea-

tion, but it does not come up to bicycling, i.e.,{vom a strong, vigorous

I erved, young man's view of sport. A time comes in the lives of men
when the eager energy of their youth gives way to quieter thoughts
and motions, and then many bicyclers will gladly welcome the calm
dignity of the tricycle ; but long ere that period of man's estate is

reached by the bicycle riders of to-day other young men will have
grown up and taken their place on the two-wheeler, and so the ball

will be kept rolling from generation to generation. It is so with
cricket ; but much more forcibly is it illustrated by football, which is

a game played but for a few years by the majority of men. No one
would venture to hint that football was " played out " because men
annually give it up, and yet if some less violently rough winter game
ejusdem generis were brought out, there would, no doubt, be a crowd
of men found—^just as in tricycling, and who now never play foot-

ball—to support the new pastime ; but this would not necessarily

affect in one iota the popularity or progress of football. No doubt

the idea which has got about that bicycling is on the wane has in a

great measure been aided by the partial abandonment of it by its

special press, so long the boast of wheelmen. When men first see

bicycling journals changing their names, or adding extraneous titles

to their designations ; and then altering their day of publication, and
reducing their prices, they can only attribute it to the idea the " wet
blankets" promulgate, viz., that bicycling is fading. What are the

real facts, however? Why that so far from any falling off in the

support of wheelmen 'for their press, there never was a time so

prosperous, for never before was bicycle literature so well supported

as it is now, when The Cyclist is actually doing 6,600 copies per

week ! Three-wheel support has not brought this about in the case

we mention, for there are two special journals devoted to it, and its

votaries. It is simply the gradual but sure growth of bicycling as

the parent sport, and but small assistance has been obtained from

the offspring. Miss Tricycling, like man> another young lady, is

growing rapidly taller and larger in every way than her mother, but

there is not the slightest ground for supposing that Mrs. Bicycling is

consequently undergoing the abnormal process of growing smaller.

Far from it. Rinking went out for many reasons. Rinks became
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mere places of assignation, and ladies could no longer support them
as before ; but, quite apart from this, the excitement of rinking round
one dull-looking shed day after day, or even only week after week,
could not hope to be sustained, nor could bicycling hope to live if

track-riding were its only support. If rinking could have been done
with comfort and ease along our highroads, it would have lived, as

other open-air pastimes have for ages, and as bicycling will as long
as England possesses young men full of vitality and with muscles
and minds bent on the search for freedom, pure air, and country
scenes which delight the eya.

> • <

A GOOD REVENGE.

By Jos. C. Sawtell.

LENDON HOUSE was situated in the Elm Road, a shady
avenue some two miles West of the pi^etty town of

Cranwood ; and on account of its great hei^-ht, command-
ing position, and ostentatious appearance, Glendon House

was waited on by baker's boys with that noticeable regularity which
was found sadly deficient in quarters that smacked of a plebian

aspect.

Glendon House possessed a staircase. There is nothing extra-

ordinary in this, but the fact is duly chronicled because the staircase

was of unusual excellence. Eighteen stairs up the banister

revolved and went up a flight backwards, then resumed correct mode,
changed again, once more correct, and so on right away up to the

gabled room which gloried in possessing a little sky, one foot square

window, from whence could be obtained the finest view in the house.

Well, eighteen stairs up where the aforesaid banister reversed its

course, there was an old fashioned clock of the grandfather species,

which admirably filled a recess, and as admirably told the time.

At the moment of which I write that clock was marking on its

figured face two minutes to seven a.m., and the second hand—and
consequently the other hands—were seriously performing their

monotonous revolutions. Precisely as the clock struck the seven
clangs, a creak of the stairs some few flights above revealed the

fact that an object was apparently descending. That dbject proved
to be none other than Pipps, the page, waiter, master of the boot
brushes, and general factotum of the household.

Mister Pipps was invariably the first of the inhabitants of
Glendon House to disturb, as each morning dawned, the night

maraudings of the kitchen beetles ; and next to this act he usually

groped across to the window, unbarred the shutters, illuminated the

kitchen with a quantity of daylight, marched off" to the front door,

removed the chains, shot back the bolts, turned the big lock, twisted

the brass-handle, and finishing up with a multiplicity of details too

numerous to particularise, walked outside with the air of Lord
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Someone, and gazed with a yawning hee-haw here and hee-haw
there, up and down the road at nothing in particular, and everything

in general.

Five minutes after the aforesaid morning creak of the stairs,

Pipps could have been seen as usual upon this particular day doing
his wonted gaze at the landscape before him.

" Whoa ! Betty. Steady on, Daisy ! Coome up thur, Primrose !

Whoa ! Whoa ! " and a small company of Alderney milkers, indulg-

ing in playful antics, suddenly came round the corner of the road,

a few yards distance from Glendon House, followed by an old

dairyman, milkman, and general surveyor of the outhouses combined,
in the person in of Dickie Lighfoot. ""^Yaas, zur, born and bred in

this here parish and never in my life have I bin moore'n vourteen
mile herefrom; noa, an as vur'as that goes, I doan't want to,

nuther !

"

Dickie/ Lightfoot had been for 3'ears in the employ of a certain

Mr. Yates, a gentleman farmer, who lived a half-mile or so from
Glendon House, and Dickie was as good a specimen of the frank,

ingenuous, open-hearted Dorset farm labourer as could be discovered

in the county. Born of labouring parents, brought up in the plain

unsophisticated way general in agricultural districts, Dickie might
have been found working as a farm boy, and contributing his heb-

domadal mite contentedly towards the household expenses at the

early age of ten years. Dickie's school days might have been
numbered on the digits, for, passing his younger days before the age
of village school-boards, his father considered learning quite incon-

sistent with Dickie's position as a crow boy ; and Dickie was
perfectly contented, basing his content upon the fact that in his

opinion those to whom fell the lot of an agricultural-labourer were
required to concentrate their mind upon " wheat, an' woats, an'

plows, an' bosses, an' mulk, an' zuch-like ; vur danged if zuch as I

want to read, an' summy, an' roite !

"^—consequently Dickie was
perfectly happy whilst pursuing his daily avocations on the farm.

Upon this particular morning Dickie Lightfoot, in driving, as he
daily did, the cows from the meadows to the farmyard, had just

turned the corner near Glendon House at the precise moment Mister
Pipps was in the act of looking for nobody.

" Whoa ! Betty. Coome up thur, Primroose ! Whoa ! my dears,

woa ! Morning to 'ee Maaster Pipps. How be you this morning 7

Nice weather, ain't it ? Why seem to I that if we'd get a vew moore
days like this 'un, we shall finish

"

" Good morning to you," interrupted Pipps, in a slightly super-

cilious tone. " Yaws; it's a very nice day indeed, and judging from
the present hextraordinary 'ight of thb barometer, we shall be
favoured with a continuance of this same agreeable state ofweather,"

and having pompously delivered himself of his opinion he turned his

head, gazed up' the road in a different direction, coughed ostenta-

tiously, and waited for Dickie's reply.

" Smirt diiT'rence, eh ! Maaster Pipps, from thease daay last week.
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when it rained and poured enough to warsh yer own kooat, even
when 'twar on yer back ? Aye ! I did get a wettin' then, I can tell

'ee. Why, I wur "

" Yes, Dick ! putting these two days side by side they appear about
as much alike as a dish of whiting bears resemblance to three cakes

of superior Day & Martin's ;" ai)d having ahenid, to give more
emphasis to this speech, Pipps inserted his hands in his trouser

pockets, and endeavoured to look as if he were the originator of a

tremendous joke.
" Well, Maaster Pipps Whoa ! ihur. Why I'm danged if she

ain't gwain in ditch. Steady, Betsy. Whoa !
"—and pitching a

stray stick, with a dexterity peculiar to rustics, within one inch of her

nose, Dickie Lightfoot forcibly suggested to the transgressing cow
the desirability of her postponing the visit to the ditch. Here the

cow walked coolly across to the other side of the road and began to

nibble, whilst Dickie, determining to have his say out with Pipps,

continued :
" You'm well up, I s'pose, for a page, in your fine words,

Maaster Pipps, but you should know it doan't suit your clothes.

Why the two brass peckers on yer kwoat be the same as I've see'd

on the taals of some folk down at Cranwood, and they'd live in a

bigger house 'n you."
" I beg your pardon, Mr. Lightfoot, tchah ! The pages at Cran-

'

wood are nothing in importance compared to me."
" WuU they d' wear clothes like 'ee, doan't 'em ?"

"Yes, perhaps they do."
" Ah ! I thought zoo, and I dar'say you lived among 'em wunce,

yerself.'"

" Where ?"

" In the Union !—bee—bee—bee," and Dickie, observing the

shade of anger crossing the pompous page's face, laughed outright

at the idea of the great Maaster Pipps being taken down a peg.
" I say, Maaster Pipps," continued the good-humoured Dick, fear-

ing that he had severely hurt the page's feelings, " I've got some
news to tell 'ee," and he stalked a step or two nearer the page, with
the air of someone who possessed a grand secret.

Pipps was suddenly all attention.
" 'Tis nice ," and Dick sunk his voice to a whisper, inclined

his head a little nearer Pipps' ear, and giving him a knowing poke
between the fourth and fifth rib, exclaimed, " 'Tis nice—weather,
aint it F"

"Go on, you great fool," burst from the disappointed Pipps" lips.

" What's that you said ? All right, Maaster Pipps, I might be
;

but there's a tremehjous lot more of the same zart about^—in fact, I

could touch another o' 'em wi' a vury short stick. You wur in such
a hurry, Maaster Pipps ; if you'd waited, you'd heard ."

"What?" interrupted Pipps.

"Well, I wur agwain to say that
—

'tis nice weather for the volo-

sickle races down at Cranwood to-morrow, and that my young
maaster Arthur is agoing to win, that's all."
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"Oh! oh! ! going to win, is he? Hold on a bit there; just

remember that

—

my—young—master," burst forth Pipps in a dis-

jointed manner, so as to impress the words thoroughly in Dickie's

mind ;
" just remember that

—

my—young master—Mr. Alfred

—

Groves—is also—going to race—and I calculate he's considered the

best bicycle rider in Cranwood."
" Never mind for that," returned the dairyman freely, " I tell 'ee

that the winner of the race 'U be my young maaster—Mister—Arthur
—Yates—thur then ! Vur all I know, your Maaster Alfred may be
one o' the best riders in Cranwood, but accordin' to what I've yeerd,

I'd reckon that our Mister Arthur '11 plaay such a dang'd good trick

somehow, as '11 lick 'em all ! Ah ! he isn't a born fool as can get

over Mister Arthur !

"

" Say, Dickie," replied the surprised page in a scarce audible

whisper, and catching hold Dick's arm in a manner calculated to

express admiration and affection for the dairyman, " you're a wonder-
fiilly clever man !"

" P'rhaps I be," backed up Dick, not wholly adverse to the

administration of saponaceous epitaphs, technically kr^own as soft

soap. " P'rhaps I be ; I'd reckon on knowin' as much as some of

them larned page boiys."

The footman heeded not the " compliment," but with curiosity fully

aroused as to the possibility of a plot being formed against his young
master, returned to the charge.

" Dickie, I always considered you were as good tempered a man
as there is to be found in all Cranwood."
The dairyman smiled and inwardly thought Mr. Pipps a good'un

at heart; " Wot's the use of bein' olit o' temper wi' little things

that be always a happ'ning in thease 'ere wicked world ?"

" Nonse whatever," agreed Pipps. "Yet I s'pose if—if your Mister
Arthur looses that race to-morrow, he will be slightly put out. Eh ?"

" Why dang thee, I tell 'ee that he's agwain to win ! Zoo how
Whoa ! Betty ; woa ! Bo^z, cub-cub-cum. Whoa ! my dears. Zoo
how can he git out o' temper?" demanded Dickie excitedly, as if

Pipps had the audacity to doubt the veracity of Dickie Lightfoot's

statement.

"No offence Dickie. All right, old mon, but you know I could

hardly
"

" Don't you mean to say as how I be a loiar ! for if you do, Mas-
ter Pipps, I'm danged if I doan't show 'ee busness, and flatten yer

turmit nose in less'n two minutes ;" and proceeding to show the line

of action he was capable of sustaiuing with unusual efficacy, he re-

treated a step, performed sundry geometrical evolutions in the air,

in imitation of the actual deed, fought the atmosphere energetically

for a few moments, and then, fully satisfied within himself of the

substantial terror his display produced oh the countenance of Pipps,

resumed quietly his normal position.
" I never was a fighter," meekly pleaded Pipps.

The Dairyman agreed.
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" And I really believe you could make mince-meat of your enemies,
Eh ! Dickie ?" softly worked the persevering Pipps.

The Dairyman agreed still further.

" You know I never meant for one moment to say that you were a
liar, Dickie."

"No! p'rhaps not," returned Dick, "but L thought it a proper
time to show 'ee who you war talkin' to, that's all, Maaster Pipps,

zoo that I could save myself the trouble of doin' so on any futur'

occashun."
" Quite right," answered Pipps, " I accept your teaching; why,

really now, I d' feel quite grateful for it, as I shouldn't like tp make
a too close acquaintance with your fists, and I'll show my gratitude

by standing a pint ! Here's the mopasses, Dickie, my friend," and,

suiting the action to the words, he brought forth from his trouser

pocket three coppers, and handed them across to the astonished
dairyman.

Dickie Lightfoot gladly accepted, and instantaneously decided that
" Maaster Pipps wur a real good sart."

The footman mutely chuckled at the idea of scoring one, and pro-

ceeded with the game.
" I'm in real luck thease week," exclaimed Dickie, as he gleefully

rattled the three " browns" in his pocket, whilst his imagination
required no absolute effort to transform him to his favourite place

amongst his friends at a certain pub. " Here's in for a drink, to-

night, thank'ee to you, Maaster Pipps ; and to-morrer—hoop la !

—

Maaster Arthur, a'ter he'd win that there raace, will stan' treat well.

He said he would, and he will, too, bless 'im !"

" How ever did you manage to find out that he's going to win ?"

put in Pipps, admiringly.
" Well, now, you be a good sort of chap, and I'll tell 'ee. You

must know that your young Maaster Groves, and our young Maaster
Arthur, be both of 'em velosickle riders. Wull, and they be, you
know, little bit sweate on the same young lady, and that there young
lady is Doctor Lynton's daughter, young Miss Aulive Lynton, down
at Cranwood."
"Ah!" chimed in Pipps, approvingly, "that's it,—only not so

loud, Dick; can't you see, right under the window ?—an' if you talk

so loud, yer know, our blooming cook and all the other servants will

know all about it w;hen I go back indoors, and that fat cook of oiirs

can talk like a newspaper."
" Wull, I don't know much about their little love game ; all I can

say is, that Miss Aulive is a proper lookin' gal, and I'm blow'd if she
can't show a purttier face than can any gal in Cranwood. Soo, 'tis

no wunder that two or three chaps should fall right slick in love wi'

her. Ez it ?
"

The little, dairyman looked up apparently for a reply in the affir-

mative, and Pipps, nodding approvingly, Dickie continued in his native

brogue—" Wull, I've seed 'em about together moore'n wunce, and I

thinks to myself, thinks I, blow'd if they bayn't both o'em in luv'
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With
,
her. And yesterday mornin', as I wer in the carton, young

Mister Brown, one of Maaster Arthur's fr'en's, come in, and sez,

sez he, ' Marnin' Dickie.' ' Marnin' sir,' sez L ' Mr. Arthur about ?
'

sez he. ' I haven't seen 'im, but there's Maaster over thur, go and
ask he, zur,' sez I, ' I 'spects he d' know where Maaster Arthur is,'

and so young Brown marched across barton, and there Maaster told

'im that Maaster Arthur had jist that minite gone round to the other
zide o' the stall. Zoo he goes round, and in a minite or two I goes
in the stall to sarve the beasts, and who should I hear but Maaster
Arthur and young Brown talkin' outside rayther quiet. An' I

listened—who could help it ?—and heerd 'em both talkin" about the
velosickle race

"

" Bicycle," corrected* Pipps,
" Wull, bicycle, if yer like ; and I could tell as how neither of 'em

wanted your young Mister Groves to win ; and I heerd 'em maake
up their minds to gOQ roun' t^ your house and do summat to Mister
Groves' velosickle as would keep 'im from winnin'. And dang thee,

if my Maaster Arthur d' make up his mind to do a thing, the old
man hisself can't maake 'im alter it. An' I thinks, thinks I, this

'ere is a rum dodge, them two chaps be agwain to play, and in a
little bit I heerd 'im zay Now looksee here, Maaster Pipps, doan't
you goo and zay a word about all this, mind, will 'ee ?

"

" All right, Dick," gleefully replied Pipps, " you know you can
trust me. I like to hear a bit o' news sometimes," and a further

deposit of thre ha'pence was added to the principal invested with
perfect security in Dickie's pocket, which additional sum seemed
highly conducive to the continuation of the narrative.

" In a little bit I heerd 'em agree to go round to Glendon House
to-morrer mornin', just afore 'tis gettin light, about three o'clock,

and they d' know a waay as how they could git at yer young
maaster's bicj'cle without rousin' the house. So that's how I know
that the winner of thic there race to-morrer, as sure as life, '11 be my
young maaster. Mister Arthur Yates. Whoa, Betty ! Stiddy, Sarah !

Com', com', com'—com' up ! zoo-ho ! Maaster Pipps, I thank 'ee

for yer kindness, and the cows be a-wandered down the road, I must
wish 'ee a very good morning."

" Lookee here, tho'—not a word, mind."
" Not a word, Dickie ! G )od morning."

(To be cojitimied.)

"The Humbeb" Bicycle (Manupactubers—Humbek, Mabriott & Cooper : Works,—Beeston, Notts).—This eelehrated machine is uudeniably the fastest, lightest and
strongest used on the racing path. The fastest one and two miles on record, also the
greatest distance in one honr (18| miles ^10 yards), have been accomplished upon them. As a
roadster the " Humber" is undeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and nioredurable than
any other machine manufactiired. The fact that the "Humber" bicycles are now almost
e^clnsiAeiv ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities' and throughout the^
United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on
view at the London Depot, 78, Richmond Koad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials
free on application.

—

Advt.
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TRICYCLING AND HEALTH.
We recently published some remarks by Dr. Benjamin Ward

Richardson on this subject, and have now much pleasure in repro-

ducing, from " Good Words," some further experiences of this

well-known physician and practical tricyclist :

—

" There is an idea by those who do not ride the tricycle that the

work of it is exceedingly fatiguing, and those who are seen riding

receive often from the lookers on anything but complimentary
observations, with proffers of assistance as singular as they are

uninviting. In point of fact, however, nothing is so easy as the

work when the art of working is mastered. It is easier than
walking, it is easier than riding on horseback on the easiest horse that

can be ridden.
" The peculiarity of the process of riding on the tricycle is, indeed,

when once the art is obtained, so that much can be done, not only
without fatigue, but with a sense of lightness and of relief from
weariness, bodily and mental, which is positively refreshing. I can
ride fort}^ miles on the tricycle experiencing, I can safely say, less

fatigue than from walking ten, or from riding on horseback twenty,
although I am a practised hand in both the last-named exercises all

my life through, while I am comparatively a novice On the tricycle.

The reason of this is not difficult to explain.
" In walking, the legs carry directly all the weight of the body, and

as each foot comes down on the ground there is certain vibration or

shock quite through the body, which, though not acutely perceptible,

is, nevertheless, fatiguing. The breathing, also, is carried on at a
disadvantage, for the diaphragm, or great respiratory muscle, is not
able to act, in walking, with that steadiness, and as it may be said,

purchase, as it is when the pelvis is fixed, the spinal column firm,

and the upper limbs stead}^ The circulation, too, is considerably
quickened, and the heart is tolling at a rapid speed, lifting very
quickly the whole of its blood over that hill called ' the ascending
aorta, the first part of the great blood-vessel which springs from the
heart in the form of a beautiful arch to supply with blood the upper
and lower parts of the body.

•' In riding on horseback the body is seated, but the sitting is not
firm. The body rises in the saddle with one forward movement of
the animal, and falls with the next movement, so that there is, with
the best riders, a persistent concussion ;' there is, moreover, some
weight borne from the stirrups. All these movements are adverse to
saving of labour, and are very fatiguing. The lower limbs become
weary from the support they have to give to the body of the rider,

and from the grip they have to maintain on the body of the horse.
The upper limbs become fatigued from the exercise that is demanded
in guiding the horse, while the movement incident to the motion of
the body and of breathing is carried out at a great disadvantage, a
disadvantage quite as great as that from walking. The effect on the
circulation is still worse. With each concussion the column of
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blood rising from the heart , is brought back upon the protecting
aortic valves, and the tension of the great artery is tried severely.

In the old days, of posting, when men were regularly employed to

ride post, this effect of constant strain upon the great aorta gave rise

to disease, an aneurism or dilation of the vessel to which the
insignificant name of ' post-boy's disease,' or ' post-boy jS aneurism,'
was applied.

" In tricycling these difficulties are very greatly lessened, if not
removed^ The body is highly seated, and the direct weight of the

body upon the lower limbs is taken off, the limbs themselves being
left free to do the work required. The concussion of the body
through the limbs is also much relieved. The body is firmly placed
and the breathing is well and easily and firmly sustained. Best of
all, the heart is not subject to over-strain or concussion by the exer-

cise when the exercise is carried out with even common regard to

steadiness and freedom from violence of effort.

"These are the reasons why the motion got by the bodily work in

tricycling is so much easier than that got by walking or by riding on
horseback, easier, in short, than any other mode except by the bicycle.

Learning to Ride.

" It must not, at the same time, be supposed that tricycling can be
successfuly practised off-hand, and that it is only to mount and be off.

There really is a good deal to learn in order to tricycle—quickly,

merrily, safely, healthily. The art must be learned, and a few of the

most important points to be learned, in order to make the exercise

good and healthful, may appropriately come in here.
" Beginners often are led to make hard work of the exercise from

not getting hold of the art of moving the pedals. I was myself a

long time very clumsy, and made myself more weary in a mile than
I woi4ld now in twenty miles. This art can only be acquired by
practice, and it does not consist at all in throwing all the force of the

rider into every movement, but in skill in making each movement
sharp, clean, and complete in itself, reserving always the full force

that may be judiciously thrown in for special occasions when the

necessit}' arises. The art is perfect when the i-ider, while progress-

ing, has learned to forget that he has any legs at all, and when he
works them automatically, changing the pressure without any serious

thought as to the reason of change, and leaving the higher nervous
centres free for steering and foreseeing all the obstacles that lie in the

way.
"To arrive at this very simple pefection a few details have to be

attended to by the learner. The first of these is that he makes up
his mind to the certainty that there is no practical difficulty in the

way of attaining to the perfection required. The next is to gain con-

fidence in the power to sit and propel with the feet. The third is to

adjust the seat or saddle, and the handles, in such manner as to suit

the precise requirements of the particular rider. The last is to hold

all force that is not required for immediate service, in reserve for

emergencies.
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"In propelling, then, the learner, if on a rotary machine—and this

is so distinctly the best I shall refer to no other—must be careful to

plant his feet fir^ily on the pedals in such manner that the ball of the

foot rests on them. Many commence by putting either the arch of

the foot or the toes on the pedals, which is an entire mistake, be-

cause as a fundamental rule it must be remembered that the best

motion is got by treadling as in walking, and the nearer the move-
ment of walking is obtained the better. The pressure down being

made from the ball of the foot, the heel should be brought into good

play ; the heel should descend as the foot goes down, by which
movement the pedal is not only brought on to its lowest, but without

extra labour is pushed forward. This prevents partial dead stops or

locks, makes the machine move on evenly and gives momentum.
The motion started in this manner should be sustained steadily ; it

should never be in starts or spurts, and, except when the object in

view is actual racing, it should not be at racing speed. Six miles an
hour, taking one road with another, for six hours a daj^ is the steady

motion to be attained to. A great deal more may of course be ac-

complished by practice, but the rider who can master this pace and
keep it up day by day has nothing to be ashamed of, while he may
be assured that if he be in fair condition he is pursuing a course

which is as healthful as it is enjoyable.

"if it be kept in mind that walking is the mode of propulsion to

be initiated, the ankle motion will then be gained as a matter of

course, and the knee motion -will not be strained. It will be soon
discovered that the knees must not be too much bent, and that three

parts standing is the best position in the seat or saddle. If the seat

is set low, and the knees are bent, the power that is lost is dead
against good and eifective work. In the bent position there is no
weight put into the work, which is a loss, while there is an impedi-

ment introduced from another cause. When the knee is, bent the

great muscle which runs down the fore part of the thigh, and which,
including the knee-pan, ends in a tendon or sinew attached to the

large leg bone, the tibia is working at each contraction with very

great friction, its tendon being held tight upon the knee-pan. It

therefore soon becomes exhausted, wearied, stiff, and painful. But
if the limb be kept nearly straight while at work, the weight of the

body comes into constant action, and the rectur left easy in its work
undergoes no more fatigue than the other muscles af the thigh and
leg.

" The lessons to be drawn from these facts are these :—^(i) Do not

sit too heavy on the seat, but only so as to rest the body firmly-

(2} Keep the seat so high that the feet reach the pedals when at their

lowest, comfortably and no more. (3) Have the seat sufficently for-

ward to enable you to be well over the pedals, or as the usual saying
is, ' well over the work.'

"Too much attention cannot be paid to these details. Many riders>

fail for a long time, from no other cause than from neglect in at-

tending: to them.
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" The character of the seat is of moment. The seat should be so
shaped that it does not in the least interfere with the backward
movement of the limbs. For this reason I recommend gentlemen
to ride on a rather long and narrow saddle. For ladies I recommend
a small seat well hollowed out on the front edge so as to give as
much feedom of movement as can possibly be obtained.

" It is a matter of moment for every one to keep to his own saddle
or seat. It is good for ever}' rider to keep to his own machine, and to
have it altered for others as little as possible ; but it is almost
essential for the saddle to be exclusively his own ; it soon becomes
modelled to the necessary fit, and, like a shoe, is that which no two
persons can comfortably adapt and adopt.

" In learning to ride the tricycle, the management of the breathing
should have a first consideration. To get into a good and healthy
habit of breathing, and to get that habit confirmed is worth a great
deal to riders of all ages. Let, then, the following brief rules be kept
in mind.

" There are two handles on the tricycle, one of which, that on the
right hand, is used for steering the machine ; the other, that on the
left hand, for holding by. Both afford support. By seizing these
handles firmly, apd pulling up by them, great power may be got for

propelling the machine, because by this means the hands and arms
come in to assist the legs, and an extra force is put on. Young
riders are apt to begin by laying on this reserve power and never
giving it up. To use this assistance, however, the chest has to be
firmly fixed. The easy, natural movements of the chest, those move-
ments by which we unconsciously fill the chest in the ordinary way
when we are quietly moving about or sitting, ^re not carried out, but
deep breathing is established, the lungs are filled with air to disten-
tion, and great pressure is thrown upon the heart. These are bad
effects to keep up ; they soon cause extreme fatigue, and they prevent
the rider from being ready to meet difficulties in climbing, in goipg
over rough roads, and in meeting other obstacles which are sure to
spring up whenever he undertakes a few hours' journey. The point
of practice, consequently, is to use the handles as rests for the hands
on all common occasions, to let them hold the handles lightly, with
no more force than is just necessary for steadiness and mastery, and
only to bring them into full use when the necessity arises—that is to
say, when extra power is suddenly called for, as on approaching the
upper part of a hill, or in moving over rough or soft ground.

" Another rule about breathing is, to learn from the first to breathe
by the nostrils, not by the mouth. I do not know why it is, but cer-

tain it is, that most riders gdt into the way of. mouth breathing, as if

they had no nose at all, the moment they get into the saddle. The
result is always bad. The passage of air over the surface of the
tongue and throat renders those surfaces very dry, so that in a short
ride the desire for some liquid to moisten the mouth and throat be-

comes urgent, and leads to swallowing a large quantity of drink,

which id injurious, and the throat is not only made dry, but sore
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rom the dryness. In addition to this mischief the large surface of
,

the mouth and throat is exposed to catch all impurities of dust and
dirt floating in the air, while much power is lost owing to the rapidity

of the breathing that is induced, the irritation and cough that are

often brought on, and the reduction of purchase in respiring owing
to the constantly open state of both the breathing inlets and outlets,.

'

the nostrils and mouth. Learn, then, to breathe through the nostrils

in the ordinary and natural way from the beginning of the practice.

" The earliest exercises on the tricj'cle should be taken on a level

road, and they should not be so prolonged as to produce fatigue or

embarrassment of the breathing or circulation. Gradually the time

of riding should be increased and the common difficulties of the road

met. It is good practice to commence by riding a mile the first day
and not to exceed two miles a day for the first three or four days ;

after that the exercise may extend to five miles a day, and in a week
or two to the full ,of the rider's capacity.

" On this point of the riders capacity for work there are certain

rules bearing on health which 'are vital.

"Rules to be Observed Specially.

" I. The riding should never be carried out at one time to the

extent of causing excessive weariness, stiffness of the muscles and
membranes, and want of power in the limbs.

" 2. In climbing a hill it is never advisable to strain every muscle,

from the foolish determination to mount the hill at all costs. It is

best, and quickest, and easiest, and safest to dismount and to push
thejnachine up to the brow of the hill. T\\e act of walking for a

short distance relieves the rider. It brings a new set of muscles
into play, and it " stretches '' the body, to use a common expression.

" 3. Practice in climbing will enable a rider to get over difficulties

which a young rider considers all but impossible. I have found that

out beyond anything I expected when I began to ride, andT can now,,

without fatigue, climb hills, which I would never have dared to

have faced at first. This art" is got by the process of treadmg the-

machine, that is, of throwing the whole weight of the body into the

pedals, by which process a heavy rider, quite as easily as a light

one, can acquire the power of getting up a hill. Yet it is bad to

attempt to carry this effort too far, as all good riders will maintain.
The question is when to get off the machine, before or during climb-

ing. Some reckon by the ascent, and tell you that when the eye
roughly measures an ascent of one in seven or eight, it is the wise
thing to dismount and push up the machine. . A better practice is to

be guided by, the power of the rider to move on without bringing in

his reserve force. If the hill be long, and he finds it necessary to

pull hard at the handles in order to make progression, the time has
come for him to dismount and to walk the ascent.

"4. In descending a hill, every advantage should be taken to save
the motion of propulsion, and to let gravitation do the work of the
rider. It is in this way that so much labour is saved in riding, and
so much advantage is gained over walking, not only in speed, but in
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actual work, for, as we all know, walking down hill is very shaking

and laborious work. Sometimes, on the tricycle, however, too much
advantage is taken of the running down hill, and a speed is got up
which is not merely accompanied with a certain amount of unneces-

sary risks from falls, but with other risks which, less perceptible to

the rider, are hardly less dangerous. These are excitement, fullness,

thereby, of the brain with blood, and concussion from the rattle of

the run, all of them injurious results. I have known extreme giddi-

ness, and what we physicians call vertigo, produced by too rapid

running down a long descent. Facilis decensns is a good motto to

keep in mind on these occasions, together with the moral that clings

to it. In running down hill it is wise to keep the machine well in

hand by the brake, to confine the pace to seven or eight miles an

hour, and not to attempt to get up momentum until the lower part of

descent is reached. ' There, after considerable practice, a little more
freedom may be permitted so as to assist in meeting a rising ground,

just as for all time past our drivers of carriage, coach, and cart have
been accustomed to close a downhill and breast an up.

"5. The capacity for work when the art of good riding has been

acquired should never be measured by what can be done on one day
or on one particular occasion. The body is soriietimes capable ot

performing without sense of fatigue a much larger amount of work
than it is at others. Very trifling circumstances also assist Or

oppose a rider ; direction and character of the wind, good or bad
turning of his machine, good or bad temper of his own, change the

labour vastly. One ride, cannot, therefore, as a matter of Course,

be taken to represent another, and it is very bad to set up as a hard

and fast rule in touring that so much, nolens valens, shaW be done in

a day. The safest plan is to keep in the mind a fair but not too

high average, and never to exceed that unless under favourable

circumstances. The average I have already given—six miles an
hour for six hours a day—is as sound a one as I can suggest in the

present state of tricycular evolution. What may come, as the

machine is improved, when it is made to wind itself up as it runs

down hill, with the brake turned into a reserve of force, I will not

ve'^tui-e to say.

"6. The rule not to overtrain the body in riding by attempting

too much is applicable to persons of all ages, but it requires to be

enforced on the young, who are the most liable of all to suffer from
the over-strain. Growing youths are not fitted to make prolonged

and wearisome journeys, extending over several days or weeks, at

high speed, taxing all the physical qualities of the ride. This is a

word in season, if it be acted upon, which this Magazine never

carried for a healthier purpose. The idea of our young is speed !

speed ! speed ! They wish to go, like the letters of a past time^

labelled, " haste ! haste ! oh, haste !
" The end is folly. It is turn-

ing a good thing to a bad use ; an enjoyment into slavery ; a healthy

into a breakdown exercise. I know that it would be vain to try to

stop competitive riding. I know that by competition the makers of
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tricycles are enabled to test their machines, and are stimulated to
carry out improvements. Yet there must be a limit or the art will

be endangered from the injury it will inflict, and when it becomes a
strain on the vital powers then the injury it inflicts on the life is

inevitable. I feel this so much that I lately gave a prize for a fifty

mile competition with a sense of compunction which is unpleasant,
notwithstanding the most judicious arrangements to prevent any
approach to consequences that may be regrettable.

"7. In order to effect a long ride without severe fatigue it is good,
and, indeed, right, to divide the journey into easy stages. From
two to three hours is long enough to work at one stretch, and fifteen

to twenty miles is long enough for one ride. It is always wise, in

touring, to take the morning for the longest rides, and few enjoy-

ments equal a gentle spin along a pleasant road by moonlight. I do
not think it is a sound plan to break suddenly through fixed physical

habits bearing on bodily rest and bodily exercise, and I would not,

therefore, recommend those who have arrived at mature life to alter

their times for rest and work very much, out of regard to the practice

of this new exercise. If they are by habit early risers, I should say
by all means take full advantage of the first hours and get the prime
of the morning for the first ride, get eighteen miles out of the thirty-

six in a day's tour. Then six or eight miles may be made in the

course of the day, and the remaining ten or twelve when the sun is

going down, or, if there be a full moon, when the moon has risen.

By this division, time is afforded as well for rest as for the purpose
of becoming better acquainted with the history and character of the

localities through which the journey is made.
I intended, when I sat down to this paper, to add a rule or two for

the selection of a tricycle, and to give some account of the relative

merits of the machines I have myself used. I find, however, that I

have no space left, and although I am well aware that many persons
are anxious for me to give a direction on this matter, I must ask
them to be kind enough to wait for it in an earlier number of

"Good Words."

> » <

1

HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.

HE month of October, with which is incorporated the fag-

end of September for the purposes of this magazine, has

been signalised by a great revival of the long-distance-

riding mania. The remarkable performances of the riders

in the road-race from London to Bath and back, when the winner,

who had only mounted a machine of the kind once before, covered

214^ miles in the 24 hours, and no less than sixteen others covered

upwards of i^o miles, has not only opened the eyes of the public to

the capabilities of the " Facile " safety-bicycle, but also led riders to

the belief that " topping the century " is not such an arduous task as

they previously supposed ; and we may anticipate that The Cyclist
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loo miles list will swell to such an extent as to compel its editors to

adopt the suggestion which has been made, of restricting the roll of

horiour to those who have covered 150 miles in the day.

Three-wheel men, too, have been putting on the centuries ; and
even an "Ottoist" has managed to get over the hundred miles ; while
another lady has done the trick on a sociable—making three ladies

with century sociable records ; and a couple of men have raised the

twenty-four hours' record for a double to 140 miles. If this sort of

thing continues, we shall have to get Mr. Coleman to undertake the

keeping of such records, in order that they may be duly authenticated

before being published. Mr. Hawkins's 191 miles in the day, for

instance, has been questioned as to correctness, and it appears that

the distance was calculated, not from road-books, maps, ormilestones,

but from the cost of a third-class railway fare ! Rule-of-thumb
measurement surely never went further than such absurd guess-

work.
People who go up in balloons presumably possess more than the

average share of temerity and disregard for danger. Such seems to

have been the case with an aeronaut and his son, who were tricycling

in Kent on a sociable, and who went to bed in oblivion of the pre-

sence of a lighted pipe which one had been smoking in bed. What
threatened to be a tragedy was turned into a comedy, and the curtain

descended with the spectacle of the London Editor of this magazine,
and the Editor of The Tricyclist, who are anti-tobacconists, pointing

. the moral against smoking.
Thefts of machines, which have been obtained under pretext of

hiring, have become rather common, Brighton, Newton, Southsea,

and Bournemouth being amongst the towns honoured by the gentry

whose education is deficient upon the points of understanding the

meaning of ??i^«w and ^zn«;i. Four months upon the merry mill is

to supersede Mr. John Crease's bicycling exercise, and when the

January gaol-delivery enables the Dorsetshire grocer's assistant to

roam abroad and take the Creases out of his limbs, he will probably

prefer to make a modest competence by the more orthodox means of

sanding sugar and faking scales.

The annual raid of Sledgehammersmith policemen has been made,
and Mr, Shell has acted fully up to his illustrious colleague's tradi-

tions by inflicting the fullest possible penalty upon the slightest

possible evidence. " Which nobody can Dean-y " that the mounted
patrol exhibits a degree of zeal—albeit tempered by indiscretion

—

which would be laudable in a more worthy cause, such as the capture

of burglars or the ferreting out of mysterious murderers.

There is a flutter of excitement among the press-men and amateur
correspondents, consequent upon the prospect of the revival of the

great, the glorious, the thrillsome,-the never-ending "Amateur Ques-
tion," Tricycling is the sport this time, and the victory of an
amateur, who is employed in a tricycle factory, is the cause of the

rumpus. The Union is, we are told, to be asked to go back upon
its principles, and to declare that bicycle makers and their employes.
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and tricycle makers and their employes, are professionals. Why ?

Because one of them is the best rider at 50 miles, so he must be kept

out of bur races ! Quite right, Messieurs les Agitateurs, it is a

shame that the best boy in the school should win the prizes, so we
will alter the school's constitution to enable us to expel him. Never
mind principle. . Bother principle ! We'll alter the measures so as

to apply to the man, and when we have got rid of him, and time has
brought out an amateur champion who is in a carriage factory,

or a brewery, or a chimney sweepery, or any place, in fact, but a

tricycle factory, we'll then relent, and alter the rule to admit makers
again. Come along, you fellows, variety is charming, and what's
the use of having an amateur rule that can't be changed now and
then?

" Happy C," " Converted F.," and " Hallelujah D.," were three

names which I recently saw ironically inscribed in a visitors' book
by three Sunday-riding cyclists ; but it seems that the attribute of

Sabbath-breaking wheeling to the Salvationists was not so far off

the mark, it being now reported that the female cadets of the Army-
of-hysterical-noise are taking to tricycling exercise, after the example
of the general's son, who purchased a tricycle shortly before taking
unto himself a wife. At the ceremony of the latter operation, the

visitors were charged a fee for admission to the church, and quite a
respectable little pile towards housekeeping was thereby netted—an
example which I entertain serious thoughts of copying, as surely

several millions of riders would gladly pay a guinea apiece to witness

the tying-up of Mr. and Mrs. Axis. This must be smoked over.

One of the rules of a wheel club is somewhat Hibernian in its

provisions that "gambling is strictly prohibited ; no higher stakes

'than sixpenny points and a shilling on the rubber at whist, or than
twopence for a life at pool and sixpence for the pool." Next we
hear that a so-called teetotal club has a rule that "drinking is strictly

prohibited ; no bigger drinks than six-penn'orth of rum and a half-

bottle of champagne, or than three-penn'orth of whisky hot and a pot

of four-half." Or road rules may be similarly qualified, path-riding

being strictly prohibited ; no faster pace than fifteen miles an hour,

for three miles at a time, on the side-walk,- or than twelve miles an
hour, with occasional spurts at mile-handicap speed, on City pave-
ments.

There must be a fall in the price of stop-watches, judging by the
fact that seventeen of those useful articles were stolen from Mr.
Goy's premises by some enterprising burglars, who were burgling
with the utmost sang-froid, exhibiting their aesthetic tastes, and
appreciation of the maxim that exchange is no robbery, by appro-
priating clean shirts, in place of which they left their own dirty ones.
The cycles, being too bulky to be easily portable through broken
skylights, were left intact.

The birth of the American magazine, "The Wheelman," is

accompanied by the death of the onl}' remaining English magazine-
in opposition to this publication. Both " Cycling " and " Cyclos

"
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have died, the former aged 3J years, the latter aged 10 months.
Both were born in the provinces, and died shortly after being trans-

planted to London ; whilst the " Wheel World," which was born in

London, has attained its present vigorous vitality in the provinces.

Evidently Metropolitan air does not agree with the constitutions of
wheel magazines.
The first Saturday in October may be said to have inaugurated the

season of wintry runs, and the Crystal Palatial proprietors can
scarcely have potted such a satisfactory " gate " as would have been
the case had finer weather favoured the first tricycle championship
race held under the auspices of the B.U.W.W.LLT.T.A. Only one
writer, and he a competitor, " tipped " the winner, a very big pot
indeed being upset by the " Rouster "— as Lowndes is called ; why,
deponent knoweth not—retiring ignominiously. Much jubilation

was exhibited when Liles's number went up, a London gate being"

decidedly partial to genuine amateurs winning amateur champion-
ships.

It used to be said of some bellicose celebrity or other that he never
knew when he was defeated. A similar state of ignorance appears
to exist in the minds of the gentlemen who opposed the B.U. recom-
mendation of a five-guinea limit for prizes. The Union discussed
this thing, and a majority decided to recommend it ; butthemanority,
not satisfied with that, seize every opportunity to move heaven and'

ear^h to persuade the majority to rescind their recommendation.
Briefly, it amounts to this, that the minority, wise in its own conceit^

thinks its opinion more weighty than the opinion of the majority,

and accordingly goes to work to convince that majority of its error.

Some imitators of the Unjust Steward, sick of the apparently endless

controversy, gave way, and turned the scale of the bare majority,

but the necessary two-thirds difference not being reached, the matter
remained as it was, clubs being still recommended to give no prize,

excepting challenge cups, above the value of five guineas.

Commercial speculations in our sporting department are not now
regarded with such horror-struc'< righteous indigftation as they

used to be. Time was when race meetings promoted by bicycle makers
were rigidly tabooed by strict amateurs ; but now tempora 7nutant2ir^

and the success of the " Facile " race, which was a trade speculation

and nothing else, has been followed by a race on " Home Trainers,"

got up solely as a commercial speculation by an enterprising firm of
agents, the entries for which indicate the total absence of the high-

and-mitey amateur squeamishness which led to the collapse of such
meetings as Humber's annual races.

When Buttaphlie, of the Rollicking Rams B.C., or Scorchalong,

of the Quockerwodgers B.C., goes a cropper, nobody takes much
notice, as such an event is a common occurrence not worth noting.

And in the days gone by, when such typical tumblers as M'Cullum
Hill, and the captain of the now defunct High-opinion-of-themselves

B.C., were reported to have come to grief, comparatively slight

notice was taken of the event. But when, on the day of the famous
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Bath Road race, that cautious and experienced wheelman, Mr. C.W
Nairn, sustained a severe fall, not only did everybody commiserate
with him, but obvious morals were adduced in favour of the safer and
now-demonstrated-quite-fast-enough tricycle. Mr. Nairn's two-
wheeler may soon be looked for in the second-hand-machine market.
The visibility of another comet is encouraging to early risers, who

have, I understand, to get up before 4 a.m. if they wish to perceive

this latest visitant from unk'nown parts. Not having got up at 4 a.m.
everj' morning to see whether the comet is visible later, I am un ible

to confirm the statement, to which I therefore give guarded publicity.

At any rate, this one does not appear to resemble Comet B., but on the
contrary seems to have occasioned a phenomenal amount of rain,

instead of heat, to distress us.

Distress us the rain certainly does, roads everywhere being in

such a sodden state that the winter season may safely be considered
to have commenced, any fine weather with dry roads which we may
now have being only chance enjoyments. Therefore, oh 1 reader,

paint thy nickel-plating, and prepare for the moist, but enjoyable
and bracing, winter rides which are about to commence. Have your
tricycles geared down to lighten }'-our labour (aye, and your bicycles,

too, by a new patent method which I hear of) ; overhaul your flannel

wardrobe, and prepare for the season wherein the maximum! of
invigorating exercise can be obtained within the minimum of time

;

note the locality of new tramways, and explore bye-roads by which
you can avoid those obnoxious rails when grease is about ; note also

the same tramways, and the hardest macadam roads, which bscome
metamorphosed under the influence of Jack Frost, and afford splendid
running. If you have a semi-racer bicycle, exchange it for a heavy
roadster a size or two smUler, or—better still— for a second-hand
tricycle, such as can be picked up cheaply at this period ;. and lay

yourself out to en]oy a winter of the most wholesome and spirit-

lightening exercise possible in this' sublunary sphere, thanking, for

your emancipation from 'butterfly-thraldom, that ardent votary of
wheeling all the year round, " Axis."

>«-^

A NARROW ESCAPE.
HE August Bank Holiday was drawing near and the

bicyclists of Weldon were impatiently awaiting its arrival,

the most impatient one of all being Tom Walker, who
had just received his new " Challenge " from London,

and was, of course, eager to " try its mettle."

He had arranged with Charlie Smith for a run on the approaching-
holiday, and so anxious was he about the weather that he could
hardly keep hiis eyes off the barometer even for his meals, and on
rising every morning he rushed to the window and intently examined
the sky for signs of rain.

At last the eventful day arrived. Tom and Charlie were ready to
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start by six, as they were resolved to "make a day of it." The
morning was misty, but they took their chance of its being fine, and
accordingly started.

They had proceeded some distance when they were overtaken by
Tom's large retriever dog, Jack, who barked and jumped about,

evidently pleased at the thought of a run with his master. As they
had gone too far from home to care about returning with the dog,

they made a virtue of necessity, and allowed him to accompany
them.
They had breakfast at Chelton where Jack also partook of the

morning meal.

The morning was spent in visiting all the places of interest for

miles round, and having had their dinner and given the dog a rest,

they resolved to return leisurely home by a detour of twenty miles.

Ihe two bicyclists having left the town, were spinning down a

smooth incline at a pace the dog found difficult to keep up, and had
just commenced " legs over," when, sweeping round a bend in the

road, they found themselves on the brink of a steep hill, bounded at

the bottom by a low park fence, the road turning off" at right angles

to the hill. The sudden drop was immediately felt, and the unfor-

tunate two were half way down the hill before they were fully aware
of their position.

" Brakes on," shouted Tom, as,they whizzed down, and " Brakes
on " it wa?, but very slightly, as the speed attained was too great to

allow a sudden application of the brake, and might have ended in a

worse mishap than really did occur. All at once the noise caused
by Charlie's brake ceased and he shot by his companion at full

speed.
" Don't be a fool," shouted Tom, but there was no answer and it

was evident that Charlie had lost all control over his machine. In a

moment the bottom was reached ; there was a sickening crash, and
Charlie disappeared over thefence having his bicycle driven by the

violence of the shock partly through the fence.

Tom by this time had checked his machine sufficiently to enable

him to dismount. Running to the fence, he jumped over, followed

by the dog, iind found Charlie lymg on his back in a bed of wild

parsley, with his eyes wide open but apparently unable to move.
"Have you hurt yourself much ?" anxiously enquired Tom.

There was no answer and the dog licked the sufferer's face, whining
as he did so. From the movement of his lips it was evident that

Charlie was trying to speak.

Tom lifted him up, and after waiting a moment he managed to

gasp out, in an unearthly voice between the grunt of a pig and the

wheeze of an apoplectic alderman, " Wh-—ere s—the—mach—ine ?
"

" Oh, that's all right," said Tom, " but what's the matter ?
"

" It's—knocked—me—wi-wi-wind—out, —don't—you— see."
" Oh, is that all !

" said Tom, greatly relieved, " You'll get over

that in a minute."
" Don't—know—so—much," gasped Charlie.
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However, he did, and having sat up a few minutf^s began to look

better and a Httle less like a fish out of its natural element.

Tom assisted him over the fence, and there the mournful wreck of

his machine met his gaze.

They dragged out theremains, Charlie groaning woefully all the

while, and laid them across the s'addle of Tom's " Challenge," then

carefully proceeding, retraced their steps to the town they had left

so gaily half-an-hour before. Even Jack shared in the general

depression and slunk behind. Arrived at the town, they made their

way to a smith's, who, to their unbounded satisfaction and
delight, said the damage was not so bad, but it might be temporarily

repaired in an hour or two. They joyfully consented to wait, and
occupied the time by rambling about the town. While in the High
Street they were hailed by a shout from the occupant of a passing

gig.' Looking up they recognised Farmer Biggs, a gentleman from
their OA'n villiage, to whom they told what had happened, and he
invited them to ride home with him, but. they determined to wait for

the bicycle.

" I want to get home " said the farmer, " as I have a good bit of

money about me."
" We shall be home first " shouted Tom as he drove away.
" Not 3'ou " was the answer.

' By the time that Charlie's machine was rideable, and some tea

obtained, the shades of evening were falling, and it was necessary
to. light up before starting.

The smith's last injunction was to " ride easy," so they followed

this admonition, and calculated the twelve miles would be done in

about two hours.

It was quite dark before they had advanced far on their journey,
and there were threatening indications of rain. The dog galloped
in front of them, his black body rendered faintly visible in the light

of the lamps. Neither spoke, for the intense darkness threw an
uneasy feeling over them both. As if by mutual consent, each
quickened his pace, and regardless of the risk, Charlie kept his

machine at the top of its speed. They could hear the panting of

the dog as, with difficulty, he kept up with them. Not a human
being h?d been passed since leaving the town—theroad was deserted.

At last the sound of horses hoofs struck on their ears, accompanied
by a strange scraping sound as of a heavy weight dragged along the
ground, coming nearer and nearer.

" Keep to the left, Tom," shouted Charlie, falling behind.
" All right " said Tom, gliding close under the hedge.
The sound got closer, and suddenly out of the gloom into the

feeble circle of light caused by the lamps galloped a horse, harnessed,
and dragging at its heels an undistinguishable heap of something.
For one second they saw it, and the next it had gone, and the clatter

of the hoofs died away behind them.
" Did you see that horse ? " said Tom.
" Yes," was the answer.

t'A<\^
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" Do you think }-ou know it ?
"

" Well it seemed very much like the grey mare Biggs was driving

to-day."

"Just what I thought ; I'm afraid there's something wrong."
" So am L"
The conversation ceased, and they pressed on. In the silence,

however, the panting of the dog was missed, and although called,

he did not appear.
" I wonder where Jack is," said Charlie.
" Can't imagine : perhaps he's followed the horse."
" May be, but I don't think it probable."

Silence again reigned supreme, broken only by the whirr of the

wheels and the crushing of the dust beneath the tyres as they dashed
along. Tom, who was in front, suddenly gave a cry ; a crash was
heard ; then his lamp wa^ extinguished. Charlie, instantaneously

dismounting, hurried up and found that Tom had ridden into a heap
of timber that, on examination, proved to be the remains of a trap

of some sort, and which confirmed their suspicions that something
dreadful had happened to the farmer. Fortunately, Tom had not
sustained any injury, and to his great joy, neither had his '' Chal-

lenge." ,
,

They re-lit the lamp, re-mounted, and rode carefully forward, looking

to the right and left, striving to pierce the dense gloom for any signs

of the unfortunate farmer. They, however, did not meet with any
further traces of accident, so they began to quicken their pace. The
road, a little further on, curved round the brink of a deep dell, known
as " Deep Dene," and a fence was put up to keep unwary travellers

from tumbling into the abyss. They were skirting this hollow at full

speed, anxious to get from ite neighbourhood (for it had an unpleasant
reputation), when they were startled by hearing what appeared to be
the deep growling of a dog, mingled with groans as of a human
being in agony, proceeding from the bottom of the dell.

" What on earth is that ? " said Tom, slackening his pace.
" Sounds like a dog worrying something, or somebody," said

Charlie.
" What shall we do ? "whispered Tom, awestruck.

"Dismount."
They did so, and, with fearful glances to the right and left, stood

listening. The deep growling still continued, though the groaning
had left off.

" Let us go down and see if we can find out what it is," said Tom.
" For goodness sake don't, Tom."
" Yes, I will

;
perhaps it is a fellow creature, like ourselves, in

pain."

Seeing that Tom wes determined to go, Charlie reluctantly fol-

lowed, and together they cautiously descended the winding track that

led to the bottom ; not without casting nervous looks into the bushes,

and fancying every bush to be a concealed murderer. The noise of

the dog continued, and grew louder as they advanced ; and, looking
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back, they could see the reflection of their lamps through the bushes
far above. A thought struck Tom.

" You wait here while I fetch a lamp," said he.
" No," said Charlie, " I'll come, too."

So they returned, detached a lamp, and by its light retraced their

footsteps once more to the bottom oi the dell. They could now see

what before, by reason of the darkness, they wei^e not able to see,

viz., that the bushes and grass on either side of the path were broken
and crushed, as if some heavy body had been dragged over them.
With beating hearts they hurried down, guided by the ominous

growling which still continued ; and on reaching the clear, open
bottom, by the light of their lamps, an awful sight presented itself.

There was the missing dog, with his fangs buried in the throat of

a rough-looking man lying on the ground, whose face was dreadfully

disfigured and covered in gore. The dog wagged his tail in token of

recognition, and, slowly leaving the mangled corpse (for such it was),
came up to them, then turned away and began licking an object in

in the grass, a little distance from the dead man.
Turning the rays of light that way, the bicyclists discovered the

farmer lying quite still, with the marks of a heavy blow across his

forehead, and blood-marks on his sleeve and hand. The}' tried to

rouse him, but could not ; so, while Tom groped his way to a neigh-
bouring brook to fetch some water in his cap, Charlie occupied his

time in rubbing the farmer's hands, while "Jack" was busy iicking

his face. When Tom arrived with the water, they sprinkled the
wounded man's face, and presently he gave a sigh, opened his eyes,

and tried to lift his right arm, but dropped it with a sharp cry of pain.

He then put up his left hand, and passed it over his face in a
bewildered manner, and in a little while was able to sit up.
When he was sufficiently recovered, they explained to him in a

subdued voice (as the sound of their own voices frightened them)
where he was, and how they had found him. A shudder passed over
frame as the dog, his jaws covered in gore, pressed forward to lick

his face. Rising slowly, he staggered, and would have fallen but for

the assistance of the friends.

Pointing in the direction of the dead man, he said :
" Where is he ?

"

They led him across in silence, and at the awful sight he buried
his face in his hands, turning away, and said " Let us go."

Calling the dog, they helped the farmer up the steep ascent, and
on reaching the road the horrible spell which had seemed to hang
over them was broken, and they eagerly enquired for a solution of
the mystery ; but the farmer would not then satisfy them, but simply

.

indicated, by a wave of his hand, that he wanted to get home.
They trudged the distance home in silence, and when the farmer's

house was reached, he turned and said : " Come in, and I will satisfy

your curiosity on this awful evening's affair."

They willingly did so ; and evading the" anxious questions of his
wife, who had been sitting up for him, the farmer dropped into a
seat and commenced as follows :

—
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" After leaving you in the town, the mare cast a shoe, and, having
to wait while a new one was made, it was late before I was able to

turn her head towards home. It was quite dark by the time I

reached ' Deep Dene,' and the old mare was going a good pace, as I

felt rather uneasy about the money I had with me. All of a sudden
there was a flash from the hedge, and I felt a sharp, stinging pain in

my right arm, which fell useless to my side, and before I had
recovered from the shock, a form sprang out of the hedge into the
gig, and dealt me a heavy blow over the head, which, although it

dazed me, yet did not render me insensible. The mare all the while
was plunging fearfully, and, suddenly starting down the road, threw
us both violently from the gig, I falling undermost. I recollect being
dragged down the sides of the hill, and of coming to a sudden stop

with a jerk at the bottom I have a dim remembrance of a hand
being thrust into my pockets, one after the other—of a choking grasp
on my throat— of my struggling desperately, and trying to scream,
but my voice died away in a gurgle—of the dirh shadow of a knife

raised to strike—of a mighty rush of a black body before my face

—

of the grasp relaxing—of the deep growl of the dog—and then all

was blank until I recovered consciousness through your efforts. My
money is safe ; the miscreant was unable to finish his search owing
to the opportune arrival of your faithful dog."
A thrill of horror passed over the assembly, and Mrs. Biggs,

hitherto buoyed up by the excitement of listening, now collapsed,

and, fainting away, had to be carried off to bed.

The two friends explained to the farmer how they had lost the dog,
and it was plain that the sagacious creature had either scented the
danger from afar, or else, coming upon the scent of his friend, the

farmer, some impulse of his doggy nature had prompted him to follow

it up—with what results, we have shown.
In the morning a policeman was fetched, and together they walked

to the scene of last night's tragedy. The bicyclists watched the

policeman examining the body, with the help of the farmer, and to

the great surprise of them both, it turned out to be the remains of a
labourer employed by Farmer Biggs, who was aware of the large

sum of money his master would return with, and in the attempt to

obtain it had met with this terrible death.

The affair caused the most intense excitement round the village for

the time being, but, like all remarkable occurrences, died away in

time.

The farmer recovered from the shock, and got back his mare—(the

cart was smashed to pieces),—but to the day of his death he will

never forget that awful night ; or how his life was sgived by the gal-

lant dog ; or be sufficiently -thankful for the accident which delayed

the bicyclists, and caused them to take the road they did home, and
without which happening, they would have been miles away from
" Deep Dene," and the farmer would probably have fallen a victim

to the murderer, without a soul at hand to save him.
A. J. Easter.
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CYCLING CELEBRITIES.

'No. 14. Mr. Charles Edgar Ltles, L.A.C.

i

UST as everyone speaks of Leslie, of the London Scottish,

without knowing or caring by what name he was
chistened, so everyone invariably speaks of '^ Charley^'

Liles, leaving the "Edgar" to take care of itself.

The subject of our sketch this month has long been a prominent
figure in the wheel world, a position he has attained by "straight,"

splendid riding, marked consistencj', and undoubted amateurism.
Fortunately for him, his worldly position puts any necessity for

actiug otherwise out of the question, but were that not the case

we feel sure that, the sturdy English "bulldog" character of

Charley Liles would not alter him in this respect one jot. He has
ridden a bicycle since 1877, but it was not till 1880 that he really

became widely known as a first class racing man ; though " C. E.
Liles, Temple," had appeared on more than one racing programme
in 1878-9. An intense love of racing, and a splendid physique to

carry out his penchant, have kept him to the path to the almost
total exclusion of touring. The man who has beaten Cortis off the

mark in the latter's palmy days ; who has landed a 50 miles race in a
pouring rain ; and who, after an absence from the wheel of a whole
season, returns to do 2 55 for a mile on the bike, and polish off every
opponent on the trike, has the true grit of racing in his system.

The three wheel performance indeed is specially noteworthy,
inasmuch as he has only been, in all, eight times on a tricycle,

viz., thrice on the path and five times on the track. It was his

intention to have repeated in the championship his performance
in practice—viz., " a trifle over 16 with th,e last mile in SA/ "—but
darkness prevented what we know to be no idle braggadocia, for

never before was Charley Liles in such condition. If the
"Alaska" is the " greyhound of the Atlantic," C. E. L. is at

present the "Alaska of wheeldom," for his usually somewhat
portly form is trained down to a nicety. In the season of 1 883,

in which he intends to race again, at any rate for short distance

honours, there will be some hot finishes Ijefore the ex-Templar is

beaten. Mr. Liles has never cast in his lot with any bicycle club

except that in whose name he first came oiit. His severance from
that body proves the consistency of his principles. The T.B.C.,

as all the world kuows, took up a high and mighty view on the

amateur question when the Bicycle Union first altered the previous

reading of the amateur definition ; and, what is worse, they con-

tinued—-and havecontinued-^to maintain their view after allathletic

E-Lgland has waived the "mechanic, artizan, and labourer " clause;

or, in other words, decided that a " gentleman amateur " must sink
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his distinctive adjective. This being so, Mr. Liles felt that he had
no other course open to him than to resign from a club which, while
holding aloof on these grounds from such an undoattedly represent-

ative body as the Bicycle Union, at the same time refused to pass

•a rule to exclude bicycle makers from their own club. I^hat he
was right has since been proved by the Temple subsequently
retiring from their position, and passing such a rule by a large

majority. In person, the past, and probably future. Amateur
Bicycle Champion, and the holder of three wheel honours for

1882, is well knit and of fair height, though a slight stoop, com-
Tmon to many powerful men, detracts somewhat from the latter.

He is but 23 years of age, and of pleasant and genial manners,
ivith a keen sense of the humorous, as those who have listened to

accounts of his early questrian and other experiences can vouch
ior. An artistic eye for colour and scenic effect are not what
most men would expect from one so naturally quiet, but that they
exist we can guarantee, having '' bussed" a day in his company,
and realized the keen shrewdness of his inner consciousness.

Like all men in robust health and splendid physical condition, he
occasionally thoroughly gi\ es vent to his exuberant spirits, but no
one who knows him, ever has anything but a good word to give,

or a kindly feeling to show towards " Charley Liles."

> » < -

A REMARKABLE ESCAPE.

A few days since two gentlemen, father and son, passing through
ICent on a double tricycle, en route for the coast, put up at the Oris -

pin and Crispianus Inn, at Strood, near Chatham. The younger
traveller smoked a pipe before going to bed, and placed it in his

pocket before retiring for the night. Unluckily he had not knocked
all the live ashes out of it, and after he and his father had fallen

asleep the fire in the pipe ignited the young man's clothes, and
ultimately the bedroom carpet, the result being that the room became
filled with a dense smoke. When an alarm was raised the sleepers'

senses were so deadened by the thick atmosphere in which they were
lying that it was only with the greatest difficulty the elder gentleman
was awakened, and he with considerable difficulty unlocked the bed-

room door. He was assisted into the fresh air, and then the young
man, who was in a much worse condition, was rescued, and plied

with restoratives until he recovered his faculties. It subsequently
transpired that the travellers were Mr. Simmons, the balloonist, and
his son. They were sufficiently recovered the next morning to be

able to resume their journey.-

—

Birmingham Daily Mail, Sept. 2oth.
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Most of the clubs are " fairly in it " with their winter festivities

though the leaves have yet to fall before we can realise that winter is

actually on us.

The City of London B.C. and the Rovers show perhaps the most
•energy up to date, " Socials," club evenings, dances, dinners, and
balls being already fixed.

The Belsize has been again prominently to the fore in road riding,

Mr. Moore, the sub-captain, having covered 188 miles in 23-| hours,
"" a very creditable performance for so small an individual," as Mr.
Hampton-Roberts, the hon. sec, playfully puts it. Mr. Moore is,

we believe, nearer 6ft. 6in. than 6ft.

The Biggleswade have been having a road race. Naughty men !

•' Socials "' have by no means died out, but appear to be as plentiful

as ever, amongst the clubs who have held such gatherings being the

Diamonds, Claremont, Minerva, City Rovers, City of London, City
of London School Old Boys, Chelsea.

The Invincible possess amongst their members a 8ignor Alberta,

whose feats of sleight-of-hand can bring down a house. This
gentlemen gives his services gratuitiously through the captain, Mr.
T. J. Coombs, of Lawrence Road, Tottenham.
There is a genial hostess at the Crown, at Stanmore. So say the

Zingari, and as we like genial hostesses, we shall look round that

way soon.

No escape from a club run at any " Price," is the maxim of the

new Stanley hon. sec, as he directs, " If wet, train down, tea at 7."

"I am told our captain was married on Monday last," says the

Croydon Rovers hon. sec. in his club news. The captain is evidently

a dark horse as far as the matrimonial stakes are concerned.
It would be an interesting statistic to know how many cyclists

have " T'd" at the Old Salisbury, Barnet, since the ist May last to

date.

The Belsi^e road " scorchers " are run very close by the Stan-
hopers. Messrs. W. Alford and A. C. Pemberton's (hon. sec) latest

ieat is after the club run to Barnet and back on the yth October, to

jide through darkness, fog, and mud to Eastbourne.
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We have frequently heard of single trikes being ridden up Muswel
Hill, but the first sociable " mount " of it seems to have been only-

just done by two members of the Alwyn B.C.—" All win or lose
(n the spoke)," was no doubt their motto before starting.

" Old Timber" has returned to captain the Crichtonians.

"Satire," not "Saturn," should head the report of the S.B.C.,
when one member rode to Sunbury alone, and reports it the " most
successful run of the season."
The Walthamstow complain of the high charges at the " Cock,"

at Epping. Not knowing what they had we cannot give an opinion,,

but any charges that are like snub noses, " cocked " up, must
naturally be a little higher than those which are not.

>-*<

OVER THE ALPS BY BICYCLE.

HAT would that Colossus of Roads, the Great Napoleon>
have thought had he read these words ? The fact that a
couple of English bicyclists should set out from London
with the intention of riding to Venice on the " silent

horse" would move many of us to feel surprise, were it not that
journeys of equal length have already been undertaken, and suc-

cessfully accomplished, by members of English bicycle clubs. The
trip, for instance, from John-o'-Groat's House to Land's End, or
from London to Marseilles, is not much shorter than that from
London to Venice, yet the difference between the two former and the
latter may readily be imagined by those who have ever travelled

from Switzerland into Italy by the Simplon, the St. Gothard, or the.

Splugen Passes. The bicycle has occasionally been suggested as a
vehicle which might be advantageously utilised for warlike purposes ;

but the difficulty of going up hill, or of traversing broken ground
upon smooth-gliding machine seems to militate against the notion

of attempting to put our English Uhlans upon wheels. Mr..A>
Brown, of Beckenham, tells us that he crossed the Alps twice on a
bicycle in 1878 ; and Mr. Charles L. Maddox, of the Wanderers"
Bicycle Club, writing from the village of Simplon, announces that

he and his companion, Mr. Fletcher, of the Kent Bicycle Club, had
got thus far on their road to Venice, although upon arriving at

Berisal—which is a little hamlet, not far from Brieg, in the valley

of the Rhone—^.they found that a heavy fall of snow, which still lay
between them and the Hospice de St. Bernard at the top of the pass,,

made further progress upon their bicycles impossible, so that they
were compelled to betake themselves, like ordinary travellers, to

sledges. But, in proceeding as faras Berisal, which is more than three

thousand feet above the valley of the Rhone, the two young English
cyclists have accomplished no ordinary task. In order to get down
to the level of the Lake of Geneva, into which the Rhone debouches,
it must have been necessary for them to cross the Jura mountains,
and it is impossible to abstain from reflecting that they were probably
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the first who ever contemplated from the top of a bicycle that match-
less view of Geneva and its lake, and of the Central Alps, with Mont
Blanc for their monarch, which has set so many pens going, since

Montaigne passed in 1582, on horseback along the road leading .^

through the gorge of La Cluse from France into Switzerland, and
attempted to describe the eorgeous panorama which burst upon his

sight. It was at Pontarlier, the frontier town of France, that Mr.
Charles Greville came to the conclusion that the Jura range was
preferable to the Alps, because the road " seemed to run through a

hilly, woody park," and not along the edge of precipitous defiles.

This remark may, perhaps, remind readers of the late Lord
Normanby's fascinating novel of " Matilda," that the high-born
heroine, who in a moment of pique has married a rich and vulgar

cotton lord from Manchester, awakens to a consciousness of what
manner of man she has accepted for a husband when they are

crossing the Jura together in their caleche, and he checks the natural

enthusiasm inspired in her by the scene by intruding observations in

which frivolity and triviality contend for the mastery,

It was certainly not for bicycles or tricycles that the wonderful
road was built by which Napoleon brought the Lakes of Geneva
and of Maggiore into connection with each other. " Le canon,
quand pourra-t-il passer au Simplon ? " — " When will the
Simplon be ready for cannon to cross it ? " was the question

ceaselessly propounded by the victor of Marengo to the engineers

who had the great work in hand. At the commencement
of this century the " cols" and passes of the Alps between France
and Italy were practicable only for foot passengers and for beasts of

burden with sure feet, such as mules and Galloway ponies. During
his first Italian campaign in 1796, and again in that which
was triumphantly concluded by Dessaix and Kellerman, at

Marengo, in 1800, Napoleon had found by experience that the
impenetrable barrier of the Alps, interposed between North
Italy and his base in France, made his combinations difficult,

and frustrated his vast jiesigns. Having got Italy under his

heel, he compelled her, in the month of February, 1801, to furnish

funds for the construction of the Simplon road, and it was regarded

as a prodigious manifestation of energy and determination that

within six years of the commencement of the work the road was fit

for the passage' of vehicles. , Previous to the conclusion of the new
route the Simplon pass had witnessed many a brush between the

French and Austrian troops. In 1799 the French, under Massena,
drove the Austrians headlong out of Simplon, and pursued them to

Domo d'Ossola, where they rallfed, and, having received reinforce-

ments, drove their pursuers back to the top of the mountain Next
year, while the French army, under the command of the First

Consul, was passing the Great St. Bernard, General Bethencourt
was charged to take a thousand French soldiers with him, and to

seize the passes of Isella, and of Domo d'Ossola. It was the

month of May, but, as he advanced, the French General
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found that a bridge had been carried away by an avalanche
a few hours before, and that a yawning abyss, more than
thirty yards wide, was interposed between his Httle army and the
opposite edge of the precipice. Conscious that Napoleon, who was
then but thirty years old, had, to use Mirabeaus' famous words,
" blotted the word ' impossible ' from his dictionary," General
Bethencourt appealed to his men to help him. An intrepid French
soldier, carrying the end of a rope in his teeth, volunteered at the
risk of his life, to descend into the abyss, clinging on to the face of
the rock with his feet and hands and to climb up on the o^ther side.

The difficult task was safely achieved ; the rope having been
stretched across, a basket was suspended upon it. General Bethen-
court was the first to trust himself to the frail cradle, and thus, one
by one, his thousand soldiers were drawn across after him.
Determined thac he would no longer be controlled by the forces

of nature, Napoleon having disposed of the Austrians at

Marengo, set about the construction of that famous road
which, together with the Mont Cenis route, served for fifty or
sixty years from 1807 as the chief approach to Italy of which the
West of Europe availed itself. It was to the credit of Napoleon's
vigilant suppression of jobbery that the Simplon route cost no more
than eighteen millions of francs, or seven hundred and twenty
thousand pounds. As is often the case with lighthouses, of which,

the foundations cannot be laid except at certain moments when the

tide and weather permit, the Simplon could only be constructed in

summer, and even then the workmen were in constant dread of the
falling avalanche. The galleries cut in the solid gneiss, the bridges
thrown across chasrns which afforded channels for the roaring'

cataract, and the refuges where the custodians of the road find shelter-

in summer and winter, still speak for the ability and thoroughness-
with which the work was completed, and, with more regard to truth

and sincerity than usually distinguished him, NapOlean caused the:

words, " ^Ere Italo, Nap. Imp. 1805"—"The Emperor Napoleoa
built this with Italian money in 1805 "—to be cut in the granite,

above the Gallery of Gondo, at the top of the pass.

The Alps have doubtless looked down upon many strange way-
farers who have penetrated their awful gorges since the days whcnt
Hannibal and his elephants passed from Spain into Italy ; but we;

doubt whether any stranger or less congenial vehicle ever crossed

the bridge of Ponte Alto, or glided through the ancient street of
Domo d'Ossola, than the 56in. '• Ariel " which Mr. Maddox and his>

friend may possibly have bestridden. Yet the time is probably not
far distant when cyclists of all kinds will penetrate to countries

where the feet of white men have rarely been planted, and no-

adventurous pioneer has ever yet traversed upon horseback. No
means of locomotion has yet been devised which enables those who-
employ it to be so independent as the bicycle or tricycle with which
we are becoming familiar in the streets of London. The prejudice:

against the machines is gradually fading away among owners. c£
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horses, and the correspondent of an evening contemporary has just

told us that tricycles are still in their infancy. " I have no hesita-

tion," he adds, " in predicting that when London becomes paved
throughout with wood, as it certainly will be, the use of tricycles in,

our thoroughfares will be enormous. On wood pavement, "a well-

made tricycle constitutes one of the most agreeable, quickest, and
cheapest modes of locomotion it is possible to conceive ; and in the.

* wood time coming ' thousands will take to them instead of riding

in a cab or omnibus, if only for the exhiliarating exercise, and the

sense of independence and power of rapid motion." The tricycle

has the advantage over its too-wheeled brother that the rider is less.

likely to have a dangerous fall, which, if he is a heavy man, he will,

not soon forget. Still, each of the two machines, and especially the.

bicycle, has the recommendation that it acts as a kind of premium
upon temperance and sobriety. A man who, having had a drop too

much, takes his seat with reeling brain in that saddle no bigger

than a cheese plate, which he cannot retain without nerves of'

steel and a steady eye, has himself to thank if he has an acci-

dent which cuts his face open and perhaps breaks his collar-

bone. For these reasons we are glad to observe that in the. Bicycling

News the use of tea in preference to spirits is recommended to cyclists,

of all kinds. The many associations of riders who mount the steel

horse whenever they can get a fev/ hours of holiday are, in fact,.,

temperance clubs, which minister to the health and well-being ofthose
who belong to them. But, while gladly perceiving that the toleration,

extended to cyclists by their more opulent brethren is obviously on
the increase, we must in conclusion warn the riders who glide among-
the throng of vehicles in Piccadilly or Oxford Street, that it becomes,
them never to outrage the susceptibilities of drivers who have
skittish horses to manage. There is room enough for vehicles of all

kinds in our streets, but the rider of the silent horse must learn to

respect the convenience of travellers on foot, and never forget the;

re.isonable prejudice against him long entertained by coachmen and
horsemen.

>^-^

ACROSS EUROPE—LONDON TO VENICE.
The following is a short account of the route taken by Mr. Charles.

R. Maddox(hon. sec. Wanderers, C.C.B.T.C, B.U. Executive, &c.)
and Mr. Sidney Fletcher (hon. sec. Kent B.C.) on their now famous.
ride to Venice :—

-

Route and Distances (from Paris only).—Melun (30), Mon-
tereau (52), Pont-sur-Yonne (67), Joigny (95), Tonnerre (129), Mont-
bard (158), Dijon (208), Genlis (219), Auxonne (231), Dole (241),
Monchard (263), Salines (270), Pontarlier (301), Jougne (312), Orbe
(343)' Lausanne (356), Ouchy (358), Vevey (369), Clarens (372),,
Villeneuve (376), Bex (388), Martigny (399), Sion (423), Sierre'(433),.

Visp (442), Brieg (448), Berisal (457), Simplon (472), Iselle (483),
Domo D'ossola (494), Vogogna (506), Gravelona (515), Baveno
(524), Stresa (526), Arona (539), Sesto Calende (541), Gallarate
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(579), Milan (599), Gorgonzola (611), Treviglio (626), Rovato (650),
Brescia (669), Pcschiera (720), Verona (725), Vicenza (758), Padua
(779), Ponte di Brenta (785), Mestre (798), Venice (804).

Hotels.—Montereau : Hotel du Grand Monarque ; Tonnerre :

Lion Dor; Dijon : De Jura; Dole: De Geneve; Salines: Des
Messageries ; Pontarlier : De la Poste ; Lausanne : Beau Site ; Ville-

neuve : Du Grand Pont ; Sion : De la Poste ; Brieg : Trois Couronnes
€t Poste ; Berisal : De la Poste ; Simplon : De la Poste ; Domo
D'ossola : De la Ville ; Arona : De la Poste et d'ltalie ; Milan:
Biscione (piazza della Fontana) ; Treviglio : Regina d'lng hilterra

;

Verona : Di Londra ; Venice : Beau Rivage.
Roads.—On the whole very good to Dijon, though occasionally,

and for short distances, rather rough and loose. Few miles of pave
out of Paris. Good to Pontarlier. Not good most of way to

Lausanne. Not good to Villeneuve. Part good and part not good
to Brieg. Very good to Domo. Very bad to Gravelona. Splendid

to Baveno, Arona, and Gallarate. Bad to Milan and Treviglio.

Fair to Brescia. Good to Verona. Splendid to Vicenza, Padua,
and Mestre.

Gradients.—Pretty level to Tonnerre, one hill only at Montereau.
Few hills to Dijon, one ^^ miles down. Level to Auxonne. Very
hilly to Lausanne, crossing the main chain of the Jura and many of

its spurs. Level to Brieg. From Brieg to Domo D'ossola is the

pass of the Simplon, which has never yet been ridden (though riders

have walked over with their bicycles). We attempted it, and having
reached Berisal (nine miles up) should, I believe, have conquered it

but for the snow, which obliged us to resort to sledges. An account

of our adventures appeared in The Times and Daily Telegraph.

Level to Venice.

Scenery.— Pretty but quiet to Dole. Grand in the extreme over

the Jura to Pontarlier. From the summit of the Jura is obtained one
of the finest views in Europe, embracing the, lake of Geneva, with

the main chain of the Alps, including Mont Blanc ; beyond
Pontarlier to Lausanne also very fine. Lausanne to Villeneuve the

unequalled scenery of Lake Geneva. Villeneuve to Brieg the Rhone
Valley, the road shut in on both sides by the noblest mountains of

Switzerland. Brieg to Domo, over the Alps, a succession oi coups
cfceil never to be forgotten. Domo to Baveno, thoroughly Italian

country. Baveno to Arona by the side of the fairy-like Lago
Maggiore. Arona to Milan, Treviglio, and Brescia, quiet. Brescia

to Verona, very pretty, passing the famous Lago di Garda. Verona
to Venice, partly very pretty, partly tame.

HoLLOwAY's Ointment and Pills.—These remedies are unequalled throughout the
world for bad lags, wounds, foul sores, and ulcers. Used according to directions given with
them there is no wound, bad leg, or ulcerous sore, however obstinate or long standing, but
will yield to their healing and curative properties. Many poor sufferers who have been
patients in the large hospitals, under the care of eminent surgeons, and have derived little

or no benefit from their ireatment, have been thoroughly cured by Holloway's Ointment and
Pills. JFor glandular swellings, tumours, scurvy, and diseases of the skin, there is nothing
that can be used with so much bejiefit. In fact, in the worstlorms of disease, dependent
upon the condition of the blood, these medicines, used conjointly, are irresistible.
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A SPIN IN THE PEAK.

SUNNY September day at Derby. The air is brisk and
buoyant, the sky above is blue and bright, scarce a breath

of wind disturbs the cool atmosphere. "Just the day for -

a spin in the Peak," says another member of " our club
"

as he dismounts at the rendezvous.

Half-past eleven in the morning is rather late in the day, to start,,

but we could not get together earlier, and we agree that half-past

eleven is better than not at all. So round go the wheels, and off we
ride along the beautiful valley of the Derwent, a road scarcely to be
excelled anywhere for " beauty spots " and picturesqueness of
scenery. We often hear of the beauty of the road between Kenil-

worth and Coventry-—that is one wide undulating piece of road
bordered with a broad belt of fresh, green turf, and shut in on either

side by a long vista of leafy trees—there you have the loveliness and
charm of graceful foliage ; but this is a winding road with fine

glimpses of scenery, and rendered
" G-raceful with hills, and dales, and leafy woods."

Moreover, there is the river sparkling through the green meadows,
and becoming narrower and prettier as we journey Northwards. At
Guilford we cross the river, and another mile brings us to Belper, , a

good sized town. From this the road curves beneath a high bank
covered with large trees ; on the left is the river, and beyond the

sloping hills close in the scene. At Ambergate, and all the way to

Whatstandwell, the hanging woods seen across the river are splendid

company for the traveller. About a mile or so from Whatstandwell,
if you glance up the side of the hill to the right of the road, you will

see Lee Hurst, a grey stone house, situated high upon a grassy
plateau amongst the trees. A few yards further on the road dips^

and the house—the house of Florence Nightingale— is lost to view.

Now we arrive at Whatstandwell and again cross the river, and it

is well worth while to dismount on the handsome stone bridge to
" take in " the sunny reach of river as it rushes over the rocks and
then glides smoothly beneath the overhanging woods ; the water is
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so clear that you may count the trout and the pebbles at the bottom
Here, too, is the path that leads to Crich Hill, which from the pecu-

liarity of its formation and strata, is reckoned by experts to be the

most interesting geological spot in Europe. The hill is 955' feet

above sea level, and a g;rand view is obtained from th-e tower or
" stand " at the summit, which is a landmark for miles around

;

with the aid of a telescope and a clear day, Lincoln Cathedral can
be, distinctly seen, although sixty miles away ; in July last part of the

hill gave way, and the landslip wrecked several cottages and displaced

the road below.

As we leave Whatstandwell we still have a good road, which runs

high above the valley and glistening bends of the river, whilst on the

left are romantic rocks and grassy nooks, with' clumps of fern and
blue harebell. We turn b}' the steep gradient of the High Peak
Railway, which runs almost perpendicularly: up the hillside, and
shortly after enter Cromford ; close by is Willersley, the residente of

the Arkwrights, who still own large mills in the town. From this we
experience the usual rough road through Matlock, which pretty place

is too well known to peed description. We halted a few minutes at

the new Bath Hotel (B.T.C.), and then went on for Bakewell ; when
fairly out of Matlock Bridge the road improves, and the scenery con-

tinues very pretty, the landscape widening out into an expansive
panorama of large swelling hills, at the foot of w'hich we discern the

grey stone houses' and interesting church of Darley Dale, which
possesses a yew tree, measuring 33 feet round the stem,^aid to be the

largest in the kingdom. We have leisure also to bestow more than
a glance upon the picturesque grounds of Stancliffe Hall, the seat of

Sir Joseph Whitworth, the inventor of rifled cannon.

Further on we come to Rowsley, with its ancient Peacock Hotel,

the well known resort of anglers, and ronnding a turn we suddenly
see above the trees the embattled towers and turreted walls of fine

old Haddon, whence, from the brilliant ballroom, eloped Dorothy
Vernon

" luto the night, and the arms of Love."

The road now takes us to Bakewell by the winding Wye and the

meadows dotted with fishermen " tempting the trout " with " the

well dissembled fly." We dismount at the Castle (B.T.C.), and
obtain a cheerful meal and a chat with the proprietor ; an inspection

of the B.T.C. book shows the house to be fairly well patronised by
cyclists, and under the 1882 heading we discern the names of several

Sheffield Brunswickers, also Keith Falconer and 'McCandlish, of the

Hampstead, and others.

During the after dinner interval we unearth the keeper of the keys,

and visit the especially fine old church with its conspicuous spire
;

this keeper of the keys is dressed and looks like a footman, and has
other distinguishing characteristics of that order. We first see the

Vernon chapel, with its rare old tombs, one to Sir George Vernon,
King of the Peak, and his two wives ; beside them rest " Sir John.

Manners, of Haddon, Knight, and Dame Dorothie his wife." Whilst
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we are looking at the painted marble figures and attempting to trace

the inscriptions, the footman .interrupts with an oratorical flourish of

his keys and reads them off with astonishing fluency considering

that they are chiselled in Latin and almost illegible from age ; he
winds up by saying :

" You will hobserve that the toombs is of

hallerblaster, but the screens is of hoak ;
" which is unnecessary, as

the fact is evident to the most superficial observer. Also, We obtain

a lot of quiet fun out of the footman as he explains the figures on
the font and the incised slabs in the porch.

Leaving Bakewell, the road became very good. We first pass

through Ashford, a . most pretty village, with stone-built cottages

shaded with tiees, and now bowl merrily along Ashford Dale, a little

silent Swiss-like valley, encircled by the surrounding hills. At the

far end the road begins to rise gradually, as a kind of prelude to

Taddington Hill, at the bottom of which we meet a local rider in a

pitiable plight, having ridden down the hill without a brake, and, as

he expressd it, " come to grief" at the corner, with the result of a

shaking to himself and total wreckage to his machine; "so quick,

bright things come to confusion."

Close by this, where the Wye disappears in the wood, commences
beautiful Mousal Dale. We push up to the village of Taddington,
where we are fairly in the wilds ot Derbyshire, and obtain a grand
view, for miles away, of undulatrng moorland intersected by stone

walls running in all directions ; that bold bluff which stands out so

prominently is Priestcliff Low, whilst above there, on the left, is

Chelmorton, nearly 1,500 feet above sea level. From this point we
arrive at Topley Pike, where the road turns sharp round the jutting

rocks ; on the right, far down below, is the railway junction, and the

great treeless hill across this gulf is Cowlow. We now have a pre-

cipitous piece of road, sheltered by a high wall of white rock on the

left, and presently come to Pig Tor, the threshold of four or five con-

verging vales, and enter Ashwood Dale, a charming bit of green
wood and murmuring water, overshadowed by the extended ridge of

the Tor. We lingered awhile at the Lover's Leap, where the water
rushes over the rock in the ravine below, and then went on to Buxton,
where—(as we had been told by a tourist that the proprietor of the

St. Ann's Hotel repudiated having made any agreement with the

B.T.C.)—we put up at the Railway Hotel, and, as on a former occa-

sion, got comfortably attended to at a reasonable figure.

Buxton is a pleasant place enough, although the long rows of

bath chairs and shattered invalids one meets in the streets are apt to

have a depressing effect. Viewed fi^om the large mound, laid out by
Sir.Joseph Paxton, in the centre of the town, the Spa of the Peak, as

it lies in a circle surrounded by an amphitheatre of wild hills, has a
very elegant appearance ; all the houses and buildings are of stone,

and the architecture refined and classical. The dome of the Devon-
shire Hospital, which looms above the other erections like the head
of an enormous balloon, is the largest in existence. The Crescent,
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too, with its 380 windows and curve of 200 feet^ is a splendid pile

;

there are also some brilliant shops and colonnades, and the natural

tepid baths, visited several times by Mary Queen of Scots. Cyclists,

however, will not need the aid of the waters, as, ^although fully

appreciative of the pleasures of the table, they cannot well afford the

patrician pain of the gout, neither is riding compatible with
rheumatism.

But it is the country around wherein lies the chief charm of
Buxton. It is the key to hundreds of picturesque places, such as

Diamond Hill, Poole's Hole, the Cat and Fiddle on the Macclesfield

road, Chee Tor, Ludchurch, the valley of the Goyt, and other romantic
dales ; Axe Edge, Kinderscout, and other eminences of the Peak are

close at hand.

We wound up the day by listening for an hour or so to the excellent

band in the Pavilion.

Next morning we strolled about the town, and shortly after ten

o'clock left the hotel and ' managed to squeeze up the stiff hill to

Fairfield, here there is something healthful in the cool air that

inspires us like a tonic ; the left hand road across the common takes

us towards Castleton and its caves, that quaint old town of the Peak.

The route embraces a wild tract of bare, bleak rnountain moorland
;

the road is roughish in parts but quite rideable, and the gradient

in our favour to Dove Holes, after which there are some stiff rises

and corresponding falls, which require cautious riding, as the road

is at times very rough and crossed by gullies. Presently we arrive.

at Sparrow Pit, a small village, once a sort of Gretna Green, as the

chapelry was extra parochial and extra episcopal. About two miles

beyond commences the narrow pass near the romantic ravine of the

Winnatts, with its perilous and precipitous rocks and clinging

verdure. Where the road begins to descend is a notice board, which
directs to the glistening chambers of the Blue John Mine ; all around
are lovely peaks, deep hollows, and rugged crags. Further on the

road broadens, and a sharp bend reveals, with astonishing suddeness,,

the splendid vision of the Vale of Hope, an extensive -and grand
panorama of pastoral beauty far below us, with undulating green

meadows and distant cottages, shown up distinct by the radient

light of the sun. Thistranquil valley, seen from the pass where we
stand, is certainly one of the finest sights in England ; close by us
frown wild ' crags and bare uplands, the whole overlooked by the

singular front of the main Tor, about the highest point in the Peak ;.

it has been called the Shivering Mountain, because occasionally the

layers of dark shale, acted on by the atmosphere, become loose and
slide down in quantities ; but to-day the mountain is stubborn,,

although we tried a blatant blast of the bugle it would 'nt shiver, in

fact we were in the position of Mr. Middlewick, junior, when he
went to see Vesuvius, that usually fiery crater was calm, to the great

disappointment of the paternal Per-kj'n, who urged that as he had
spared no expense Charley ought to have " insisted on a eruption."
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The road descends from the mountain to the valley in Alpine
windings, it is much the best to walk half way down and then
remount ; we were soon carried down to Castleton, an old Saxon
town, where nature has concentrated quite a collection of curiosities

in its wonderful caverns, rocks, cliffs and ancient camps. On the

summit of a grim giant Tor are the still formidable ruins of the

Castle, or rather the Fortress of Peveril of the Peak; but for a

description of this and the numerous and interesting mines and
caverns, I must refer you to the guide books, which can scarcely

over exaggerate tbe solemn grandeur and romantic reality of those

wonders.

Resuming our ride down the Hope Valley, we keep by the rippling

river Nowe, and pass through Hope and Brough to Hathersage
(road good), where the Nowe joins the Derwent ; the town is beauti-

fully situated close to the purple heather of the Yorkshire Moors,
and there are some peculiar Druidical relics, rocking and other

whimsical stones, and an old British camp in the neighbourhood.
In the village is the cottage where Little John was born and died

;

he was buried on the South side of the church ; the grave was
opened in 1728, and the bones found to be of gigantic proportions,

a thigh bone measuring 32 inches.

Our way now lay in a southerly direction. For the first few miles

the road is a perfect romance of wood and water, overshadowed by
the rugged sides of Froggatt Edge. Down below the road we heard
the gurgling of the Derwent, leaping over rock and stone, and saw
the foaming of its bubbling course through the thick leaves that

cluster on the bank ; the surface of the road tjeing really good, we
enjoyed all this immensely. But we have something else to think

about, as it is near dinner-time, so reluctantly we leave these scenes

behind, and passing the curious villages of Eyam and Middleton,

with their ancient Barrows, Druidical dolmens, and melancholy
menkirs, we begm to leave the fantastic rocks of the mountain
ridges, and the landscape gradually softens down into the perfection

of pastoral and rural beauty as we near the neighbourhood of

Chatsworth. We intended dining at Baslow, but as we overlooked

the turn to that neat place we had to be content with inferior fare at

the Railway Inn at Hassop, after which w rode gently to Endsor, and
took a first look, since the funeral, at t grave of Lord Frederick

Cavendish, a simple flat length of green turf, with no headstone or

inscription as 3'^et, but covered with fragrant wreaths of flowers.

We now had a charming ride through Chatsworth Park, gaining

a favourable view of, the Palace of the Peak, in its green setting of

foliage. Noticing a glitter in the grass, we made out two tricyclists

discussing an aZ/resco feed under the "venerable oaks." We take

leave of the Park by a grey lichen covered bridge over the Derwent,
and passing through Beeley are soon once more at Rowsley, and
retracing the seven miles of the previous day to Matlock, we come
to Cromford once more. The entrance to Via Gellia is close by, the
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road is ver}' good up the narrow valley, which in spring-time is

redolent with the odour of wild lilies. But our way lies up the
extremely stiff hill to the sleepy hollow, where lies the country of
Adam Bede ; ha,lf-way up the hill (which could be scarcely mastered
by the best climber extant) is the path to the Black Rocks, indicated

on the left by a clump of storm rent pines and firs. The scene from
this exposed point reveals a superb view of Matlock and the adjoining
country. The hill into Worksworth should be slowly ridden, as the

surface is apt to be rough and deceptive. Arrived at this ancient
lead mining town, where that mineral has been> sought for since

Hadrians time, we put up at the B.T.C. hotel,

" Where the rampant lion shows his kingly face."

Before starting again we took a turn in the churchyard, where
sleeps Dinah Morris, the preaching heroine of George Elliot's first

and most famous work. The church is a fine, large, and very old

structure. We asked the ancient dame, who Showed us round,
whether she could tell us anything of George Elliot (who had rela-

tions in the town) ; her reply was, " He isn't buried here. Sir;" and,
after awhile, " I think it's a fixush name ;" thus foiled, we retired

again to the churchyard. Amongst other curious inscriptions is a

plate on the church wall, with the following:

—

" Near this place lies the body of

Philip Shallgross,
Once an eminent qiiilldriver to the Attorueys in this town. He died 1787.

Aged 67.

Viewing Philip in a moral light, the most prominent and remarkable features

in his chai-acter were his real and invincible attachment to dogs and cats, and
his nnbounded benevolence towards them, as well as to his fellow-creatures."

From this interesting old town it is a nice run over an undulating

road, though mostly down hill, to Duffield. Two miles from
Wirksworth the limestone disappears, and the surface is very good
"going."

Duffield to Derby is our last stage, ridden in the pleasant twilight

of a quiet evening ; and leaving the last hamlet behind, we feel

that there are few shires can vie in the romance of scenery with the

Derbyshire Highlands and the hills which form " the backbone of

England;" and few habitations more interesting thar^ the quaint

secluded old world villages of the Peak.

Distances.

Matlock, 16; Bakewell, 26; Buxton, 38; Castleton, 50; Rowsley,
66; Wirksworth, 78 ; Derby, gi.

C. E. Oliver, Derby B.C.
>••-< —

NORMANDY, BRITTANY, AND THE VALLEY OF
THE LOIRE.

Messrs. W. E. Milner and H. C. Wild, of the Belsize B.C:,
together with myself, have lately returned from^ a bicycle tour in

parts of the above districts. Starting on August 19th, we took the
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Great Western route from Paddington, via Weymouth, to Cher-
bourg. There was not the sHghtest difficulty with the machines at

Cherbourg, the fact of their being booked as passengers' luggage
sufficing, as I found to be the case last year, to free them from
Custom House formalities. From Cherbourg the route taken was
as follows (the distances in English miles are arrived at by taking

one kilometer as -62138 of a mile) : First day, Cherbourg to Bayeux

—

go kils., or 56 miles ; second day, Bayeux to Caen—28 kils., or ly^
miles; third day, Caen to Domfront, via Fa^laise—92 kils., or

57 miles ; fourth day, Domfront to Laval, via Mayenne—64 kil§.,

or 3gf miles ; fifth day, Laval to La Meilleraie, via Craon, Pouance,
and Chateaubriant— 84^ kils., or 52^^ miles; sixth day, La
Meilleraie to Nantes, via Nort—46 kils., or 28^ miles ; seventh day,

Nantes to Ancensis, via Oudon, 37^ kils., or 23^1;- miles ; eighth day,

Ancensis to Les Hosiers, via Augers—85 kils., or 52f miles ; ninth

day, Les Rosiers to Tours, via Saumur—78 kils., or 48I- miles
;

tenth day, Tours to Vendome, via Chateau Renault and Cloyes

—

55 kils., or 34^ miles ; eleventh day, Vendomes to Chartres, via

Chateaudun—83 kils,, or 5i-|- miles ; twelfth day, Chartrts to Nonan-
courf, via Dreux—53 kils., or 33 miles; thirteenth day, Nonancourt
to Rouen, via Evreux, Louviers, and Pont de TArche—80 kils., or

4g-| miles ; fourteenth day, Rouen to Havre, Wild and myself going
via Duclair and Caudebec to Yvetot, and b}^ train from there

—

48 kils., or 29f miles, and Milner continuing from Caudebec through
Lillebonne by road—88 kils., or 54^ miles. Our respective distances

in the fortnight were thus 924 kilometres, or 574 miles, and 964
kilometreSj or 599 miles. The roads generally were found splendid

going, especially between Ingrandes and Angers. From Angers to

Tours they were, however, found inferior, and between Nonancourt
and Rouen the rain of the previous day or two had made an
appreciable difference, and caused us a good deal of hard work over
heavy ground. In all other parts of our journey everything as
regards surface was in our favour, so that riding, for that reason
alone, became a positive pleasure. Our original plan had been to

continue from Tours to Chartres, via Orleans, but Mr. Hart, the
Chief Consul for France of the B.T.C., on whom we called, and
who rode with us from St. Hilaire to Tours, informed us that the
road between Orleans and Chartres is all paved, in consequence of
which we went from Tours, via Vendome. The scenery of the
Loire valley is tame and second-rate, and that defect, together with
the poor roads and the abominable smell of flax in process of
seasoning in the river, made us glad to end our journey in this

district, seventy miles before it had at first been intended to do so.

By far the finest scenery we m.et with was between Caen and
Nantes, the road between Falaise and Domfront, and on to Mayenne
being especially favoured in this respect. Between Evreux and
Yvetot there is also some lovely country, the valley of the Seine
boasting much greater' beauty than that of the Loire. Taken alto-

gether, the roads, with the exception of those between Angers and
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Tours, were hill)^ particularly those between Falaise and Domfront.
Of the interest of our tour it would be almost superfluous to speak

—

Bayeux with its tapestry, Caen with its churches, Falaise and its

castle (fearfully and wonderfully restored), in which the room is

shown vhere William the Conqueror is said to have been born
;

Nantes, interesting to all students of the history of French Pro-
testantism ; Tours, the seat of Gambetta's Provisional Government

;

Chartres, with its glorious cathedral and quaint old streets ; Rouen,
full of the memories of Joan of Arc—all these are places which
appeal with vivid and striking force to the sympathies of every
traveller.

At Havre we took steamer direct to London, and so brought to a
close a tour which, in spite of five days' persistent and powerful
headwinds, and much unsettled weather, iucluding two days' heavy
rain, was as completely successful as we could wish for.

R. P. Hampton Roberts (Belsize B.C.)

> • <

,XT^ ?r
•'^ • Wbere^ence'fh-myer-confounded Jigger got to ?-Can'ter-find it anywhere.''(xVt.-He IS returning from " a ,ioUy evening," and just had a fall, and on getting up has

after a severe struggle, detachei his hub-lamp /row hi» Bicycle to look for his MachineSomeone suggests he has had a glass, but a bicyclist couldn't do such a thing.)
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CTOTTINGS FROM TOE
&I m 1?MEML» JSLE

Favoured by a fine day, yet a trifle tuo wind}' for a good record,

the One Mile, Four Miles, and Ten Miles Championships of Ireland

were decided at Lansdowne Road, on the 23rd of September, under
the auspices of the Irish Bicycle Association. The racing was very

poor, owing to the small number of competitors, three only being
entered for the One Mile and Three Miles respectively, and out of

six entered for the Ten Miles, but four started. Six names only

appeared on the programme for the three events, and I can't say that

any of them were in their best form.

An attraction, in the shape of the band of the ist Devonshire
'Regiment, was provided, but it only " wasted its sweetness on the

desert air," as, comparatively speaking, there was no attendance.

This is to be regretted, as the arrangements were all that could be
desired, except, perhaps, in the matter of gate money, which would
have been increased if the modest sixpenny charge were made.

Wardell would have shown to better advantage in the Four Miles
but for an accident he met with while training, a couple of days
previous to the races.

Over and over again it has been urged on the promoters of the
Fifty Miles Road Championship to hold that important race earlier

in the season than September, as, I believe, with one exception, it

has always been run under adverse circumstances. This year was
no exception to the rule, as the day could not have been much worse.
Of the nine entered only five had the pluck to start, and certainly it

required more than ordinarj' courage to face that journey, contending
against wind, hills, and rain (for it was raining when the}' started).

The last ten miles or so was ridden in total darkness, it being about

7.39 when they finished.

The I.B.A. cannot look with any great satisfaction on their first

year's work, which closed with the Fifty Miles Race, and, in fact,

all wheelmen in Ireland will remember the season of 1882 as the
most unfavourable, as regards the weather, ever experienced. But
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let us hope better days are in store, iov post nuhila Phcehus, and who
knows but next year may reward us ten-fold for sufferings this year.

In the Irish National Exhibition there is but one representative in

the wheel line, and that one a tricycle, worked on the rotary

principle. A full description next month.

The following cutting from Pat is worth -reproducing :

—

" Bicycles.—Bicycles are made of a big wheel, a little wheel, and a

saddle as big as a sixpence. Everybody can't ride a bicycle, but a

Keen fellow can run along like a Torrent, and a Merry fellow can
race Berry well, if he avoids several Knox, and if he avoids Two-
mey do very well. Some Wood-side with the opinion that a

Cool-raine is good for riders, which is Christian and Wright. To
learn bicycling, go to the Park, keep Well-in-Tone, and Geough far

away, and you won't ride over anything worth while mentioning.
With practice, you might feel equal to buy-sick-ling down Thomas
Street on the way back. If a bicycle has three wheels it is a tricycle.

(The man who wrote the foregoing is now safe in the Maison de

Sante.—Ed. Pat.)"

Perhaps it is worthy of note that during the past season none o*

the well-known Dublin riders have been racing, with the exception

of Wright, of the D.U.B.C., who figured at two race meetings outside

his own club.

Irish Bicycle Association.—One, Four, and Ten Miles Champion-
ships, Lansdowne Road, 23rd Sept.—One Mile (3m. 3s.): J. H.
Craig, Irish Champion B.C. (i) ; W. M. Woodside, Coleraine (2) ;

E. Wardell, Waterford B.C. (o). Won by 10 yards. Time, 3m. y-i-s.

Four Miles (13m.) : J. H. Craig, I.C.B.C. (i) ; W. M. Woodside
(2) ; E. Wardell (o). Won by 5 yards. Wardell long way behind.

Time, i3-m. 53i-s. Ten Miles (33m.) : W. M. Woodside (i)
; J, B.

Whittaker, Metropolitan B.C. (2) ; E. Y. Bailey, Phoenix B.C. (3).

Woodside lapped Whittaker twice, and Bailey three times. Time,
34m. 4s. It will be seen that none of the men succeeded in reaching
the standard time, that in the brackets.

Irish Bicycle Association.—Fifty Miles Road Chafnpionship
Phoenix Park, 30th Sept.—W. M. Woodside, Coleraine (i)

; J
McCormack, Maryborough B.C. (2) ; R. Berry, Metropolitan B.C

(3) ; also started, J. B. Whittaker, M.B.C., and R. T. Dobs'on

Tralee B.C. On the third lap (each lap 4m. 7 fur.) Dobson retired

and on the fourth, Whittaker retired. On the fifth lap, Woodside
lost near ten minutes by the tyre coming off the back wheel, but,

having got the loan of Mr. _M. Berry's machine, he rapidly pulled up
on his men, and assumed the lead on the next lap. Berry got two
nasty falls, but with great pluck rode to the finish. The winners
time, 4 hrs. 14m. 20s. ; Berry, 4 hrs. 17m. 26s.'

" Athcliath."
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My labours this month are comparatively light, as the racing has
been unimportant if we except the Path Tricycle Championship,
in which record was beaten for five miles by Liles in his preliminary

heat, the darkness making the final necessarily slow ; and the great

performance on the noad by Mr. W. Snook, of Winchester, who
covered 214^ miles within the twenty-four hours. Vesey's plucky
performance of riding the fifty miles at Lillie Bridge for the Sporting

Life pot, amidst a, dreadful downpour of rain and with a strained

tendon in one of his legs, isworthy of record. His attempt to beat

his own 100 miles record at the Crystal Palace failed, the aforesaid

leg " giving out " at 61 miles. In marked contrast to the determined
C. D. Vese}^ who is continually voluntarily setting himself hard

tasks, was the want of perseverance shown by Lowndes, the fifty

miles tricycle road ride winner, who "ended up" at the Crystal

Palace the moment he was passed by Liles. Racing men have now
a season of rest before them till next spring, which will of course be
shared by

—

" Scorchalong."

> • <

AMATEUR RACING RECORD.
(Continued from Last Number.)

16th September.—CREWE.^One Mile Handicap.—H. Inskip, 160 yds (1) ; A.
Keates, 160 (2) ; D. JohnsoB, 105 (3). Time, 2m. 56fs.

16th September.—Paisley (Joint races of Victoria, Amateur, and Caledonia).

—

One Mile Handicap.—D. A. Gibson, 100 yds (I) ; W. L. Kirkwood, 140 (2)

;

A. M'Gill, 160 (3). Time, 8m. lis. Tivo Miles Handicap.—J. S. Eadie,
30 yds (1) ; W. Allison, 30 (2) ; J. Gibson and A. Thomson, dead heat for

3rd. Time, 7m. 47s. Two Miles Handiccvp.—T). A. Gibson, 180 yds (1) ; J.

Fergus, 210 (2) ; J. M'Quater, 120 (3). Time, 6m. 40s.

16th September.—Dublin (Dublin, Bicycle Association).

—

Ten Miles Race.—W.
M. Woodside, scratch (1) ; H. M. Wright (2); E.M. Merry, Im. (3). Time,
41m. 45s.

16th September.^Aberbeen (Speedwell B.C.)

—

Ten Miles Handicap.—C. King,
750 yds (1) ; R. Hall, 500 (2) ; J. G. Pattison, 500 (3). One Mile Handicap.—
C. Hamilton (1) ; R. Hall (2). One Mile Combination Race.—Harper (1)

;

T. M'Lean (2) ; T. Dalgleish (3).

18th September.—Exmouth C.C.—Two Miles handicap.—W. A. Bayly, 80 yds
(1) ; G. B. Batten, scratch (2) ; E. C. Hansford, 150 yds (3). Time, 7m. 32|3.
Four Miles Scratch Race.—G. B. Batten (1) ; W. A. Bayly (2) ; E. C. Hans-
ford (3). Time 16m. 4|s.
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19th Septeiiibee.—Leominster B.C.

—

Two Miles Handicap.—W. L. Powell,
scratch (1) ; J. H, Davis, 155 yds (2) ; E. A, Preece, 150 (3). Time,
7m. 58^. One Mile Tricycle Handicap.—F. Smith, scratch (1) ; F. G. Black-
lock, 60 yds (2) ; T. J. Anthony, 40 (3). Time, 5m. 25s.

20th September.—Londonderry (Academical Sports).

—

One Mile Handicap.—
T. V. Campbell, 40 yds (1) ; J. G. Mevicker, scratch (2) ; H. Eossan, 40 yds (3).

20th September.—Cleator Moor (Border B.C.).

—

Five Miles Handicap.—R.
Dover, 80 yds (1) ; J. Reed, 160 (2) ; T. D. Oliver, scratch (3). Time, 17m.
iBJs. Three Miles Handicap.—'R. Dover, scratch (1) ; J. Reed, 40 yds (2)

;

H. Wake, 140 (3). Time, 10m. 37Js. One Mile Handicap.—B,. Dover,
scratch (1) ; G. D. Gascoigne, 10 yds (2) ; J. Reed, 15 (3). Four-lap Bone-
shaker Race.—J. Blackney, 45 yds (1); W. Middleton, 5 (2); T. Jackson,
10 (3). Time, 2m. 55s.

2] ST September.-^Huntingdon.— 07ie Mile Handicap.—H. WadsWorth, St. Ives,

50 yds (1) ; H. V. L. Kelham, 10 (2) ; A. Woods, 100 (3). Slow Race.—2. G.
Key (1). ' One Mile Tricycle Handicap.—G. Bryant (1) ; T. Weldon (2).

23ed Septembee.^—Manchester (Manchester Southern B.C., Sale Gardens).

—

Tioo Miles Handicap.—J. A. McKay, West Manchester, 375 yds (1) ; F. B.
Tahr, West Manchester, 170 (2) ; J. W. Morley, Manchester Southern, 120

(3). Time, 5m. 48^8.

23rd September.—Newark B.C.

—

One Mile Handicap.—T. B. Walker, Notting-
ham, 140 yds (1) ; F. R. Wakely, Muskham, 150 (2) ; A. Hill, Lincoln, 150

(3). Time, 3m. 18Js. Two Miles Handicap.—T. R. Marriott, Nottingham,
280 yds (1); H. Redgate, Nottingham, 225 (2); R. Cripps, Nottingham,
165 (3). Time, 7m. 21Js. OneMile Consolation Race.—T. Frost, Doncaster,
40 yds (1) ; J. R. Hanson, Lincoln, 60 (2) ; W. Clifford, Sawley, 45 (3).

Time, 3m. 47|s. One Mile Novices' Race.—T. Frost, 40 yds (1); J. R.
Hanson, 60 (2) ; W. Clifford, 45 (3). Time, 3m. 47fs.

23ed September.—Brighton (Sussex Cricket Ground).

—

One Mile Handicap.—
H. W. Hales, 70 yds (1) ; F. B. Robinson, 60 (2) ; A. H. Robinson, 100 (3).

Time, 3m. 6|s. One Mile Boys' Race.—A. C. Clements, 30 yds (1) ; J. T.
Hessey, scratch (2) ; J. TuU, 100 yds (3). Time, 3m. 20f8.

23rd September.—Birmingham (Aston, Moseley Harriers).

—

Two Miles Handicap.
G. lUston, 80 yds (1) ; H. Humphries, 30 (2) ; F. Sutton, scratch (3). Time,
6m. 8|s.

23ed September.—tDxjblin (Lansdowne Road).

—

Irish Bicycle Association Cham-
pionships—One Mile.—J. H. Craig, Irish Champion (1); W. M. Woodside,
Coleraine (2). Time, 3m. 7^s. Four Miles Clianipiomhip.—J. H. Craig, Irish

Champion (1) ; W. M. Woodside, Coleraine (2). Time, 13m. 53*s. Ten
MiUs Championship.—W. M. Woodside, Coleraine (1) ; J. H. Whittaker,
Metropolitan (2) ; E. O. Bailey, Phoenix B.C. (3). Time, 34m. 3fs.

23rd September.—West Derbi' (C. & F. Club Sports).

—

Two Miles Handicap.—
T. H. Overton, Liverpool, 120 yds (1) ; J. Pickering, Huyton, 70 (2) ; L.
Watts, Wavertree, 265 (3). Time, 8m. 21Js. Half Mile Handicap—R. W.
Drake, Anfield, 55 yds (1) ; J. Ferguson, Mold, 55 (2) ; J. J. Brown, L.A.C.,

75 (3). Time, 2m. 2|s.

23rd September.—Deptford (Sayes Court A. C.)

—

Tioo Miles Handicap.—^W.

Duffy, 15 yds (1) ; W. A. Heasman, scratch (2) ; C T. Durrant, IS yds (3). No
time taken. One Mile Handicap.—W. A. Heasman, Saye's Court A.A.C.,
95 yds (1) ; W. Duffy, Saye's Court A.A.C., 80 (2) ; F. S. Buckingham,
Brixton Ramblers, 95 (3). Time, 3m. 5Js.

25th September. ^

—

Stockport C.C.—Two Miles Tricycle Handicap.—R. Cripps,

260 yds (1) ; T. R. Marriott, 200 (2) ; F. S. Willoughby, 360 (3).

28th September.—Isle of Wight B.C. (East Cowes Oval) .—T'joo Miles Handicap.
—A. Peele (1) ; W. Ellis (2) ; H. Morgan (3). Time, 9m.

30th September.—Twenty-four Hours' Road Ride' on "Faciles."—W. Snook,
Winchester^, 214J miles (1) ; W. F. Sutton, London Scottish, 198 miles (2)

;

C. H. Cole, 189 miles (3). Gold Medalists for 150 Miles and over.—C. D.
Vesey, S. W. Reynolds, E. S. Cheel, J. W. M. Brown, S. T. Bond, S. Lee,
H. Adams, W. Allen, H. R. Hart, J. W. Boothroyd, C. A. Gallup, H. F.

Woodman, A. J. brown, and R. T. Cassell. Silver Medalists for 128 Miles.—
F. Salisbury and W. Eraser.
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30th September.—(Aylestone Boad.)

—

Tioenty Miles Handicap.—R. Billson,

scratch (1) ; H. Cowbell, 8m. (2) ; A. Deacon, l'2m. (3). Time, Ih. 8m. 30s.

30th Septembek.—Nottingham (St. Mary's Insti^iute Sports).

—

One Mile HandicajJ,
—R. W. Cripps, 70 yds (1) ; T. B. Walker, 105 (2) ; H. Redgate, 110 (3).

Time, 3m. 26Js.
7th October.—Stamford Bridge (L. A. C.)

—

One Mile, Members only.—E.. B.
Coombe, 150 yds (1) ; W. Wyndham, 50 (-) ; C. E. Liles, scratch (3).

Time, 2m.'53^s. Liles did 2m. 55s. in his heat.
7th October.-^Manchester (Sale Gardens; West Manchester B.C.).

—

Three

Miles Handicap.—B.. W. Gaskell, scratch (1) ; J. W. Morley, 150 yds. (2) ; J.

Archer, 450 (3). Time, 8m. 58fs. One Mile Novices' Handicap.— P. Beb-
bington, 55 yds. (1) ; J. Archer, scratch (2) ; E. Wormleighton, 30 yds. (3):

Time, 3m. 5s.

14th October.—Crystal Palace (B.U. Path Tricycle Championship).

—

Five
Miles.—C. E. Liles, 1st, in 19m. 39fs. ; M. J. Lowndes took the silver medal
for next best time to -winner, viz. : 17rQ. 56§s. Liles in his second round
heat made 17m. 31f s.

21sT October.—Lillie Bridge (Sporting Life "Pot").

—

Fifty Miles Scratch Bace.—C. D. Vesey, Surrey (1). Time, 3h. 10m.

>-»-<^ —
PATENT RECORD.

[Compiled by Hart & Co., Patent Agents, 28, New Bridge Street, E.C., from
whom all information concerning Patents, including Book of Instructions,,

may be obtained.]

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
4399.—J. Buckland, Taunton. Apparatus to be applied to the treadles of

bicycles, tricycles, <fec. 15th September, 1882.

4414.—E. Marshall, Birmingham. • Tricycles and other velocipedes. 16th Sep-
^ tember, 1882.

4457.—J. Lucas, Birmingham, Connecting lamps to shafts of bicycles, tri-

cycles, &c. 19th September, 1882.

4470.—D. Pidgeon, Putney. Tricycles and bicyles. 20th September, 1882.

4473.—C. Clarke, Westmoreland, Jamaica. Bicycles and tricycles, &c. 20th
September, 1882.'

4597.—T. Warwick, Aston. Bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes. 27th
September, 1882.

4614.—E. R. Baker, Birmingham. Clips for securing tyres on the wheels of

bicycles, &c. 28th September, 1882.
4629.—A. Gibbs, Birmingham. Tricycles or velocipedes. 29th September, 1882,

4631.—F. G. Kinnaird, London. Bicycles, tricycles, cfec. 29th September, 1882.

4668.—S. Miller, London. Velocipedes. 30th September, 1882.

4698.—H. C. Bull, Brooklyp, U.S.A. Tricycles. 3rd October, 1882.

4707.—G. E. Vaughan and J. Walton, West Bromwich. Stand for supporting
bicycles, &c., during practice, &c. 3rd October, 1882.

4711.—^W. Briscall, Liverpool. Tricycles and other velocipedes. 3rd October,
1882.

4725.—W. R. Lake, London. Bicycle saddles. (Com. by J. L. Wilson, Walt-
ham, U.S.A.) 4th October, 1882.

4729.—E. Brown, Birmingham. Tricycles, bicycles, and other velocipedes,

4th October, 1882.

4741.—H. Sutcliffe, Hahfax. Bicycles and tricycles. 5th October, 1882.

4790.—G. W. Quatremaine, Stratford-on-Avon. Velocipedes. 7th October, 1882.

4803.—W. Britain, London. Gearing for bicycles, tricycles, &c., for altering the
speed. 9th October, 1882.

4828.—J. T. B. Bennett, Aston. Means of propelling tricycles, &c, 11th
October, 1882.

4837.—C. Truman, Birmingham. Construction of vehicles propelled by human,
force. 11th October, 1882.
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4847.—J. Eettie, London. Velocipedes. 12th October, 1882.

4859.—G. W. von Nawrocki, Berlin. Bicycles and other velocipedes. (Com. by
L. Schmetzer, Rothenburg-on-the-Tauber, Germany). 12th October,

1882.)

NQTICES TO PROCEED -

Have been given by the following applicants on the dates nalned :

—

22nd September, 1882.—2361. G. D. Macdougald, Dundee. Oonstruction of

velocipedes. 19th May, 1882.

22nd September, 1882.—2380. A. Phillips, Birmingham. Velocipedes. 20th
May, 1882.

26th September, 1882.-2406. H. H, Hagard, London. Tricycle. 22nd May,
1882. '

29th September, 1882.-2504. J. Simonton, Comber. Unicycle, &c. 26th
May, 1882.

29th September, 1882.-3782. J. Beale, Blackheath. Bicycles. 9th August, 1882

PATENTS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the dates named :

—

15th September, 1882.—1425. A. Pengelly and E. Day, Highbridge. Veloci-
pedes for use on land or water. 24th March, 1822.

29th September, 1882.—1623. A. E. Gorse, Birmingham. Bicycles. 4th April,
- 1882.

29th September, 1882.—1680. "W. Scantlebury-, London. Bicycles and other
velocipedes. 6th April, 1882.

29th September, 1882.—1793. J. White, Coventry. Velocipedes. 14th April,

1882.

29th September, 1882.-1859. H. E. Newton, London. Velocipedes. (Com. by
A. Winkler, Paris.) 18th April, 1882.

10th October, 1882.—1812. W. Morgan, Birmingham. Tricycles, &c. 17th
April, 1882.

PATENTS
On which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been paid :

—

3756.—W. W. Brereton, Galway, and J. W. Brereton, Reading. Tricycle. 18th
September, 1879.

3849.—J. Harrington, Ryde. Springs for the saddles and seats of bicycles and
tricycles, &c. 24th September, 1879.

I HAVE MADE THE INVENTION OF A 'CYCLE

Running Twice as Quick

as a Bicycle,
but also climbing easily each hill, and being without any
danger for the Cycler. To establish a manufactory for

making this machine, a capitalist with half-part profit is

wanted ; necessary, ;£'30oo or ;£"4ooo.

Address to R. G., 28/POSTLAGERND, COLN, (GERM.)
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'DasVelociped'
NEW AND ONLY

GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
(Illustrated),

Edited by T. H. S. WALKER,
18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Yearly Subscription, including Fostage,
8s. 6d.; Single Copy, 6d.

PUBLISHED BY

HARRY ETHERINGTON,

152, FLEET ST.

ADVEETISEMENT CHARGES :

Quarter Page,, 10s. Half Page, £1,

JEstablishcd 1 SI.
BIEKBBCK BANK.—

Southampton Buildings, Chancery
L^ne. Current Accounts opened accord-
ing to the tisual practice of other
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when ' not
dra^^^l"below £'25. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receives money on Deposit,

at Three per cent, interest repayable on
demand.
The Bank undertakes for its customers,

free of charge, the custody of 'Deeds,
Writings, snd other securities and
Valuables ; the collection of Bills of Ex-
change, Divideuds and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and C ircular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, on

application.
FRANCIS EAVENSCKOFT, Manager,

31st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed four Millions.

HOW TO PUKCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Per Month, with

immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Office of the Biekbeck Bvxud-
iNG Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
Land poe Five Shillings peb

Month, with immediate possession, either
for building or Gardening purposes.

—

Apply at the office of the Biekbece Feee-
HOLD Land Society.
A Pamphlet, with full partjxjulars, on

application.
. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT Manager,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery T ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION i^ ^ SECTION
OF FASTENING.

OF

FASTENING

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is the Safest,
Simplest and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the a-xle with
only one hand by merely depressing a vertical bolt which securely closes the lower half of the
cylinder or socket piece, and renders it an impossibility for the lamp to become detached by
the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned, No. 1, 1 0/- each ; No. 2, 1 0/9 each ; No. 3, 1 1 /6
each. Nickel-plated, No. 1, 1 6/6 each ; No. 2, 1 8/6 each ; No. 3, 21 /- each.

Also .noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are
In use.—Sold 1)y all Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the
Manufactory,

125, & 126, I.OWO ACRE, LONDON.
Established 1806.
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JUST IMPORTED!

THE

AMERICAN

Handy Hooks.
"Take a reef in your pants."

Far superior to anything of the kind yet introduced.

SIXPENCE PER PAIR,

POST FREE.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THtl TRADE ON GROSS BOXES.

Only to be obtained in England from

''The Cyclist" Office, Coventry.



Humber, Marriott & Cooper,

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

NUMBER BICYCLE,
The most Popular Machine for 1881.

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, & 78, RICH-
MOND ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

BICYCLE UNION CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1881.

One Mile, Won by G. L. Hillier, ISt, on a 58in. Humber.
C. E. Liles, and, on a 55^"- H umber.

Five Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ISt, on a 5Hin. Humber.

2S Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ISt, on a 58in. Humber.
C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.
C. E. Liles, 3rd, on a 55in. Humber.

SO Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ISt, on a 58in. Humber.
C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.

The 50 miles was done in the remarkable time of 2 hours 50 seconds, beating
record time from 25 miles by 4 minutes 15§ seconds in the full distance. Tho
last quarter in the mile race was run in 36| seconds, by far the fastest quarter
mile on record.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS OF THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES.

All racing men and tourists should possess a Humber Bicycle, which is easier

and swifter than auy other make. Delivery in 10 days from order.

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE,
Upon which was won the 50 Miles Championship, in the splendid time of
4 hours 15 minutes, by Q. L. Hillier, Esq. Special features: Speed and ease
in hill mounting. Reigate Hill was ridden by S. J. Hlocombe, Esq., in 13
minutes on this Tricycle, the same distance as the Bicycle trial, many Bicycles

exceeding that time.

luFORTANT NoTicE.—The Sccoud Annual 50 Miles Tricycle Championship
Race, on June 25th, 1881, was won on the Humber Tricycle by G. L. Hillier,

against twenty other compotitors, the second man being 33 minutes, or about
equal to six miles, behind.



^HOULD TAKE. THE J^EW (IJEEKLY pAPER

Every Friday,

2d.

RICYCEIST
EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

Published CYery Friday Morning in London and the ProYlncej

Obtnjnnble of rII News A|j;ents, Bicycle and Tricycle 1>cpot<(, or of tlie

Publlsihcrs, ns at foot.

> » <

The pastime of Tricycling, and the use of the Tricycle as a means

progression for the attainment of pleasure and the furtherance of business, hi

during the past two years, enormously increased. Tricycle riding provides

healthy and pleasurable exercise for both old and young; it can be moreoij

taken part in by ladies, who are rapidly availing themselves of it.

In "The Tricyclist," with LACY HILLIER at the editorial helm, the pul

have one who has, long ere this, fully established his claim to literary repi

tion in connection with the wheel; whilst HENRY STURMEY, the Author]

the well-known "Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Handbook," underta*

to contribute Descriptive Illustrated Articles on the machine and Its construc-

tion, noting all the most recent improvements.

"The TRICYCLIST" deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly with the sporti

the pastime, and the trade of Tricycling; and all interested In, op desirousj

of, Information on the subject, will find both pleasure and profit In reading it.

THE TRITOLIST,
A Wct-kly Record of the Ti n«l«'

nud PantliMc.

Published in London and the Provinces every Frldjl

Morning, price 2d.

Delivered per First Post on Frid i\ M<
at the following rates

:

13 9Iontlis... JOm. lid. I :t Iflonlbtt ... 3«^
6 n ... <}*• 4<1«

I
Single Copy

TUBLIfHED AT THE OFFICE OB' THE "THE TRIC"1'€I/I8T,"

12, SMITHFOKD STREET, COVENTRY, ENG,

Postal Orders to be made payable to IfliTe & Son.

lilted and Pablished by Iliffe & Sok
London: Harbt Eti

Pmithford Street, Coventry.
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A mUUm # TR16Y6L1NG
Illustrated gagazme of gport.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMEY & C. W. NAIRN.

LONDON:
HARRY ETHERINGTON, 152, FLEET STREET, E.O.

COVENTRY:
ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET AND VICAR LANE.

BIBMINGHAM

:

C. J. NUTT, 80, SMALLBROOK STREET.



H L. CORTIS, Amateur Ctiampion, woa lue ^b and 50 Milt

Amateur Championsliip Races on a Bicycle fitted with Bowa's
"^OLXJS" Ball Bearings, beatmsf record time-

BOWN'S
PATENT

^OLDS BALL BEARINGS,
FOR

F30NT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

ABE

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require

but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most
Durable Bearings yet introduced.

As a proof of their vast superiority, all the principal Amateur and

Professional Bicycle Kaces have been won by the use of these

celebrated Bearings.

Front ll^licel Bearings. Back IVIieel Bearings.

Elevation. Section.' J^ntVi-^wm.
Cap removed.

Ball Pedals.

Section.

WILLIAM BOWN,
308. SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER,

N.B.—Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bicycles and
Stampings in Iron and Steel for same.
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Bown's Patent '' -ffiOLTJS " Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far

tbe best as regards durability, easy adjustment, for attaining

great speed and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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. D. RDCKER, JON., h Co.,

LETGHFORD'S BUILDINGS, BETHNAL GREEN,

LONDON.

THE "RDCKER" BICYCLE.
Best materials and'workmanship guaranteed.

Noted for rigidity, strength, comfort and
Hill-climbing capabilities. Out of the first 10

Machines in the last 100 Miles Race from Bath,

5 were " Ruckers," including 2nd and 3rd, only

a short distance behind the winner.

THE RUCKER TRICYCLE.
Fig. 1 shows the position of a rider

on an ordinary open-fronted tricycle,
where power is obtained solely by the
muscular thrust of the legs.

Pig. 2 shows the position on the
"Eucker;" the rider sitting directly
over his work, being enabled to utilize
his weight to assist propulsion.

For further 'particulars see Price List.

Dr. R. a. Wallace writes in the British Medical Journal, " The present arrangement of

Tricycles is fundamentally wrong. The driver sits and exerts force mainly by the extensors
of the thighs. He ought to stand and throw the weight of his body alternately on each
crank by a motion precisely similar to walking There is no question that in the action of

walking, power is generated with less fatigue than in any other voluntary movement, and
whoever adapts the walking motion to driving the tricycle will have approached very near
to the idea which is JVot for an age, but for all time.' "

MmPakBi "ajiie" femid -»,,
Price, Best Quality Cowhide, 21/-; 2nd Quality, Waterproof, 15/-.

OPEN. CLOSED.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS.
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HILLMAN,

HERBERT

# CIPER,

**PREMIER" WORKS, COYENTRY.

14, HOLBORN VIADUCT, \ T AUT^AIJ
5, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE, LUnifVrl.

ff) £] «««««»«««»»

99

'««««»««««

Bicycles ^ Tricycles.

SEND FOR

€atalog;ue & Testimonials.

D.H.F. PREMIER. PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SHIPPERS.

Please say where you saw this.
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BOOKS & PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

IMFFS& mw, "Th@ SfeJM" OMoe, C§vmt^.

THE CYCLIST And Bicycling and Tricycling Trades'
Eeview. The Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the
Wheel. Published every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country. Fullest
and Earliest Information on all points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W.
Nairn. Price Id. Annual Subscription, 6/6.

"THE TRICYCLIST." Weekly on Friday Morning—Edited
by Lacy Hillieb—deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with tho Sport, the
Pastime, and the Trade. Price 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 12 months
10s. 6d. ; 6 months, 53. 4d. ; 3 months, 2s. 8d. ; Single copy, 2Jd.

'

THE " WHEEL WORLD," Companion Monthly to The Cyclist
The Leading Magazine. Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and Illus-
trations. Well sent out. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C, W. Nairn. 25th
of each month. 3d. Monthly ; Annual Subscription, 43.

THE "INDISPENSABLE" BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK. A
complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. EuUy Illustrated
Descriptions and Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Tear.
Published Annually in July. 300 pages. 100 Illustrations. By post, Is. 6d.

THE COMPLETE "GUIDE TO BICYCLING"; Or, How to
Become a Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey. No.possessor of a Bicycle should be
without this Work. Price, Is. ; by post, Is. 2d. Second Edition now ready.

"PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING" for Amateur Athletes,
Its Advantages and Evils. With Special Eegakd to Bicyclists. By H. L.
Cortis (Amateur Champion at all Distances, 1880, and present holder of nearly
all the records). Price, Is. ; by Post, Is. 2d.

"NAUTICUS IN SCOTLAND." An illustrated, descriptive
account of a Tour on a Tricycle of nearly 2,000 miles in Scotland, forming an
accurate Gruide to the Country, and an interesting, instructive, and amusing
Narratiro. Cloth, demy Svo. Price, 4s. 6d. Now ready.

"THE CYCLIST" XMAS NUMBER (1881). Humorous
Articles, Poems, Ballads, Adventurous Hides, Puzzles, &c. &c. Over 80 Original
and Humorous Illustrations, and Illuminated Cover. Edited by Henry Sturmey.
Price, Is. ; by Post Is. 2d.

ILIFFE & SON, P,rinters and Engravers, Coventry, Printers
of all the above works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best

style, printing of all descriptions ; Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade
Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c. Estimates on application.

THE WHEELMAN." The First and only American Monthly
Cycling Magazine. 80 pages, large size. Finely illustrated. Excellently printed.
Full of wit and humour. First of each month. Is. pobt free. Annual
subscription, 8/4.

Sole British Publishers, Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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"^rp cYCMgr PWFIN6 we^Kg,

ILIFFE & SON,

AND

RS

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LANE,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS Sfs HOBBY HORSE

;

A Tricycle Tour of 1,428 miles through England. By the

Author of " Nauticus in Scotland."

Of all Bicycle and News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON
152, Fleet Street, E.C,
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NO CYCLIST
SHOULD BE WITHOUT A. PAIR OF THE NEW

AMERICAN HANDY HOOKS,
Which are vastly improved instruments for holding the trousers

close to the leg during muddy weather, and keeping them out

of the wheel.

Handsome in appearance. Plated afid cannot come unfastened.

5d. per pair.
Special Terms to the Trade on taking Quantities.

SAMPLE PAIR POST FREE 6 STAMPS.

a THE CYCLIST" OFFICE, COVENTRY.

TH
it ninairrm jj

BICYCLE.

H. J. PAUSEY, UniYersity Bicycle Works,

BEDFORD ROAD, CLAPHAM, S.^V.

Three lUinutcs^ TTalk from Clapham-road Railway §tatiou.
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THE

BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK
iPOxx, I8825

is

NOW READY.

eONTA INS
All the Novelties of the Year. Latest Details of 360

Machines. Hints on Purchasing, dc, &c.

PRICE ONE SHILLING,
POST EEEB 1/4.

M^'H„H«»*»^.«'«..^'»-

J<?J
.0 F-AGES. 200 ILLUSTRATIONS.

Of all Booksellers, Bicycle Depots, or of the Publishers,

IXilFFE & SON, "IVheel H^orld" Office. COVEIV'TRY.

liONDON : HA^RY ETIIERIKGTOrV, Fleet Street, B.C.

N.B.—PROCURE AT ONCE BEFORE TOU FORGET.
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THE

VIADUCT,"
44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

567 Vs. Od.

On Wicksteed's Patent Double-

purpose Stand.

Reduced Price of Stand, 4/6.

SPECIFICATIONS*
Stanley or Mumber head and
neck ; handle bar, 22 or 24
inches wide, with ebony or rose-

wood handles ; best Lowmopr
iron forks ; large flanged hubs,

with from 50 to 60 direct spokes

or nuts and nipples ; case-

hardened, parallel or coned
bearing ; best lap-welded back-

bone ; spoon brake ; U or V
steel rims ; rubber or rat-trap

pedals ; hogskin saddle ; splid

leather pocket
;
patent wrench

|

oil can and bell. Painted in

two colours. If with single or

double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

For the superiority of our Manufacture we were awarded the

PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1879, also

MELBOURNE, 1881.

TRICYCLES 12 Guineas.
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Original and Largest Makers in the World of all Paris,

Fittings, and Sundries for either Riders or Makers. ....

SEND FOR OUR WEIV II^I^USTRATED [PRICE L.IST«

THOMAS SMITH & SONS,
Bimiingliai, Coventry, Leicester, Bolton and Mancliester.

LONDON BRANGH--61, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LC
_ ESTABLISHED 184& -
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country.

A.

^WHEELMENi^
Should Subscribe to

"THE CYCLIST

"

AND BICYCLING AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Matters.

EDITED BY

aEI3ESBB"St^Sr STTJI^-lVIB^Sr,
Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"

"Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., Sec,

AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual."

All BICYCLING & TEICYCLING News and Gossip in carefully
condensed paragraphs.

Full and original REPORTS of all RACES and important Cycling
events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c., &c.

Coventry : Il,IFFE & SON, 12, Smithford Street.
London: MARRY ETIIflKINOTON, 152, Fleet Street.

" THE CYQLIST," .ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
aod Bicycle Dep6ts, or delivered FIRST POST on Wednesday at the
following rates:—12 months, 6/6; 6 Months, 3/3; 3 Months, 1/8; Single

Copy, l§d.
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LOOK HERE !!

A FIRST-CLASS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

WILLIAM ANDREWS,
5, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

The cheapest Machine is not that which can be sold at the lowest price,

but a thoroughly well-built sound Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

You will make a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Fu'l
Particulars to the above address.

SPECIALITY:

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

TROUSER •}- FASTENERS
Enable Bicyclists and Tricyclists to ride in Trousers in all weathers without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in a
second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the

fastener across so as to hold it in position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONE PENNY EACH.
THE MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OF THE YEAR.

To be obtained of all Agents throughout the Kingdom;
or Wholesale from ''The Cyclist" Office, Coventry.

Sample Paie, Post Feee, Theeb Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OP ENGLAND & WALES.
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) Roads in England,
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
names. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for

Cyclists.^ By CHARLES HOWARD. Red cloth, limp; price 5/-.

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G.
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Coventry Machinists' Co., Ld.,

MAKERS & INVENTORS OF

Tbe Perfect Roadster

THE SPECIAL CLUB.

WITH PATENT

SUSPENSION SPRING.

HOLLOW FELLOES.

DUST-PROOF

BALL BEARINGS.

The Popular Tricycle

THE CBEYLESMORE.

DOUBLE^^RIVER.

HOLLOWJ^ELLOES.

BALL BEARINGS.

DOUBLE BRAKE.

HIGHEST FINISH.OVAL BACKBONE .

'""Cycles * tricycles, i

LISTS ON APPLICATION.

HT^OSl-SSLS : COXrE51?^TX^3r.

Branches :

N : 15, Holborn Viaduct.

MANCHESTER: 9, Victoria BuildiDgs.

BlRffllKGHAI : n, Colmore Row.
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GOOD THINGS!!
^THE INDISPENSABLE BICYGLISTS' HANOBOOK.'if*

By Henry Sturmey.

30 PAOES. 2 00 ILLVSTBATIONS.
NOW READY. Price, 1/- Post Free, 1/4

^:PRINCIPLES ^ OF ^ TRAINING*^
FOE

- Amateur Athletes, with special regard to Bicyclists.

Illustrated. By H. L. CORTIS (Amateur Champion at all

Distances, 1880).

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE 1/2.

NEW EDITION OE

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BICYCLIM,
OR HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY HEiVRr STURMEY.
Contains History of the Bicycle, Formation of Clubs, &c., and full instructions
oa Learning and General Management of Machine. Full of useful hints.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE, 1/2.
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TheWheelman,"

FOR NOVEMBER (Part II.),

IS

JUST IN HAND!

CONTENTS:
Benedicite. A Poem, with five full-page illustrations. — Some
Thoughts on the Hygiene of the Wheel.—" I Wait for my Story."

—The Wheel.—" Our Minister Rides the Bicycle."—The Clerical

Wheel.— Cycling. — The Tricycle.—The Price of Bicycles.—An
October Ramble.—The League Meet at Chicago.—The Effect of the

Bicycle upon our Highway Laws, H.—^John-o'-Groat's to Land's

End on a Tricycle.—What of the League.—The Wheel as a Gym-
nasium.—A Vacation Trip.— Notes on "A Wheel Around the Hub."

—First Meet of New Hampshire Wheelmen.—Editorial.—Wheel

News. Springfield Meet ; New Haven Races ; Annual Meeting of

L.A.W. Officers ; League Races ; Massachusetts Division of L.A.W.

POST FREE, ONE SHILLING.
Now to be had of all Booksellers, News-Agents, &c., &c., or

of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, 12, SmitMord St, Coventry.
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THE B.U. AND THE AMATEUR QUESTION.

HE mountain which has been in labour has indeed pro-

duced a ridiculous mouse, judging by the following

paragraph, which appears in the report of the last

meeting of the Executive of the Bicycle Union :— " As
most of our readers are aware, it has been broadly stated in many
quarters that some sweeping reform was in anticipation respecting'

the amateur definition ; nay it was even hinted that an attempt
would be made to resuscitate the ' Artisan and Mechanic Clause,'

and considerable feeling has been exhibited with regard to this

question, both in .the papers devoted to the sport, and also among
wheelmen when talking over affairs connected with it." The
Executive seeing, perhaps, which way the tide of opinion was
flowing, have decided upon making no attempt to reconsider the
definition as it now. exists, but have promulgated the paragraph
above referred to, and which runs thus:—"That the Executive,

at the next Council Meeting, do piopose that the Executive he
requested to exercise^ m future, at their discretion, their power to

suspend or disqualify any rider who in their opinion rides in a

race for the purpose of advertisement."—Now, considering that

the Executive, by their own showing, admit that they have the
power to suspend or disqualify as aforesaid, dods it not at once
strike all readers, that there is something very strange and
peculiar in a governing body, alread}^ possessed of almost un-
limited power so far as the control of the sport i^ concerned,

begging to he asked to 'make use of the very power tvith which they

have heen endowed for the piirposes of jyreventing and 'punisJiing

abuses in that sport. If che abuses referred to have been made
manifest the Executive is guilty of neglect of duty, in that it has
not alreadj^ stamped them out ; if, on the other hand, no sufficient

proof is forthcoming to warrant the exercise of that power which
they undoubtedly possess, what is the use of the request contained
in the paragraph ? It would appear as if the Executive did not
quite know their own minds, and were afraid to act independently
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for fear of bringing a wasps' nest about their ears, and so want
to piit tbe onus prohandi on the broader shoulders of the Executive
should any unpleasantness arise in future from an exercise of

their power (arbitrary or otherwise).

That an abuse has crept into the sport, hardly anyone will

venture to deny. The gist of the whole matter lies in these

facts, that employes of firms do obtain greater facilities for

training than the majority of riders can secure, and moreover, by
bringing the machines they ride to the front, they secure the

cheapest, and yet by far the most paying advertisement that can

be obtained for their employers. As was pointed out by a cor-

respondent in The Cyclist, in the issue of the 8th November,
advertisements of that class are by far the best, as where an
ordinary advertisement is read by one, an indirect advertisement,

as contained in the report of a race meeting, meets the eye of

thousands. Again, it is a moot point, whether if a man is paid a

fixed salary for doing certain work (either caligraphic or manual
labour), and during the hours in which he ought to be eip.-

ployed in his business, is found engaged in training for or riding

races, whether such man is not virtually paid for riding a bicycle

or tricycle. The question is a most difficult one to deal with, and
it behoves those, in whose hands the power lies, to use the

greatest discriinination, or they will assuredly find trouble in store

for them. Any alteration of the Amateur definition would be a

fatal error, as it would again disarrange the athletic world, as not

only has the A.A.A. adopted it, but the National Skating and
Swimming Associations have both followed suit ; besides which
we have had, in the days which we must hope are "past never

to return," too much of the shoddy gentility which formerly

disgraced Amateur athleticism.

>-<

PRESENCE OF MIND.

From a Bicyclist's Point of View.

HERE is nothing I know of so very essential to a bicyclist

as presence of mind, and I propose to say only a few
words on the subject, which I hope may prove not only
interesting, but beneficial.

The first question which will first very naturally arise is, " What
is presence of mind ? " It is nothing more than a mental equilib-

rium of the brain. Everything in nature, whether moral or physical,

is controlled or regulated by two antagonistic forces, each doing its

own particular duty, performing it correctly when in unison with the

other. The simple illustration of an ordinary pair of scissors will

well illustrate this fact very forcibly ; the two antagonistic forces
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there found, proves that when in unison, they are useful in their

way. Now when these two forces are separated, they are uncon-
trollable, and are therefore useless. Take away the force of gravity,

and centrifugal force would scatter us in fine dust through space.

I have shown you that one blade of a pair of scissors will not
follow without the other, so in the same manner an organised force

robbed of one of its constitutional parts becomes useless.

Now with regard to ourselves it is precisely in the same way. Pr.
W. B. Richardson, I have read, found out while experimenting on
animals, that two antagonistic forces reside in the brain, one having
its abode in the anterior or upper part (the cerebrum), tbe other in

the lower part (the cerebellum). It has been found that when the
cerebrum of an animal is rendered insensible, and its powers thus
temporally destroyed, the animal is impelled to run forward ; on the
other hand the cerebellum being paralysed, retrograde movement is

the result. Thus he accounts for the impulse which many people
feel to precipitate themselves from a height, the cerebrum which
contains the thinking faculties under such circumstances becomes
dizzy, and so the control which it normally exercises over the cere-

bellum being partially removed, the influence of the latter asserts

itself.

This explains to us why the partridge dashes madly forward after

the fatal charge has struck him ; so too does this account for those

who when overcome by fright rush into the danger they try to avoid.

In fact -we may trace half our foolish actions to a want of equilib-

rium between these two forces that inhabit the brain. There has
always been some doubt as to whether the female sex possess a
greater share of presence of mind beyond the male, and the question

seems never to have been very easily or satisfactorily settled. How-
ever it may be, as a general rule there are many instances where
women have displayed their presence of mind where it has pre-

eminently asserted itself in cases of extreme peril and danger.

The retention or loss of presence of mind is intimately connected
with the condition of the nervous system. A coward looses his

presence of mind, whilst a brave man retains it, yet the apparent
cowardice may arise from a loss of mental equilibrium in a man
naturally courageous. Circumstances which demand the necessity

of presence of mind are not necessarily tests of bravery or

cowardice.

Our sport gives us instances of every possible danger or surprise,

on differently constituted brains. Those who realise this danger
are the bravest and the coolest, and are as calm as those who know
no fear. There is a well-known story of a subaltern accusing his

colonel of fear on an occasion of approaching danger. " Yes,"
replied the colonel, as he rode steadily on, " if you were half as -

much afraid you would run away.'"

The shrinking from approaching danger, might be the result of

innate sordid reasoning, or cowardice, but cowardice caused by a

partial paralysis of the mental faculties will often cause a mad
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courage in men constitutionally calm. An impression on the brain

or mind, may vary the actions of an individual, as for instance the

fear of drowning often destroys presence of mind. There is tia art

in swimming, it is simply presence of mind, and under no circum-
st9.nces can presence of mind be more serviceable than in effectually

and perhaps frantically struggling for life. Fire has also a pecu-

liarly paralysing effect, but not so general as the fear of drowning.
My object in writing this article, which I must confess is only a

brief epitome of what I have been lately reading, is to point oUt if I

can, that, seeing there are advantages to be gained by a ready
presence of mind it is possible to acquire it. Practice and education

tend to preserve the equilibrium of the brain, and the rider who bears

this in mind, and will endeavour to act upon, will train, his mind to

face danger fearlessly, act calmly and deliberately on sudden emer-
gendies, will establsh a habit which becomes constitutional, and
well respond under all circumstances when required. It is highly

important, that, we bicyclists (and the " tri's " also) under the most
trivial or important circumstances, should train ourselves to act

calmly and with deliberation, doing nothing in a hurry or flurry, and
above all keep out- tempers down. Many a fatal accident; in nearly

all other sports besides our own, has occurred from want of a pro-

per and careful control of the nervous svstem.

FRED W. CALVERT.
Argyle B.C., London.

Note.—The original of this paper appeared in the birthday nunlber
, of the Argyle Manuscript Magazine of this year, of which

I am the Editor. F. W. C.

>-*^

A GOOD REVENGE.

By Jos. C, Sawtell.

CHAPTER n.

|ICKIE LIGHTFOOT departed down the road to continue
his journey with his master's milkers, and with his left

hand inserted in his trouser pocket he rattled the pence,
which had so suddenly found their way there, with a

fascinating clmik, chink, transported himself in mind to the village

pub, with all his village chums clustered gaily round, and stumped
down the road with a face on the broad grin, looking the' very picture

of plebian felicity.

' " Wull, Pipps war pretty free with his mopusses this marnin',''

thought Dickie to himself, " I can hardly maake it out. I really

begin to think, now, that I ought not to ha' said anythink about

Maaster Arthur's trick, vur Em that afraid as how he'll goo and tell

some o'em. But there, howsomever, I've got the shiners, ah ! ah !

and I doan't suppose he'll goo and say anythink about it, at all."
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Concurrent with Dickie Lightfoot's departure down the road the

possessor of four-and-a-half coppers and a beaming countenance.

Pipps walked back into the house filled with surprise and indignation

at the thought of a friend of his young master's conspiring to win a

race by foul means. The idea was almost too preposterous and too

outrageous to be credited. Yet Dickie had the reputation of

being the most plain-spoken and fearless man in the neighbouthood,
and consequently his word was always accepted by his friends as a

matter of fact. Still the monstrous idea of Arthur Yates, whom
Alfred Groves considered his nearest friend and fellow clubman,
apparently intending to perform some dodge on Alfred Groves'
bicycle with the object of compelling the rider to break down in the

race, was so contrary to common sense as to necessitate the turning

over and over again in his mind the knowledge which he had received

from Dick. Pipps did this ; tried to suggest to himself the

absurdity of the thought, endeavoured to imagine that it must be all

a hoax, and atte:mpted to fancy it as a big joke—but without avail.

The thing was so indelibly impressed upon his mind, that he deter-

mined to make known all the facts of the case to his young master,

Alfred Groves himself, and at the earliest possible moment, Pipps,

however, failed to gain the opportunity of speaking to him before

breakfast was served, and, unfortunately. Groves immediately on
finishing the morning meal went off unobserved, no one knew
whither.

Three hours after breakfast that morning, comfortably seated in a
select little corner of the garden attached to Glendon House, were
two figures, that of a young man, and that of a young lady. The
former, owning as he did, a frank, ingenuous, handsome countenance,
and unaffected pleasing manner, was the sort of individual who, in

going through the various stages of life, would secure many friends,

and few indeed enemies. His companion was "a young lady of

twenty, the happy possessor of a face which once seen, was indelibly

impressed upon one's memory; a clustering of coquettish ringlets

graced the forehead, dark heaVy eyelashes added a peculiar and fas-

cinating charm to a pair of velvety deep blue eyes, and with the

addition of an enchanting pair of soft skinned rosy cheeks, and ditto

coral lips, Olive Lynton posed as the prettiest girl in the neighbour-

hood. There was always a look of gentleness and an indefinable

appearance of a something uncommonly beautiful about Olive

Lynton's face, that it was by no means a marvel she should be the

most admired of all the beauties of Cranwood. And, but given a

representative of each sex where he feels a charm in the company
and companionship of she, and sJie reciprocates the feeling, those

two representatives will, in spite of all obstacles, contrive by
some means or other to be in each other's company on
every available opportunity. This case formed no exception

to the general rule. Both Groves and Yates were included in

the list of Olive Lynton's' male acquaintances, and both Groves
and Yates were far from being indifferent to her indisputable

charms. Olive Lynton, however, with that characteristic peculiar
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to many young ladies, had ' up to now acted most impartially

with them, and though more than once the three had been observed
enjoying rustic walks, gathering wild flowers, climbing hills, or

scrambling through verdant valleys together; yet she had ever
treated the two friends so much alike that neither could lay any
palpable claim as to the envious title of first favourite.

However, that morning, soon after breakfast was dispensed with
at Glendon House, Alfred Groves had quietly and unobservedly
stolen out of the house with the ostensible purpose of meeting, by
some means or other, Miss Lynton. Apparently having some
definite knowledge of her haunts on that particular morning, he
hurried up the Cranwood Road, and, meeting the object of his search,

had as quietly returned in her company, and by a back secret way
had as silently gained entrance to the garden attached to Glendon
House, at the bottom of which garden the pair, with a rhubarb leaf

full of freshly-gathered fruit on the little round table, were soon after-

wards presumably enjoying each other's society. In a comparatively
short time the conversation turned upon the coming race topic, by
Groves restlessly breaking the ice with " I say, Olive, got any bets

on any of the fellows who are going to race to-morrow ?"

" I never bet," she replied in a slightly indignant manner, "for
two reasons ; firstly, because I believe betting is illegal, and secondly
because I think betting is not an honest mode of getting money."

" Perhaps not," he answered slowly ; and then suddenly thinking

that it must be dishonest if she says so, he continued, " Well now,
I really believe you are right. I suppose though," he added in a

half an uneasy manner, " that you have a favourite in the race, eh ?

Who would you like to win ?
"

" Don't be inquisitive," she responded, laughing.
" You own to having a favourite ?"

" Don't be inquisitive, sir," she interrupted, giving a stamp upon
the ground with a 20z. force, in order to emphasise her reitera-

tion.
" I say, Olive, by the way, who do you think will win ?" pursued

the energetic Groves, determining to get the fact out by round-about
means.

"Well, since you must know, they tell me that you and Mr.
Yates are clearly considered to be the finest aiders in the field, and
that the gaining of the laurels virtually lies between you two ; and I

hear also that both of you are determined to win."

There was a short spell of silence, which was eventually broken
by Groves exclaiming slowly, " I believe we have both made up our
minds to win, and I full}^ expect that we shall each have a tough
battle to fight before one shall claim the victory. I say, though,"
he continued in a quicker tone, with intent to catch her on the hop,
" which do you hope will win ?"

" What delicious fruit this is," she cried calmly, purposely failing

to notice the earnestness of his tone, " I wish we could boast of such
a garden as this."
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Oh ! that's altogether too bad," he declared disconsolately, "you
don't give a fellow a bit of encouragement to win," and he looked

full in her face in order to trace, if possible, any movement of her

features that might indicate the channel towards which her mind was
drifting. Their eyes met, and, would you believe it, the colour on
her cheeks rather deepened. "Tell me, Olive, do," he continued

rather ardently, " whom you would like to win."

"Jolly nice strawberries, these are, I must admit. Why, if we
had such a prolific garden as this, I should be alwa

"

A deep-drawn, irrepressible sigh of about a yard's length, broke

from the baffled Alfred, was the means of 01i\e querying " What's
that for, eh ?

"'

" Oh," he replied, colouring a little, " I want to win that race, but

you won't give me even the least bit of encouragement to do it."

" I am so sorry," she added, feelingly, " that I have been the

means of wounding your feelings. But surely you can win without
any paltry praise from tne ?

"

" I can't," he returned, sorrowfully.
" Are you sure ? " with an emphasis on the last word, and a look

of tenderness.
" Quite !

"

" But I must be going," she exclaimed, apparently recollecting

the time of day. " Mother will wonder where on earth I have got to."

And she made a move to go.
" Stop a moments" burst forth Alfred, and catching a firm hold of

her right hand to prevent the possibility of her moving, he continued
ardently—" tell me, do, Olive, whether I have your good wishes ?

"

She took particular notice of the gravel path just at that precise

moment, toyed about the small stones with her sunshade, and then
gently murmured, " You have."

" Then I'll carry them to the goal, ahead of all competitors, and
despite all obstacles !

" he answered, impulsively.
" Alf, you have my genuine, best wishes that you may prove the

victor. I'd rather you won than anybody else, and I sincerely hope
you will. Now let me go."
He pressed her hand warmly, wished her " Good bye," and a

muffled, osculatory sound, immediately followed by a" You naughty
boy !" occurred, which, after all, 'tis hardly desirable to chronicle,

seeing that it is quite uninteresting to the readers at large.

They walked together .up to the little obscure back gate, where,
she expressing a wish to go home alone, they parted—she to Walk
quietly back, inwardly hoping that he would achieve local honours
by winning the race on the morrow, and he filled with a resolute

determination " to do or die," to return into the house as mutely as

he had emerged some two hours previously.

' CHAPTER III.

Just as Groves was in the act of stepping noiselessly up the
staircase, he was suddenly stopped by an exclamation emanating
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from someone behind him—" Mr. Alfred, can I speak to you sir, for

a few moments please ?
"

" Yes, certainly, Pipps ; what is it ? " and he turned to face the
footman.

Well, it's a matter f6r private talk, and it's a matter of the 'ighest

himportance," replied Pipps, omitting the first h through lack of

knowledge, and aspirating the last word to lay stress upon its

significance.
" Oh ! what's up now, then ? " answered Alfred, wonderingly.

" Well, let me see," he reflected, " come along in the garden with

me. That's select and private enough, I know," and his thoughts
fleyv back to the incidents of the bower.
A few minutes afterwards, Alfred Groves and the footman had

walked down the garden, and seated away from any intrusion, Pipps
detailed minutely the events of his morning's conversation with
Dickie Lightfoot, and endeavoured to impress upon him the veracity

of Dick's statement, that a plot to stealthily obtain admission to the

little out-house situated in close proximity to the back entrance of

Glendon House, in which usually stood Groves' bicycle, for the pur-

pose of somehow interfering with his machine, in order to create a

break-down in the race ; and further, that this dastardly plot was to

be perpetrated on him by Arthur Yates, and an accomplice named
Brown.

Groves was astounded, and marvelled as to what could be the
motive which prompted Dickie Lightfoot to utter such preposterous

jokes. The idea in Groves' mind was so contrary to common sense,

was so irrational, and was altogether too monstrously absurd to

contemplate.
" I tell you, Mr. Alfred, it's no joke at all," persisted Pipps.

" Dickie Lightfoot is not the man to invent things. I tell you he is,

so open-hearted, that no doubt he thought it nothing out of the way
to tell me what he had slyly heard pass between young Mr. Yates
and Brown ; and further, I think it is my duty to warn you of the

fate that can befall you."
" But, Pipps," he replied, laughing at the zeal displayed by the

footman, " I really can't help grinning at it ; the idea is so absurd,

so far-fetched, that it compels me to treat it as an immense hoax !

Just think of this—Arthur Yates is my dearest friend and com-

'

panion— •

"

" Them ' dearest ' friends are often the riimmiest ones to deal

with," suggested Pipps, quietly.

" Well, had it been anyone else, I might have found it worth while

to, think there was a grain of truth in Dickie's assertions ; but of

Arthur Yates, never ! He is my best friend, and can, therefore, not

possibly have any motive for such a base action as you suggest."
" Well, look here, sir," answered Pipps, " the fact is so firm on

my mind, that I know there is something in it. You say he has no
motives for such a course ? Well, I don't know, mind, but I rather

'spects he has.'"
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*' Impossible !

"

'' Not so himpossible as you seem to think, sir."

" Prove it, then !
" exclaimed Groves, apparently getting more

interested in the case.
" Well, you and him gen'rally goes about together—and pardon

me, Mr. Alfred, no offence, but you both know a certain young lady^

of Cranwood, named Miss Lyntpn ?
"

" Yes, we do. What on earth has that to do with it ?
"

" Wait a bit—excuse me, but you have a sort of likin' for that

young lady ?
"

"Yes," he answered, slowly, " I suppose I must confess I have."
"And Mr. Yates has, too, I believe ?

"

'.' Yes, he has too, I know."
" People down about Cranwood say that you and young Yates are

the fastest riders in the neighbourhood ?
"

" Yes, they do ; and as far as that goes, I must admit—though
not speaking egotistically— that there is some reason for their

remarks. They all seem to think the race lies between I, Yates^
and another fellow."

" Yes ! and I'll make so bold as to say that Yates is afraid of your
winning that race, because, should he be out of the race, he wouldn't
stand so high in Miss Lynton's estimation ; consequently he, with
the help of another rascal as bad as himself, takes advantage of his

thorough knowledge of the whereabouts of your bicycle at night time^

and means to alter a nut, so as to make a breakdown. And now
I've, told you, sir, and you don't place much faith in my tale," and
here Pipps waxed warm, " I shall insist upon watching the premises
all night, for I'm certain that I shall catch 'em."

" Well, this is certainly very peculiar, now you have placed it in

that light ; really I'm just a little inclined to think that, after all, there

may be something in it."

"Pshaw !" burst out Pfiipps, contemptuously, " May be, I tell you,
Mr. Alfred, there is.'\

" Very well, then, Pipps, I'll tell you what we'll do. You haven't

mentioned this to anybody ?"

" Not a soul. I thought it best to speak to you first."

" Don't say a word, then, but to-night, after all are in bed, I'll slip

out of my room, somewhere about midnight, and both of us will take

up a good position from whence can be obtained a thorough view of

the yard."
" All right, Mr. Alfred," agreed Pipps, " as long as I carry my

point I don't care, for I feel certain that unless we stop their little

dodges you will meet with a haccident upon the field to-morrow as

will probably put you out of the race altogether."

They parted, the one to go about his ordinary avocations, feeling

inwardly satisfied that he had prevailed upon his young master the
necessity of keeping a strict watch, and the other to return to his

bedroom, thoroughly astonished at the idea of such a base, cowardly
act being projected by one whom he hitherto considered a near
friend.
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Precisely at five minutes to twelve that night, a bedroom door
noiselessly opened and a muffled-up figure stealthily paced along the

landing of Glendon House. Groping his way down the stairs, he in

a few moments arrived at the bottom, where peering into the dark-

ness he endeavoured to discern another figure in the hall chair.

" Pipps," he whispered hoarsely, " Pipps !"

No reply.

"Pipps! Pipps!! you old fool, can't you hear?" And then to

himself, " Why the duffer either must have gone up to his bed instead

of dozing in the arm-chair as he intended, or (creak), bother it, what
a row these stairs make (creak, creak), or else he's frightfully deaf

—

Pipps!!!"
Still no reply, save a just-audible snoring, away in the distance up

the other side of the hall. " Ah ! I can hear the old bloke, at any
rate," thought Groves, "so I'll grope across and rouse him ;" and
suiting the action to' the words, he paced across the hall, where, by
means of the sound intensifying as he neared the object, he found
his way through the darkness to Pipps, who was seated in one of the

chairs, in a fitful slumber. Judging upon the best mode of waking
him, he mutely stretched forth one hand, and inventing a touch
which consisted of a cross between the tickle of a feather, a kick from
a beetle's leg, and a collision with a jelly-fish, he proceeded to intro-

duce this unique feeling on Pipps' shoulder, then having run his

light digets round Pipps' head, he crossed over and ended the delicate

operation by imitating a spectre in the art of playing a fanciful five-

-finger exercise adown Pipps' back.

The effect surpassed Groves' most sanguine expectations, for

Pipps, with his characteristic foresightedness—even in the dark

—

instantly arrived at the conclusion that he was honoured by an
apparitional visitant, and feeling the palpable necessity of doing
homage to so distinguised an object, slid down from the dozing-chair
with remarkable celerity, and crouching under its legs, filled with
abject terror, he concluded by crying " Oh ! mercy, sir, I'll never do
it again !" and earnestly invoked forgiveness from the object of his

fear

!

,

Groves, for a moment, was completely thunder-struck, but imme-
diately recovering from his surprise, he gave vent to a partially

surpressed roar of laughter, then bending down, caught Pipps by the

scruff of the neck, administered a shake, which might have suggested
to Pipps the presence of a live tiger, and intimated in a whisper that

Pipps was a born fool

!

By this time the fact dawned upon the apparently addled intellect

of Pipps, that the phantom was no other than his young master, and
apologising for his exhibition of terror, the two groped their way to

the back staircase, ascending which they took their seats in close

proximity to the window-sill, from which a thorough view of the back
yard could be obtained.

With rare patience these two watchers vigilantly waited minute
after minute and half-hour after half-hour, continually endeavouring
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to peer through the darkness of the night, and ever on the alert

for the slightest noise that might be' occasioned by muffled foot-

steps. Towards half-past two the short summer night began to

manifest signs of giving place to the summer sun. " I'm mighty
glad that you have mentioned this to nobody" whispered Groves, to

the page, " for, it strikes me the whole affair will be a great hoax.

I can already discern signs of coming day, and if they really

intended to do anything my fancy is that they, knowing the light

would be disadvantageous, would perform their act somewhere
before daybreak, so as to make thoroughly sure that no one is

about."
" Don't make too sure, Mr. Alfred," returned Pipps. " I must

say appearances at present don't look very promising, but hold

on a bit longer, may be Mr. Yates has overslept himself ; hold on a

bit."

Groves, to soothe his faithful servant's mind, acquiesced, and
another lapse of silence followed. Half-an-hour later there arose a

singularly cold grey tint peculiar to early morn, the appearance of

which clearly indicated the fact that the night was rapidly on the wane.
Both, with their elbows rested on the window sill, noticed it, and

both agreed that if the trick were to be performed at all, Yates, for

fear of discovery, would surely do it before the light came over the

land Still ruDthing happened, still no sound was heard that could

be put down to the presence of individuals outside ; the place wore
a look of placidness and serenity, and not the slightest noise was
audi

" What's that ! eh ?" hoarsely whispered Pipps

—

click !

The two watchers auditorial powers were instantly strained to

their utmost capacity, and a sound resembling a muffled step obvi-

ously impressed itself upon the drums of their ears.
" There, what do you say now !" whispered Pipps. " The wretches

have come, and knowing that you do not generally keep your bicycle

under lock and key, are going to ' overhaul it.' " And thinking of

the " dearest friend" he sneered contemptuously.

A cold clammy sweat broke over the frame of Alfred Groves as he
remembered the friendship of so many years now about to be ruth-

lessly broken, and sinking back in his chair he rested his elbows on
his knees, hid his face with his hands, and tried to think it but a

hideous dream, from which he would ultimately wake and happily

find it a delusion. But the facts were too real.

"Look, look, Mr. Alfred! see!" continued Pipps, there go the

two devils, crouching along," and this rousing Groves to activity,

he gazed at the sickening scene, and beheld one who he hitherto had
considered to be his best companion, about to prepare a trap

which might or might not be the means of making him meet with

a terrible accident.

The two persons muffled up and otherwise disguised to prevent, if

possible, recognition in the event of their being prevented- from
carrying out the base design, stealthily crept along closely to the
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wall, and in a few moments had gained the door of the outhouse.
The time had come, in another moment the latch was lifted, and
after hastily surveying the scene, both ^cautiously peered inside the
small house, listened attentively, and finally disappeared within the
entrance.

Half a second later on. Groves, giving exphcit instructions to

Pipps to wait at the back door in complete readiness to effect a cap-

ture should it turn out necessary, mutely opened the door, which
swung back on its oiled hinges, and removing his slippers made
way with silent though rapid strides across the little lawn, soon
gaining the outhouse. Here with beating heart he paused at the
door which stood just on the jar, inclined his head to the kdy-hole,

and satisfied himself of their presence inside. Suddenly, with an
adroit movement, he pulled the door, and then, wit^ a celerity worthy
of chronicling, he inserted the key in the key-hole, and an otninous
click, click told too plaiinly that the deed had been dexterously per-

formed, and revealed to the occupants the peculiarly unpleasant fact

that they were foiled.

No sooner was the curtain drawn upon this act of the perform-
ance, no sooner was the locking business done, than Groves know-
ing the possibility of catching cold through standing upon the ground
minus his boots or slippers, abruptly decided to pace back and relieve

Pipips' suspense as to the fate of the two miscreants, and to acquaint
him of the successful attempt to incarcerate them helplessly inside

the little house.
Pipps, however, entirely failed to control his curiosity, for white

the trick was being performed he had popped his head out of the
door, and was consequently a happy witness of the proceedings.
And as Groves regained the house, Pipps had removed his boots and,
with his usual enthusiasm, was venting his excessive joy and un-
disguised delight by executing a peculiar kind of Fiji war dance,
interspersed wiih various frantic and doubly eccentric movements of
the arms, one of which, on the reappearance of Groves in the pas-
sage, descended with undue severity upon Arthur's head, which blow
he had to accept as a partial expression of his page's gratification.

Controlling the joyful antics of Pipps in the best manner he could,
Arthur Groves proceeded to reveal to Pipps his intention of keeping
Yates and his accomphce in the house until five o'clock, at which
time Pipps was to be ready to go with Groves to unlock the door
and liberate the prisoners. Pipps made a salute of acquiescence,
but suggested that, if he had the hands of the affair, he'd keep 'em
in there a week. But Groves had better intentions by far, and,
thinking that two hours' incarceration,—the whole of which time
they would be left to their own reflections,—would be the means of
taming them down, he instructed Pipps to be in readiness at five

precisely, before any people would be stirring. With these instruc-
tions, they both crept softly up the stairs, at the top of the first flight

of which Pipps' period of transport partially returned, for, not con-
tent with giving his young master a cordial though violent thump in
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the back, he continued by administering the bottom of his slipper to

Groves' left funny bone, and, concluding his display of affection by
another pat on the head, they parted, each to go to his own bedroom.

Yates's idea was to get hold of Groves' bicycle, and, by substi-

tuting a split nut for a sound one, on one or both of the treadles of

the bicycle ; the result of such an act being that, when the greatest

pressure and the severest strain was brought to bear on the treadle,

which would probably takeplace ip the last lap, the split nut would
be unable to bear it, the treadle would collapse and fly off, enabling
Groves' opponent to win hands down.

Thus, the matter would probably end in nobody being the wiser
as to the cause of the breakdown, which, as a natural consequence,
would ultimately be put down to the existence of some bad screw
that had been unnoticed.

At the moment that Groves turned the key, when the ominous
click-click burst like a thunderbolt upon their ears, Yates had actually

unscrewed the sound nut, and was in the act of screwing on his

split one, the correct size of which he had previously and easily

obtained ; so that, had Groves been but a minute later, he would have
lost the culprits.

" What the deu—great heavens !
" burst from Yates' lips, as the

truth suddenly dawned upon him, "We're caught !
" and, releasing

his hold upon his wrench, he extracted his handkerchief and wiped
his already clammy brow. His accomplice did the same ; and then
began a seriejs of alternate cursing each other, and wondering by
what means Groves had got acquainted with their intention.

,
After

their pbwers of profanity had been exercised to a great extent, a
silence followed—as comes the invariable calm after the gale—and,
sitting down upon the bench in the darkness, both bitterly repented
ever taking part in such proceedings, and both marvelled as to, the
result of their being captured.

The extreme anguish and torture of mind which the prisoners had
deservedly to endure during those two hours can be better imagined
than described ; sufficient it is to say that, caught in. the very per-

formance of a dastardly act, and helpless'y canfined in a small house
which possessed no loophole of escape, no window, save a small,

narrow, single-barred opening in the wall near the roof, that let in a
faint light and a supply of air,—situated thus, as they were, the
utter meanness of their act came back I0 them mtensified a
hundredfold'.

Groves was an observer of punctuality, and, as a natural sequence,
his form appeared on the stairs promptly at the arranged time, 5 a.m.
Pipps was soon aroused from a fitful slumber, and the two crept

across the 3'ard and proceeded to liberate the impi"isoned.
" Now, look here, Pipps," whispered Groves, "this is what I want

you to do. I shall unlock the door, and if by any chance they make
any resistance, why, rather than let 'em slip, lock the door sharply,

even if I'm inside, and wait till I call out and order you to unlock.
I can hear no noise of any kind," he continued, " that would indicate
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any row on inside," and he posed his head in a listening attitude,

" so I rather fancy that they will be as quiet and as tame as white
mice ; if so, I shall order the accomplice, whoever he is, out of the

place ; so, after letting him go, I want you to keep the door whilst I

go in and seriously talk to that one, of whom I expected far different

things. You understand perfectly ?
"

,

" I do, yer honour," replied Pipps, making a salute in mock polite-

ness, " only, if I had the finishing of 'em, I'd tie one to one end of a

good rope and the second to the other end, and haul the two round
that chimney up there, let the two blokes hang down over the roof,

and see 'em claw each other just a bit; and I'd warrant it would be

a real spree to watch 'em."

Groves failed to see the necessity of entertaining such a barbarous

idea, and consequently proceeded. With bated breath he applied the

key ; the lock answered with its click ; the^ door was pushed open,

and Groves walked quietly in. Standing, leaning against a corn-bin,

with his arms folded, and looking extremely wretched, was the ac-

complice Brown. His eyes stared vacantly at the wall opposite, and
the entrance of Groves failed apparently, for a moment, to arouse

him from his soliloquy. Groves surveyed him for a moment or so

without uttering a single word, when, with an indignant look, he
beckoned towards the door and simply exclaimed, "You may go,

Brown!"
Brown appeared dazed for a moment, then, suddenly waking up

from his fit of amazement, made for the door with considerable

rapidity and hasty strides. As soon as he got clear out, he increased

his " considerable rapidity " to an alarming extent, made a bolt

towards the gate, and departed up the road as if hosts of rattlesnakes

were within an inch of his coat-tails !

Turning round. Groves surveyed the house until his eyes rested upon
a most pitiful object, back in the farthest corner, looking as if he
dreaded to meet the sight of anyone. Seated on one end of a low
bench, with his arms resting on his knees, his chin resting upon his

hands, and his head turned towards the ground, was Yates—the

very picture of utter dejection and misery. Groves' entrance did not

produce any change in his position, nor, indeed, did he move, or even
look up from his survey of the ground, until Arthur Groves had
mutely taken a seat on the little bench close to him. A few moments
of complete silence followed the act of taking & seat beside him, and
then Groves broke the silence, in as tender a manner as possible,

with " Arthur, i am sorry, really sorry, to find you in this position."

Yates had bargained for a reception of a brutal or stern nature,

but nov^, as he felt that all the ill-feeling he had expected to see had
no existence in Groves' heart, he was cortipletely cut up, and inwardly

felt that he could have endured a rebuke of the sterriest nature rather

than be accosted in this manner.
" Arthur," Groves continued, in a soft, though peculiarly effective,

manner, " I always looked upon you as one of my dearest friends,

and it has pained me severely to
"
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Yates began to see a host of forms group around and completely

encompass him pa film collected over his eyes, and he devoutly

wished that the ground beneath him would suddenly open, and
swallowing him, hide his shame.

" Arthur, my friend—for I may still call you ' friend,' mayn't I ?"

and Groves edged a little closer, laid his hand upon Yates' shoulder,

and continued softly, " Does—Arthur—does—your mother know of

this?"
The asking of this simple question was the adding of the last

straw to the over-burdened back, for Yates, suddenly lifting his down-
cast face to Groves', gazed in a most pitiful manner, and breaking

forth with " Spare me, do, if she knew of my disreputa.ble conduct
she would never recover from the shock," gave an outlet to his long
pent up sorrow by bursting into a flood of irrepressible tears.

" I'm a miserable wretch," he continued, " and during these hours
this morning I have suffered mental torture sufficient for a life time."

" Arthur," replied Groves softly, " don't cry. I am indeed glad to

see that you have a true heart. I shall, say nothing whatever
about this unfortunate affair-

"

Arthur Yates sobbed convulsively.
" You listened to evil I know Arthur, but I only hope it will be the

means of linking our hearts together so firmly that henceforth through
life our ffiendship shallnever be interrupted, or in the slightest degree
weakened."

Yates' face eloquently told the gratitude he could not utter.

" No one," continued Groves, " shall hear of this from my lips. I

shall forget it, and I sincerely hope you will forget it also."

What further happened during the next few minutes I am not
privileged to say, but it is a certain fact that the two shortly after-

wards emerged from the outhouse sworn friends for life.

A few minutes subsequently Pippa and Dickie Lightfoot were
required to put in an appearance in the little summer house at the
bottom of the garden, and here, under pain of instant dismissal, they
were bound to mention the circumstances to none. Pipps was
privately rewarded by Groves for the energy he displayed in the
affair, and was highly delighted in consequence.

Yates afterwards explained how he was maddened by jealousy
;

how passionately he loved Miss Lynton ; how, in order to make sure
of Groves' defeat, he adopted the means here veraciously recorded

;

how he now felt himself utterly unworthy of Olive Lynton's regard,

and how he decided to immediately retire from, the field of love in

which practically he had been out-generalled.

There is one more little incident I have just heard. It is that
Oetzmann's have been consulted as to the aesthetic furnishing of a
little villa not a hundred miles from Cranwood, and I myself am now
daily expecting to be the recipient of a little three corner shaped card-

board box, enclosing a dainty, and two cards sweetly tied together
by means ofsilver wire, engraved on which cards will be respectively,

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Groves.
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NOTES ABOUT MERTON, SURREY.

ANY wheelmen are familiar with Merton, but few of them,
probably, know anything about the place, beyond passing
through to " fairer scenes," or stopping to refresh their

wearied bodies ; so, perhaps, the following notes may be
acceptable.

There is nothing very striking in the appearance of Merton ; its

main street is long and straggling, and forms part of the lower road
from London to Kingston-on-Thames. Merton must, however, be
spoken of respectfully, as it is a very ancient village, and is called

Merantune in the English chronicle. It has been the scene of several

remarkable events. In the year 784, Cynewulf, King of Wessex,
was murdered here ; and, nearly a century later, King Ethelred and
his brother Alfred fought a long and bloody, but indecisive, battle

with the Danes, when Ethelred received a mortal wound.
I daresay not one in a score of the cyclists who visit Merton have

-seen its ancient church, or are aware of the existence of such a
building. The situation of the church is rural and secluded, and,
almost surrounded by trees, it stands about a quarter of a mile South
of the main street and West of Lower Merton station.

The edifice is dedicated to St. Mary ; it probably dates from the

early part of the i2th century, and has been restored. It is a flint

and stone structure, and its most interesting feature is the Norman
doorway with the usual zigzag moulding. In the chancel is a good
monuhient, with coloured figures, to Geoffrey Lovell, whodied 1597;
and a grave in the churchyard to Francis Nixon, d. 1768, who
introduced calico printing into the neighbourhood.

Opposite to the church is the vicarage ; a comfortable, but rather

dull-looking, dwelling, surrounded by a high brick wall, with wrought
iron gates in front. The house has a 17th century appearance.

Merton formerly boasted of a Priory, founded by Gilbert Norman,
in 1 117, sheriff of Surrey; and re-founded by Queen Matilda about
1

1
30. Here the martyred Becket was educated; so also was

Walter de Merton, founder of Merton College, Oxford.

During the leign of Henr}' III., in 1236, a Parliament was held

here, when the " Statutes of Merton " were passed, and the assembled
barons refused to accept the canon law, which the ecclesiastics en-

deavoured to introduce. Their answer was: " Nolumus leges

Anglicas mutari."* It is said that this act is one of the reasons why
the marriage laws of England and Scotland differ.

The Priory stood on the West side of the river Wandle, and close

to the road. A silk printing factory occupies the site, but portions

of the boundary wall are still standing, and can be seen by walking
along the river side. The wall is principally of flint and partially

covered with ivy, and, together with the river (which forms a kind of

natural moat), is somewhat picturesque. The railway runs through

* " We are unwilling to change tbe English laws."
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the enclosure, and Merton Abbey siation stands, I believe, within

the precincts of the old Priory.

What would the nnonks have thought of this " act of vandalism,"
could they have foreseen to what uses their haunts would be put to ?

But modern progress has very little respect for relics of antiquity.

In the early part of the i8th century the chapel (according to

Vertue) was standing entire, and the East window remained till about
fifty years ago.

The monks do not appear to have been very strict in their religious

duties, for (according to the " Chronicles of the Priory " still in

existence in the Bodleian Library,) they were much given to hunting
and going about with bows and arrows, and, in a visitation held by
the Bishop of Winchester, about 13 10, they were censured for

neglecting to attend mass. It is probable that, had tricycles been
then in existence, these " tonsured sportsmen " would have patronised
them, and thereby considerably extended their excursions.

Lord Nelson occasionally resided in Merton ; he left the village in

September, 1805, when he sailed on his last voyage, being killed at

the memorable battle of Trafalgar, Oct. 21, 1805. The widow of
Captain Cook was also a long resident here.

The Grove Tavern, at the junction of the Kingston and Epsom
roads, is, no doubt, the best known building to cyclists in Merton. It

is generally addressed as The Grove, Double Gates ; the last two
words mean, I suppose, that there were formerly two toll-gates close

by. The Bay Tree, a little further on, is also well known as a
Temperance establishment. On the opposite side to the Bay Tree
is a block of six old almhouses, in a state of decay, the endowment
of which is said to be lost.

Merton, at present, is what the builders call an "improving neigh-
bourhood," i.e., it is fast losing its rural appearance, especially on
the North side, where building operations are being extensively
carried on, and the place is rapidly becoming an ordinary suburb.
To the West and South of the " village " the countrj'^ is still open,
and, when past the houses, one feels to have left London and its

interminable suburbs fairly behind; and, last but not least, cyclists

will be thankful to exchange macadam for gravel to travel over.
The best road to Merton from London is via Clapham and Wands-
worth Commons, thence, down the still rural Burntwood Lane ; by
so doing, the bumpy Balham and Tooting high road will be avoided.

W. M. F.

"The Humbbb" Bicycle (Manhfactubers—Hxtmbee, Makbiott & Coopeb : Wobks,—Bebston, Notts).—This celebrated machine is undeniably the fastest, lightest and
strongest used on the racing path. The fastest one and two miles on record, also the
greatest distance in one hour (18| miles 210 yards), have been accomplished upon them. As a
roadster the "Humber" is undeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and moredurable than
any other machine manufactured. The fact that the "Humber" bicycles are now almost
exclusively ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities and throughout the
United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on
view at the London Depot, 78, Eichmond Koad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials
free on application.

—

^Adtx.
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LETTERS TO EMINENT CYCLISTS.
To THE Editor of the " Wheel World."

Sir,—As you may have heard, the pages of one ofyour weekly con-
temporaries have of late been occupied by a series of open letters

—

ostensibly and with few exceptions actually—addressed
, to the

leading spirits in the world of wheels, by an individual who styles

himself " Kosmos, Junior."

The raison d'etre of these critical diatribes, even had they dealt

with a shadow of impartiality with the " public form " of the gentle-

men to whom they were addressed, or had they emanated from one
who might fairly claim to be a qualified judge, would be open to the

gravest suspicion ; but when a palpable bias, amounting in some
cases to an intense antipathy, and an utter inability to adhere
to actual facts are evident in hearly every one of them, their appear-

ance must undoubtedly be regarded as a gross violation of the

etiquette of respectable society, a subversion of the elementary
principles of journalism, as well as deplorably inimical to the growth
of that friendly feeling for which cyclists as a body have hitherto

been deservedly conspicuous. (That they were not suppressed by the

Editor of the paper in which they were made public is proof positive of

the lack of experience and judgment of the new " man at the wheel *'

—a weakness which let us hope he will speedily out-grow.) Or, again,

did they represent the opinions of the majority of wheelmen at large

their appearance—inexcusable under the most favourable circum-

stances—would be partially justified, but expressing as they do
nought but the sentiments of a purblind egotist, who is at times an
enemy, at times a partisan, and each with as little show of reason,

justice demands that a protest should be lodged in the name of the

whole wheel world against the autocratic assumption of the role he
has thought fit to parade in ; and that the weaknesses, the foibles,

the merits, and the virtues of the so-called " leading lights " should

be more impartially chronicled.

To essay this task is the mission of

Yours faithfully, " KOSMOS, SENIOR."

TO " KOSMOS, JUNIOR."
My dear Boy,—Dedicating the foregoing remarks to the Editor of

this magazine, I recommend them also to the perusal of yourself,

and proceed to embody and comment upon the first epistle attribut-

able to your juvenile efforts. This runs as follows :

—

T.'E. SCKUTTON, M.A,

SiK,—It is only fit that tlie first of a series of letters intended to be addressed

to the men of " light and leading " in the cycling world should be written to one
who is—or fancies himself to be—^the Autocrat of those who declare themselves

subjects of the Kingdom of Wheels.
It would be as useless as it would be unjust to deny that you are possessed of

abilities of no mean order, and the mere fact of your having been able to galva-

nise a semblance of life into that unwieldy corpse, the London B.C. would alone

prove your claim to be an eminent cyclist.
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It is, however, more especially with regard to your position and work as Chair-
man of the Bicycle Union that your name will be remembered in wheelmen's
circles. There can be no doubt that since you have been elected to the position

of Chairman of the B.U. that useful institution has made great strides not only
in favour but also in practical work. Whether this is the result of your influ-

ence, as your numerous admirers would have us believe, or whether it is because
with increased funds and with increased experience the B.U. was bound to
advance, no matter under whose chairmanship, is a question better left to indi-

vidual decision.

Having granted that your duties have been very creditably carried out, there
still remain a few points in your character which seem to call for immediate
remedy. If there is one thing more than another that you lack it is that undes-
cribable thing called " tact." You seem to possess in an eminent degree the
faculty of " putting people's back's up," and it has often been noticed at a B.U.
meeting that when a proposition has seemed to be placidly progressing to the
desired consummation a few unfortunate words from you will raise the ire of

the " Irreconcilables," and a heated and lengthy discussion generally ensues.
Another drawback to you is the apparent impossibility of your holding your
tongue for more than five minutes at a time. You speak, answer questions,

and give explanations on everything that comes up, quite oblivious

of the fact that the Chairman's duty is to control the debate and
remain as silent as is compatible with his duties. You seem also to forget that
it is just possible for some other member of the Executive to know as much^

—

if not more—of the subject in hand than yourself, and moreover he may, with
the assistance of tact (in which you are so lamentably deficient), stop what may
promise to be a disagreeable discussion.

In conclusion I trust that you will accept my assurance that these slight

criticisms on one who, with all his faults, is still a clever and accomplished
gentleman and scholar, are not intended in a spirit of captiousness, but are
siraply penned in the hope that you will " see yourself as others see you."

Yours obediently,
" KOSMOS, JUNIOE."

Passing over the covert insult you, in your opening paragraph,

have thought fit to level at a gentleman socially, morally, and
intellectually your superior, I would pause to draw attention to the

groundless sneer the second one contains. Traceable to whatever
cause, you are either grossly ignorant of, or wilfully indifferent to,

the real facts, which are, that the London B.C. is not only numeri-

cally the strongest club in existence (barring the B.T.C.), it possesses

in its ranks more racing, literary, and legislative talent than any
similiar organisation ;'its influence is ever legitimately applied, and
that without the noise and bluster inseparable from the movements
of some of the puny cliques, of which " 'Appy 'Ampstead," and
many similar localities, provide so many notable examples ; and it

is par excellence the club to which gravitate, as by a natural law,

thfi elite of the universities, the distinguished professions, and the

eaders of wheel society. Membership in it is a guarantee of the

bona fides of the holder of the same, and to be a private in its ranks

is to occupy a position which the captaincy or secretaryship of some
clubs I wot of is powerless to confer.

As a follower of his notable predecessor, that distinguished mem-
ber of the same club, the president of the Bicycle Union itself—

a

gentleman to whom is due a debt of gratitude the greater that it is

half forgotten by cyclists as a body—Mr. Scrutton has aided in

building up a Union, which is a Union in more than in name. His
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colleagues have in many cases conspicuously assisted him in his

endeavours, doubtless, and are entitled to a fair meed of praise ; but
even had he left the routine wholly in other hands, the advantage
of having for a, chairman a gentleman who is admittedly gifted with
much perspicacity, great legal acumen, and equal, if not greater,

eloquence, cannot well be over-estimated. In the discharge of the
duties pertaining to the thankless task of presiding over the quarterly

gatherings of the Council—notorious as these have lately been for

empty "gush " and obstruction, in turn—it is hardly to be wondered
at that he has failed to please each and all of his audience ; but one
is inclined to sympathise with, and justify the attitude he has at

times assumed of interposing with a few common-sense remarks, to

stem the flood of irrelevant vapourings to which he is occasionally

treated by the notoriety-hunting members of his Council. Galling
as must be any such action on his part to the individuals thus effec-

tively silenced, at any rate for the time being, and certain as is the

fact that they will occasionally resent it in the manner you, with
youthful indiscretion, have thought proper to adopt, it is hardly
needful to say that his energy, ability, and unimpeachable dis-

interestedness have been, still are, and will ever be highly appreciated
and valued by every right-thinking and intellectual brother of the

vvheel, who has at heart the true advancement and the best interests

of our sport.

E. R. SHIPTON.
Sir,—^^''ere it possible to entirely separate you from the B.T.C., and to view

your conduct apart from tliat highly estimable, if somewhat overrated institu-

tion, we should see an extremely pleasant, gentlemanly, and companionable
man ; but once n5ore envelop you in the mantle of the B.T.C. and you become
so self-opinionated and egotistical as to fairly earn the very apropos, if some-
what coarse, nickname of the "Bumptious Bagman." You seem to fancy
(erroneously, as I think) that the B.T.C. is the whole body and soul of cycling,

and were the much puffed up club to die the sport and pastime would also be-

come defunct. This is, perhaps, somewhat pardonable pride in an institution

with which you have particularly identified yourself, but when we are asked as
we are by you and other members of the Mutual Admiration Society to look
upon you as the !*/«•* ex machina of the cycling world a feeling of the possibility

of having too much of even so good a thing as Mr. E. B. Shipton begins slowly,

but surely ,todawn upon us. Asthe editor of the '

' Monthly Gazette '

' you can hardly
be pronounced a success, as it is neither a passable magazine nor a decent news-
paper, but a weak-kneed production, full of egotism. A word of praise must,
however, be given you for your determined action in crushing at once the vanities

of a pedantic nonentity who sought to inflict upon the readers of the " Gazette " a
portion of that drivelling twaddle which had too long sullied the columns of

other papers.
Tou are perhaps better known throughout the length and breadth of the land

by your writings than you are personally. This is unfortunate for you, as per-

sonally you give a much better impression than through your articles and letters.
'

It was with feelings of agreeable surprise that I first met you, inasmuch as I
met a pleasant-spoken gentleman without any of that bumptiousness and self-

conceit, which is painfully present in your writings. It is this which leads me
"to suppose that it is your wish to be convincing which leads you to be dogmatic,
a desire to be considered an authority which causes you to be egotistical, and the
external Boft sawder of the other members of the " you-scratch-my-back-and-
I'11-scratch-yours " fraternity which causes you to be so conceited. There is one
point in your character that everyone—even your bitterest enemy—must give
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you credit for, and that is your consistent behaviour with regard to the Temple
B.C. and the Union. When you found that the club to which you had belonged
for some years still continued to hold its absurd attitude towards the Union you
threw personal considerations aside and resigned, joining, shortly afterwards,
that strong Union club (although not strong in any other sense) the London B.C!
Whether the London is to be congratulated on the accession to its ranks is open
to doubt. Even in this matter your prevailing characteristic turned up, as the
newspapers were flooded with egotistical letters and paragraphs, all written or
inspired by yourself, remarking with admiration on the self-sacrificing conduct
of E. B,. Shipton, better known as " Ab Initio." Were it possible to remove this

fearful egotism you would be a very decent fellow, but I fear that it is too deeply
rooted to be ever severed from you save by death.

In conclusion, allow me to remark, as the schoolmaster generally does previous
to castigation, that it is entirely for your good, and that it gives me more pain
to write this than it gives you to read it. ? Yours obediently,

"KOSMOS, JUNIOB."

The first of the cowardly lampoons with which you favoured us,

my juvenile friend, was less wide of the mark than even this, its

successor.

Since first the pastime of cycling became acclimatised to, and
developed into one of the national sports of, our grand old country,

there has seldom been a paucity of volunteers for the gratuitous

labour ever waiting to be performed ; but it is probable that in Mr.
Shipton we possess a gentleman who has discharged for a lengthier

period more arduous duties in the face of greater difficulties, and.

with less public adulation, or fewer expressions of gradtude, than
any other man. Associated with the B.T.C. at its formation, he has
worked-with the strength of a Hercules to spread its gospel. As
one of its earliest unremunerated disciples, he performed tasks and
accomplished results which, even in these days of wider dissemina-
tion, would be regarded as no mean achievehient. The greatest jewel
in his crown is, perhaps, the fact that he was content to fulfil the
onerous details of the first post he assumed at a time when it carried

with it no locus standi to the holder, and when men whose only
qualification for the honour, in some cases, was the fact that they
had done literally nothing for the club, were elevated and placed in

the enviable position of possessors of a seat upon the Council above
him.
Drawn more intimately still into, its working, he executed with an

earnestness and an ability which, in the history of our cycling insti-

tutions, has seldom, if ever, been equalled, the diff"erent tasks which
fell to his share. The outside public, the members of the club, and
even the majority of the Council itself are to this da}' ignorant of
the amount of work that has devolved upon his shoulders, and
which he has ungrudgingly performed. Nearly every improvement
in the internal arrangements of the B.T.C. is traceable to his fertile

brain and tireless energy, and to the rider au fait on the retrospect

of the club, it is a problem which will ever remain unsolved as to

how much of its popularity and efficiency is attributable to his

endeavours.
As a private member, as a Chief Consul, and of late as Honorary

Editor, and virtually Honorary Secretary, he has proved conglusively
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his sterling merit, if not priceless worth. The duties of each office

have been discharged with an integrity, an earnestness, and a
punctuality, which are in the highest degree praiseworthy.

As a wheelman, pur el simple, he has consistently advocated every
scheme which has for its aim the elevation of our sport. His
efforts on behalf of the Bicycle Union would of themselves entitle

him to our warmest gratitude, but when taken in conjunction with
his other peformances pro bono publico, they become doubly
valuable. -

It is true that he has been dubbed a " bumptious bagman," but by
an individual who is notoriously incompetent to express an impartial

opinion ; an individual whose dogmatic condemnation is cherished

equally with his fulsome testimonials " unsolicited " or otherwise.

As a terse, concise, and critical writer, Mr. Shipton has earned for

himself an enviable notoriety, not alone by supporting what seems
to him praiseworthy, but by freely and unhesitatingly exposing the

pretentious yet hollow shams with which we are from time to time
favoured

;
yet it is probable that he possesses as great a contempt as

any man for the spurious and easily purchased popularity obtainable

by means of the press

—

a la the " Winter " of a year or two sinpe

—

his claims to recognition rest on a surer foundation ; that of really

practical conscientous work.
The base falsehoods that, with the ready wit of a practised hand,

you brought to your aid, my youthful friend, he has fittingly and em-
phatically denied, and it is to be hoped—nay, it has already

appeared—that you will be less careless in over-stepping the boun-
dary between fair criticism and deliberate misrepresentation.

The solitary word of praise you bestow on him lor his " a,ction in

crushing at once the vanities of a pedantic nonentity" is as genuine
as if you had yourself essayed the task, only to be ludicrously

worsted at each encounter. Your animus to the L.B.C. and the B.T.C.
itself is just as easily divined, but it can be little solace to your
novitiatory despair to know that you are one of a carping and con-

temptibly weak minority, whose death knell is already borne upon
the air.

F. PEBCT LOW.
Sir,—It is only by allowing extreme latitude to the meaning of the word

" eminent " that you can be held to come within the scope of these letters.

True it is that by speaking, writing, and pushing yourself forward on every
• conceivable project you have acquired a certain notoriety which outsiders ai'e

apt to consider eminence ; but that you are eminent inthe full acceptance of the
word I deny in toto.

In no sport are there the opportunities like there are in cycling, for a man
possessed of slightly more than average abilities (sUch as you are) to come to

the front. Let us consider what have been the means used by you to bring
yourself forward. The first undoubtedly, has been the Press. You have written
a number of letters on various topics, and although you have hit on one or two
decent ideas, your letters may, as a rule, be summed up as personalities and
twaddle. You have also essayed to write tales, but more ghastly attempts than
yours have never b^en perpetrated in the cycling press. Another favourite
hunting ground of yours is public meetings. Whenever a meetiiig is held in the
'bycling world there is F. Percy Low to be found arguing, wrangling, and talk-
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iug whenever it is possible. Why you are such a persistent speaker is hard to
say, inasmuch as you are far from being an orator, and your arguments are
weakand unconvincing. Perhaps you go on the principle that practice makes
perfect, and true it is that your speech, in summing up the case of the " value
recommendation " at the last B.U. Council Meeting was in advance of your
previous efforts, yet there is still room for great improvement ere it can be said
that you have in any way reached perfection. Let me recommend further
practice, and my sincere prayer is that I may be spared from being present at

the practising.

If you were asked on what grounds you found your claims to being considered
eminent, you would, in all probability, point to the success of the Hampstead
B.C. as sufficient evidence to establish your position; but, admitting that the
Hampstead is a decent sort of club and has been managed fairly well, it is only
right to point out to you that in that club's management you have been associ-

ated with men who are quite able to manage it as well—if not better—without
you, and any credit should be equally divided amongst them, leaving you with
an infinitesimal portion.

You certainly deserve a word of credit for doing your utmost to abolish the
old-fashioned abomination, yclept a " social," and giving to cyclists a rational
evening's amusement in the shape of a musical evening; although in this you
cannot be said to have struck out a line for yourself, but have only followed in

the wake of other clubs.

One of the greatest things, however, that can be said in your favour is the
fact that you have been twice rejected by the Bicycle Touring Club as a
Representative Councillor, and it certainly looks as though you were not con-
sidered sufficiently docile to be worthy a seat on that august assembly.
Inasmuch as you have no small circle of friends and acquaintances, it seems

that they have discovered in you more amiable traits and more common sense
than you have allowed the outside world to do. This is a pity, as cyclists are
always ready to acknowledge true merit ; and were your friends to make known
the good qualities which render you worthy in their eyes, there is no doubt but
that the cycling world would follow suit. Yours obediently,

" KOSMOS, JUNIOB."

It is with no little pleasure, my dear "Junior," that I find myself
in harmony with you even for a moment, but so true are jour com-
ments in the opening paragraph of the preceding letter, that I

hasten to give them my full endorsement.
Had you been the personification of " the mere boy," who is the

bosom friend of the gentleman now under discussion, you could

hardly have done him a greater service than to include him in your
" gallery of portraits," particularly as you picked him up only to

drop him so gently.

That Mr. Low has peformed a small amount of disinterested work
is a" fact I desire to chronicle, but that his achievements will bear
comparison with those of many of his colleagues it would be rash-

ness to assert.

It is perhaps unfortunate that he is led by the nose by one of the
members of his own club, under whose tutelage he has inveighed
against well-nigh every movement in which their combined assist-

ance has not been sought with tears. Under happier circum-
stances the talents he possesses would have brought him to the
front ; a position he is never likely to achieve.

As a rabidanti-B.T.C.-ite he claims some little mention : his gentle

ipanly breeding was prominently displayed, and his charity took a

preliminary canter, when he dubbed an overpowering majority of his

fellow men " B.T.C. idiots !" His perspicacity was surely at its
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full development when, in spite of this " fulsome adulation," he
sought the suffrages of the gentlemen he had thus incomprehensibly
flattered.

Perhaps his greatest weaknesses—like those of his confidante

just mentioned—are attributable to his extreme youth ; but they and
you will surmount and overcome this draviback, in doing which I

pray that each of you may add to his insignificant stock of wisdom.

WILLIAM PYE ENGLISH.
Sib,—It can be denied by no one that you are one of the hardest and most

consistent workers in the cycling world, and your work is, withal, carried on in
such a modest and retiring way as to almost raise a doubt in some people's
minds whether you are really the energetic and painstaking man that your
friends would have us believe. Those, however, who are associated with you,
and those also who have watched your cycling career from its commencement,
would not hesitate for a moment to give you that full meed of praise that you
have so fairly earned.

As the originator of the Dangerous Hill scherae, it was only right that you
should have been singled out as the first secretary to an idea which has done so'

much to enhance the popularity of the Union, and the wisdom of your election

has been amply proved, inasmuch as it is chiefly owing to your efforts that so

many pitfalls for the unwary have been exposed throughout England. As hon.
sec. to the B.U. you have also done good work, and without wishing to disparage
Mr. Cork, I cannot help thinking that the Union has changed its secretary for

the better. There is, however, one thing which rather goes against you as a"

secretary : it is that you cannot be called a good or fluent speaker. You hum
and haw, and your arguments are not convincing, nor truth to tell, very lucid,

and it must be confessed that your explanation at the last council meeting of

your neglect to send Mr. Cork his vote of thanks was not entirely satisfactory.

It must, therefore, be conceded that you are a more thoroughly quiet hard
worker than a flashy speaker who is all talk and no work.

It is not only in the broader field of the Union that you have proved your
metal, but also in the quieter sphere of club life. First as captain and secretary,

and then as captain alone, you have done much to make the Canonbury the
first-class club it now is, and it was with feelings of sincere regret that the club
heard of your late relinquishment of the captaincy. You are eminently one of

those men of whom it is said that their word is as good as their bond, as every-

one knows that when "Bill English " (as you are facetiously and eupooniously
called) says a thing it can be thoroughly relied on. You are also a splendid
specimen of man who has raised himself above his fellows by sheer hard work,
and who has not called to his aid those very doubtful aids—writing and
speaking.

I am not in the habit of smothering the recipients of my letters with fulsome
adulation, so you may, perhaps, be inclined on reading this letter to say, "Praise
from Sir Hubert, this is praise indeed." Yours obediently,

" KOSMOS, JUNIOB."

Mon cJier " Kosmos," you are positively improving !
" Eperientia

docet," you will say. Quite so! the "floorers" you have received

have made you rather more careful of the way in which you expose
youf weakness to the enemy. Had you been content to take
" Veracity" for your motto, your elderly friend would have been con-

tent to utter a mild protest, perhaps only in the depths of his inner

consciousness, against the bad form you displayed in commencing
this series of letters.

In Mr. English we possess one of the few genuine workers, of.

whom Mr. Blackwell was such a notable example. The quantity of

mere routine each of these has performed must put to shame the
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idle spectators who are ready enough to "enthuse" upon any matter

in which they can claim a share of the credit, and equally ready to

back out when the practical portion bids tair to descend on their

shoulders. It is to men of the thoroughly " English" type, exem-
plified in William Pye, that we owe our position as a nation ;

their dogged pluck, pertinacity, and determination are our national

characteristics, and as long as we can count upon the co-operation of

cyclists who possess as many virtues and as few faults as the sub-

ject of these comments, we shall never be ignominiously compelled
to "take a back seat."

GEOEGE LACY HILLIEE.
Sib,—It having been represented to me that I am in the habit of clipping my

pen in gall before writing my weekly letter, it was my wish—with a desire to
be amiable—^to render this effusion more palatable to its recipient than, perhaps,
its predecessors have been. As, however, it has ever been my intention to
" nothing extenuate, or set aught down in malice," I cast about me for a subject

to whom, were I to hold "the mirror up to nature," the reflection would be
pleasant. Such being my thoughts it was only natural that I should select you,
as ever since the initials G.L.H. have appeared before the cycling world you
have maintained a reputation which has been excelled by none, equalled by few,
and envied by many.
You are, in the fullest acceptance of the word, a "popular " man, and there

are few who have met you who have not been immediately captivated by jour
pleasant manner, and without in any way flattering you, contrive to give every-
one the impression that he is the nicest fellow you ever met.

It is, however, as a racing man that the world of wheels is proudest of you.
A more consistent, straightforward racer has never appeared on the path, and
the joy with which all sections of cyclists hailed you as winner of all the
oycHng championships will never be equalled in these days, when bicycle agents
and employes are so prostituting the name of " amateur " as to cause it to stink
in the nostrils of the public. You are also to be commended for the fact that
although you were undoubtedly the, best man of the year 1881, you indulged in

no pot hunting, and probably started in fewer open events than any other
prominent racing man of that year. As a press man you may also be said to

have achieved success. The " Wheel World," which you started in conjunction
with Harry Etheriugton and " Faed," was a bright and eminently readable^
magazine ; and The Tricyclist, under your sole control, is one of the best of the
weeklies ; you are, however, in this last publication, just a little bit egotistical

and dogmatic ; but you have a better right to do so than many more naen who
can give you a long start and beating at this game.

If I were asked what you shine as most, I should reply as a companion. You
possess an inexhaustible stock of spirits, and have a dry humour quite your
own, while your stock of reclierche anecdotes will do credit to any Stock
Exchange man ; but it must be confessed that you are somewhat a bore on the
subject of the C.P. track. No doubt it is a good track, and you feel very proud
at having been the leading spirit to obtain it, but still, to have you everlastingly
singing its praises and declaring that Wilson is the best ground man in England,
gets in time monotonous. No more of it " an you love its."

I am sorry that I cannot point out to you any more of your foibles and faults,

but although I have closely observed you, I have not fotmd any,, and am, there-

fore, constrained to believe that in your public life at least " you mean to do
without _'em." Yours obediently,

" KosMos, Junior."

Once again I am in unison with you, my infantile brother !

In selecting our versatile friend, Mr. Hillier, you have, I admit,
alighted upon a gentleman who is possessed of undeniable claims to

a position in the front rank of wheeldom, and who is just as indis-
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putably an enviable example of a good "all-round" man, with
whose general conduct it is next to impossible to disagree.

As a persistent and fairly fluent speaker upon any topic in which
his interest is aroused, he is an all-powerful ally, and it is to be
regretted that his official services on behalf of the Bicycle Union were
so speedily lost to that body.
Nor are his abilities less pronounced when his claims as a writer

are under discussion; his gravest errors, in addition to the dogrnatism
already "spotted" by you, being a tendency to relapse into too
great familiarity with his audience, forgetful of the fact that the
section of cyclists for which he ostensibly caters is one that already
contains a large and constantly increasing number of riders of both
sexes, and of undoubted status in society, many of whom are dis-

posed to resent or receive with suspicion such uninvited overtures.

To readers of this class the abolition of his patronymic, and the

substitution of the highly objectionable "Jarge," are positively

appalling.

In spite of these little drawbacks, and " with all his faults, I love
him still."

A. J. WILSON.

Sir,—^A short time ago in the " Tricycling Journal " you did me the honour
to refer in favourable terms to my series of letters, and at the same time
expressed your pleasure that you could not be considered sufficiently eminent
to come within their scope. You must pardon me if I differ from your opinion,
and take you for my subject this week.
Before passing to your public character, I have a few words to say to you on

a somewhat private matter. You are evidently of opinion that you have pierced
my pseudonym, and, consequently, in a late issue of the " T. J." you referred to
me so openly that, had your conjecture been right (which it was not), the
identity of "Kosmos, Junior," would at once have had been naade public. With
your long and varied press experience I leave it to you to decide whether this
was courteous conduct to a brother scribbler.

Suffering, as you do, from a physical infirmity (which all who know you
deplore) it is, of course, impossible for you to take that promiinent position in
the legislation of our sport that your abilities naturally befit you for. It is,

however, surprising to see how quickly (through the aid of an interpreter) you
pick up the gist of a speech, and your contribution to the debate is, as a rule,

sensible and to the point. It is to be wished that you would favour us more
often.

Of course the Press is the method most open to you for conveying your
thoughts to the cycling public, and this you have used to a large extent.

There is probably no one better able to write on cycling subjects than you
are, and your remarks have always the advantage of being written from actual
experience, although it would perhaps be as well were you to let us find this out
for ourselves, instead of perpetually posing as the know-all of the cycling world.

You have a vigorous pen, and when anyone differs from you, you are not back-
ward in letting them know it in your most trenchant style ; but it is to be
regretted that in the many personal encounters you enter upon, you do not
abstain more from abuse, which, after all, is not argument. You are perhaps
better known for your cycling rhymes and parodies, which are really delightful,

as in addition to being a graceful rhymer, you possess a fund of humour not
often met with in this prosaic and work-a-day.world.
Might I suggest to you that you should confine your, pen to writing these airy

trifles and to disseminating useful knowledge instead of using it to " malign an
opponent." Yours obediently, " KpsMos, Juniob,"
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The eulogium to which your primitive efforts were treated—thanks
to the good sense of the press at large—in the solitary case of the

pseudo-journalist above-mentioned served as excellent ground bait,

and it was not to be wondered at that you fell a victim to the artfully

contrived snare, and dealing with the public life of the aforesaid

cyclist you did so in as lenient a manner as possible.

Had you been as candid (!) and outspoken up to the present as you
were at the beginning, you had not glanced over his man}' palpable

shortcomings, nor have been so lavish with your praise.

Possessed of no mean ability, his sphere of labour is, as you
remark, through an unfortunate affliction, materially restricted ; but

this is hardly palliatory of the intense egotism he invariably displays

upon nearly every subject. He is at once probably one of the most
able, certainly the most "slangy," undoubtedly the most dogmatic, and
undeniably the most abusive writer attached to the wheel press, so

that it is hardly a matter for surprise that his opinion is ever

taken cum grano salis, or smilingly ignored. He possesses the un-

doubted distinction of having prostituted the functions of the press

to a greater extent than any other man. Attached as he has
been to many wheel publications at one and the same time, he
has unduly lauded or " damned with faint praise " under each of

his many pseudonyms any project which may come upon the tapis,

thus exhibiting in either case an apparent unanimity of the press,

which was a hollow and delusive sham. He is the best self-advertised

rider at present " on the market," for possessing the entree to, if not

the monopoly of the majority of, the journals, it is a thousand to one
that should he ride uphill, downhill, oron the level with "Tot," "Spot,"
" Blot,'' or any other female companion, that fact will be duly made
public in each one of the many wheel papers. His plausible method
of giving lessons in rhyming and making adulatory comments under
one nom de pbinie of what he has written under another is naive
and charming in the extreme.
Perhaps his greatest fort6 is, as you remark, to " pose as the

Know-all of the Cycling World." With the deeply to-be-regretted

infirmity from which he suffers, one would have- imagined that

modesty would find a place in his catalogue of virtures ; but the

persistent way in which he publicly parades and prefers his opinion

upon any and every topic to that of even a score of men of

incomparably higher attainments falsifies any such idea, until one
cannot help but believe that he thinks he is capable of exercising

sounder judgment because he is thus afflicted. The views he, as an
anti-bicyclist, continually indulges in would be amusing if they were
not preposterous, even to those who fully recognise and delight in

encouraging the growth of the three-wheeler in the popularity of the
public.

The few natural gifts he possesses would, like your own, obtain

wider recognition and bring him greater honour if they were con-
fined to legitimate channels. Yours fraternally,

" KosMos, Senior."
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HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.
IRTY days hath November," saith the paraphrased saw,
which has been as true as ever this year. Having
enjoyed such an unusually favourable spring, we ought
not, perhaps, to grumble at the summary stoppage of

fine weather by a long series of wet days curtailing our Indian

summer. Nevertheless, we have grumbled, and are now in the

winter solstice and looking forward, with the hope which springs

eternal in the human breast, to another season as delightful as has
been that of 1882.

Somebody with more valour than discretion has rushed in, appa-
rently with a desire to retrieve the character of the dull season by
infusing into wheelmen's conversation a little more variety than that

afforded by meteorolpgical topics, and has boldly started a new phase
of the never-ending, restless Amateur Question. To keep one or

two good riders, who happen to be employed in wheel depdts, out of

amateur races, the Executive of the Union wish to have the Coun-
cil's authority to stretch the definition so that any rider who rides

for advertisement (" in the opinion of the Executive !") can be de-

clared a professional ! Outsiders begin to think that the Executive
must be precious hard-up for occupation, if they cannot find any-

thing germane to the real interests of bicycling and tricycling than
poking np that ferocious- old cur, the A. Q. Let it R. L P. 1

Some stupendous theories, these amateur correspondents pro-

pound in our weeklies. About the most ridiculous of all ridiculous .

suggestions is that made by a writer, who thinks that riders should
be prohibited from naming their bicycles or tricycles, when writing

to the press. In contributing an account of a tour on the Conti-

nent, Mr. SanebuU is not to be permitted to say that his Humbug
bicycle carried him well ; no, he must merely describe it vaguely as

a bicycle with one big and one little wheel, hollow forks, and ball

bearings, so that Swindlum and Co., the notorious Brummagem
firm, can sell their vamped-up bicycles as readily as the best makers
in the kingdom !

When showmen fall out, the public obtain the benefit of the com-
petition. Beyond doubt, the Stanley Show at the Albert Hall, will,

be a more pronounced success than ever, and now that a rival in

the form of the Sportsman's Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall is

forcing the Stanley club to strenuous exertions, the exhibiting and
spectating public will be the gainers. Provincialists who are in

doubt as to which show to patronise can come up towards the close

of the Albert Hall Exhibition, and so pot two dickey-birds with one
pebble.

For riding a tricycle from one end to the other of Great Britain,

Mr. Alfred Nixon has been presented with a gold medal by his club.

Unsuspecting cyclists who have been gulled by imposters pretending

to be " Old Nix" can now assure themselves of the identity of the

Simon Pure, by looking for the inscription on his watch-chain orna-
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ment, inspecting the trade-mark, in fact, to see that they get the

genuine article.

The row of bricks across the road dodge was unsuccessfully tried on

the Jupiter B.C., who gave chase to their would be trappers across

the fields, and explained that they didn't want to fight, but, by jingo,

when they did, &c.

The Diamond

—

alias the Lozenge—B.C., is the most recent addi-

tion to the list of clubs holding winter soirees" dansante ; theirs is to

be a " plain dress " dance, at which ladies will not wear their

diamonds.
Liverpool is the happy city blessed by selection for the next

general meeting of the Touring Club, at which it is to be hoped some
explanation will be forthcoming upon the problem which is at present

vexino" the members' minds, viz., what is the meaning of the new
illustration to the "Gazette" cover? Somebody thinks the artist should

have depicted the wheelmen and wheelwomen thereon with lamps,

as it is evidently a night scene ; but another witty wag suggests

that it is a changeable view, varying according to the weather,

the November "Gazette' being appropriately represented with a foggy

aspect.

Winter touring is the latest phase, somebody having announced

a B.T.C. tour from London to Liverpool, to attend the general meet-

ing. Two members of the Rovers B.C. have already toured in the

Isle of Wight and round the South Coast, during this late unpleasant

weather, and there is no knowing whether we may not yet discover

that such "warm work " as bicycling is more suitable for the cold

than for the watm seasons of the year.

Warm or cold, however, we are to ride in dark grey uniforms next

season, according to the latest fashion ordainments of our B.T.C.

Council. Special texture, special style, and special prices, are to be

laid down, and non-members are to be attracted to joining the club

for the sake of a thoroughly good and in ever}^ way serviceable

uniform. Then I suppose, as soon as the novelty has worn off, the

re'^'ulation toggery will be noted " common " and cast into the shade.

'Tis so the wheel world goes.

" We always respect uniform here " quoth the constabular custo-

dian of the House of Commons portal, when the every-day young

man mob was sternly repressed in its endeavours to crowd into the

leo"islative precincts, while true provincial bicyclists were admitted,

simply on the strength of being in uniform. N.B.—Westminster is'

KOi under the Paget—Shiel jurisdiction.

A different tale is told by the gate keepers of the public parks,

who appear to have as rooted an antipathy to admitting wheelmen

as hotel-keepers have to admitting sold-iers jn uniform. " Passen-

ger vehicles" are to- go through Regents Park, but bicycles and

tricycles, being above all things passenger vehicles, are not to do so.

At Finsbury Park, On the other hand, there is a regulation against

bicycles entering, but not against three-wheelers, a fact which riders

of the latter steed are not slow to take advantage of. The period is
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a long time coming when these eccentric kinks will be smoothed
away fron the official intellect.

"Every cyclist his own photographer" is to be the war cry for

1883, the development of the mania for photographic momentos of

our rides having lead to innumerable wheelmen speculating in ari

amateur camera "and the usual fixings." Art (with a capital A) is

relegated to a back seat, and the young lady or gentleman of the age
no longer goes wasting weary hours in laborious attempts at

sketching, but carries a camera with instantaneous lens and
simplissimus dry plates, wherewith to obtain a perfect picture with
the least trouble possible in this sublimary sphere.

Our wheelmen is not even to have the trouble of treadling his own
machine, now ! Electricity is to propel his trike, light his road, and
give shocks to obstructive urchins, tramps, bobbies, cows, forty-

shilling magistrates, and other vermin who interfere with his peace-

ful progress.

The volunteer defender of his country is to do his defending on
his wheel ; the volunteer battler against the "devouring element" is

to carry his own fire engine and hose ; the volunteer red-cross man
is to study ambulance work, and practice it, -awheel. Give the

wheelmen a fulcrum, and a sufficient proportion of gearing-down,
and he'll emulate Archemedes by making the world revolve in a
direction not contemplated by our present system of philosophy.

The difference between amateur and professional times is alleged

to be mainly due to the variation in the method of starting, and the

pros, are saying that if they were allowed to be pushed off as

amateur racers are, mstead of starting from stools, their sprinting

records would compare favourably with those of the amateurs.
Maybe so, but how about long distances, where a second or two at

start ]s of no account ?

Some of the weeklies must be dreadfully hard up for matter to

fill their gaping columns with. One of them has been devoting

much space to an enquiry why a certain tricycler dared to take a
trike by train to the City on a muddy October day !

The speculative " Home Trainer" race, referred to last month, was a
tolerably idiotic affair by all accounts, all vestige of utility being

abolished from it by a regulation permitting the competitors to strap

their feet to the treadles. We shall hear next that competitors in a

wrestling match are permitted to lash themselves to posts, or that

the teams in a tug of war were allowed to wear spiked shoes and to

nail the ends of the rope to the floor.

Our "guardians" have been industriously suspending racers who
have transgressed the laws, and made an ineffectual attempt to alter the

prize limit recommendation. The library, at 17, Ironmonger Lane,
is at last open on Monday evenings, and the smallest contribution

towards its shelves will be thankfully received, '^he professional

racer who wrote recently, hoping the B.U. would open its doors to

pros., might have saved himself the trouble, as the Union is already

open to professionals, if they only chose to take advantage of the

fact.,
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A monster meet for East London is on the carpet, but since the
topic has been taken up by rival " social " promoters, the project

must be regarded as in a bad way towards successful development.
In that part of the wheel world at present in the enjoyment of the

height of summer, the bicycling boom is going ahead, race-meetings
being splendidly patronised. In Sydney, the mile championship of

Australia has been instituted on a firm basis ; and favourable reports

of the sport come from Melbourne, Port Elizabeth, and Cape Town
;

while from other foreign parts we hear that French professional

laces are paying good dividends, American amateur contests looking
up, and the Stars and Stripes record for a mile has been lowered by
somebody covering the distance in 2m. 57^3., said distance not, how-
ever, having been measured with a degree of accuracy entitling us
to indulge in any degree of confidence as to whether 1,760 or 1,670
was the number of yards travelled.

Bicycling no longer holds the hitherto boasted position of having
an independent Press, that boast being now the exclusive prerogative

of the three-wheeling sport, which has its own exclusive periodicals,

whereas all the hithprto "bicycling" newspapers have adopted
tricycling sub-titles. This is an eloquent fact, revealing "heaps "

as to the direction in which the wheel world turns upon its

"Axis."

>-<

A NOVEMBER RUN.

I
HAD not touched treadles for three or four weeks.

Intently I longed for a taste of the rural
;

Tired of torrents and Jupiter Pluvius' freaks,

Tired of existence, too much intermural.

When a calm morning came, all minus of tears,

I eagerly seized the opportune offer

;

Disregarding aUke forebodings and fears,

Had breakfast betimes, and closed with the proffer.

Right glad of a ramble again with a friend,

I sprang to the "pigskin," without the remotest

Idea, that conduct so hearty would tend

To raise the hind wheel by way of a protest,

Poor little Jack Frost, with the weather so chill,

Had been out on the tiles and other queer places,

Got hold of my fingers, and held with a will,

That took me some time to shake off his embraces.

The sun, like an orb of celestial fire,

Glowed through an atmosphere heavy and hazy

;

More effusive ere long, as he rose higher

O'er the ling'ring fog, which lay low and lazy.
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And the hoar frost rime, like first, delicate snow,

Had powdered Dame Natures' autumnal tresses
;

And even her face, like a lady's, I know,

Was fairly encrusted with early excesses.

I'm afraid I led off in too high a key.

But my spirits were really far above proof

;

And.the impulse that gives bright wings to our glee,

Has never a thought for our sequent behoof.

Oh many a time in the sober grey morn.

When verdure is freshest, and birds sweetest sing, »

Have I steered the same course, the same wheels have borne

The rider along, like the steed of a King.

From Babylon flying all buoyant with hopes.

In search of an ever acceptable change ;

Courting the sunshine oh remote Surrey slopes,

And the highways of Hants, oft fall within range.

Coombe Hill and Kingston, and Esher's incline.

The road as a rule in excellent fettle
;

But " it took all I knew," on that jigger of mine,

To negociate some newly laid metal.

My first dismount occuiTed at the Hut,

There a nomad's equipage blocked up the way,

Not leaving me even as much as a rut,

To the Romany Rye its little I say.

What a glorious morning it was for a ride !

The air was so crisp, but the work kept you warm
;

And I viewed with compassion those who've ne'er tried,

A good frosty run, when a spurt does no harm.

The " Fair Mile " still fair to my wheel suit I found,

Who " loves not Wis(e)ley but too well " to retrace ?

Though Common,—to wheelman, its classical ground,

You find an old friend with a new (season's) face.

I was snugly at " Anchor," ere breakfast began.

My chop with some well-known wheelmen I took
;

More than four thousand names,—I'm right to a man,

Have this season signed the " Visitors' Book."

Bear witness Dan Cupid !—aside with your darts,

, Look on pork sausages, boy ! and discover

That cyclists are mortal,—and plays other parts.

With engineer, author, and ideal lover.

From Ripley I started, I think, about noon,

With a Dewsbury crack on a big " Humber " tri.,
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To Clandon we peregrinated, and soon

Reached the corner I wished to bid him good-bye.

But he painted in colours enticingly bright,

The translucent charms of a piece of water,

Called the "Silent Pool,"—a most exquisite sight;

He'd got the keys of the grove from a cotter.

Down thirty full fathoms transcendently clear,

Transparent as Eden's rnost crystalline bubble.

Sink a page of small type, you need not stand near,

To read it by moonlight without any trouble.

'Gainst powers so persuasive I did not contend,

Nature I love, and was not in a hurry.

So we thitherward pressed, but had to ascend

One of the stiffest pitched mountains in Surrey.

We scaled the bold range, and wheeled over its crown.

The view had been fine had the weather been clear.

But then we enjoyed a good long trundle down,

And came to the shrine, to the poet so dear.

We found a small duck-pond, 'twas not'very deep,

With one little fish—such a lachrymose elf;

'Tis called the " Silent,"—a name it must keep.

For it can't say a word in praise of itself.

Perhaps "silence is golden," and bubbling brooks

Are not quite as wise as that crystal basin.

But they merrily splash through sweet mossy nooks.

When on their way they rejoicingly hasten.

Through Gomshall and Shere we continued our ride,

Well pleased with the picturesque scenes that we passed

In well-wooded valleys, along the park side,

And over the hill into Westcott at last.

Some sprigs of bright holly, with ruby cheek berry,

To our machines we foun,d leisure to tie on,

Then into Dorking—a road truly merry,
,

And soon we wei'e housed within the Red Lion.

On to Burford Bridge, and up Juniper Hill,

But at the first stage I settled to walk it

;

The zig-zag ascent is too much of a pill,

. Though the Dewsbury tri. went up like a rocket.

He wanted to ride up the steep grassy slope,

Or anywhere else, he was not particular :

He had both power and will sufficient to cope

With anything, less than a perpendicular.
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We loitered on dear old Box rfill for a while

—

'Twas much too opaque to obtain a good view

Of the loveliest landscape in sylvan style

That Surrey can boast, though it has not a few.

Along by the woods, on the brow of the range.

Is a road that dispenses a lairly free run

;

And I was quite glad of "legs up" for a change,

For grinding was never my favourite fun.

Then over the Heath, road recently mended.
To Walton-on-the-Hill our frigates bore' down,

And there my ride with the Yorkist tri. ended,

He set sails for Ripley— I was chartered for town.

Over the Downs, then through Sutton and Tooting,

For refreshments I expedited a halt

;

Home before six, much too dark for hill shooting.

Though bobbies are courteous, " Kind to a fault."

Back again to the region of stove-pipe hats.

Where smoke, fog, and fumes together ccimmingle,

From the "-Silent Pool " far, where the deft fairy plats

By its pearly mirror, the gems of the dingle.

A. M. S. R.

> » <

TRICK RIDING IN AMERICA.

N idea of the way men learn to perform feats of skill on
the wheel in the States, may be gleaned from the

following account of the riding at the meet of the

League of Ohio Wheelmen, which we clip from the

Columbus Despatch:—
" The exhibition of bicycle riding, at City Hall, last evening,

by experts from iwo clubs, was very fine, and was witnessed by
the League of Ohio Wheelmen, and quite a large attendance of

ladies and gentlemen of this city. The latter occupied seats in

the gallery, and the former viewed the riding from the stage and
the floor at each end of the stage.

" Governor Foster was among the interested spectators on the

stage.,
. ^

" The entire floor—and what a magnificent floor it is, large,

roomy, smooth, well ventilated, and tidy in appearance

—

wsis

given up to riders.

"The first contest was in the performance of twenty-five different

movements, requiring more or less skill and practice. The judges

were Messrs. W". H. Miller, of this city, H. S. Livingson, of

Cincinnatti, and C. H. Wallridge, of Toledo. The grade of the
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various contestants was determined by the sum total of numbers
for respectively " excellent," " good," and " fair " execution of the

movements. The entries were : Frank S. Cook, of Springfield
;

Ned Barnet, of Springfield, and W. H. Wetmore, of Cuyahoga
Falls, a member of the Cleveland club.

*•' Mr. Cook's movements, exceedingly graceful and attended by
but few errors, won general applause, and many supposed he
could not be defeated.

" Mr. Barnet, a larger man, not quite so graceful in walking,

and yet active and light-footed in bicycle mounting and dis-

mounting, seemed, in some respects to excel his fellow-townsman.

Opinion was very much divided as to which had made the best

score. One thing seemed settled—a Springfield man would take

the prize. The battle is not ended, however, until the last gun
ha" been fired.

" When W. H. Wetmore, of Cuyahoga Falls—a member of the

Cleveland club—took the floor, he was recognised as the young
rider who came in third in .the five mile race. His easy riding

in that race made him many adrairei's. He knew he could Bot

win, so, concluding not to injure himself by over-work, he jogged
along, making a fair third man under the wire.

" His machine, last evening, free from nickel plate and elegant

polish, looked like a scrub horse matched <against a field of

thoroughbreds. His manly, boyish face, grey woollen shirt, white

stockings soiled with the dust of the day, and general appearance

as to physical strength and agility seemed to be against him as

a good rider to bet on in this race, but his presence, nevertheless,

inspired that warmth of friendly feeling and high respect which
people of mature years have for manly boys.

" He mounted his machine in a feather-like way. He dismounted
in a like manner. A few turns about the room, five or six of the

list of movements, completed in a few seconds, exhibited his fine

ability as a rider in a very quiet way. People soon began to get

deeply interested. He was sbowing points, like the old scrub

horse, entirely unexpected. Interest increased to immense enthusi-

asm ; enthusiasm to encores ; encores to double encores, so that

when the quiet boy dismounted, at the end of the, contest, he
was the recipient of a grand ovation of cheering. Men from all

clubs about him warmly congratulated him, and the ladies all said
" he ought to have the prize whether he won it or not." He won
it. He is a regular Greneral Grrant in action—nothing for show,

all for execution. His feat of riding backward—something
deemed impossible—set the clubs wild.

" The judgments were announced as follows : Wetmore, 364^
out of a possible 428 marks ; Bai'net, 357f , and Cook, 356.

The first prize, a nickel plated Livingston cyclometer, was
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accordingly awarded to Mr. Wetmore, and the second, a full

nickelled hub-lamp, to Mr. Barnet.
" Mr. Wetmore is 19 years of age, weighs 125 pounds

—

reduced from 140 on account of much riding—and has just

graduated at the High School of Cu3^ahoga Falls. He will remain

in the city until Friday, and the Buckeye Club can not do itself a

greater honour than to make his visit pleasant in the city. He i«

highly spoken of by Secretary Chamberlain, who is from the

same neighbourhood in Summit county.

BICYCLE BUGLES.
By "Handel Bahre."

" Hurrah for the Bugle-horn.'^

URRAH ! Hurrah ! for the bugle. It always was a

favourite of mine, for who can imag*ine a more spirit-

stirring sound than its notes when in the early

morning the buglers play the revielle in the barrack-

square to call up the men for early morning parade, and ri^y

occasional visits to a camp or barrack have always made me wish

to hear more of the calls. But if in past years I have had too

little of its music, of late—since bicycle clubs have started their

attacks on the nerves of the public—^I have suffered in common
with my neighbours from too much of its agonised shrieking,

until the very name of "bugle'' makes my hand shake as I write

it. For the purpose of assembl}' and command it has always been
especially adapted, and bicycle club officials do well to use it to

maintain order among the men, but why in the name of every-

thing harmonious don't they learn to play it before appearing in

public ?

We all know Mr. Spasmodic Jerks, of the Wofflingham Eovers,

can't get out a dozen clear consecutive notes to savehislife, and by
the side of whom an ordinary omnibus cad is an accomplished

musician, and yet Mr. Jerks is not an exception, but the rule, for

nineteen clubs out of twenty (yours, of course, is the happy
twentieth, dear reader) are in a similar position.

In our town one generally guesses what is the matter, when a

dog is seen to rush wildly down the road, followed by others

great and small, their tails between their respective legs, running
with their heads down, only occasionally lifting them to give vent

to a short, sharp howl of pain or terror ; when one hears a queer,

unearthly noise in the distance, and notices old ladies and gentle-

men carefully packing cotton-wool into their ears and making for

the nearest shelter, when the Curate suddenly remembers the

, little tract he has for Goody Jones, and pops with a rather un-

orthodox bolt into her clean little room.
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"A lion broken loose, perhaps," you say. Nothing of the sort;

we only get an occasional wild-beast show in our town. "A fire-

engine, then, rushing down the street." Oh dear, no, it is only

Mr. Timothy Tootle, of the Mincirgton Wobblers, out for a blow
Presently that important gentleman appears, and it is a blow—

>

for the bugle—as, with cheeks extended to the full and eyes

starting from his head, he fills the instrument with wind, which in

its turn strikes a tremendous blow at the musical susceptibilities

of the passers by.

I said above important gentleman, and he is that same, or at

least his club appear to think so, for hasn't he a special badge on
his arm and a special place on the fixture-ca,rd ? Besides, when
the Wobblers were photographed, who occupied the post of

honour in the front centre !

'* Sir Lineage Bluebludd, Bart., the aristocratic president, of

course," says a reader. Of course, nothing of the kind, my dear

sir. Sir Lineage was quite in the background, with Mr. Alder-

man Richmann, the worthy yice.

"No," says another, " the captain's place is the post in front,

no doubt Jack Ridewell stood there ;
" but he didn't. ''Perhaps

the club delights to honour its workers, so Harry Quill, the

. energetic hon. sec, or Dick Munimann, tiie treasurer, were to

the fore," hints a third. No, gentlemen, you are all out ; the

place of honour was occupied by the harmonious Timothy, his

instrument of torture jauntily displayed, suspended by a green

cord from his brawny shoulders, looking as quiet and silvery as a

harvest moon.
Timothy, as we all know, is a jovial, merry fellow, and yet

what an autocrat he might be if he only chose. How he could

bring the whole club upon their knees in submission if he only

continued blowing long enough. For helping its owner out of

difficulties Robin Hood's bugle was nothing to it. Tim could

stop the charge of a whole army of bicyclists through the

medium of their nervous system, with a few calls ; and man
after man, who came into range of the volley of discord, would
reel and fall from his saddle, doubled up with cramp in the

stomach, and pierced in brain and ear by the ilying, jagged splinters

of bursting and broken upper notes. Yes, it's the cracked ones

at the top of the scale that are so effective, and one may stake his

last cent on Tim produciag more of these spasmodic, ragged
abortions of notes in five minutes than an average German street

band could do in a week. And yet the instrument capable of

effecting such ravages is innocent enough if properly handled

It is only when worked up to a pitch of excitement from ill-

treatment byinexperienced lips that it lebels, and hurls forth in dis-

cordant fury curses and anathemas,on the human race, and bangs the
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dium of the mortal ear with snch tremendous thumps that sooner

or kiter it must hurst. Considar, then, ye buglers, before it is

too late, and a nation of deaf or mad people lay the crime of

their affliction at your door ; and as a closing prayer let me im-
plore you, in the name of the " divine art," to reform, and
establish an understanding between yourselves and your bugles,

by which compact nothing but harmony shall proceed from both.

> • <

THE CYCLIST'S FAREWELL TO HIS STEED.
(A PARODY.)

MY beautiful, my bicycle ! that standest patient by.

With thy proudly arched and glossy back, 'twould please a critic's

eye;
,

_ _ _

-

Fret not to roam the country o'er with all thy willing speed,

I may not mount on thee again—thou'rt sold, my iron steed.

Fret not ; thy modern Stanley head, held high in breezy wind,
The failher that thou fliest now, so far am I behind

;

The stranger hath thy handling now, thy master hath his gold

—

To thee, my bicycle, farewell—thou'rt sold, my steed, thou'rt sold.

Farewell ; from me those wired wheels full many a mile must roam.
To reach the hill, men weary climb, and near the stranger's home

;

Some other hand than mine must now thy injuries repair,

That brilliant surface, plated once, must be another's care.'

The morning sun shall dawn again—but never more with thfee

Shall I paddle o'er the country roads, where we were wont to be
;

Evening shall darken on my path, and trudging o'er the plain.

With slackened speed and slower pace shall think of thee again.

Only in sleep shall I behold that nick'ling beaming bright

:

Only in sleep shall tread again that step so firm and light

;

And when I turn my dreaming arms to slack or check my speed.

Then must I startling wake to feel thou'rt sold, my iron steed. \

Ah ! rudely then, unseen by me, the lurking dark oxide.

In rust marks lie, encrusted deep, along thy wire-ribbed side :

And thy rich gloss, oft praised by swells, show strong metalic grain.

Till careless eyes that on thee gaze shall count each patent vain.

Will they ill-use thee ? If I thought—but no, it cannot be,

Thou art so swift, so easy worked, so silent, yet so free
;

And yet, if haply when thou'rt gone, this lonely heart should yearn,

Can the hand that casts thee from it now command thee to return ?

Return ! Alas ! My iron steed ! what will thy master do.

When thou that wast his all of joy, hast vanished from his view ?

When the dim distance greets mine eyes, and through the wandering tears,

Thy bright form for a moment, like the false mirage, appears.

Slow and unmounted will I roam, with wearied foot, alone,

Where with fleet speed thy whirling wheels full oft hast borne me on
;

And sitting down on grassy bank, I'll pause and sadly think,

'Twas here he bowed his glossy neck and shot me o'er the brink.

Yet still, I loved thee ! away, away, the fever'd dream is o'er !

I could not live a day and know that we should meet no more

;

They tempted me, my beautiful—for money's power is strong.

They tempted mej my bicycle, but I have loved too long.
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Who said that I had given thee up ? Who said that thou wer't sold ?

'Tis false ; 'tis false, my iron steed, I fling them back their gold.

Thus, thus, I leap upon thy back, and roll o'er distant plain

—

Away ! who overtakes us now, shall claim thee for his pains.

E. J. Lay, Consul B.T.C., Swindon.

CYCLING CELEBRITIES.

No. L5. Ernest Richard Shipton.

HE subject of our sketcL. this montli is one of the

very hardest workers in the world of wheels ; one
whose tremendous energy seems to know no bounds.

Mr. E. K. Shipton, Hon. Editor of the "B.T.C. Gazette,"

B.U., and L.B.C, though one of the best known men in cycling

circles, is probably better known by his deeds than by his face,

for, although in the very extensive district over which he travels

in the West of England he is, doubtless, personally known, to a

number of cyclists, it is by his writings in the " Gazette " and the

Press generally, that he is known, literally, from one side of the

globe to the other. Mr. Shipton began at the beginning, for, in

1868, he rode a French bicycle (then recently imported) before

the manufacture of cycles in any shape had been begun in Eng-
land. This French importation was, without doubt, the "bone
shaker " or " timber truck " of our cycling childhood. Then, he
invented a " velocipede," or tricycle ; but, shortly afterwards,

took again to the bicycle, to which he has since devoted his atten-

tion, and has earned for himself the respect of his cycling friends,

both by his endurance and skill, and by his talents as a hill-

climber. Such, indeed, is his devotion to the wheel that, so as to

have it constantly with him, he has contrived, in a very ingenious

manner, to carry it in and under his dog-cart. This plan he de-

scribed very fally in a clever article in The Cyclist Christmas
Number of 1880, entitled :

" How 1 sling my Jigger." Mr.
Shipton became a member of the Temple B.C. very early in the

history of that body, but has recently seceded, as he considered

it inconsistent with his expressed views to belong to a club

which remained outside the pale of the Union. Shortly after re-

signing from the T.B.O. he joined the London B.C. But it is

in connection with the Bicycle Touring Club that the subject of

our sketch has distinguished himself most, and, in the face of

severe difficulties, done the club almost inestimable service. From
his earliest connection with ithe has promoted its welfare to the very
best of his ability, and his ability in this direction is of the very
highest order. In one half year, as a private member, he ob-

tained 17Q candidates ; whilst, when officially connected with the

hotel scheme, his energy was such that, out of over 100 hotels

which first accepted the B.T.C. tariif, nine-tenths were secured by
Mr. Shipton personally. In '79, he was elected chief consul, and,

if possible, worked even harder for the club, pursuing an especi-
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ally liberal line of policy in connection with sport in geiieral, and
the B.T.C. in particular ; and, very consistently with his general

course of action, proposed, and carried, the adoption of the Uuion
Amateur Definition as the amateur definition of the B.T.C, in

place of that chaotic old absurditj'^, the " Gentleman-Amateur
Definition." As an official, Mr. Shipton's work has not all been
on the surface, as many internal reforms and simplifications are

to be credited to his clear and business-like views as to raanasre-

ment and procedure. Thus, he grasped at once the anomaly of so

great an institution as the B.T.C, being tied up to an outside

Press venture, and, after much labour, succeeded in enlarging and
altering the scope of the club"Gazette,"until the monthly issue has
become of the greatest interest to every member of the club, and
yet so diplomatically is it managed that it does not offend the

sensibilities of the Press generally. No better example of Mr.
Shipton's tact and energy can be required than that deduced from
a comparison of the " Monthly Circular of the B.T.C," in its

earlier days, with a copy of the " Monthly Gazette, the official

organ of the B.T.C," as it now appears from the pen of the

honorary editor. In fact, Mr. Shipton has stood by the B.T.C.
from the time when its membership was reckoned by tens, until

now, when it is reckoned by thousands, and it is to his untiring

and persistent energy that much of this advance is due. But,

although E. R. S. is thus identified with the B T.C,he is no less

earnest in the cause of the Union, and his efforts, which culminated

in the formation of the Bristol L.C., were suitably acknowledged
by the Union Executive. Two local centres are due almost en-

tirely to his energy. As a companion, " Old Shipton " is an ac-

quisition to any company. With a fund of information ai^d

anecdote which seems inexhaustible, and a laugh which sets every

one else off who happens to be within hearing ; whether it be at

supper, after a council meeting, at Anderton's ; at Bristol, speak-

energetically and forcibly in favour of the Union ; under canvas

on the Harrogate foot-ball field ; or bicycling around his extensive

district on a tour of inspection , the honorary editor is a com-
panion to be desired. That such a man should have no faults is

simply impossible, and E.R. S. is so enthusiastically wheely, that

his advocacy of his own views partakes both of his enthusiasms

and his physical vigour, and thus, when he does hit out, it is with

a vigorous arm. But, though his blows are telling ones, they are

always fair ; and when he does '' get one in," though it pro\e a

stinger, it is sure to be above the belt. In short, no better legend

could be inscribed beneath our sketch than the single word
THonouGH, for Ernest Richard Shipton is essentially thorough,

—a thorough enthusiast in the cause of cycling, a thorough sports-

man in matters concernin*^ the amateur laws, a thorough friend,

a thorough foe, and last, but by no means least, a thorough good
fellow

—

" And so say all of us." G. L. fi.
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mOTTimS FROM TOE

The weather prospects looked so bright during the earlier portion

of last month (October), that I foolishly nursed thoughts of a dry
winter, but since then "a change has come over the spirit of my
dreams," for we are treated almost every day to what I once heard
jocosely termed " the poor man's bath,"

—

i.e., a plentiful supply of

rain.

An accident, fortunately unattended with serious results, has
occurred through horses taking fright by suddenly meeting bicycles. '

It seems that a carriage and pair of horses, the property of

F. Beamish, Esq., of Lettercollum, were proceeding along Skeaf
House Road, when two bicyclers suddenly came into view. The
horses at once became unmanageable, and ran off. When stopped,

both horses were found to be very much bruised and cut, and the

carriage a complete wreck. A correspondent in the Irish Sportsman
expresses himself as incompetenttoanswerthequery, "Are the bicycle

riders responsible for the damage?" but goes a far way in answering
it when he states " that bicycles have ab much right on the road as

carriages."

About twelve months ago I called attention to a rumour that was
going the rounds, to the effect that a hundred miles race was in con-

templation. It is now more than a rumour, for Sport not only gives

it publicity, but goes further and states that it will probably be held

in June next, and that it will be run over a new course, ?nirabile

dictu.

An advertisement has appeared in some of our daily papers during
the past month, that I hardly think will tend to raise bicyclists in

the estimation of the general public. It commences, *' To bicyclists.

Money advanced, &c." Looks needy rather for bicyclists !

The annual general meeting of the Eglinton B.C. was held on
Friday, the 20th October. The election of officers and committee
for the ensuing year resulted as follows :-—Captain, James Hinchy
(re-elected) ; sub-captain, W. O'Brien ; hon. secretary, James
Mooney ; hon. treasurer, J. H. Mellor (re-elected) ; bugler, William
Lander; committee, L. Hamilton (re-elected), J. P. O'Connor,
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J. S. O'Flynn, and W. Maher. The fourth annual dinner comes off

at the Hammam Hotel on the 30th November. Hon see's address,

19, Hollis Street, Dublin.

The Irish Champion B.C. held their annual meeting on Tuesday,
the 14th ult. The following were elected as management for the

ensuing season:—President, Major Leech; captain, James H.
Craig; sub-captain, C. J. R. MacrOry (re-elected); hon. secretary,

J. Hutchins ; hon, treasurer, J. Litchfield (re-elected); committee,
C. H. Matthews (re-elected), C. T. Sheridan, F. V. N. Clarendon,

J. S. G. Curry, J. G. Moor, and J. J. Poland. The date for the first

annual dinner was fixed for Saturday, the i8th November. Hon.
see's address, 37, College Green, Dulolin.

Some short time ago the members of this club (LC.B.C.) pre-

sented a beautiful illuminated album to the late hon sec, Mr. R. A.
Wright, as a token of their esteem for him, on his departure for

England.

The LC.B.C. are very likely to be compelled to " shift their

quarters," as I believe it is intended to take in their club house and
a couple of adjoining houses in Kildare Place for the proposed new
museum.

" Athcliath."

> » <

Scene—A Railway Station.

(Enter—A well known professional bicyclist, jumps in train ; up
comes officious porter, who notices a bike in van.)

Porter—" I want to see your ticket for the bicycle.''

Pro. (who doesn't happen to have a bike with him)—" You're

at it again, are you ? Well, I shan't show you the ticket

this time."

Porter—" Then out comes the bicycle."
'

Pro.—" Mind ! you do it on your own responsibility."

Porter—" I shall take it out if you don't show the ticket."

(Argument until train on point of starting
;

porter rushes to

van and pulls out bicycle.)

Pro. (just noticing what he'd done)—" You old fool, that's not jny

bicycle." (Next station,, when owner goes for bicycle, the

result can easily be imagined—Pro. says not a word—^Joy of

bicycler.)

HoLLowAT's Pills.—Indigestion and Liver Complaints.—The digestion cannot be

,

imperfect or seriously diso'-dered without the effects of such derangement becoming visible

on the countenance. These Pills at once remove the disorder and its unpleasant conse^
qiienoes. They stiraulate the digestive and assimilative functions, and consequently prol
mote that great blessing—a good appetite. Holloway's Pills most satisfactorily remove al,

deranged or diseased action of the many organs engaged in extracting nourishment for pur
bodies from our various diets—as the liver, stomach, and bowels, over all of Which they
exercisethe most salutary control, tjy resorting at an early stage of the malady to these-
purifying and laxative Pills, the melancholy and jaundiced dyspeptic is speedily restored to

health and strength, and his sallowness gradually vanishes.
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To be amongst the clubs in November we' must attend general

meetings, "socials," and dances, for^of suchis club life composed at

this chilly and-"moist"season of the year.

i"-. The' City of London dances and socials, on alternate Fridays, are

in full swing, as also are the Rovers soirees on the " real ice " floor

at Bromley.
Jockey caps have been substituted for helmets by the Waverley,

who have also elected " Yardandabit " to be their leader for another

year.

A medal is to be given to the member of the Stanhope, who rides

the longest distance in the day next year, provided the distance is

nut less than igo miles.

February gth is fixed for the third annual " Canonbury Assault."

What has become of the Stars lately ? They used to be the most
hardy winter riders, but now seem almost dormant.
A muster of twenty for a November ordinary run is creditable to

the South London T.C. This club, as also the North London T.C.,

keeps it up all through the winter, and ladies are always present.

Trike clubs generally are active, the Finchley having had thirty

(members and friends) riding on their closing run, and about a

hundred at the subsequent supper. The Liverpool and Newcastle
T.C.'s also report no lack of interest.

It seems that the Alwyne men were not the pioneer sociablists. up
Muswell's frowning slope, the captain and a lady member of the

North London T.C. having ridden it, without stopping, some
months ago.

Cape Town boasts a club of 70 members.
At Port. Elizabeth the club has spent ;^400 on a race track.

What think you of this. North Metropolitans ?

The Canonburians have illuminated an address for " Clarion," and
the Stanley have presented Arthur Fox with a tea and coff"ee service.

Every run of the Taunton B.C. has been attended by two of the

members, who have consequently tied for the attendance medals.
" Fagin " is the new scribe of the Hermits. We are not told

what offices have been allotted, to Charley Bates and the Artful

Dodger.
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A HOLIDAY ON WHEELS.
The facilities now offered to cyclists to enjoy their holidays without

having to resort to the ordinary modes of travelling are taken advan-
tage of so freely that a tourist on wheels attracts very little more
than passing attention, even in the remote villages through which he
may ride. Perhaps this indifference, induced by the familiar sight

of the tricycle and bicycle, will gradually prepare the bucolic mind
for the change, which writers on this subject think is not an improbable
one, when the roads of this country shall have resumed some of the

activity they exhibited before the coach was superseded by the steam
engine, and when the roadside inn and the comfortable hostelry,

where the traveller was glad to alight and refresh, shall again have
their frequent visitors. That the roads will be more generally used

as cycling becomes more adopted we have no doubt, and in like pro-

portion will the pleasures of the holiday be enjoyed, because the

cyclist is under no restraint. If he has the time at his disposal, he
can set off when he likes aud stop when he likes ; take this road or

that ; and if he rides a tricycle, which machine is now very much
more used than ever it was before, by both sexes, he can pause
whenever the scenery presents an interesting view, and he may
sketch, if he be gifted that way, without dismounting ; or he may
stay in some shady part of the road and read, whilst still enjoying

the invigorating air by which he is surrounded. After his rest he
moves off to gratify his sense of the beautiful elsewhere, and if there

is nothing sufficiently tempting to " pull up " for, he simply pushes
on to his journey's end. Two things on the road he will find, how-
ever, to militate to some extent against his pleasure, and these are

hills and bad roads ; but, as no enjoyment is unmixed, it is hardly

likely that cycling should be without its drawbacks. For the former
there is compensation. The rapidity with which a rider sails down
a hill, without any effort of his own, makes up very much for the

labour he has had in ascending it ; but a bad road, i.e., a muddy or

rutty road, is simply an abomination which a tricyclist particularly'

may dread. It was my misfortune to encounter a good deal of the

latter, as, with a companion on a two-wheeler, I left Beverley
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"on a tricycle, on the morning of the 4th September, for the city

of York. Although a fine morning for the journey, the previous

wet weather had left the low and shaded parts of the road so

soft as to make locomotion at times exceedingly difficult.

Between Beverley and Market Weighton the roads were good, and a

slight breeze tended to keep us cool through the exertions of rising

the stiff hills which abound between the two towns. Here and there

leasing was going on, but there was a good breadth of corn uncut,

and there was not nearly so much activity in the fields as might
have been expected. The road, as travellers well know, is not very
interesting till the brow of the hill over-looking Market Weighton is

reached. From this point a magnificent view of the country, extend-

ing for miles, is obtained. The run lasted us about an hour and a

half, and a substantial breakfast at the Half Moon Inn (the head-
quarters of the Bicycle Touring Club) put us in good trim for resuming
our journey. At Shipton preparations were being made for the

village feast, which on this occasion was to be celebrated by a cricket

match, and, though early in the day, swings and other arnusements
were in active operation.' The next village, Hayton, reminded me
of " Sim " Templeman, who formerly resided at Burnby house, close

by, and I mentally calculated how many years it was since I saw
him win two out of three races on Knavesmire, one of which was
the great Yorkshire stakes. His compeers at that time were " Nat"
Flatman, Marlow, Butler, "Tommy" Lye, Job Marson, Goater,

Charlton, John Osborne and others, whose names are now mere
matters of history in the '•acing world, and almost unknown to

the rising generation of sportsmen. "Sim" I found on en-

quiries still lives, but not in the parish, he having taken up his

abode in York. A son, however, resides on a farm at Hayton.
The remainder of the ride presented no feature of interest, the exces-

sively bad roads, which concerned me more than my companion (whose
bicycle enabled him to pick the best parts) causing the journey to

occupy fully two hours more than it would have done had they been
dry. It was a considerable relief to get on to the macadamised roads

of the old city, and as we sat down to dinner at Scawin's Hotel, it

was with the consciousness that our run had at any rate induced a

good appetite. A short time may always be spent with profit in

York, and as our object was to push still further on, we made the

best of the three or four hours at our disposal, and then remounting
took the road to Harrogate. With the exception of taking a wrong
turn, caused by the want of information on a finger post, which lost

us a little time, and being amused at the very slight amount of know-
ledge of local geography which the people we met, including those

living on the road side, possessed, nothing occurred to make the ride

noteworthy. The roads were heavy, dirty, and stony, and the going
consequently bad, and it was an hour after darkness set in before we
reached Harrogate. Here we made the Commercial Hotel, facing

the Stray, our quarters for night. Rarely, we were told, had Harro-
hate been so full of valetudinarians of eminence as during the past

summer, and one visitor we met with intimated that it only wanted
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a determination on' the part of the Town Commissioners, to carry
aut necessary and long-needed improvements, to make it the finest

inland watering place in the world. Our experience of Harrogate
was not of the most agreeable kind, for the next morning it rained
heavily, and nothing could have exceeded the desolate appearance of
the streets. A peep at the principal institutions sufficed for us, and,
without waiting to taste the waters (we were congratulated on our
wisdom), or visiting the numerous chalybeate and sulphurous
springs, the virtues of which have made it famous, we turned our
backs to the town, and faced the road to Knaresbro'.

Leaving Harrogate about half-past eleven (Tuesday morning) we
arrived at Knaresbro' at twelve (having ridden the three miles in a

drenching shower), and were glad to find shelter at the Elephant and
Castle. Whatever it might have done at Harrogate (one cynic said

it always either rained there or the sun was too hot to enable people
to get about), it cleared up at Knaresbro' shortly after our arrival,

and the weather became lovely. For this we felt thankful, Knaresbro'
being a most picturesque town, and abounding with objects of-

interest. The ruins of the fine old castle, which was built atout year

iioo by Serlo de Burgh, a baron of Normandy, who accompanied
William the Conqueror to England, and received this, with other

lordships, as a reward for his services, contains two and a half acres

within its walls, and stands in what must .have been a most impreg-
nable position. At the foot of the rock upon which it is built winds
the Nidd, the banks of which are overhung by trees, presenting, at

different points, views of the grandest description. On the sides of

the cliff, in some parts, houses are built in a peculiar style, which
adds to the beauty of the picture as seen from the bridges spanning
the river, or from the Castle Hill. Like most other visitors, we had
a look at the famous Dropping Well, and saw the articles which
were undergoing the petrifying process. These included a man's hat,

a lady's glove, birds, ferns, and other things, which, in the course of

a few months would have become metamorphosed into apparent

stone. The strange transformation is thus accounted for. The
water of this peculiar spring holds in solution a large quantity of

limestone, and the articles to be petrified are placed so as to be ex-

posed to its dash and spray. The water evaporates, but the stony

solution remains, and in the process of time, in the same way as

stalactites are formed, a complete incrustation is left on the articles,

which retain their original form and have the substance of stone.

Near the Dropping Well was born the celebrated prophetess, Mother
Shipton, of whom, amongst other stories,, the following is told. The
Abbot of Beverley, fearing the downfall of religious houses, and a

change of the religion then professed, in disguise came to Mother
Shipton, and knocking at the door, she called to him, saying, " Come
in, Mr. Abbot, for you are not so much disguised but the fox may be

seen through your sheep's skin ; come, take a stool and sit down,
you shall not go away unsatisfied of what you desire," and thereupon

she began to utter forth her prophecies thus :—
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When the lower shrubs do fall,

The great trees quickly follow shall

;

The mitred peacock's lofty pride

Shall to his master be a guide
;

And one great Court to pass shall bring
What was never done by any king.

The poor shall grieve to see that day,

And who did feast must fast and pray

;

Fate so decreed their overthrow,
Riches brought pride, and pride brought woe.

The mitred peacock referred to Cardinal Wolsey, and the great Court
to Parliament. How far the Abbot was satisfied with his visit

history does not say. St. Robert's Chapel, an apartment formed out

of the solid rock, and containing an altar and the receptacles for the

holy vessels, is well worth a visit, as is also St. Robert '« Cave,
which is memorable as being the scene of the murder of Clark by
Eugene Aram. On our way to the Dropping Well we observed,

through an open door of a dwelling, an article which we thought
had long ago been relegated to the Museum or the Old Curiosity

Shop—a spinning wheel in use. Our stay at Knaresboro' was amply
repaid by what we saw, and it was with some degree of reluctance

that we again took to our machines. A seven miles' ride through a

charming country presenting most expansive views, brought us to

the town of Boroughbridge. After ordering beds at the Crown,
we drove on to the village of Skelton, to see the very handsome
church, built ten years ago by Lady Mary Vyner, of Newby Hall, as

a memorial of her youngest son, who was murdered by Greek
brigands in 1870. ' The edifice, which is dedicated to Christ

the Consoler, is both externally and internally most magnificent,

and no expense has been spared by the donor to make it a worthy
tribute. She embroidered with her own hands the altar cloth and
that of the reading desk, both of which have figures of birds and
butterflies wrought in gold on the dark ground, those of the altar

cloth being studded with precious gems. Lady Vyner also illumi-

nated the Book of Common Prayer used at the Communion Service,

and which is a real work of art. The appointments of the church are

in every respect elaborate, and all the windows are of stained glass,

and are dedicated. Two of them call up the melancholy accident

which took place on the Eure, near Newby Hall, on the 4th February,

1869, when six of a hunting party lost their lives through the up-

setting of the ferry boat. Two of Lady Vyner's sons escaped the

accident, and one of the windows is dedicated as " a thankoffering

for God's mercy in preserving the lives of Clare and Robert Vyner
from drowning, February 4th, 1869." Another is in memory of Sir

C. Slingsby, E. Robinson, E. Lloyd, W. Orvis, C. Warriner, and

J. Warriner, who were drowned on that occasion. A visitor in this

neighbourhood should not fail to visit this interesting church. On
returning to Boroughbridge we had a look at the Devils Arrows

—

three gigantic obelisks of single stones, thought by some to be of

Druidical, and by others to be of Roman origin—and which are the

chief objects of interest in the neighbourhood. The town itself
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presents no attraction after dark, and as we were told its sole amuse-
ment was a billiard board, we resorted to our quarters early. '

Wednesday morning being exceedingly fine saw us astir in good
time on the way to York with a ride of eighteen miles before us.
Four or five brought us to Great Ouseburn Workhouse, in the
garden of which rises the source of the river Ouse. A column
records the fact that beneath it is Ouse Gill Spring. The gardens,
as well as the Workhouse, are well kept by Mr. Hopkinson,
formerly Chief Constable at Beverley, whose refusal to take
Serjeant Sleigh into custody at the bidding of the Chief Com-
missioner, Serjeant O'Brien, without the authority of the Mayor,
during the sitting of the Election Commission in i86g, led to
the enquiry being adjourned to the East Riding Court House.
From Onesburn our route lay through Green Hammerton, and to

the left of the scene of the memorable battle of Marston Moor. The
roads, however, were so heavy that we were glad to once more see
Micklegate Bar. Another stay in York enabled us to get a glimpse
of the handsome memorial to the late Dean Duncombe (still screened,
off), which stands in the east aisle of the south transept of the
Minster. The recumbent effigy is required to complete the memorial,
when the screen will be removed.

The journey from York to Beverley was one of real pleasure,

The roads were good, and the weather splendid. On every hand
harvest operations were being pushed forward with great activity,

and many fields, it was evident, would be cleared before dark. The
sounds of voices borne on the air, the genial sun, the sight of the
rich corn fields cut and uncut, the luxuriant green crops, the well-

filled orchard, and the pretty villages through which we passed, all

combined to make the ride most enjoyable, and our only regret on
reaching Beverley was that the roads had not been good throughout.
In concluding this notice we may say that for seeing the country
the tricycle may be used with much advantage, whilst as a healthy

exercise it is strongly recommended by medical men, many of whom
have adopted it. The machine used on this occasion was a
" Monarch," which did its work well, and required oiling but once or

twice during the three days, on the last day of which it ran 48 miles.

Beverley. F. H.
>*-<

PATENT RECORD.
[Compiled by Haet & Co., Patent Agents, 186, Fleet Street, E.G., from whom

all information conceriiing Patents, including Book of Instructions, may
be obtained.]

APPLICATIONS FOB LETTEES PATENT.
4866.—J. D. Hankey, London. A brake applicable to the wheels of tricycles

13th October, 1882.

4898.—J. P. Dalby, Leeds. Tricycles, &c. 14th October, 1882.

49^2.—E. Adams, London. Appliances for setting, tightening, Ac, the spokes

of velocipedes and other wheels. 16th October, 1882.

4923.—E. H. Hodgkinson, London. Velocipedes. 16th October, 1882

4925.—W. Jeans, Christchurch. Velocipedes. 16th October, 1882
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4960.—^A. H. AUdridge, Birmingham. Construction of tricycles. 18th Octo-
ber, 1882.

4989.—J. A. Slater, Birmingham. Lamps for bicycles, tricycles, and other
velocipedes. 19th October, 1882.

5003.—A. S. Clerk and F. Dowling, London. Producing audible signals or
alarms on bicycles, &c. 20th October, 1882.

5031.—E. A. Brydges, Berlin. Velocipedes. (Com. by J. Eing, Vienna.) 23rd
October, 1882.

5073.—E. E. Settle, Coventry. Velocipedes. 24th October, 1882.

6087.—E. C. Fletcher, Tarleton. Velocipedes. 25th October, 1882.

5103.—G. H. C. Hughes, Birmingham, Velocipedes, &c. 26th October, 1882.

5135.—J. B. Brooks, Birmingham. Construction oi saddles for bicycles and
tricycles. 28th October, 1882.

5234.—G. Singer, Coventry, and W. E. Davies, Abergavenny. Bicycles and
tricycles. 2nd November, 1882.

5307.—E. E. Phillips, Anerley. Velocipedes, &g. 7th November, 1882.

5350.—H. Thresher, London. Driving gear for velocipedes, &c. 9th Novem-
ber, 1882.

5364.—H. S. S. Watkin, Waltham Abbey. Tricycles and other velocipedes.

10th November, 1882.

5369.—J. Noad, H. Blackwell and H. Brocklesby, London, Velocipedes, &c.
10th Novamber, 1882.

5415.—F. Weldon, London. Velocipedes. 13th November, 1882.

NOTICES TO PEOCEED.
Have been given by the following applicants on the dates named ;

—

24th October, 1882.-2947. J. S. Edge and F. W. Ticehurst, Birmingham.
Bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes and lamps therefore. 21st

June, 1882.

24th October, 1882.-2964. W. M. Brown, London. Velocipedes or tricycles.

(Com. by F. White, Westboro', U.S.A.) 22nd June, 1882.

31st October, 1882.—3023. G. Moss, London. Velocipedes. 27th June, 1882.

31st October, 1882.-3377.. T. Smallwood and E. W. Cooper, Coventry. Veloci-

pedes, &c. 17th July, 1882.

31st October, 1882.—4399. J. Buckland, Taunton. Apparatus to be applied to
the treadles of bicycles, tricycles, &c. 15th September, 1882.

3rd November, 1882.^3742. I. T. Townsend, Coventry. Tricycles known as
the '.'

' Convertible' sociables." 5th August, 1882.

7th November, 1882.—4837. C. Truman, Birmingham. Construction of vehicles

propelled by human force. 11th October, 1882.

14th November, 1882.-4790. G. W. Quatremaine, Stratford-on-Avon. Veloci-

pedes. 7th October, 1882.

PATEI^TS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the dates named :

—

20th October, 1882.-3230. W. T. Shaw, Surbiton, and W. Sydenham, London.
Tricycles, bicycles, and other velocipedes. 7th July, 1882.

27th October, 1882.-2174. C. Harvey and W. Paddock, Birmingham. Tricycles
and other velocipedes. 9th May, 1882.

3rd November, 1882.—2139. B. Bennett, Coventry. Velocipedes. 6th May, 1882.

3rd November, 1882.—2148. W. Dawes and J. Tankard. Tricycles and other
manumotive vehicles. 6th May, 1882.

3rd November, 1882.-2380. A. PhiUips. Birmingham. Velocipedes. 20th
May, 1882.

7th November, 1882.-2158. H. F. D. Miller, Birmingham, Lamps for bicycles,

tricycles, and other velocipedes. 8th May, 1882.

14th November, 1882.—3782. J. Beale, Blackheath. Bicycles. 9th August, 1882.

PATENT
On which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been paid :

—

4606.—G. lUston, Birmingham. Bicycles and tricycles. 12th November, 1879,
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PATENTS VOID
Througli the non-payment of the £50 Stamp Duty ;

—

3550.—T. Forshaw, Smalley. Bicycles. 4th September, 1879.
3564.—N. K. Husberg, Stockholm. Construction and working of bicycles,

tricycles, and other velocipedes. 4th September, 1879.

3569.—C. F. Foster, London. Bicycles. 6th September, 1879.
3767.—W. Howes and W. Burley, Birmingham. Attaching lamps to bicycles,

&c. 19th September, 1879.

3934.—H. J. Lawson, Coventry. Construction of bicycles and other velocipedes,
&c. 30th September, 1879.

' 4000.—J. Turner, Coventry. Velocipedes. 4th October, 1879.

4092.—T. H. S. Hawker, T. Puntis, and C. J. Boyce, London. Velocipede^, &c.
9th October, 1879.

4175.—J. C. Morrell, Leyland. Wheels for bicycles, tricycles, &c. 15th
October, 1879. - -

ABEIDGMENTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Published during the month ending 15th October, 1882.

796.—J. Harrington, Coventry. Tricycles, &c. 18th February, 1882. Price 2d'

A second ratchet wheel and pawls are mounted on the wheel axle to

enable the wheels to be driven backwards. (Pro. pro.)

848.—J. Humpage^ Bristol. Velocipedes. 21st February, 1882. Price 63.
" The spokes of the wheels are of wire of double convex, or diamond sec-

tional form. They are secured by heads which pass through holes like

key holes in the felloes. Bicycles are steered by a jointed axis passing
down inside the backbone, and connected with the fork of the hind
wheel, or by an endless chain passing down inside the fork from the
handle and across to the stem of the hind wheel. In these cases the
backbone and fork are rigidly connected together. The brake is

actuated by the teeth of a lever operating on a rack on the upper
end of the brake lever. The handles are so fitted on the head that
their position can be altered. The seat is supported on a knuckled two-
limbed spring.

1001.—S. Fry, Hampstead. Saddle for velocipedes. 2ud March, 1882. Price
2d. This is a double one composed of t-vo complete saddles, attached
together one befi>re the other. The rider can alter his position at

pleasure. (Pro. pro.) ,

1018.—G. Singer and E. H. Lea, Coventry. Velocipedes. 3rd March, 1882'

Price 2d. The two side wheels are driven by chains fi'om thepedal
crank shaft. The chain wheels on this shaft are loose, and are engaged
by oscillating pawls falling into the teeth of pinions secured on the:r

sides. The pawls are secured on collars fixed on the shaft, and springs
are used to press the pawls into thS teeth. (Pro. pro.)

1052.—T. H. Ward, Tipton. Velocipede, or vehicle for locomotion by manual
power. 4th March, 1882. Price 2d. This is so constructed that the
rider's feet on the ground caa assist in the propulsion of the vehicle,

while his hands are working cranks gr-ared into the driving wheels.
(Pro pro.)

1081.—A. Whittall, Kidderminster. Water velocipedes. 6th March, 1882.

Price 2d. A pair of twin hulls are rigidly braced together. The vessel

is propelled by a paddle wheel driven by cranks through- an endless
chain. (Pro. pro.)

TO BE SOLD, a first-class Bicycle and Tricycle Business, whic'i is being

successfully carried on in one of the largest towns in South Yorkshire. Price

of stock and goodwill, about £250, Owner retiring from business—Apply'to

WHITELOCK CLAYTON, Solicitor, Sheffield.
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JUST OUT!!!

TICUS

-®IN SCOTLAND
By the Author of " Nauticiis on His Hobby Horse."

5 5

An iliusti-ated descriptive
account of a Tour on a
Tric)cld of 2,462 miles in

Scotland, including Sk\ e
and the West Coas^'

Thi above work is

both interesting, amusing,
and instructive, and will

hn found to be invaluable
as a Guide to Scotland
and its roads and scenery.

Thirty Illustrations.

DEMY Svo. 200 PAGES.
CLOTH GILT.

PRICE 4/6. (POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.)

Of all Booksellers, or of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, "The Cyclist "Office, COVENTRY.
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'Das Yelociped'
NEW AND ONLY

GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
(Illustrated),

Edited by T. H. S. WALKER,
18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Yearly Siobscription , including Postage,
Ss, 6d.; Single Copy, 6d.

PUBLISHED BY

HARRY ETBERIMTON,

152, FLEET ST.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGES :

Quarter Page, 10s. Half Page, £1.

JGstablislied 18 SI.
BIBKBECK BANK.—

Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane. Current Accounts opened accord-
ing to the usual practice of oth< r
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimiim monthly balances when not
drawn below £'25.

' No commission charged
for keeping A ccounts.
The Bank also receivesmoney on Depoatt

at Three per cent, interest repayable on
demand.
The Bank undertakes for its customers,

free of charge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings, and other securities and
Valuables ; the collection of Bills of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, with fuU particulars, on

application.
FEANCIS BAVBNSCEOFT, Manager,

31st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed four Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Peb Month, with

immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Of&ce of the BibebbckBuild-
ing Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP
Land foe Five Shillings peb

Month, with immediate posnession, either
for building or Gardening purposes.—
Apply at the ofBlce of the Bibkbeuk Free-
hold Land Society.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, OD

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCKOFT Manpger

Southampton Buildings, Chancery I ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION ^ SECTION^ .^s^ OF FASTENING.
OF

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is theSafest,
Simplest and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the axle with
only one hand by merely depressing a vertical bolt which securely closes the lower half of the
cylinder or socket piece, and renders it an impossibility for the lamp to become detached by
the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned, No. 1, 1 0/- each ; No. 2, 1 0/9 each ; No. 3, 1 1 /6
each. J'ickel-plated, No. 1, 1 6/6 each ; No. 2, 1 8/6 each ; No. 3, 21 / each.

Also noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are
In use.—Sold by all Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the
Manufactory,

125, & 136, LONG ACRE, I.ONDON.
Established 1806.



Huinber, Marriott & Cooper,

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

HUMBER BICYCLE,
The most Popular Machine for 1881.

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, & 78, RICH-
MOND ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

BICYCLE UNION CHAIPIONSfllPS, 1881.

One Mile, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
C. E. Liles, 2nd, on a 55in. Humber.

Five Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
25 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.

C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.
C. E. Liles, 3rd, on a 55in. Humber.

50 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.

Tlie 50 miles was done in the remarkable time of 2 hours 50 minutes, beating
record time from 25 miles by 4 minutes 15f seconds in the full distance. The
last quarter in the mile race was run in 36| seconds, by far the fastest quarter
mile on record.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS OF THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES.

All racing men and tourists should possess a Humber Bicycle, which is easier

and swifter than any other make. l)elivery in 10 days from order.

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE,
Upon which was won the 50 Miles Championship, in the splendid time of

4 hours 15 minutes, by G. L. Hillier, Esq. Special features: Speed and ease
in hill mounting. Eeigate Hill was ridden by S. J. Slocombe, Esq., in 13

minutes on this Tricycle, the same distance as the Bicycle trial, maay Bicycles
exceeding that time.

Important Notice.—The Second Annual 50 Miles Tricycle Championship
Race, on June 25th, 1881, was won on the Humber Tricycle by G. L. Hillier,

against twenty other compobitors, the second man being 33 minutes, or about
equal to six miles, behind.



^11 interested in TsBiMM T?.!®!^

Should take the Hew TTJeekly Paper

Every Friday,

2d.

Every Fridai

2d.

EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

Published eiery Friday Morning in London and tlie Provincj
<,

OblRinable o< all IVews AjE;ent»i, Bit-yclf and Tricycle Depots, or of the

Publiiiihers, as at foot.

> » <

The pastime of Tricycling, and the use of the Tricycle as a means oi

progression for the attainment of pleasure and the furtherance of business, has

during the past two years, enormously increased. Tricycle riding provides?

healthy and pleasurable exercise for both old and young; it can be moreovei

taken part in by ladies, who are rapidly availing themselves of it.

In "The Tricyclist," with LACY HILLIER at the editorial helm, the publi<

have one who has, long ere this, fully established his claim to literary reputa

tion in connection with the wheel; whilst HENRY 8TURMEY, the Author o

the well-known "Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Handbook," undertake

to contribute Descriptive Illustrated Articles on the machine and its construe

tion, noting all the most recent improvements.

"The TRICYCLIST" deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly with the spor

the pastime, and the trade of Tricycling; and all interested in, or desirdu

of; information on the subject, will find both pleasure and profit in reading it.

THE TR16Y6LIST,
A Weekly Record of the Ti-ade

and Pa!!itiiue.

Published in London and the Provinces «very Ffid

Morning, price 2d.

Delivered per First Post on Friday Morni
at the following rates:

—

13 Monthly... JOs. «d. I S ITIoulh* ... 'i^. !

6 ,, 5s. 4d.
I
SiugSe Copy

I'UHLIl-HFI) AT THE OFFICE OP THE " TBIE TRICT C«.JTST,"

12, SMITHFOED STEEET, COVENTEY, ENG.

Postal Orders to be made payable to lllffe & Son.

iiiied acd Published b? Iijffe & Son, The Cyclist Office, 12, FmitMord Street, Coven
London: Harry Etherington, 152, Fleet Street E.G.
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H. L. CORTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 35 and 50 Miles'
Amateur Championship Eaces on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's

"iSEOLUS" Ball Baarings, beating record time-

BOWN'S
PATENT

;eolds ball bearings,
FOR

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

ABB

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require
but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most

Durable Bearings yet introduced.

As a proof of their vast superiority, all the priacipal Amateur and
Professional Biqycle Races have been won by the use of these

celebrated Bearings.

Front IVIieel Bearingrs. Back Wheel Bcai'ing:^.

Elevation. Section. Front View with
Cap removed.

Ball Pedals.

Section.

WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER.

N.B.—Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bioyoles and
Stampings in Iron and Steel for same.

Bown's Patent ''.ffiOLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far
the best as regards durability, easy adjustment, for attaining

great speed and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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ILIFFE & STURMEY'S

COMPREHENSIVE TWELVEMONTH
OP

CYCLING LITERATURE.<
HE system of Comprehensive Subscriptions to the numerous

Standard Periodicals on Cycling subjects, published by
Messrs. Iliffe & Sturmey, having proved so satisfactory last

year, the firm have decided to renew the arrangement for

1883. By this system all Cyclists who wish to keep thoroughly posted

on all matters connected with the two pastimes, will, by a Compre-
hensive Subscription of TWO GUINEAS, receive early copies—post
free—of the following books and papers connected with Bicycling

and Tricycling issued by the firm during the year 1883.
Annual Sub.

The Cyclist

The Tricyclist

The Wheelman
The Wheel World
The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual

The Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook
The Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual

Zigzagiana; A Tale upon Tangents. By Gordon
Stables, M.D., R.N

The Cyclist Xmas Number (1883) ; . ...

Covers for The Cyclist

„ „ The Tricyclist

„ The Wheel World (2 vols.)

Thus, the Subscriber of Two Guineas will save 8/- in the year, besides the
cost of postage and the time and trouble incurred in writing for each.

Ameeican, Continental, and other Foeeign Subsceibees will find this system
specially of use, as they will get all the new books as soon after publication as
possible.

All Subsceiptions will expiee Dec. 31st, 1883, and entitle the subscriber

to a copy of each work from the date of subscription until then.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
(For all Countries loithin tlie Postal Union.)

Twelve Montus (lasting from date of subscription until Dec. 31) 42/-

Six Months (taken after June 25 and lasting until Dec. 31) 21/-

( For l7idia, China, Australia, New Zealand, d; Countries outside the Postal Union).
Twelve Months (as above) 50/-

Six Months ,, 25/-

AU Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable to Iliffe & Stuemet,
and addressed to The Cyclist Office, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.

Post Free.
s. d.

6 6

10 6
12

4
1 3

1 4
1 9

3

1 2

2 6

2 6

3 6

£2 10
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HILLMAN,

HERBERT

# iOPER,

'^PREMIER" WORKS, COVENTRY.

14, HOLBORN VIADUCT,
5, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE, lONDOll.

ti»iftFiyii¥ik99P lii

Bicycles # Tricycles.

SEND FOR

€atalog;ue &. TcstimoiiJals.

D.H.F. PREMIER. PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SHIPPERS,

l^" Please say where you saw this.
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CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

— ii^i"' —
" 'I'HK t!YC!liIS'r " AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades' Keview. The

Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and Earliest Information
on all points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6/6.

"THE TKKJYCfilST." Weekly on Friday Mornings—Edited by Lacy Hillieb—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with the Sport, the Pastime, and the Trade.
Price, 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 10/6; 6 months, 5/4; 3 months, 2/8;
Single copy, 2§d.

"THE M'HEEr. M^OISI.,0," Companion Monthly to The Cyclist. The Leading
Magazine. -Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and Illustrations. WeU sent out.
'Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. 25th of each Month. 3d. Monthly,
Annual Subscription, 4/-.

THE "irVOISPEIVSABIiE" Bit VC!I.ISTS' HAIVUBOOIC. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully Illustrated Descriptions and
Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Year. Published Annually in June.
300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. 1/-, by Post 1/4.

THETKIC!Vt!IiI!«iTS"'llVI>ISPENSABI.E" ANNUAL and HANDBOOK,
A guide to the pastime, and complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey
The only reliable book published dealing solely with the Tricycle and Tricycling
Published Annually in March. Fully Illustrated. 1/9 Post Free.

"THE CVCr.lST AN1> WHEEI. ^VOKI.B ANNUAIi." The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information concerning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and Instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published Annually in January. 1/-, by Post 1/3.

"NAUTICJUS IN SCOTI.ANO." An illustrated, descriptive account of a Tour on
a Tricycle of 2,462 miles in Scotland, including Skye and the West Coast, forming an
accurate Guide to Scotland, its Eoads and Scenery, and an interesting, instructive and
amusing narrative. 30 illustrations. 200 pages. Cloth gilt, demy 8vo. Price 4/6., by
post, 5/-.

" ZICrZAOIANA ," a Tale upon Tangents ; or the Adventures, humorous and other-
wise, of three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory. By Gordon Stables, M.D., R.N.
Illustrated. Is now appearing in The Trioyclist. Will be issued complete in July.

THE COMPliETE "«UII>E TO BIt!V'€;i.IN«," Or How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey. No possessor of a Bicycle should be without, this work.
Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

"PKINCIPIiES OF TBAININO" for Aiiiatciir Atlileles, With Special
Regard to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis (Amateur Champion at all Distances, 1880,

and holder of nearly aU the Records). Price 1/-, by Post, 1/2.

"THE CVCI.IST XITIAS NUMBER " for 18S3. Printed in gold and colours.
Tales, Humorous Sketches and Verses of all descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and
other Illustrations, and DouBtB Illustrated Supplement. Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

REPRINTS FROM THE TRICYCLIST.
I. "THE 'HUiYSBEB ' TRICVCI^E ami How to Ride it." By Lacy HUlier

and He;ary Sturmey. Id., by post, lid.

II. "THE' COVENTRY ROTARVTBICYCr.E and How to Ride it." By
Lacy HiUier and Henry Sturmey. Id., by post, l^d.

III. "THE 'CHAliI.ENOE' No. 1 TBICVCI.E and How to Ride it.'*

WiU be ready ia January, and others to complete the series will follow in due course
All are illustrated.

IJjIFFE & SON, Printers and Engravers, Coventry, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, printing of all descrip-
tions; Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.
Estimates on application.

" THE AVHEEliMAN." The First and only American Monthly Cycling Magazine.
80 pages, large size. Finely Illustrated. Excellently printed. Full of wit and humour
First of each month. Is. post free. Annual subscription, 10/6.

Sole British Publishers, Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry,

\ tT^'V
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''The Cyclist" Printing Works.

ILIFFE & SON

P
AND

RS.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LANE,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS h7s hobby HORSE

;

A Tricycle Tour of 1,428 miles through England. By the

Author of " Nauticus in Scotland."

Of all Bicycle end News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON
152, Fleet Street, E.G.
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NO CYCLIST
SHOULD BE WITHOUT A PAIR OF THE NEW

AMERICAN HANDY HOOKS,
Whi-ch are vastly im'proved instruments for holding the trousers

close to the leg during muddy weather, and keeping them out

of the wheel.

Handsome in appearance. Plated and cannot come unfastened.

5i>. PER PAIR,
Special Terms to the Trade on taking Quantities.

SAMPLE PAIR POST FREE 6 STAMPS.

(( THE CYCLIST" OFFICE, COVENTRY.

TH
a jj

LE

H. J. PAUSEY, University Bicycle Works,

BEDFORD ROAD, CtAPHAM, S.IV.

Three Minutes' W^alk from Clapham-road Railwai^ Station.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY PURCHASED

THE -f "INDISPENSABLE"

FOR 1§S2,

GET IT AT ONCE.

Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/4.

FROM ILIFFE & SON, PUBLISHERS, COVENTRY,

And of all Booksellers, Newsvendors, and Cycle Depots.

c«**«««*«««««***«

AMERICANS NOTE!

A Ep§U Ammkm Eiltim
Has been prepared this year for the first time, con-

taining full details of all American novelties, American-

^^^^^ built machines, and machines built expressly for the

^^^^^ American market, and sundry notes on the state of

trade in the States, in addition to the irformation

given in the ordinary issue.

PRICE 50 CENTS. BY POST, 55 CENTS.

To be had only of our Sole American Agents (or their appointed Agents)

The OVERMAN WHEEL Co.,

GOURANT BUILDINGS, HARTFORD, GONN., U.S.A.
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THE

NO. I "VIADUCT,"
44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

£7 Vs. Od.
SPECIFICATIONS.
Stanley or Humber head and
neck ; handle bar, 22 or 24
inches wide, with ebony or rose-

wood handles ; best Lowmoor
iron forks ; large flanged hubs,

with from 50 to 60 direct spokes

or nuts and nipples ; case-

hardened, parallel or coned

bearing ; best lap-welded back-

bone ; spoon brake ; U or V
steel rims ; rubber or rat-trap

pedals ; hogskin saddle ; solid

leather pocket
;
patent wrench ;

oil can and bell. Painted in

two colours. If with single or

double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

On Wicksteed's Patent Double-

purpose Stand.

Reduced Price of Stand, 4/6

For the superiority of our Manufacture we were awarded the

PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1879, also

MELBOURNE, 1881.

TRICYCLES from 12 Guineas.
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Original and Largest Makers in the World of all Parts,

Fittings, and Sundries for either Riders orMakers.

SEND FOR OUR NEltV II.I.USTRATED -PRICE EIST.

AS SMITH k SONS,
Biriningliani, Coventry, Leicester, Bolton and Manchester.

LONDON BRANCH--61, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.
ESTABLISHED 1848.
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country.

.^X^Xji

iWHEELMEN
Should Subscribe to

AND BICYCLING AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Blatters.

EDITED BY

Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"
"Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., &c.,

AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual."

All BICYCLING & TRICYCLING News and Gossip in carefully

condensed paragraphs.
Full and original REPORTS of all RACES and important Cycling

events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c., &c.

Coventry : II.IFFE & SOIV, 12, Smithford Street.
London: HARRY £TlI£!l£lNC}TO]V, 153, Fleet Street.

" THE CYCLIST," ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
aad Bicycle Dep6ts, or delivered FIRST iPOST on Wednesday at the
following rates :—12 months, 6/6 ; 6 Months, 3/3; 3 Months, 1/8 ; Single

Copy, IJd,
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LOOK HERE !!

A FIRST-CLASS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

5, STEELH0U8E LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

The cheapest Machine is not that which can be sold at the lowest price,,

but a thoroughly well-built sound Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

You will make a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Full

Particulars to tl,e above addnss.

SPECIALITY :

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

TROUSER •^ FASTENERS
Enable Bicyclists and Tricycli&ts to ride in Trousers in all weathei s without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in

,
a

second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the

fastener across so as to hold it in position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONE PENNY KACHx
THE MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OP THE YEAB.

To be obtained of aSl Agents tliroug^hout the KJng^dom;
or Wholesale from '"Tlie Cyclist" Office, Coventry.

Sample Paer, Post Free, Three Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OF ENGLAND & WALES.
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) Roads in England,
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
names. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for
Cyclists. By CHAKLhS HOWARD. Red cloth, limp

;
price 5/..

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G..
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THE
—

—

CoYentry Machinists' Co., Ld.,

MAKERS & INVENTORS OF

The Perfect Roadster

THE SPECIAL CLDB.

WITH PATENT

SUSPENSION SPRING.

HOLLOW FELLOES.

DUST-PKOOF

BALL BEARINGS.

OVAL BACKBONE.

THE

c
L

U
B

The Popular Tricycle

THE CBEYLESMORE.

DOUBLE DRIVER.

HOLLOWJ^ELLOES.

BALL HEARINGS.

DOUBLE BRAKE.

HIGHEST FINISH.

BICYCLES * TRICYCLES.
LISTS ON APPLICATION.

-WOXS.XS.S : CO^V'ElM^TI^.lSr.

Branches:

LONDON: IS, Holborn Viaduct.

MANCHESTER: 9, Victoria Buildings.

BIRMINGHAM : 77. Colmore Row.
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GOOD THINGS!!
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100 PAGES. 60 ILLUSTRATIONS.
PRICE ONE SHILLNG, BY POST, 1/2.

^l^THE INDISPENSABLE BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK.^1^
By Henry Sturmey.
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NOW READY. Price, 1/- Post Free, 1/4
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FOR
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THREE versus TWO.

HEIST the question of the " marriage" of the Bicycle

Union and the Tricycle Association was first mooted, one
of the weekly wheel press, viz., The Cyclist, pointed out

clearly in a leading article that the step was one which
was not likely to result in happiness. Having done this, which
was its dutj'', and the truth of which warning has now been

forcibly brought home to every reading wheelman, our weekly
contemporary did no more, for it. is obviously the duty of the

press to take no more active part in wheel politics than to point

out the right way, leaving it to those who choose to do so to take

the broad path which leads to discomfiture. It was at the time

clearly pointed out that the interests of bicyclists and tricyclists

had little in common, and events have proved the truth of this to

the very letter. We need not recapitulate the points which. led

to" the view which our contemporary took at the period stated,

but it is obvious that the three and two-wheeled machines, and
the class of rider using each, differ equally as much ; the match,

indeed, might almost have been called as untoward an event as

the union of May and December. After the amalgamation, it

soon became apparent that those numerous bicyclists who air

their eloquence at B.U. meetings were prepared to have a tilt at

everything held sacred by tricyclists ; though, lo do justice to

some of these firebrands of debate, they had in the first instance

staunchly opposed the union of the two bodies. It does not

require any actual vote, or any precise deed, to prove the existence

of an antagonistic feeling, but there was that about the B.U. pro-

ceedings which conveyed the idea to the few tricyclists on its

Executive that they would have to play a very small part indeed

in the great wheel drama, and indeed that aU their pet theories

would have to give way to the f' bicycle boys," Avho held the

majority of the votes. The Tricycle Association had been formed
principally to promote an annual gathering of three-wheelmen

in the spring of each year, and to construct the holding of a

Road Ride annually, to test the relative merits of different tri-

cycles over an ordinary give and take highway. To both of these
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ideas—though, one at least might have been taken up without any-

breaking of that high legal moral tone which pervades the-

Union—a deaf ear was turned. What, then, was there to do with
regard to tricycles ? Practically nothing ! Tricyclists were not

bound by bye-laws, nor were they hampered by the manifest dis-

advantages which must ever attend the use of bicycles in Parks
or crowded thoroughfares, viz., the inability to stop, and the fre-

quency of falls by riders who under such circumstances lose their

nerve and power of dismounting. As a sort of sop, a path cham-
pionship was arranged, and although two or three good heats were
seen there were a number of weary "walks over," arid the bond fide
tricyclists were not in it against the bicyclists, who carried all

befoie them, and may be said to have had all the benefits of the

B.U. path championship of 1882. Tricyclists, however, are not

such a downtrodden race as to suffer an unfortunate alliance to

damp their ardour, and those clubs which may very fairly be

classed as hond fide three-wheel clubs, i.e., composed of men who
know not, and seek not to know, the two-wheel art, took steps to

establish an Association which—not necessarily antagonistically^

'should take up those ideas dear to the tricydisc's heart, but which
the united IJnion practically pooh-poohed. One would have
thought that such independent action would have at least merited

that amount of fair play which it is the Englishmen's boast

—

boast only, alas !—is always to be found in their circles. This

has not, however, been the case. Instead of leaving the tri-

cyclists to carry out their own wishes in their own way, it seems tO'

have been the delight and joy pf some riders to move heaven and
earth to annoy the promoters and upset their schemes. Bogus tri-

cycle clubs have, it is said, been formed for the purpose of securing

votes ; London riders have been pressed to become representa-

tives of country clubs, which at best can have but a sentimental

interest in monster meets and road rides held in the environs of

London. Talk has been made of packed meetings, but the con-

templative mind must have wondered , which was the most com-
plete form of packing : To select the hond fide tricycle clubs and
exclude others, or to come down with a crowd of . men repre-

senting hybrid clubs, steeped in bicycling sympathies, and un-

attached riders. The answer is so obvious that we refrain from
giving it. We express here no opinion as to whether the pro-

gramme of the new T.A. is a good one or not, because that is not

the subject before us ; biit we do hold that if it -pleases a certain

number of riders to act in a particular way, it is anj'-thing but

creditable that others not of their way of thinking should

attempt to combat them bj^ a " cowp d'etatj" or in any other way
than by fair and wholesome argument.
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HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.
" Shouldn't think the ' Wheel World' was wagging at all this

month ; seems to be simply stagnant !"—So said a wheelman who
was looking over my desk as I penned the above heading, and
doubtless many will endorse his opinion. Many, but not all. For-

tunately for this magazine, its scope is cosmopolitan, not metropol-

itan, and while the hub of the " Wheel World" is almost at rest, the

periphery is quite lively. In Australia, for instance, our cousins are

enjoying the height of the season ; and some very laige shipments
of cycles are being hurriedly made to the Antipodes ; while in " the

States," where climatic influences nearer approximate to our own,
the racing season has just commenced, contests taking place on
boards in vast halls, instead of on open tracks. Chaos threatens to

reign, however, in the land of the stars and stripes, in consequence
of the League of American Wheelmen having abolished the clause

in the amateur definition, which disqualified men who teach

bicycle riding. One prominent advocate of this retrograde step is

reported to have said that he understood that the Bicycle Union was
" on its last legs "—an assertion about as far from the truth as the
companion-statement that the Bicycle Touring Club definition of an
amateur would admit teachers. The sequel to this is, as might have
been expected, that the L.A.W. is rapidly breaking up, and literally

" on its last legs," the mammoth, unwieldly institution being now
forsaken by its best men, who are forming more manageable Leagues
of Wheelmen in the separate states.

Some appropriate officers, too, these leagues have. Bur-bank is

the treasurer of the League of Essex County Wheelmen, the presi-

dent of which is a Currier—of favour ? I understand, however, that

there is no truth in the report that the members constituting the

League of Ohio Wheelmen are bound, by the rules, to obtain their

bicycles on credit.

At home, mud has been the prevailing topic of conversation, its

ubiquity and density being something phenomenal. As a result,

nobody but a handful of enthusiasts has been abroad, and there is

next to nothing to chronicle.

Sir T. Lawrence having asked in the House of Commons whether
bicycles and tricycles would be accorded the same privilege as cabs
of passing through Richmond Park, the first commissioner of works
gave as a reason for a negative reply, that " he believed a consid-

erable number of people objected to these machines." Sauce for the

goose being sauce for the gander, it is to be hoped, that a similar

objection will be made the next time anybody wants to bring in a
tramway-extension bill. A considerable number of people certainly

do object to these tramways.

A public meeting of delegates from tricycling clubs has condemned
the road race for the championship, and passed a vote of confidence

in the Bicycle Uuion ; and a private meeting of eleven members
from four tricycle plubs has formed a Tricycle Union to carry on

'
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the road race. Such is, in brief, the outcome of the most peculiar

agitation which has ever occurred in cycling circles, an "agitation

which is apparently carried on by a mere handful of officious officials

of tricycle clubs, who have discovered that they are much older and
much better than everybody else, and so want to govern the tric}'-

cling world without the tricycling world being consulted.

Meantime the Bicycle Union is so busily employed with bicycling

questions that it is a mercy there is no three-wheel business to be

attended to for the time being ; otherwise the Council would have to

meet monthly instead of quarterly. Absit Omen.

Eighteen-hundredand eighty-two is amongst the limbo of pastyears.

On the whole it has been a decidedly successful year, both from a

rider's and maker's point of view. Except as regards new machines,
there is less and less opportunity for the journalist to write about

the sport, everything of " stock " interest having been threshed out,

cut, and dried long ago, and almost every move of the clubs being

but repetitions of former deeds. It is therefore so much the more
devoutly to be wished that more men would join the ranks and infuse

a more constant stream of novelty and variety into our literature.

Some of the " old bosses " can still hold their own in the beaten

track, but new men are wanted to create a comparison to the works
of the old ones ; and nobody is more sincere in wishing for fresh

pens to tackle wheel subjects than he who, according to a pub-

lished assertion, has alternately blamed and damned with faint

praise any subject which came under his notice, under one and all

of his pseudonyms, including that of

"Axis."

THE MERITS OF IT.

The scene is a sculptors studio. Busts, plaster casts, and tools are

scattered about, together with drapery, bits of antique works, blue

china, and other objects of art. In the centre of the room stands

a colossal statue, entitled " Tlie Spirit of the Age,'' representing a
youth and a maiden riding upon a sociable tricycle. Tlie sculptor

himself, Phidias Girdle, is reclining gracefully in an arm-chair,
and regarding the master-piece with evident satisfaction.

Phidias : At length it is finished I The great work, which is to

bring me fame and fortune, so that my name will be handed down
to posterit}^ as the greatest of sculptors, is accomplished ! In re-

mote ages, wheelmen and wheelwomen will sing the praises of
Phidias Girdle, who fashioned a lump of cold and ordinary marble
until it finally embodied the mighty cj'cle-spirit of the age, and
almost seemed to breathe ! See how the ardent youth with one
arm steers the prancing tricycle, and with the other encircles the

waist of the meditative maiden, while he talks of the joys of cycling,

and whispers words of love at the same moment ! Truly it is a
picture that would rejoice the hearts of the gods, and I may well be
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proud of it. The ancient Greek, whose name I bear, a very second-

rate carver, would gasp in wonderment could he but see it. But
what is fame to me, unless with it comes love—gentle love ! ' Ever
since the day when fair Angelina first came to my studio, my heart

has been perpetually on the boil and bubble, and will burst ere long,

unless she consents to be mine, and share my future glory. (He
throws himself at the foot of the statue.) Angelina, my soul's

delight, cor cordiiun, do not spurn me, or I die ! [He rises'.) It is

certainly a very fair likeness. What a fool I was to ask young
Medlicott to sit for the male figure. It cannot be that I am jealous

of him, surely, yet I am half afraid that he, too, loves the fair

Angelina. Perish the hideous thought ! [He pacers tip and down
the room thoughtfully .) It is rather a pity that I have done so little

of the work myself, but detection is impossible, for I have taken

every precaution that mortal man could think of. Yet I have done
something, too, for did I not put the buttons on the uniforms, and
shape those glorious gauntlets ? I think, also, that I did part of
the feather in Angelina's hat, but I am not quite certain, so will not
claim it as mine own, for I am truthful to a fault when I am alone

;

before the world one has to be less particular, in order to gain com-
missions. But soft ! someone dra.vS near.

[Enter Angelina Parsley, clad in a charming uniform.)
Ang. : Good morning, Mr. Girdle. I thought I would come

round to see if you wanted me to sit once more before the statue

goes to the academy. Do you ?

Phid. : Good morning. Perhaps a few more touches would im-
prove it, so if you will kindly take up your position I will add them.
[Angelina poses on platform^ while Phidias takes up tools ajid

pretends to work on statue.)

Ang. : You must be very clever, Mr. Girdle, to be able to carve a
great thing like that all by yourself ? I cannot understand how ever
you do it.

Phid. : It is the result of hard work for many years, during which
time I lived alone for my art. Genius, my dear Miss Parsley, will

overcome all difficulties.

Ang. : Oh ! you are a genius, are you ?

Phid.: Yes, I am a genius, and a rising one. I calculate, after

much careful consideration, that I shall go on rising for many years,

until with exalted head I strike the stars. Within this manly breast
or manly brain— I am not quite sure where the article dwells—is the
biggest thing in genius that the world has ever seen. I am the
geniusest man living, and if I were not cursed with a too dreadful
modesty, I would tell you more about it.

Ang. : It seems a pity that you are so modest, does it not ? It

is not easy to get on in the world without plenty of assurance.
Phid. : Do not be fearful for me. I shall get on in the world,

never fear ! True merit is always recognized, if only you take care
,to place it where it can be seen and talked about. But I am talking
about myself, when I want to talk about something much better.
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Ang. : What can be better than genius, I wonder ?

Phid. : You. I may as well be plain. Of course, by that remark
you will understand that I mean plain in language ; my worst enemy
could not accuse me of being plain in features. I love you, and love

you madly. Ever since you first honoured my lowly palace of art

with your divine presence, I have held you enshrined in my heart.

Do not bid me pluck that image out, or I shall surely pine away,
and eventually curl up and die. Conseilt, fair Angelina, to share
my genius, spelt with a capital letter, and my future glory, and make
me happy ! Say " Yes," my heart's adoration, light of my eyes,

and all other nice things in superlative degrees, and for ever raise

your humble slave to a dizzy height of happiness. (During this

speech he has thrown liimself into a variety of charming attitudes.)

Ang. : You take me by surprise, Mr. Girdle, and I know not what
to say. I did not expect this, and your kind offer of your hand and
heart, with all fixtures, such as genius included, has overwhelmed
me. I have it in my poor heart to take with pleasure such a great

gift, but before I do so, I must ask you one question—rather, I

should say, two questions.

Phid. : Ask what you will, my merle-voiced maiden, with eyes of

sea-water green, and I will answer faithfully.

Ang. : First, then, can you ride a bicycle ?

Phid. : Alas ! I cannot. Ever since my childhood's days I have
unconsciously lived in one long attitude of grace, and I shudder at

the bare idea of mounting on one of those fearful wheels, whereon
man turns into a grinning ape. I could not relinquish the curve of

beauty which my calves possess without losing all joy in life.

Ang. : Not for my sake ?

Phid.: For your sake I would strive to offer up myself at the

altar of the whirling wheel, but the struggle would be severe.

Ang. : Secondly, can you guide a double tricycle ?

Phid. : No, lady, I cannot. The same objection is there, although

3'our fair presence at my side would cause me to think less of the

grotesqueness of my appearance. Still, the facial distortions I

should have to undergo would be ever displeasing to me ; and in a

state of perspiration, after a long hill, I should surely die.

Ang. : Alas ! unless you can do these two things, I can never

consent to wed you. The perfect man is one who ca:n ride on

wheels like an Apollo, and him only could I love ! All other

qualities—even genius spelt with a capital letter— I value as nothing,

unless he possesses this one. Think this over, and see if you can-

not change your ideas—mistaken, I am sure—about the curve of

beauty. Your avowal has somewhat upset me. Could you get me
a glass of water ?

{Phidias Girdle goes out for this purpose, and as he does so Vere

Lowden rises through a trap-door in the floor. He is a sculptor's

ghost.)

Ang. {with mild surprise) : Who are you ?

Vere {falling on one knee) : Lady, I am an unhappy creature. I

am a sculptor's ghost. I have gazed on your fair face for many an
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hour through yonder keyhole [pointing to door), and after your de-

parture it has been my custom to carve my impressions of you in

the cold marble.

Ang. : What ! Are you, too, making a statue of me ? Where
is it ? Why don't you show it me ?

Verb [pointing to statue) : Behold it !

Ang. : I don't understand. You did not do that. Mr. Girdle did

it. I've seen him work on it with my own eyes.

Verb : You have been imposed upon. / am the author of that

statue. I alone made the design for it, and carried it out. I have
worked on it secretly for many hours ; by reference to my diary I

could give you the exact number. I alone have invested it with

what artistic merit it possesses. I, unaided, have put the soul into

it, and made the marble live. Girdle has only pretended to work on
it in your presence, and I have generally had to undo what little he
has done. You know, I am his ghost. I do the work, while he gets

the commissions, and pockets most of the money ; and so the busy
world runs on. When visitors are heard upon the stairs, I descend
through this trap-door, and he takes my place. I am wicked to do
so, I know, but bread and cheese is bread and cheese, and I must
live. I should not have betrayed Girdle or myself, if I did not love

you so madly ; that I cannot keep silence for another day. Do not

start, fair gentlewoman ! My heart is yours for ever and a day.

Ang. : How nice of 3^ou ! But I must ask 3'ou a question. Can
you ride a bicycle, and steer a double tricycle ?

Verb : Just a few ! Some years ago I was amateur champion, a

B.T.C. chief consul, on the Council of the Union, editor of three

wheel papers, the originator of a Union for riders of boneshakers,
and another for riders with titles and degrees ; the first tourist in the

world, kept five bicycles, three tricycles, and two sociables, and, in

fact, was the wheelman of the day.

Ang. : My heart beats with rapture !' Surely you must be the

perfect man ?

Verb : I am, indeed I am. [Noise heard without.) But I hear
a visitor on the stairs, so I must away. I will return anon, when
the coast is clear, and continue my entreaties for your hand. Sans
adieu !

[He descends through trap-door. When it has closed above him
Jack Medlicott enters, dressed in full club costume.)

Jack : Hallo, Angelina, this is indeed a pleasure ! I did not
know that you were going to " sit" this morning. I thought I

would just run in and have a look at the statue before they packed it

up. But you seem all alone. Where the dickens is the graceful

Phidias. I do not altogether like our sculptor.

Ang. : I asked him to fetch me a glass of water, but he has been a

long while gone.. Oh ! Jack, I have heard such things to day !

Jack : Have you now ? But before you tell me, I want to ask you
something. My sociable is at the door, will you come for a ride ?

Ang. : Yes, yes, yes ; but. Jack, guess what I have had offered me
just before you came ?
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Jack : I give it up.

Ang. : Mr. Phidias Girdle has asked me to accept his hand, his

heart, and a share of his genius. What do you say to that ?

Jack : The confounded puppy ! I'll punch his curly head for him
when I get hold of him. Of course you sent him^ packing.

Ang. : I am not so sure about that. But something more wonder-
ful has happened than that. A person who said he was a sculptor's

ghost suddenly came up through that trap-door, and also offered me
his hand and heart. He said that he had done our statue, and that

Phidias has only pretended to work on it. In reality it seems that

he—the ghost—has " invested it with whatever artistic merit it

possesses." He also says that he does all the work, while Girdle

gets the commissions ; and best of all, Jack, the ghost is a mighty
wheelman.

Jack [wliistling) : I always thought Phidias was rather a fishy sort

of card, I see it all now. But what was that you said about the

ghost and hands and hearts ? Of course you boxed his ears ?

Ang.: Of course I did nothing of the kind. I am. thinking

seriously about his proposal, for not only can he bicycle like an
Apollo, but he can " sculp " like—like—anything.

Jack : You must be joking, Angelina. You know well that I love

you, although I never make pretty speeches, and I have thought
that you cared for me a little. My hand and heart, such as they are,

are yours, whenever you will stoop to take them.
Ang. : What a lot of hands and hearts there are for disposal this

morning. What a pity it is that I cannot take them all

!

Jack: This is no time for joking, Angelina. Do not trifle with me,
but tell me whether we are to double-tricycle through life side by
side, or whether you are going to throw me over and accept this

curly-haired, stupid, idiotic, conceited, and altogether brainless

Girdle. But perhaps you will take the ghost.

AN9. : You seem to be very cross, Jacko. Surely I may do as I

like without you scolding me ?

Jack : Of course you can. I see I was mistaken in you. Well,
I'm off, so good-bye.

Ang. [ricnuiiig after him) : Jack, I didn't meaii what I said.

Don't go. I hate

{Enter Vcre Lowden suddenly through trap-door.)

Vere : I cannot remain down there any longer. - I am just dying
of love. Hallo ! Medlicott, I thought you'd gone.

Jack : Why, it's Vere Lowden ! What on earth brings you here ?

Are you having a statue made by Girdle or his ghost ?

Ang. : This gentleman is the ghost itself.

Jack : The deuce he is !
,

[Phidias Girdle enters with glass of water.)

Phid. : I am sorry I have been so long. Miss Parsley, but the fact

is they have cut off the water supply on account of non-payment of

rates (my landlady's fault), and there was nothing milder than
brandy in the house, so I had to send out for some. Good morning,
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Medlicott. Good heavens, Lowden ! What on earth are you doing

here ?

Verb : You are too late, impostor ! Your crimes have been
divulged by ine. The fair Angelina knows by what hand the statue

was carved.

Phid. : Traitor ! It is all false, Angelina. I don't know what he
has told you, but it is all false. I really did do a great deal of that

statue. Look at those buttons ! Cast your eye over that feather !

Genius in every curl of it. My work, Angelina ; all mine. Lowden,
you can go. I shall not require 3^our services any longer. I will get

some one else to sweep out the studio in your place. He is a mere
servant, I assure you, Angelina.
Verb : I will not go. I offered this lady my hand and heart, and

she has accepted them.
Phid. : What ! You lie, sir. / have offered Miss Parsley my

hand and heart, and my genius spelt with a capital letter, and she
has accepted them.

Jack : Gently, my brave boys, gently ! You are both very much
mistaken. My hand and heart have been given months ago to

Angelina, and she has been pleased to call them hers.

Ang. : Perhaps I may be' allowed to have a voice in the matter,

since I am more concerned therein than anyone else. Mr. Girdle,

you were kind enough to put your young affections at my disposal,

and I was highly honoured ; but, in answer to a question of mine,
you declared your hatred of wheeling, did you not ?

Phid. : I did ; but I might grow to pretend to like it if you will

give me time.

Ang.': I do not think you ever could. Besides the genius which
modesty prevented you from enlarging upon does not seem very
great, since the revelations of your ghost.

Phid. : Indeed it is ; it really is ! He is a lying scoundrel. Say
you will be mine or I shall shoot myself.

Ang. : I cannot—that is your answer; and I am sure you will do
nothing so stupid. Now for you, Mr. Ghost. From your descrip-

,

tion of yourself

Verb : Every word of which was true.

Ang. : Don't interrupt. From your description of yourself you
are a very great wheelman—much greater than Jack—and, therefore,

I feel somewhat drawn towards you. Besides, if it is true that you
do all the work which Mr. Girdle calls his, you are a great sculptor

also. Did you really carve the statue ?

Verb : Every line of that beautiful face was cut by this hand.
Everything else in this room was done by me. Why, I could do
you a hundred heads of beautiful girls in a year !

Ang. : As beautiful as mine and me ?

Verb : Quite as beautiful. I'm very clever, don't you know.
Ang. : That settles it ! If you think that anything else in the

wide world can be as beautiful as I am, or my statue is, you cannot
truly love me. But I know Jack does, although he can't carve, and
cannot get commissions. Take me. Jack, if you care to have me !
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Jack : You're an angel. Girdle, you are a humbug. As for you,

Vere Lowden, I know you well. You may be able to carve, or you
may not, but everyone who takes an interest in bicycling, knows you
are an impostor. You never won a championship. You never did

anything but talk and write, and then nothing but twaddle.
Phid. : My dream is over 1

Vere : So is mine !

Phid, : You will not betray us ? Keep the secret of the ghost, or

I shall be ruined.

Jack : All right, but I think you had better talk it over -with

Lowden, -and make some better arrangement; something a little

more on the square, you know.
Phid. : I will. I have been a child of sin, but I have sinned

gracefully. It shall not occur in the future more often than I can
help. With my genius I shall triumph.
Vere : You mean with mine.

Jack : Come, Angelina, let,us go for our ride.

Ang. : {Laughing.) Good bye, fond and foolish ones !

Phid. : But what shall I do with the statue ?

Jack : What you will. Send it to the academy, as you intended,

or give it to me ; or eat it, if you prefer that method. I don't care

two pice.

(jfack and Angelina go away. Phidias and Vere talk it over, and
when they have finished their conversation, the studio is not in very

neat order. Many busts and casts are broken, and the ftirniture is

strangely mixed up. The great statue, the " Spirit of the Age," has
most of its artistic merit knocked oif, and will have to be reinvested.)

" Bab Yardley."

> • <
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LAMENT OF AN ANCIENT CYCLIST.

As long as Time in silence wends its way,

Bringing a fresh invention with each day,
The new must come, the old must pass away.

• »••«*
And yet how curious that this change of things

A corresponding change of men and manners brings
Apparently, whilst other things improve.
Our men and manners do a backward move.
The cyclist now, what change in him appears
Tremendous transformation in a dozen years !

Alas ! that I should ever live to see.

The victory of pride the flight of modesty.
Then pride again, when beaten in the race,

To self-esteem give up the premier place.

Such is the case, O, that it were not so.

And that the cyclist had not fall'n so low.
* » * * « *

A dozen years ago we rode for sport alone,

A pleasant run did for all work atone :

Spinning along the country roads in glee.

As healthy lads as one could wish to see

;

And not with envy but with joy we did behold
Our comrades' prowess, achievements of the bold.

Then honour only was the victor's meed.
To win that prize was victory indeed

;

We rode to see, not to afford a sight

;

' These were the days of " sweetness and of light." •******
But they are now quite hopelessly behind,
O'ertaken, pass'd, and beaten by man's mind.
For, by the order of an unbending fate.

Machines improve but men deteriorate
;

And now behold ! this sudden change has left

A class of men of decency bereft.******
Ah, watch the careless ease, accomplished grace.

And great importance stamped now on their face.

Unstinted self-assertion now imbues the mind,
To other's merits how serenely blind

!

Each in his own heart cleverer than the rest,

With every power and wit and talent blest.

Observe the white kid gloves, what faultless fit

!

The rigid, stern demeanour as they sit.

And with a supercilious stare are pleased to note
The admiration of the gold-laced coat.

The cries of awe, bewilderment, surprise,

From natives who can scarce believe their eyes.

Such comely calves, such splendid shapes are there
(In which the artificial has the biggest share)
That e'en spectatoi's gasp, when they behold
And wonder how a man can be so bold
In showing stockings stuffed with rags and bone.
And e'en the rags such company might disown.
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But why proceed, why subject to review
The present—the past we can't renew.
When charity doth will then all men must obey,
And charity commands we wait the later day
When good and evil in one scale are tried,

And happiness depends upon the heavier side.******
Just fancy now that dreadful day is here
The cyclist sits, depressed with awe and fear.

While thunder roars and lightning streaks the sky
Without the power to move, the will to fly.

The summons comes, he finds himself alone
Before the Judge's bright and dazzling throne.
'Mid solemn silence all his faults are told

—

The meanest peccadilloes of his life-unroU'd

—

And then the Judge in voice of thunder spoke :

" Our ire, O mortal, why wilt thou provoke
;

Tis now in vain thy penitence to show.
It' but remains my sentence to bestow ;

Yet one more chance is given thee, here to plead,

Why from pld Satan's grasp thou should'st be freed,

Hast aught to say why sentence be deferr'd ?

If so, proceed, thou shalt be fully heard."
Enco.uraged thus the trembling cyclist rose,

Besolved to baffle his satanic foes ;

Hope gave him strength, he conquer'd all his fears.

And tried to balance all these bad ai;rears.

Alas, 'twas vain ! full plain the Judge's face

Shows him how hopeless is the wished for grace

;

But still he urged, " Most mighty Judge, I'm proud
Since I'm superior to the vulgar crowd :

For each man should,—whatever way he can,

—

Both entertain and please his fellow man
;

And cyclists now, how wonderful to tell !
'

In both the arts were destined to excel.

For who can view, and yet restrain his mirth,
That funny creatures of our little earth.

Whose lot it is to strut about the town
And pass his comrades with a formal frown,
As if, forsooth, their person taints the air,

Which honoured is by such a presence rare.

The smiles that greet him are his own by right
He cannot view them in a truthful Hght.
But look behind and then what does he see?
Himself the object of their mimicry.
For now my mind is ope'd tis plain that then
I served but as the butt and " mug" of men.
And since in life so useful I have been,

I hope, by this, my other faults to screen."

I draw the veil^the cyclist's fate is clear.

And never more, cold weather will he fear.

"Ancienj? Cyclist."

-H|c3|e^-
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The Stanhop2 Bicycle, and North London Tricycling, appear to be
the only Metropolitan clubs possessing a sufficient degree of vitality

to keep up their runs, irrespective of the state of the roads and weather.

In the provinces, the Liverpool T.C. keep the wheel rolling on the
road, while the Truro Cycling Club go in for gymnastics and trick-ridino-

in a large hall, once a week.

Eastbourne scored a " dining success," 120 attending the combined
annual dinner, of the bicycle and tricycle clubs.

A fancy-dress ball has been held b}' the Port of Portsmouth, and
another is contemplated by the City of London.

Amongst the clubs which have held successful dances lately, are
the Sun, Diamond, Leinster and Beaufort. In fact, these assemblies
are so general now, as to attract only a passing notice, except when
any feature of unusual interest occurs.

" Ladies' socials," inaugurated by the North London T.C, have
been held with gratifj'ing success by the Newcastle T.C, Hammer-
smith B.C., South London T.C, and others.

The Sutton black silk cricket-cap—a modification of the popular
jOckey-cap—has been adopted by the Queen's.

The Belsize and Huddlestone T.C.'s, which were informally at

work for some time, have been formally set on their legs in North-
Western London.

A very clever conjurer is in the ranks of the Invincible, and has
given his services gratuitously at many club gatherings recently.

The " Fulham Bicycle Tourists" is the name of a new club.

Another club sociable has been purchased by the City of London
B.C., whose divisional system is working well.

The Stationers' School Old Boys, and City of London School Old
Boys' clubs have appropriately dined together.

The Canonbury prize for the best tour, has been won by Mr. Jan
Bos, who toured on a tricycle among the Dykes of Holland,
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OTTINCIS FROM TOE
MERALD TSLE

During the month of November the rainfall was 3"630, being an
increase of 1*620 on the corresponding month of last year. " Think
o' that."

Not a few cyclers are amongst the numbers who have during the

past twelve months emigrated, and, judging from what I am con-

stantly hearing, the next six months will witness many more going

to seek fresh fields and pastures new. Bye-the-bye, W. M. Wood-
side, the ten and fifty miler, has gone back to America.
The fourth annual dinner of the Eglinton B.C. was held with the

usual success on the 30th November, in the Hammam Hotel. The
following were the toasts proposed :

—" Prosperity to Ireland,"
" The Eglinton B.C.," " Officers and Committee," " Bicycling in

Ireland," " The Visitors," " The Ladies," and "The Press." A
very effective musical programme was gone through by the fol-

lowing :—Messrs. Corcoran (2), Coffey, Sinclair, Mellor (2), Reid,

Magee, O'Connor, Hill, Hinchy, and Hart.

The Leinster B.C. are to be congratulated on the very great

success which attended the first annual supper and ball, that

came off on the 31st November, at Fairview, Clontarf. Quite a

large number were present—probably about 80 or go—and the

rooms were profusely decorated. The club, but more especially

the committee, may well be proud of the success which has at-

tended their first undertaking. I hear that it is the intention of

the committee to hold a race meeting next season, and, if it is

carried out with the same energy as the ball was, its success is

ensured.

To the Leinster must the credit be given for setting the ball

rolling in this direction in Dublin ; evidently following the example,

the Eglinton announce that instead of a dinner next 3^ear they will

have a supper and ball.

A very noticeable feature in events of this kind in Dublin is

that a club has to depend entirely on its own resources for success.

Instead of members of other clubs supporting them by their

presence, they hold aloof, and say.. " Oh, they didn't come to

ours," &c. Of course a beginning must be made, and the sooner

the better.
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I heard a debate a short time ago about the best way to dis-

tinguish a clubman while riding at night. The following sugges-
tion was favourably received, i.e., that each clubman have painted

on the bull's-eye of his lamp the club badge ; but what about the
men that have no lamps, eh ?

" Athcliath."

> » <

A DRYLAND SAILOR.

My cycle-ship's the only ship
That I delight in sailing

;

A trim-built clipper for a trip,

Easy to man and to equip,
Nor fears the breezes failing.

I go aloft to steer my craf fa-

Keep watch as well for breakers.
The mainmast Joins the helmsman's haft,

The steering-wheel is never aft

;

Queer notions of the makers.

I'm skipper and I'm cabin boy,
The first mate and the second

;

The hands, •' all told," that I employ
To navigate my trim-built hoy.

My fins alone are reckoned.

I trim the sails and take the wheel

—

My course is seldom wavy ;

—

A frigate of best plated steel,

Ship-shape from figure head to heel.

The gem of the steel navy.

Your cycle-ship now rides the road.
Though not at anchor riding

;

But scudding on in nautic mode.
Before the wind may " you be blowed,"

The short leagues gaily gliding.

Now " you be blowed " on the high seas
Is not high sea-soned diction.

A phrase more nautiqal would please
The sea-dogs' taste ; the briny breeze

Invoke without restriction.

My shipmate thou, for whom I bow.
Your bow for home I'm turning

;

No further seaward sail'we now,

—

The briny deep let others plough,

—

For port my heart is yearning.

A brisk and buoyant breeze attend.
When under weigh you find rue,

And joyously my cruising end
;

My bark to harbour safely send
To " th'igirl I left behind me."

Once more on shore I'll tack for Rose,
And with a smack I'll hail her

;

Joy like the salt tide ebbs and flows,

Still let us toast " The ship that goes,"
" The lass that loves a sailor. " August.
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"LETTERS TO EMINENT CYCLISTS."

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "WHEEL WORLD."

Sir,— It was my intention to have pleaded for a corner in which to

Tfiproduce a continuation of, with comments upon, this series

'of letters still appearing in a contemporary of yours, but the

overweening conceit of " Kosmos, Junior," and the fallacy of

his claims to be considered an impartial judge of his fellow-

men having rightly received the supremest ridicule in all quarters

not divested of a modicum of influence, he has suddenly
moderated his discourse to weak vapid

,

platitudes and "valueless
verbiage "—so detested by him in the writings of others

—

.interspersed with not even a spark of humour ; until, to tersely

.describe his weekly (weakly !) productions, they are " like chips in

broth, neither good nor harm," and the sought-for-end of the Editor

of the paper he patronises—an increased circulation through the

creation of a little spurious excitement—has already proved disap-

pointingly fallacious. The fact is, the day has arrived when slander-

ous falsehoods pall upon the appetite of those who love justice and
:truth, and he who indulges in them invites, and speedily receives,

.the contempt of all right-thinking men.
Abuses of privilege are, unfortunately, not confined to wheeling

circles, and a recent out-spoken protest of " Dagonet," in that

smartly-conducted paper. The Referee, is so apropos to the subject

under discussion that I make no apology for appending it, and sug-

gesting to the youthful novice, who has yet to " find his feet," that

he cannot be better occupied than in mastering the moral it teaches,'

.and in praying for a change of heart.

Yours faithfully,

"KOSMOS, SENIOR."

A DEADLY WEAPON.
The Devil came down to the earth oae day,
And he called on a friend, in a casual way,

Eor a quiet ten minutes' chatter

;

The name of that friend I had best conceal,

And I do it more willingly since I feel

That really it doesn't matter.

They'd a whisky hot—I'm inclined to think
That whisky's the Fiend's particular drink

—

And then they began debating
A scheme for further attacks on man

—

A diabolic, infernal plan^
Which the Devil was meditating.

" I want to invent," said the Fiend, with a smile,
" A weapon that's cowardly, fierce, and vile,

For madmen and rogues to play with
;

More deadly, more brutal, more cruel, moie keen
Than dynamite, dagger, infernal machine,

Or anything Christians slay with.
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" I want to improve on the poisoned shaft,

On the hellish weapons of heathen craft,

On Europe's most skilled invention
;

It must beat the bullet, outstab the knife,

Its wound must torture while lingers life.

Is there anything you can mention ?"

The friend went straight to his dtesk and took
A weapon that lay by his blobting book,

And held it above him^ crying :

" Here's the 'deadliest weapon that woundeth men !

Can the Devil improve on a poisoned pen ?"

Said the Devil :
" I don't mean trying."

He took up his hat, and he said " Good-bye "

With a gleam of joy in his fearful eye,

As %e thought of the scribes inhuman
Who make of a gift that the gods might own
The deadliest weapon the world has known,

And stab at both man and woman.
—" Dagonet " in The Referee.

P,S.—From some of the comments that have appeared in the
wheel press, I am led to fear that rny remarks, relative to a hypo-
thetical cyclist of the weaker sex, have been somewhat misinter-

preted. I have no desire to enter into a controversy with the fair

rider who has intuitively fitted the cap to her own head (had shebeen
content to receive my generalities as such, the identity of my heroine

would have been open to conjecture), and should she feel at all dis-

concerted, I willingly make the amende honorable ; but, in self-justifi-'

cation, I would point out that in allowing her name to be freely

bandied in public journals by the originator of a blue-china, an
aesthetic, a " Faedeafian," or any other " craze," an}^ woman
becomes a notable character, whose actions are brought within the

area of les^itimate criticism.

Sir,— It is not my intention to enter at length into any controversy
with " Kosmos, Senior." I have, however, to point out that his own
article is scarcely consistent with his opening remarks condemning
" Kosmos, Junior's" letters. It is amusing to see how some people
accuse others of egotism. Only those who, like myself, have
fathomed (?

—

Ed.) the identity of" Kosmos, Senior," can adequately
grasp the magnitude of the vast and stupendous egotism and
effrontery possessed by the author of the article in the " Wheel
World."
Had " Kosmos, Senior," confined his attack on myselfto my private

circumstances I should have ignored it; but he makes some distinctly

libellous (?

—

Ed.) assertions regarding my professional position as

a journalist, which call for some reply. Where these assertions are

merely statements of opinion I can afford to disregard them, readers

oiThe Cyclist and " Wheel World " being able, probably, to judge
tor themselves whether " Kosmos, Senior's" opinion is well founded
or otherwise ; but where he alleges matters of fact I must beg to

adduce one little proof—not my own " opinion "—as to my ability to
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fulfil the various positions which I have occupied, and now occupy,

on the wheel press. This fact speaks for itself. It is, that I have
never solicited an appointment on the staff of any wheel periodical,

but every one of my engagements has resulted from the editors or

proprietors spontaneously inviting me to join their staffs. If " Kos-
mos. Senior," is to be believed, neither of these editors or proprietors

knew their own business when they employed me to " prostitute the

functions of the press." Possibly if " Kosmos, Senior," had ever

written anything worth paying for he would not be so bitter against

me. As a fact the author of the " Wheel World " article has on
more than one occasion stabbed at his personal foes behind the

cloak of a nom deplume, different from that which he employs when
writing honestly(?

—

Ed.) / know this, and he knows that I know it.

But this, of course, is not " prostituting the functions of the press."

Even thus far I had more than half a mind to destroy what
I have written, , and treat the author of this article with silent

contempt. But in one of his falsehoods he shows the cloven

hoof by dragging in a reference to a lady friend of mine, and openly
sneering at the author of the articles in The Tricyclist signed
"Dot." The only foundation for the assertion that should I " ride

up hill, down hill, or on the level with ' Tot,' ' Spot,' ' Blot,' or any
other female companion, that fact will be duly made public in each
of the many wheel papers," consists in the fact that on one occasion

a paragraph was published in The Cyclist and The Tricyclist saying
that " ' Faed ' and ' Dot ' had ridden up Muswell "—or Reigate

—

" hill on"—sufh and such a date.

The very fact that " Kosmos, Senior," can betray such a rooted

animosity to myself as to insult a lady who is respected as one of the

most energetic workers in spreading the use of the tricycle amongst
the fair sex, proves that " Kosmos, Senior," is more contemptible

than even I knew him to be.

I hope this protest will result in the "Wheel World" resuming in

future the purity and honesty for which it has hitherto been con-

spicuous. A. J. WILSON.
[Our readers will see that "Kosmos, Senior" has withdrawn any remarks of his

which unintentionally may have been offensive to " Dot."

—

Ed]

Sir,—In last month's number of the " Wheel World," there

appears a series of letters from "Kosmos, Junior" and "Senior," which,

let me say at starting, are about the most fulsome pieces of scurrilous

writing that ever disfigured any paper. Cowards always slander

and use the knife in the dark, and this appears to be the case

with the old and the new "Kosmos." Their praise or blame are equally

fulsome. They are persons whom it would be a libel on the name of

gentlemen to term such, for Gentlemen are bold, and ready to take

the praise or blame of what they write on their own shoulders. The
elder " Kosmos" makes it also an occasion to attack a lady (he says

female), whose only fault it seems is, that her love of tricycling has

occasionally thrown her in the way of one for whom he appears to

have a deep-rooted hatred. Such letters are not likely to advance our
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sport, or bring our literature into respect, and, if continued, will

tend to confirm the remark that we are " cads on castors."

Yours, etc., FELIX CHOICE.
[See note to the previous letter. It is also but fair to " Kosmos, Senior," to

state that several correspondents, who are not persoually interested in this

matter, speak of his letters as " Fully to the point." " Have never read a
better literary article in any cycling magazine," &c., &c.

—

Ed.]

'^KOSMOS," "KOSMOS," "DOT" & Co.

To " Dot."
My dear young lady,

I commence thus, because I am going to take the liberty of

addressing a few words to you in tlie same style as " Kosmos,
Junr." has done with other " Cycling Celebrities." But be

not alarmed
;
you will find nothing in the following lines, I trust,

that will give you, or anyone else, any offence, as I intend carefully

to avoid all personal reference in them. First, lest you should be
mistaken as to my identity, and to prevent your mind being unduly
exercised in your endeavours to find out who I am, I will candidly

tell you who and what I am not, viz., I have not at present the

honour of your acquaintance, I am not ( thank goodness ! ) a
** cycling celebrity," and I have only the slightest personal acquaint-

ance with any such ; neither am la" cantankerous old gentleman,"
with a " more facile than courteous " pen ; nor am I a young lady,

nor, if I were, would I use such an expression as that quoted about
someone whom I did not know, in the public press.

With regard to the writings of " Kosmos, Junr." and " Senr.,
"

there can be no doubt that their tone is as personal, unpleasant,

and undesirable, as their style is clever and keen, but it is droll to

read " Kosmos, Senr." saying that " lack of experience and judg-
ment " only could excuse the editor of the paper in which the junior
member's letters originally appeared, not suppressing them, when
" Kosmos, Senr." fairly " out-Kosmoses Kosmos" in the quantity

and quality of his unpleasant satire. According to " Kosmos,
Senr.'s" argument, had the editor ot the "Wheel World" pos-
sessed or exercised more " experience and judgment" the "Wheel
World " would not have seen his lucubrations, and you, my dear
young lady, would have been spared the trouble and pain of writing
your second and third paragraphs in The Tricyclist of 8th December.
And, after all, what is your greivance ? Turning to the " Wheel
World " for December, I find that " Kosmos, Senr.," in his remarks
on his junior's letter, re A. J. Wilson, says,

"
* * » it is a thousand to one that should he ride uphill, downhill, or

on the level with 'Tot,' 'Spot,' 'Blot,' or any other female companion,
that fact will be duly made public in each one of the many wheel papers."

That is his only reference to you, and surely there is nothing in it

for you to object to. Had " Faed," or any of the other gentlemen,
subjects of these letters and remarks, written as you have
done, and boasted of their "pluck" in letting their names ap-
pear in the public press, only to be rewarded by having per-
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sonalities and abuse cast at them, I could have understood their
doing so, as they certainly have a grievance against both the
" Kosmons," but what is said about yourself in the paragraph I

have partially quoted that can, give offence ? The reason you
suggest for " Kosmos, Senr." insulting (?) you is lady-like but
peculiar. I am afraid you attach more importance to your Jiill-

climbing abilities than " Kosmos, Senr." would. At any rate, lest

you should think this letter also is written because you have "success-
fully reached the summit " of Reigate Hill, whilst I have been
compelled to " dismount when not half-way up," let me hasten to
explain that I have several times successfully reached the summit of
the hill in question on bicycle, tricycle, and, with my wife, on a
sociable, although I have not seen the necessity or advisability of
chronicling the fact in the press on any or every occasion. After an
attentive study of the whole matter, and your second paragraph
above alluded to, I am tempted to quote the Eastern saying, "Self-
satisfaction is a besetting sin ; beware of it."

I have done with the two " Kosmons " and their writings. Let
us turn to a more pleasant subject—your own contributions.
" Dottings by Dot," which I see in The Tricyclist ior 15th December,
have formed the subject of a letter, so my remarks will be more
apropos. It is, I think, universally admitted that there is no weapon
so keen as ridicule, and if this is so, how much more keen becomes
that weapon when taken in hand b}' a lady, and turned against one
of the opposite sex? In this connection I would draw 3'our attention

to the following extracts from your "Dottings," and if the printer

will be good enough to place them side b}^ side, you will be much
better able to see what I am driving at, and to compare your senti-

ments of August nth with those of December 8th :^

—

AUGUST 11th.

r "A little way out of Eeigate we sighted

at some distance ahead the familiar

form of a sociable (the only tricycle

we saw between Croydon and Brighton.
Spurting on we soon overtook it (al-

though it was driven by two men).
Was it due to the inferiority of the
machine or of its riders, that, when
going up hill we gained on themrapidly,
finally leaving them behind entirely

some distance before we reached
Crawley?"

P* "Two men look fairly well on a soci-

able when about equal in height and
dressed alike, but not when one is in a

dark bicyclirg suit, and, the other m a

light ordinary walking suit, and when
they in additition have enough small
brooms hanging on to their machine
to stock a small shop, as this pair had.

I wonder if they were combining busi-

ness and pleasure ? if so, I hope the
former proved more satisfactory than
the latter appeared to be."

DECEMBER 8th.

"Ladies need a great deal of encourage-
ment to induce them to ride at all ; and
to overcome their natural reluctance to
face the non-riding public ; it seems,
therefore, very hard that cyclists, to
whom they would naturally turn for

support and countenance, should fail

to assist them. I have noticed more
than once that attention has been
drawn to the in-elegant appearance
of lady tricyclists. When done, gene-

rally, this does' no harm. On the con-
trary, an immense deal of good, making
us set our wits to work to devise some
means of remedying the fault. But in

some cases the place where the rider

was seen, or her dress is minutely
described, did it never strike the
writers of these unfriendly remarks
that it may have been the rider's first

attempt, and finding herself so publicly
criticised, she will most likely be de-
terred from making a second trial ?

"
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In the former quotation "the place where the rider was seen " and
his dress is minutely described, did it never strike " you, O ! writer of

"unfriendly remarks"! " that it may have been the, rider's first

attempt," and finding himself " so publicly criticised that he was
most likely deteiTed from making a second trial ?

"

The moral of all this is obvious—"Those who live in glass

houses, &c." I leave you to think over it, and if you give me a word
in your next " Dottings " that this letter has been received in the

spirit it is written, and that it has done you some good, I shall be

mor^ than amply rewarded for my efforts.

"CHAOS."
[We can insert no reply to this, and no more letters of a similar nature.

—

Ed.

FISHING FLIRTING AND FLYING.

ANGLING is most delightful sport,

And so indeed is flirting,

—

In practice they alike comport,

—

Each equally diverting.

For smiling sunshine one beguiles.

And one beguiles with sunny smiles.

As sister arts, as sciences

Their" aims and ends resemble,
They deftly use appliances,

Whilst both their wiles dissemble.
One flies to lures, and prays they may.
Like 'tother's flies, allure the prey.

Both pleasures, whose utility

Is never disregarded

;

Labour of love, they hope may be
By catches good rewarded,

A prize each seeks to victimise.
Though neither may the victim prize.

One uses hooks, the other eyes.

And both are made attractive.

To tempt the gudgeon for to rise

Their wits are ever' active.

One changes bait, with hopes awaiting.
For change—the other's hopes ne'er bating.

\

Many a cautious nibbling bite,

—

Many a good line stranded.
Will in the " gentle art " excite

Before the fish is landed.
Poor bete ! the lass whose bait you took
.Debates, alas ! you're worth the hook.

When to reflection they've referred
Their speculative captures.

And find them " awfully absurd,"
Disdain succeeds their raptures.

" It spoils my cast," the angler sighed.

The fiirtgig casts her spoils aside.
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Young ladies who combine the two
Should also favour wheeling,

A double tri. a deal would do,

And not try double dealing,

As transport used in an excursion,

—

With transport crown a flirt's diversion.

There's oft " a wheel within a wheel,"
And weal in cycle riding,

For on a " sociable" you feel

More social and confiding,

The motive power then spent of course is

Motives for husbanding resources.

In angling they may try a fly,

—

They fly a tri., binating
On triplet wheels, which bye-the-by

Is most exhilarating,

—

The art of flying,—pastime hearty
With hearts may fly away ex parte.

The cyclist fair will pleasures share,
And rose bloom grace her dimples,

Though flirt and angler fail to snare.

And care the fair brow rimples.
But whether fishing, flirting, flying.

To win the main point ever trying.

A. M. S. E.

"The HtTMBEB" Bicycle (Manupactubees—BuMBEE, Maebiott & Coopeb: Wobks'—Bbeston, Notts).—This celebrated machine is undeniably the fastest, lightest and
strongest used on the' racing path. The fastest one and two mUes on record, also the
greatest distance in one hour (18| miles 210 yards), have been accomplished upon them. As a
roadster the "Humber" is luadeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and more durable than
any otlier machine manufactured. The fact that the "Humber" bicycles are now almost
exclusively ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities and throughout the
United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on
view at the London Depot, 78, Eichmoud Eoad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials
free on application.

—

Advt.
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THE LIFE OF A BICYCLE.
[Written by Itself.]

WAS not always the battered and delapidated wreck you
now see exposed for sale in this damp and dirty marine
store. I have not always worn this coat of rust. No !

once I shone as brightly as any of the bright machines
you may see exhibited in the shop windows ; once I could hold my
head equal with them all ; once I was gazed upon and admired as

they are now ; once I was the recipient of longing glances and
envious sighs ; but now, oh ! how changed. Here I stand a shadow
of my former self; no one stops to gaze at my time-worn frame ; no
admiring eyes mark the symmetry of my once faultless outline ; no
longing glances are cast at my rusty and twisted backbone ; no eager
enthusiast is burning to leap on to my back, and away on his swift

career. I see my fellow Bicycles pass by every day—favoured and
petted ; and yet I, who would give worlds for one more maddening
exhilarating flight over the well-known and often trod roads, am
fated to remain here, forsaken and forgotten.

But such is the way of the world. Such is the way with all

creatures and things that inhabit this world. My fate was to

eventually arrive to this state of degradation, and who can strive

against fate ?

If you listen to me, I will recount some of the incidents of my past

life—of the time so long ago when I stood amongst the first machines
of the time ; and you will see how deeply the change must be felt by
a highbred bicycle like myself.

When I passed from the manufactory to the show-room, I was
placed in the most conspicuous, place possible. Crowds gathered
round the window. Dozens of youthful enthusiasts longed to become
my master ; but the placard on my front was the great drawback—

•

the price was too high.

At last, however, one fine morning a gentleman called at the place,

having with him his son, a fine strong youth of 16, The moment
my eyes fell on him I liked him. I said to myself, " You must be

my master," and so it proved. .

The youth was enamoured on beholding me. That was the

machine he must have. No other would suit him.
So the bargain was completed, and I became the property of a

master to whom I bore the warmest affection, though I had known
him so recently. I often think of him now. How every one loved

him, and yet I was the cause of his ultimate destruction. But how
can we pierce the veil of fate ?'

I was sent to his home and was received there by him with much
rejoicing, and I remember to this day the proud look with which he
displayed my beauties to his assembled friends.

Of course Frank (that was my master's name) was eager to try my
virtues at once. The next morning, therefore, we were entrusted to

the care of the family coachman, and my duties began from that

day.
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I need not relate to you how Master Frank progressed from day'to

day. Sufficient to say that he became a perfect rider, and never were
either he or I happier than when we were out together scouring the

country all round, spurning fatigue and clinging to each other as the

ivy clings to decayed architecture.

But what happiness can last for ever ?

At last there came a change in my life, in the lives of us both—

a

dreadful change for my beloved master.

We had been to a neighbouring town, visiting seme friends of my
master's. He stayed late. It was very dark that night, and I, as

he, was anxious to get back to my comfortable stall at home. We
arrived at the brink of a steep hill. Often before had we descended
that hill in safety together, but this night, as we commenced the

descent, I missed the accustomed check on my speed—I mean the

brake. I knew by the time Lwas half down the hill, that without
the brake death stared us in the face.

What was I to do ? I could have screamed with agony. My
master seemed uncpnscious of his danger, or at any rate made no
attempt to avert it. By this time the speed attained was dreadful.

The danger I feared— the danger I could not avoid—came at last.

Near the bottom of the hill I ran on a stone, swerved, and immedi-
ately I felt the load from my back leave, as if shot from a gun, and
all became blank.

I suppose we must have lain there all night, as it was bright

daylight when I again became conscious. What a sight met my
gaze. There lay my master, senseless and bleeding in the road.

My feelings can better be imagined than described. How could I

face his parents ?

The first person who appeared on the scene was a labourer pro-

ceeding to his daily labour. Seeing the position of affairs, he care-

fully lifted Master Frank on to his broad back and carried him
safely home.

I was next dragged from my bed in the ditch and also taken home
—alas

I
home no longer. Who can describe the agony on that

parent's face on seeing her son brought home dead, for so he was.
M}^ master's mother ordered me to be taken from her sight

—

never to be seen by her again. I was accused of the death of my
master—that master for whom I would have sacrificed every spoke iii

my wheel. I was led forth by the labourer, an outcast, without a

master, only to become the property of this clownish countryman.
, I cannot relate to you (the remembrance is too painful) the attempts
of this heavy lout to learn to ride. I feel now the effects of his

terrible weight upon m}' slender shoulders, and I may say that I took

every possible opportunity that occurred of bringing him to grief.

At last to my great joy he gave up in despair ; he resolved that I

should be his no longer. Another change was in store for me.
I was compelled to journey to a neighbouring village, and thereto

have an interview with the squire's son, which ended in my transfer

from the labourer to the said son. I soon learnt that my new master
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was known by the name of Master George amongst the people there,

and that he was much Hked and respected by them. This of course

raised him in my opinion a great deal, and I was extremely thankful

that it was my lot to fall into such kind bands. Master George
proved to be a very fair rider, and one who appreciated a good
machine.

Just about the time that I became his, he was planning an expedi-

tion into the country with a brother cyclist. Master George at once
resolved that I should be the steed to carry him on his journey.

The day arrived for starting ; but unfortunately the friend who
had arranged to accompan}' us was unable to go, owing to an acci-

dent suddenly met with by him.
Master George however determined not to be daunted, and there-

fore resolved to start 'alone. Accordingly we did so, and my master
had good reason to be pleased with his new, bargain. I strained

"

every nerve to get over the ground, and so successfully, that Master
George declared he had never ridden such a swift machine before.

We journeyed on amicably together for a week or more, and finally

arrived at our destination, Hindon. On our arrival we discovered

that on the morrow were to be run the annual bicycle races, and my
master was invited to compete. He accepted the offer, and was
accordingly entered. How my spokes trembled at the thought of a

race ; how I resolved to win at all hazards if it cost me every nut in

my body.

The morning came, we entered the lists and prepared to start.

The bell rang, off we went. I was mad with excitement ; every
spoke and bolt trembled like reeds. I felt my master doing his best,

and I determined to do mine. It was an exhilarating and exciting

contest, but who could stand against me when I had made up my
mind to win ? I did win, and loi^d were the plaudits showered upon
me by my master and his friends.

We left Hindon the following day for the return journey. On the
road we fell in with a local club out tor a run. - I was spinning along
at a good pace, and thus excited the envy of the club, who put on
speed to keep up with us, but all to no purpose, Master George and
I soon left them behind.

And now again the fates seemed to be against me. Again was I

fated to be the cause of my master's discomfiture. Owing to the late

races, and the hard work I had gone through both before and after

the race, I had strained my left crank, and now on ascending an
incline,' more pressure being applied, the faulty hub gave way, and
Master George was precipitated to the ground. Fortunately, he sus-

tained no serious damage, but on his regaining his feet all his regard
for me seenned to have vanished, and amidst a volley of ejaculations

he vowed he would get rid of me as soon as possible.

We made our way to the nearest station, and, crankless and
dispirited, I was placed in' the guard's van, and thus finished our
journey.

On reaching home I was placed in a wretched shed, cold and
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draughty, and being used to a warm dry stall, the change soon began
to be felt, and my beautiful glittering coat was fast being covered
with a coating of rust.

I languished in this dreary captivity for nearly six months, and to

me who was so fond of life and movement, the six months seemed
an age.

But even in this dark shed eyes were admiring me ; eyes that

belonged to a youth who burned to become my possessor. The eyes

belonged to no less a person than the nephew of my master's coach-

man. On a visit to his uncle, he was smitten with my charms, and
no doubt thought it a shame that my beauty should languish in that

gloomy hole.

He applied to my master offering to purchase me, but the price

asked was too great for the impecunious youth. However he ap-

parently held strong belief in the proverb, that "faint heart never

-won fair lady," for one night my prison door was quietly opened and
on the threshold appeared Joe, the coachman's nephew, holding a

lantern in his hand. He had by some means gained access to my
dungeon with the inteniion of leading me forth a captive. He crept

stealthily in and quietly pushed me before him out of the cell. The
fresh air seemed pleasant even to a bicycle after such close confine-

ment, and since I had been forsaken by my master, I did not care

what became of me,
Joe was successful in his attempt to capture me. I was taken

safely fi'om my old home to his at Denton.
There my missing limb was replaced, and the discoloring rust

lifted from my backbone and forks ; and after a week's rest once

more I was on the road, whole and restored, and with my old love

of wandering fully pre-eminent.

My new master had had some experience in bicycling, so I escaped

the torture of a fresh apprenticeship in the art. ~ But I was not fated

to remain in Joe's possession long. The first journey out we were
caught in a terrible storm several miles from Denton, and the agony
of grinding through the mud and rain was too much for Joe's nature,

and thoroughly disgusted with me and the sport together, he resolved

we should part company.
It happened at this time that there was in Denton a band of

travelling acrobats, with whose performances Joe was particularly

delighted, and in the course of his conversation with the proprietor

he mentioned that he had a bicycle for sale, and suggested the

acrobat could put it to some use in his performances. After several

negociations and committees, the arrangement was made, and I

parted from the master who had become possessed of me in such a

doubtful manner, and became attached to the aforesaid band of

strolling players.

I felt the blow keenly. I, who had been the admired and carefully

tended possession of squires and gentleman to descend to a band
such as these. But it was to be. I was designed as Joe had
suggested, to take a part in the public performances.
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One of the band known as " the juggler," began at once to practice

various ways of unnatural riding quite strange to me, and which I

did all in my power to resent. But useless—the juggler progressed

in his studies, and finally attained such proficiency as to be labelled

and placarded as " the demon bicyclist."

Business being dull in England, and Ireland promising a richer

harvest, the proposal was put and accepted that the band should
migrate to Ireland to try their fortunes there, and accordingly, in

company with the rest of their effects, I was transported to the

Emerald Isle.

It was the first time I had been off my native soil, and to me
Ireland seetaed and really was a new world. However, I quickly

began to be reconciled to my forced exile, and to feel quite an affec-

tion for the juggler, who really was a very decent master.

We went through our usual list of performances, and nothing
seemed to interrupt this dreary routine for more than two months.
At length one evening, as we were encamped in the open air, the

juggler, who was lying a little distance from the rest, overheard
some mounted Irish ruffians arranging the death of some unfortu-

nate farmer who had incurred their displeasure. He heard where
the farmer was to start from and the route he was to take, and
knew that not a moment was to be lost. He would have to

go miles round to get to the starting point of the victim, as the

ruffians proceeding to the appointed concealment prevented us
passing there,

I was ready; human life was to be saved, and I was to be the

instrument. My wheels swelled with pride, and I was as eager to

start as was the juggler. As no time was to be lost, my master led

me forth into the road and at once mounted. I did not need much
pressing, for I knew life was to be saved, and that we had a very
small space of time to do it in. The road we were^ obliged to take
to the village was a long way round, many miles further than the
road blocked by the would-be assassins. We sped along at our
utmost pace. Every nut and spoke was strained to its utmost ; but
however fast we might go time kept stealing on, and the farmer's
life was getting shorter and shorter as his impending doom grew
nearer and nearer.

Time and patience, however, work wonders, and we arrived at

last at the market town from which the farmer started. We flew to

the inn mentioned by the ruffians as the one from which their victim
would start. Imagine our consternation—our terror—on hearing
that the farmer had started fifteen minutes before our arrival. Then
he was lost ! Nothing could save him from the deadly bullets of
the mounted and armed assassins. Even if they missed once they
could pursue him, and were not likely to miss twice ; and their un-
fortunate victim was riding unconsciously right into the cannon's
mouth. What were we to do ? The juggler soon made up his

mind. He would follow—perhaps at the top of my speed we might
overtake him yet.
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Again we resumed our wild career, faster, if possible, than before*
buoyed up by the thoughts of the terrible danger of the farmer. A
quarter of an hour passed, and yet no signs of him of whom we
were in chase. Hedges, walls, trees flew past in the dim light, and
still we were on this race for life or death—still every sinew in the
juggler's body and .every part in mine was strained and stretched to

its utmost. Another ten minutes, and we knew we must benearing
the place appointed for the tragic scene ; and yet no signs of the
farmer. Presently there came upon our ears a sound—a sound
we had been dreading to hear the whole of that exciting ride—it

was the report of fire-arms—once—twice—three times. We in-

stinctively slackened our pace ; then the juggler dismounted, and
peered into the darkness. Shouts followed the reports, and we
could hear a horseman galloping towards us, apparently pursued, if

we were to judge by the shouts in his rear. The juggler at once re-

mounted, turning my head towards the way we had come. No time to

spare—friend or foe at our heels. We heard the horseman approach-
ing at headlong speed ; at length he reached us. As we raced side by
side the juggler hurriedly explained our errand ; and, as we expected,

this was .the man for whom we had risked so much. The ruffians

were in close pursuit, and as the terrible strain we had been en-

during began to tell on us both, we were compelled to fall behind
and allow the escaping farmer to continue his escape alone. The
shouts of the pursuers sounded louder in our ears as they gained
ground.
The juggler became alarmed. Our only hope of escape was to

disappear from the main track as speedily as possible, if we could

find a means of doing so.

A glimmer of hope appeared. We had arrived at a point where
two roads diverged into one. In the confusion we did not stay to

think which was the one we had come by. We dashed down the

one inclining to the right, in the hope that our pursuers would be

puzzled which to take, and perhaps follow the left road. But our
hope was doomed to disappointment. They were gaining on us

—

gaining fearfully on us—and every moment we expected to hear the

report and see the flash of pistol, and feel the sharp shock as the

result.

The voices of the men could now be heard distinctly, and a loud

laugh broke forth from one of them. I remember I wondered how
they could laugh, bound on such a murderous errand as they were.

The cause of the laugh was soon ascertained. A voice was heard

from behind shouting out to its fellows that the river crossed the road

a little further on, which would compel us to stop, it being, moreover,

at this season covered with ice. A tremor passed over the juggler's

body. He communicated it to me. Then our escape was cut off"!

We must yield to our merciless pursuers ! Never ! A firm resolve

comes over the juggler; he will dare the river; he will risk the

chance of the ice being safe. In short, he had determined to trust

our only chance of safety to the ice, and cross at any risk. We near
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the river ; our pursuers near us. The hard breathing of the fore-

most sounds in our ears. Shall we reach the bank in time, or shall

we be overtaken ? Closer comes the horse ; closer comes the man.
The animal's hot breath is dimming the lustre of my bright back-

bone. Suddenly we shoot down a steep, rough incline on to the

smooth though treacherous ice, and as we thus shoot down, there is

a flash and report, and the ball from the pistol whistles over our
heads, and a deep oath falls from the horseman's lips, as he is com-
pelled to rein in beside the river. We were safe—safe. They could

not follow ; they dare no trust their horses on the ice.

I, even I, a Bicycle, could have wept tears of joy at our escape.

How overjoyed I felt to think I had been the cause of saving the.

juggler's life, humble though he was.
The assassins still continued firing, but their shots were entirely

at random. However, we thought it best to get out of this un-
pleasant neighbourhood, and following the road we came to a village,

and having related what had occurred, we stayed there for the night,

returning to camp in the morning.
You will probably think that by this time I had had enough of

Ireland, and so evidently our band thought, for the next week saw
us safely landed in the old country again, to my great joy. And
now I have to relate a sad occurrence, namely, the death of my
master, the juggler. The events that had made no impression upori

me save pride at the part I had performed, left a different effect upon
the juggler. He never recovered from the shock of that dreadful

night, and at last sank into his grave. He was the leader of the
troupe—the head of the company—and on his decease the band
separated, each willing to go his own way at his own pleasure..

They, however, before parting had a public sale of their " effects,"

amongst which I was included.

We were all put up and inspected by various intending buyers.

Earlier in my history I should have sunk under this degradation, but
ill fortune had hardened me. I no longer blushed to be seen in such
company.
The sale took place on the following day, and amidst the usual

wrangling I was knocked down to a miserable Jew for the sum of
£1. I blush to own it. I who had been refused for ten times the
amount to be brought so low. But alas, so it was. I was fast losing

my original beauty, fast falling into a very third-class machine,
and I mourned it was so.

The Jew took me home and placed me in a filthy shop, crowded
with clothing of bye-gone days and curiosities of every sort. This
awful position of one buried alive I endured for over a year. At last

one morning there came a gentlemen to the establishment, who,
after examining me, became my purchaser, and once more I changed
masters. But my lot was altered for the worse. Surely my late

retirement was better than my present position.

I soon discovered that my master was the proprietor of. a riding

school, where from morning till eve I was ridden and jerked, and
dropped and smashed by a lot of ignorant stupid youths who had
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no idea that a bicycle had any regard for itself and its belongings
;

much more such a high class bicycle as I had been. I am sure if

my old friend, the juggler, had seen me after a year at the school,

he would not have recognised me, such a wreck of my formei:

self had I become. Owing to the frequent breakages and unskilful

repairs, I had lost entirely the graceful shape of which I was so

justly proud, and every atom of paint had long since left my body.
Having been thus disgracefully used for the space of two years,

I was once more put up for auction with some other old veterans

with whom I had become acquainted during my sojourn at the

school, and who, like myself, now that the best of their days had
passed, were to be cast out on a cold and ungrateful world, unconscious
of their future destiny, and desiring only to end their days in peace
and quietness.

But I had different feelings. I longed once more to be on the

road, to take an active part in the outside world.

I looked on the sale with other eyes. It might find me a master
who would yet make me useful in conveying him from place to

place. I might yet meet with adventures such as I had met with
in days gone by, and therefore I felt light-hearted and comparatively
cheerful.

. On the morrow the sale began. The various lots were disposed

of. I saw my old companions going, some this way and some that,

never, never to meet again. At last lot 29 was called (that was my
number). I inwardly leapt with alarm as a ragged and unpleasant
looking man approached me and demanded to know how much for
*' this old un." My blood boiled (bicycles have blood, you know).
Was this the way to speak of a Bicycle of my standing ? I fell

down in disgust.

I took no further notice of the sale. I was unconscious to every-

thing but the indignity to which I had been subjected.

I was brought to a knowledge of my position by being, roughly
dragged on to my wheels and led out to be mounted on the top of a

cart full of lumber purchased at the sale.

My new home I found to be this shop, in which you now see me.
Here I have been since that eventful day. Whether I shall ever

leave I know not. I have spent three miserable years here
;
years

during which I have meditated on my past life. Sorrowful recol-

lections well up in my mind as I think of Master Frank, who met
with such an untimely end through me—unintentionally through

me ; of Master George, whom I darried so many miles, to be cast

off at last ; of the unfortunate juggler. And oh ! how I long to

have the old times over again ; how I long to take my accustomed
place on the Queen's highway once more. But it is not to be. It

is decreed that I, once the proudest machine in the land, shall end
my days in this deplorable habitation. Here, unnoticed, uncared

for, and forgotten, I shall waste away and decay., A monument of

the fate of all things, and a deplorable specimen of the condition to

which the most beautiful creatures here below may eventually

descend to. A. J. Easter.
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CYCI ING CELEBRITIES.

No. 16. W. Tattersfield, of Leamington.

" I remember him well, and
I remember him worthy of thy praise."

Merchant of Venice, Act 1, Sc. 2.

" His face ......
Has a broad-blown comliness . .

And six feet two, as I think, he stands."

HE foregoing lines, from the Poet Laureate's " Maud,'^

are most appropriate to the celebrated Midlander, whose
features are delineated on the opposite page, than
whom there are probably few cyclists outside of London

more widely known or universally liked. It was as a racing man
that Mr. Tattersfield began to make a name in the wheel world

;

and in the years 1877 and '78, when- there were few tracks in the
Midlands except grass ones, and when 3m. 15s. for the mile was
looked upon as very good time, he figured in most Midland
handicaps with considerable success, as during the racing season

of '78 he won six firbt, three second, and two third prizes ; his mark
being either at scratch or with very short starts, never more than
20yds in the mile. It was in this year ('78), too, that he made
his first and only appearances on the London path, viz., on
September 21 at Lillie Bridge (when he had 80yds in two miles),

and September 23rd, 150yds in four miles (F, T. East, Surrey
B.C., being at scratch) ; on both of these occasions he was un-
successful, doubtless owing in a great measure to having to ride

for the first time with the right inside, and his machine (a 60in.)

being too big for the corners. He also won a good few prizes

during the end of '77 and beginning of '79, but it is not my in-

tention to do more than glance at his racing career, as it is as a

tourist and an attendant at great meets that " Long Tatt,"

as he is invariably called by his cycling friends, has become
so well-known. His peregrinations have extended through
most of the English counties : from Harrogate to Land's
End, from Grrimsby to Manchester, and from Brighcon to Carnar-
von are his wheel tracks—metaphorically speaking—to be found.

He has also " done" the Wye Valley, most of the South Coast,

Isorth Wales, Devon and Cornwall, &c., beside innumerable short

trips in the Midland Counties

Being the leading spirit of wheeldom in the " Borough of

Hoyal Leamington Spa," Mr. Tattersfield has necessarily taken a

prominent part in all seven of the Midland Meets, at four of

which he has acted as " Commander-in-Chief," and I believe I
am correct in attributing to him, in a great measure, the success,
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and for the last two or three years the continuance of these

popular gatherings.

Mr. Tattersfield has also attended two or three North of

England Meets at Harrogate (including the memorable B.T.C.

one of 1880, and the Camp Meet of '81) ; three or four Hampton
Court Meets ; also the Bristol and West of England, and

others of minor importance in various parts of the country.

"Tatt" is essentially a clubman, and is "the guiding star" of the

Lfjamiugton and South Warwickshire B.C., which club he was

partly instrumental in forming, and in which he has, as is fitting,

always held office ; lirst as a member of the committee, then as

vice-president, and for the last three or four years as captain, and

in this latter position he is, undoubtedly, the right man in the

right place. He is also a member of the Speedwell, N. W.,

Stratford-on-Avon, and several other clubs, and he has served one

year as a Representative Councillor of the B.T.C.

Our friend is a thorough believer in the " freemasonry of the

wheel," and as many can amply testify he is, as Consul of the

B.T.C, ever ready and w illing—nay, glad—^' to take by the hand"

so to speak, any wandering wheelman, and put him "in the way

he should go ;" while to the young Leamingtonian cyclists he is

veritably "a guide, philosopher, and friend;" for if one wants

anything or any information appertaining to cycling—from the

serewin o- up of a nut or the loan of a lamp, to informatiiin as

to how to get to such and such a place, or particulars as to what

the roads are like on this or that route—off he rushes to Captain

Tatt, who invariably manages to put him right.

As a companion Tatt is excellent, and many who have had the

pleasure of meeting him on the road, at a monstre Meet, a club

dinner or dance, race meeting or other cycling gathering would,

no doubt, readily join with us in singing

—

" For he's a jolly good fellow,

Which nobody can deny."

for his fund of anecdote, his ready wit, good-humoured jollity,

hearty laugh, and contagious merriment make him a favourite

wherever he goes. As a cyclist Tatt is thorough ;
no raere butter-

ily-put-his-machine-in-the-guard's-van - at-the-least- sign-of-rain-

young-man, but one who will take roads (be they smooth or rough,

level or hilly) and weather (rain or shine, wet or fine) as they

come, without inordinately grumbling, and who manages to get a

considerable amount of enjoyment and pleasure out of his 5Sin.

<' Special Club" all the year round.
^

In conclusion I may add that I have known " Long Tatt' long

enough (no joke intended) to esteem him very highly as a friend,

and during the whole time, which covers a period of nearly seven
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years, though I have toured with him, dined and danced with
him, eaten, drunk and slept with him, ridden and walked with
him, yet can I say of him, most truly and conscientiously, in the
words of the Immortal Bard :

—

" Nothing do I see in you,
That I can find should merit hate."

and doubtless many will echo with me the folio v\ing sentiment :

" Ever beloved, and loving may his name be,
And when time shall him to his end
Goodness and he fill up one monument."

Henry VIII., Act 2, Sc. 1.

''F. H. W."
>^^

THE CONFESSIONS OF A CLERGYIVIAN.
(Strictly Confidential.)

T has become a habit with me, in first meeting a man or
woman, to look them well in the face, note the features,
then pass from the hat on the head to the shoes, and
then say, I quite Hke the get-up of that man, or that

_woman,-or I thmk as short an acquaintance as possible is desirable,
—they have not a pleasing appearance. Experience has proven that
my first impressions have been quite correct in most cases.
And I find the same holds true in books and magazines. The

general appearance of the book—the way in which it is arranged as
to its title-page, preface, contents, and headings oi chapters—will
leave an impression that a careful perusal of the subject-matter will
not change.

Thus, niusing over similar dry subjects one day, a visitor came tomy study in the form of a magazine. Its cover was very neat ; the
design unigue

;
and after reading its name—" The Wheelman'"—

I

commenced to turn over the leaves, examining the contents. The
freshness of its appearance caused me to give careful consideration
to the subjects considered. I soon became very much interested inmy young visitor

; and, as it was so full of pleasing and valuable
information, I very readily gave it a post of honour on my paper-file.
And thus early in our friendship I have concluded to give it my
experience on, over, under, and quite nearly through my wheel all
of which is strictly confidential. '

'

One cold day last winter—the wind blowing through the leafless
trees, causing them to beat a dreary tattoo as their branches hit the
buildings—I was seated in my study, and, for lack of more agreeable
company, a cigar in my mouth, gloomily thinking of what gloomy
weather it was, and how I should like to have the warm sunshine
come once more, and much more in the same mood, when casually
picking up the Century, I turned to an article on the manufacture of
the bicycle. It was the commencement of a growing desire in me to
investigate the matter in a practical manner. I wrote for a cata-
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logue,"and when it came I was quite enthusiastic. All at once the

thought came to me, " What will your parishioners say at seeing
their pastor on a bicycle ? You will put yourself in a position to

lower your dignity. Think of it,—make a public show of yourself !

No ; I think you had best drop the idea." I felt disappointed,

—

quite like a child which has been deprived of a pleasure ; but I could

not drop the idea. It would follow me day and night, asleep or

awake. At last, overcoming my prejudice in a decree, I went to an
agent ; and, after talking awile and looking over the machines, I

finally consented to try a machine, and, with the assistance of the

agent, I mounted. Well, before I left a fifty-inch full nickel was
ordered.

When it. came my people were astonished; but gradually that

wore off. It being yet cold, and no good place to ride, I did not
learn much. After a time I took my wheel into a large hall ; but,

alas ! the second evening the block, in which the hall was, was burned
down, and my wheel with it. Then, of course, I thought my sport

was at an end. My friends condoled with me ; but that only made
me the more unreconciled. I missed the machine more and more
every day, until, in July, I ordered another, and waited impatiently

for it.

At last it came, and found me at a lovely little watering-place

(Lakeside, on Lake Ontario). It found me among my friends, and
could a wheel laugh I think that that one would have shouted to

hear the questions asked, and looks of amazement when they were
brought to believe that I really intended to learn to ride that machine.
Then they wanted to see me try her ; but I said No, and resolved

that none of that crowd should " see how a minister looked while

taking his first header." Accordingly, one morning, I started out to

find a quiet place,—one where no man could see and tell it in Gath
(Lakeside). So, on and on I went, until a long distance had been
covered, when I found a retired place where there was sufficient grade

to give me a start. Then began the war. I mounted the step a:T 1

away went the machine for fully three feet, when, lo ! united we fall,

and divided we lay. Not to be beaten, I manfully came to the

scratch, and for an hour the battle raged. Part of the time I was
under, then again, by a chance, I found myself on the upper side.

In either case the odds were by far against me until, at last, by one
mighty effort, I brought the machine up standing, which position it

retained until I was on the step, when all at once the thing seemed
to turn in a hundred ways, and I—well, I came down, and by
a piwe accident struck one of the cranks, barking, what is called

in good old English, my shin. What did I then do ? Of course put

on a grim smile, and concluded that rest was good for both the lame
and weary ; and being badly beaten, I sat down on a shady bank.

That I looked the object of despair may be concluded from the fact

that a little girl just then going by took fright and began to cry. If

this is the effect that my appearance has on humanity, thinks I, I'll

go home, and sell the machine cheap.
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I went back, stood the wheel against a post, where it remained a

number of days.

At last a friend of mine came who had ordered a fifty-four inch

machine, which also came in a few days. This gave me fresh

courage. We commenced practising on a driveway which was suffi-

ciently inclined to start us, and kept at work until the step was
mastered, which required only a short time. Then the saddle was
reached; Once in the saddle, and away we went, sometimes landing

on the soft earth, again in the middle of the road. It seemed
possessed, and went everywhere but where we wanted it to go. At
last the pedals were reached, and one or two pushes were sufficient

to change our base of operations. In dismounting we soon learned a

most graceful way, which was to let the machine tip over, sticking

the foot out on the side we were falling, landing with a jounce that

would cause our teeth to snap. In this way a dismount was sure.

Sometimes, however, we would not calculate right, and tip the wrong
way ; but we always landed. Oh, yes !

The pedal dismount came at last; and didn't we feel jubilant ?

With this also came the use of tlie pedals in propelling the machine
along, and also greater confidence in ourselves when we saw how
well the horse behaved when we managed him rightly.

What little practice we had while with the agent was of no use to

us-ivhatever ; so that we really were obliged to learn our A B C's by
oOfselves, and, still worse, on the uneven surface of a public drive.

At last we could mount, catch the pedals, and dismount in very

tolerable shape. Do not think we could ride yet. The machines
would run away with us nearly every other time ; and then the best

we could do was to run them into a potato patch, where we could

alight with a little safety to our crowns. In course of time this piece

of road was mastered, and we sought new fields to conquer in the

shape of the public highway. I well remember, after riding a short

distance, a little gravel bottom of a few yards was reached ; and if

the spirits of all the donkeys that ever died, or expected.to die, had
possessed the machines, I think no greater kicking oi plunging could

have been indulged in. In an instant the scene was changed. My
friend was seen leading his horse out of the ditch, with a bent handle-

bar that gave it a very dejected appearance, himself quite covered

with the "bloom of age," which had fastened to him after his im-
promptu reclining upon the bosom of mother earth. Could I laugh ?

I think not. I tried to, but my mouth turned the wrong way at the

corners ; for I was seen to arise from my bed of gravel, and, putting

my hand on my head, make a thorough investigation downward until

my heels were reached, to see what part or parts might be missing.

I found my bump of combatiVeness badly injured, and so righted my
wheel, and determined to mount if it should cost me an extra bottle

of liniment and a yard of court-plaster.

At last August drew to a close, and I must be at home and com-
mence my work the first Sunday in September. My friend and I

decided to ride home, a distanceof about twenty miles, on our wheels.
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The day was bright and warm, and we started on our way with the

best wishes of friends, and the encouraging remarks from some, that

we would break our necks before we reached home. Well, before I

had gone half a mile, in mounting I caught my heel between the

crank and fork, and was thrown with considerable violence to the

ground, and at the same time bending the fork. I mounted, and
rode for some distance, when, going down a sharp hill, I struck my
brake and indulged in a header, which sprained my right arm badly.

I could not mount, and so was obliged to trail my machine for over ten

miles ; and to make it much more tantalising, the road was fine nearly

all the way ; but there was no use trying. , I could not ride. Reach-
ing the station at last, we deposited our machines in the baggage
car, and ourselves in the passenger, and so reached home. I left my
wheel at the depot, and took the 'bus to get through the streets as

quickly as possible, that I might not give my lame arm away. There
was a noise abroad in an hour, that the Rev. —; had beeen thrown
from his bicycle, resulting in a sprained arm. My greeting on the

street was, " How is your arm ?"—" I am sorry to learn of your
accident. How did you do it ?" etc. Now, in my own mind, I did

not feel very amiable. I did not like to come home from a four

weeks' vacation in that way. What was to be done ? My arm was
in no condition to use. I was obliged to shake left-handed, thus

informing people of my mishap, and often having to give an explana-

tion.

I bore my mortification for some two weeks before I dared mount
my machine, and then I was very careful to go where no one might
see me. With a grim determination to conquer, I mounted, and
away I went. . The roads were very good, and, as the wheel spun
along, a thrill of delight ran through my body. I was completely

charmed. Gradually the machine came under my control, and I

began to gain confidence once m^ore. However, about two miles out

I fell and hurt my arm, so I was obhged to walk back home ; but the

next day I started again, resulting in greater success.

The first run I made, of any importance, was one afternoon. I

thought to call on some friends about a mile out of town, and then

return home to tea. I made my call, which was quite a novelty to

the ladies,—that is, the manner. They were much pleased with the

wheel, and also highly complimented me on my proficiency. This,

coming from the source it did, had a very encouraging effect on my
rather retiring nature.

Allow me to say, right here, I have married people, but no one has
yet married me. Therefore, the cause for the effect. Well, I felt so

well on starting that I concluded to go home by a roundabout way,
over a mile farther. Had just one half hour to do the distance in

before supper time. I took an easy gait ; and on reaching horne

great was my surprise to find I had but just finished my half hour.

I ate my supper with the relish of a farmer, and with a feeling that,

in some way or other, I had accomplished much in. making my
machine carry me where I wanted it to. Henceforth it was to be my
servant in all respects.
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I had very much the same feeling that I had when, in tha^
" September's golden morn," I found I was a member of

College, by the fact that I had just matriculated. Lean only say it

was a very agreeable feeling. Since then, which is only a couple of

weeks, I have had a number of fine runs, from 10 to 20 miles in

length. This forenoon I took the first run without a fall
;
part of

the way was over a rough road at that,

I think I had best say, right here, that persons contemplating the

purchase of a bicycle ought not to read this article, for fear it may
discourage them. A timid man—and who would be one ?—ought
never to ride a wheel. He may, possibly, (sdl, Siud soil or tear his

clothes ; and if he fall, probably will have to get up again. He may
scare a horse—how horrible !

—

et cetera.

My friend, where is he ? Do not fear. Having told some of my
own experience, I shall not let him escape. One of my most
humiliating practises was to fall in town, or in a place where as

many as possible could see. Not so with my friend. He -took his

tumbles in the most unfrequented places along the by-ways. I am
not naturally of a savage nature ; but I did wish, if I had to make
a spectacle of myself, that he might fill part of the programme.
However, I concluded to wait and bide the time for him to learn to

pick himself up, brush the dust from his clothes, and, although he
might have jammed the machine with his shins ever so much,
mount the thing, and with a smile " ride on." One day his sister

heard his father call out, "Will, did you hurt you when you fell ?"

but no answer. I smiled to myself when told of it, and thought

:

he is learning to take a tumble. In a few days I was entirely

satisfied. We had rode to a little village some five miles distant,

and after resting a few minutes mounted, or at least I did ; but
he—well, went clear over horse, saddle, and all, landing in a very
forcible manner on his hands. I did not dare to say anything of

what flashed through my mind, but found he was in a rising tem-
per, and so passed on.

On our way home, in attempting to go from the road up a bank,

to a path that followed it, he took a " beauty," much to the delight

of a number of small boys, and myself. One other time is very
clear to my memory. We had been out for a run of a few miles,

and were riding leisurely along the road towards home, when I heard
my friend's bell ring,—a sure sign of, usually, a fall ; sometimes an
excited state of the mind ; at other times that something, or some
one, was en the track and liable to meet with a sad accident. But
this particular time, on looking around, what was my astonishment
in seeing something on all fours, with a bicycle on its back, kicking

up an unreasonable amount of dust. As I gazed in astonishment
very much intensified, slowly there came forth the head of a man,
then the body, lastly the legs began to uncoil, until the form ot my
friend arose and stood before me.
My utilitarian friends will say, " Now, you have given us so much

nonsense, of what practical" use is your bicycle ? You have ex-

posed your neck in learning to ride. You have given time and
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money, for what ?" Mon ami, to Sl purely utilitarian man or woman
I do not offer an apology for riding a wheel. So you had best stop,

if you belong to that class of humanity.
It has been the ruin of many of our Americans. What ? High

living, sedentary habits, with little or no exercise. Especially are

clergymen negligent in regard to exercise. They are partly to blame,
and partly their parishioners. They care, tod many of them, to re-

create in " otium aim digintate" only ; and certainly, think they,

active, mirth-provoking leisure is not consistent with "dignified

leisure." In this idea many parishes and priests agree,— poor men !

—slaves to public opinion. But I am " an advanced thinker," and
like " mens sano in corpore sano ;" and think what is a healthy moral
exercise any clergyman may indulge in ; and what is not he nor any-

one else should not indulge in.

Myself, being one of the unfortunate profession, was in a dilemna
in regard to exercise. I realised the fact that I must exercise, or in

a short time my health would suffer. I used Indian clubs, and in

many ways tried to find a genuine recreation and exerise,— some-
thing that would rest my mind, and give the body exercise at the

same time. The clubs betame monotonous, walking became mono-
tonous, study became monotonous, and, in fact, life became monoto-
nous. My health was becoming undermined. I was nervous, fret-

ful, and Mondays—oh, horrors ! blue is not a word to express the

feeling—entirely exhausted ; it seemed to me, I did not have a friend in

the world ; could hardly think of the preparation required for the next

Sunday ; my head heavy and dull ; could scarcely tell whether it

ached or not. Just at this critical time came my bicycle, and, as if

by magic, away went the spirits that had tormented me so long, and
as their cloven feet and writhing disappeared in the dark past, Iwas
met by the laughing, beautiful faces of the spirits of health and cheer-

fulness. Even m my tumbles inlearning to ride there was a pleasure, for

it sent the blood dancing through m}' body from fingers' ehds to tips

of toes. When I became sufficiently expert to take trips into the

country, what a delight it was to push up-hill and spin down ; what
excitement to put the drivers and horses behind, with only sufficient

effort to make it refreshing exercise ! Had I a fortune I would give

it rather than be placed where I was in health when my wheel found

me. Then, does the outlay repay me ? I will not answer so foolish

a question. I make parish calls on my wheel, thus uniting pleasure

and business. Thanking you, my dear " Wheelman," for your

sympathising attention, I will sign myself your well-wisher,

Rev'd.

Hoi/LowAY's Pills.—Indigestion and Liveb Complaints.—The digestion cannot be
imperfect or seriously disordered without the effects of such derangement becoming visible

on the countenance. These Pnis at once remove the disorder and its unpleasant conse-

quences. They stimulate the digestive and assimilative functions, and consequently pro-

mote that great blessing—a good appetite. HoUovyay's Pills most satisfactorily remove all

deranged or diseased action of the many organs engaged in extracting nourishment for our

bodies from our various diets—as the liver, stomach, and bovcels, over all of vphich they

exercisethe most salutary control. By resorting at an early stage of the malady to these

purifying and laxative Pills, the melancholy and jaundiced dyspeptic is speedily restored to

health and strength, and his sallowuess gradually vanishes.
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A DAY'S RIDE IN CANADA.

In the dispersing darkness of an early morning in November a

number of members of the Toronto Bicycle Club, in their tasteful

suits of dark blue, were to be seen gathering at the rendezvous
appointed for an all-day trip to the eastward. When some twelve
riders had assembled, they were divided into two detachments, under
leaders who were responsible for the safe conduct of their respective

parties. The first squad, consisting of the four best riders, were to

make an all-day record for the club ; the rest to take the trip, by
easy stages, to a point thirty miles east, and return by train. At
6.45 a.m. the lieutenant in command gave the word to mount, and
in proper order the saddles were gained and the pace set by the

leader, who was determined that his squad should roll as many miles

under their tyres as daylight and the condition of the roads would
allow. As the road was wretchedly poor the sidewalk was utilised

for some four miles till the limit of the city was reached, when the

road became better, and the first hill was encountered. The suburban
villages of Riverside and Leslieville were passed in succession, and
some four miles from the city limits the beautiful little village of

Norway was reached, nestling cosily between two ridges. On
gaining the top of the second ridge a magnificent view spread out
before the gaze of the early risers who were so industriously wheel-
ing their way eastward. To the right and north the hills and valleys

were clothed with autumnal splendour, the different-hued leaves of

the maples disclosing the beauties of a Canadian forest, while to the

left and south glimpses were obtained of the blue waters of Lake
Ontario, over which the light of early dawn was streaming, and the
whole forming a picture of surpassing beauty.

The first party had left the others far in the rear, and on reaching
Halfway House, eight miles distant, a halt of ten minutes was
called, to see that everything was snug for the long journey. The
morning being cloudy gave no promise that the sun would lessen

the expected enjoyment, by inducing intense thirst or excessive
perspiration, and as the party again mounted their wiry steeds they
were prepared to drink to the full the cup of pleasurable excitement
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that was promised. Rain had fallen a few days before, just sufficient

to moisten the ground without manufacturing mud, and the dust,

that would otherwise have detracted from the full enjoyment of the
ride, was happily absent. The further Toronto was left behind the
better the riding improved, and here and th,ere along the road side-

paths were found, over which the steel steed would glide without any
perceptible vibration.

In speaking of side-paths, they must not be confounded with their

English namesakes, but what are here referred to are narrow paths
on the roa.d to one side of the wheel tracks, made or worn by the
foot-passengers and animals passing from farm to farm or village to

village, which are 7 to 10 miles apart.

The second stopping-place was a village called Highland Creek,

16 miles from Toronto, situated at the top of a very steep hill, im-
possible to ride and dangerous to coast.

This was reached at 8.30 a.m., and half an hour was spent in

partaking of breakfast without meat, at a cost of 25 cents., the host

not being prepared for visitors at that early hour.

Mounting again at 9 a.m. Rouge Hill was soon reached, but not

delaying more than 10 minutes, good time was made till Pickering,

was sighted, and rattling over the stones in good style, a dismount
was made to register the names in the Hotel Book and leave a card

for the second party. The 6 miles now to Whitby were soon covered,

as excellent roads, with only now and then a sandy stretch, greeted

the pedal-pushers, and riding into the thriving town all in line they

astonished the quiet townspeople who were preparing to enjoy them-
selves in various ways on this the National Thanksgiving Day.
Reaching the hotel at 10.57 a.m., the names were entered in the

hotel register, and orders given for dinner for themselves and party

following. Thirty miles from Toronto had now been covered in

4 hours and 12 minutes, or 3 hours and 20 minutes riding time.

As the riders were still fresh, they decided to push on to Oshawa,
a town some 4 miles further on, and return in time for dinner at

Whitby.
The route to Oshawa was a succession of hills and bad roads, but

persistence overcame all obstacles, and the trip was made in 34
minutes.
On approaching the town a solitary bicyclist was seen on the crest

of a hill, and putting fresh life into the wheels he was soon over-

taken and proved to be one of the few who ride in this section.

Piloting us into the town, he went in search of some of his confreres

to give us a Canadian welcome ; but failing to find them, he accom-
panied the party a short distance on their return journey. This was
accomplished in 31 minutes, and on reaching the hotel three riders

who had come in advance of the larger party met them at the door.

After congratulations had been indulged in, a general cleaning up
was in order, and when ready a good dinner was successfully

despatched, costing per man 40 cents.

At 2.15 p.m., the large party having arrived, the return start Was
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made by No. One (No. i). The wind, which had not been noticed

in the morning, now manifested itself, and to add to the discomfort

rain commenced to fall.

A discussion taking place as to the advisability of attempting to

carry out the original plan of riding back to Toronto, or trying to

catch a homeward train, it was decided to x'ide as long as possible

and not yield till forced to do so. A good pace was kept up for the

first 6 miles, when it became evident, with such a head wind, it would

be advisable to slacken speed and reserve power for the last of the

trip. Pickering, 6 miles, was reached at 3 p.m. ; Highland Creek,

14 miles, at 4 p.m.

Here a halt was made for a few minutes, and carefully descending

the steep hill, the wheels were again under weigh, and now cam6 the

most fatiguing part of the ride, as the next 8 miles to Halfway House,

was a succession of upgrades. • However, at 5.30 p.m. Halfway

House was reached, and it having grown quite dark it became

necessary to dismount and light the lamps.

The darkness was intense, so that objects could not be discerned

many yards ahead ; but, fortunately, few horses were met with, and

after a very successful and enjoyable ride Toronto was reached at

6.45 p.m., just 12 hours after leaving it in the morning, and 68 miles

of Canadian roads having been covered.

The machines ridden were—by first party, i " D.H.F, Premier
"

and 3 " British Challenges," all 52in. ; by second party, i " Club,"

52in.; " Premier," 54in.; " Stanley," 52in.; " Royal Challenge," 52in.;

"Tangent," 54in.; and 2 " British Challenges," 52in. and 53in. Of
some seventy riders in the City of Toronto but two ride American

machines, as the English wheels are considered better in make and

point of finish, and above list will give some idea of the variety of

tastes in a single club. " Hillier."

> • <

PATENT RECORD.
[Compiled by Haet & Co., Patent Agents, 186, Fleet Street, E.C., from

whom all information concerning Patents, including Book of Instructions,

may be obtained.]

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

5427.—W. J. George, Birmingbam. Tricycles and other velocipedes. 14th

November, 1882.

5468.—W. J. Fraser, London. Wheels of velocipedes, &c. 17th November, 1882.

5599^ H. J. Hissett, Plymouth. Tricycles and like velocipedes. 24th Novem-
ber, 1882.

5629.—J. Hix, London. Bicycles, tricycles, &g. 27th November, 1882.

5722. M. D. Rucker and H. S. Jackson, London. Velocipedes. 1st December,

1882.

5853. ^W. R. Pidgeon, Putney. Velocipedes. 8th December, 1882,

5g58_ .E. A. Tice, London. Construction of wheels for velocipedes, &c. 8th

December, 1882.

5882 -J. R. Trigwell, London. Velocipedes. 9th December, 1882.

5905. E. de Pau, London. Tricycle (com. by G. Milczewski and L. Masch»
mann, Frankfort, Germany). 11th December, 1882.
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NOTICES TO PROCEED
Have been given by the following applicants on the dates named :

—

17th November, 1882.—^3326. F. Beauchamp, Edmonton. Tricycles, veloci"

pedes, &c. 13th July, 1882.

21st November, 1882.—4922. E. Adams, London. Setting, repairing, &c., the
spokes of velocipede and other wheels. 16th October, 1882.

28th November, 1882.—5307. II. E. Phillips, Anerley. Velocipedes, &c. 7th
November, 1882.

1st December, 1882.—3558. J. S. Orton, Birmingham. Velocipedes. 27th
July, 1882.

1st December, 1882.—3600. J. P. Dalby, Leeds. Tricycles, bicycles, &c. 29th
July, 1882.

5th December, 1882.—5468. W. J. Eraser, London. Wheels of velocipedes, &c.
17th November, 1882.

8th December, 1882.—3699. J. Harrison, Birmingham. Bells for bicycles,

tricycles, &c. 3rd August, 1882.
8th December, 1882.—3730. J. G. Horsey and G. Bell, London. Apparatus for

regulating, &c., the speed of bicycles and tricycles. 5tli August, 1882.

12th December, 1882.—3781. C. Crozat, Paris. Velocipedes. 9th August,
1882.

12th December, 1882.—5103. G. H. C. Hughes, Birmingham. Velocipedes. Ac.
2Cth October, 1882.

PATENTS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the dates named :— ,

17th November, 1882.—2361. G. D. Macdougald, Dundee. Construction of

velocipedes. 19th May, 1882.

21st November, 1882.—2406. H. H. Hagard, London. Tricycle. 22nd May,
1882.

12th December, 1882.-2947. J. S. Edge and F. W. Ticehurst, Birmingham.
Bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes, and lamps for the same.
21st June, 1882.

PATENTS
On which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been paid.

4842.—T. Bayliss, J. Thomas and J. Slaughter, Coventry. Tricycles and other
velocipedes. 26th November, 1879.

4840.—H. J. Brookes, Smethwick. Manufacture of spider or phantom wheels
for velocipedes, &c. 26th November, 1879.

5043.—H. T. Kirby, Leicester. Tricycles and bicycles, &c. 9th December, 1879,

PATENT VOID
Through the non-payment of the £50 Stamp Duty.

4671.—S, Dorsett and J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Tricydes. 17th November,
1879.

ABRIDGMENT OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Published during the month ending 15th October, 1882.

1114.—W. Skaife, London. Lamps for bicycles, tricycles, &c. 8th March, 1882.

Price 6d. The lamp is formed round a rod which is secured to the axle^

&c., by the usual clamp. The lamp can move freely up and down this

rod and is susi^ended thereon by a C spring.

1130.—G. F. Redfern, London. Mechanism for propelling and controlling

vehicles by hand. (Com. by P. CoUamore, Boston, U.S.A.) 8th March,
1882. Price 2d. These are driven by cranks which, through gearing,

revolve, a rod passing down one of the forks in the lower ends of which
the driving wheel rotates. (Pro. pro.)

1395.—J. Lucas, Birmingham. Lamps for bicycles, tricycles, &c. 22nd March.
1882. Price 2d. In the clip of the lamp are mounted a number of

rollers, whereby the friction on the rotating axle of the wheel is reduced,

(Pro. pro.) -
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IMISi
KWEEKLY EECORD OP THE Tg^JI^PASTIMEa

EVERY

FRIDAY,

Price 2d.

EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

^W ON JANUARY Sth WILL COMMENCE

A SERIAL STORY
BY GORDON STABLES, M.D., R.N..

ENTITLED

'ZIGZMIINA,'
A Tale upon Tangents; or. the Adventures (humorous and otherwise)

of Three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory.

For the Regular Illustration of which the services have been secured of

Mr, GEO. MOORE,
The Artist, whose talents produced the clever sketch entitled " How much mobb

OF IT?" in The Cyclist Xnias Number.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 10/6-

Publisliers :

—

Ildte Sz Son, " The Tjhoyclist " Office, Coventbt ; H.
Etberinotoii, 152, Fleet Street, London; E. Bremuer, 4, West Register

Street, Edinburgh ; C. J. Nutt & Co., 80, Sojallbrook Street, Birmingham
and of all Booksellers and Newsagents,
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'Das Velociped'
NEW AND ONLY

GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
(Illustrated),

Edited by T. H. S. WALKER,
18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Tearly Subscription , including Postage,
2s. 6d.; Single Copy, 6d.

PUBLISHED BY

HARRY ETHERINGTON,

152, FLEET ST.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGES :

Quarter Page, 10s. Half Page, £1,

JE;staI>lishc(l 1§S1.
BIEKBBCK BANK.—

Southamplon Buildings, Chancery
Lane. Current Accounts opened acoord-
iag to the usu-.il practice of other
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when - not
drawn below £25. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receivesmoney on Deposit

at Three per cent, interest repayable on
demand.
The Bank undertakes for its customers,

free of charge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings, and other securities and
Valuables ; the collection of BiUs of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, on

application.
FBANCIS BAVENSCROFT, Manager,

31st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed four Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Peb Month, with

immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Office of the Biekbec^Build-
iNG Society.

HOW tO purchase A PLOT OP
Land fob Five Shillings peb

Month, with immediate possession, either
for building or Gardening purposes.—
Apply at the office of the Bibkbeck Free-
hold Land Society.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, ' on

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT Manager

Southajnpton Buildings, Chancery I ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION ^ SECTION~
OF FASTENING.

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is the Safest,

Simplest and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the axle with
only one hand by merely depressing a vertical bolt which securely closes the lower half of the
cylinder or socket piece, and renders it an impossibility for the lamp to become detached by
the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned, No. 1, 1 0/- each ; No. 2, 1 0/9 each ; No. 3, 1 1 /6
each, yickel-plated, No. 1, 1 6/6 each ; No. '2, 1 8/6 each ; No. 3, 21 /- each.

Also noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are
In use.

—

Sold by all Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the
Manufactory,

133, & 126, LONO ACRE, LONDON.
Established 1806.



Humber, Marriott & Cooper,

MAKEES OF THE CELEBRATED

HUMBER BICYCLE,
The most Popular Machine for 1883.

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, & 78, RICH-
MOND ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

BICYCLE UNION CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1881.

One Mile, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
C. E. Liles, 2nd, on a 55in. Humber.

Five Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
25 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.

C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber,
C. E. Liles, 3rd, on a 55in. Humber.

50 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.

The 50 miles was done in the remarkable time of 2 hours 50 minutes, beating
ord time from 25 miles by 4 minutes 15f seconds in the full distance. Tb«
t quarter in the mile race was run in 36| seconds, by far the fastest quarter
lie on record.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS OF THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES.

Ml racing men and tourists should possess a Humber Bicycle, which is easier
1 swifter than any other make. Delivery in 10 days from order.

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE,
' on which was won the 50 Miles Championship, in the splendid time of

ours 15 minutes, by Q. L. Hillier, Esq. Special features: Speed and ease
hill mounting. Eeigate Hill was ridden by S. J. Slocombe, Esq., in .13
lUtes on ^his Tricycle, the same distance as the Bicycle trial, many Bicycles

exceeding that time.

i iPORTANT Notice.—The Second Annual 50 Miles Tricycle Championship
;t), on June 25th, 1881, was won on the Humber Tricycle by G. L. Hillier,

against twenty other compofcitors, the second man being 33 minutes, or about
equal to six miles, behind.



NO CYCLIST SHOOLD BE MTHODT IT

!

NAUTICUSa-

-®IN SCOTLAND.
By the Author of'Nauticus on His Hobby Horse."

99

An illustrated descriptive

account of a Tour on a

Tricycle of 2,462 miles in

Scotland, including Skye

and the West Coast.

The above work is

both interesting, amusing-,

and instructive, and will

be found to be invaluable

as a Guide to Scotland

and its roads and scener\

.

Thirty illustrations.

I LOTH GILT.

PRICE 4/6. (POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.)

Of all Booksellers, or of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, "The Cyclist" Office, COVENTRY.

itca <ri.u PubllBhed by Iliffe & Son, T/i* Cyclist Office, 12, Stnithford Street

London: Habby Ethkbincston, 152. Fleet Street B.C.
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A B16Y6L1NG # TRlgYGLINg
pluiijtratcd ^agazinc of §port.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMEY & C. W. NAIRN.

^^

LONDON:
HAERY ETHERINGTON, 152, FLEET STREET, E.G.

COVENTBY:
ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET AND VICAR LANE.

BIBMINGHAM

:

C. J. NUTT, 80, SMALLBROOK STREET.



H. L. GORTIS, Amatenr Champion, won the 35 and 50 Mdes

Amateur Championship Races on a Bicycle fitted with Bowns
"^OLUS" Ball Bearings, beating record time-
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BOWNS
PATENT

^OLDS BALL BEARINGS,
FOB

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

'ABE

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require

but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most

Durable Bearings yet introduced.

A8 a proof of their vast superiority, all the priucipal Amateur and

Professional Bicycle Races have been won by the use of these

celebrated Bearings.

Back Wheel Bearings.

a>co

Elevation. Section. Pron^VJew wUb

Ball Pedals.

Section.

WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER.

N B -Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bicycles and

Stampings in Ii'on and Steel for same.

bo

CO

^
«J be

o ^
pqm

<u Pi

+= 3

Rawri'a Patpnt ''^OLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far

the be?tS regards durability, easy adjustment, for attammg

Veat speed Ind requiring less lubrication than all others.
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ILIFFE & STURMEY'S

COMPREHENSIVE TWELVEMONTH
OF

CYCLING LITERATURE.«•«*««
HE system of Comprehensive Subscriptions to the numerous

Standard Periodicals on Cycling subjects, published by
Messrs. Iliffe & Sturmey, having proved so satisfactory last

year, the firm have decided to renew the arrangement for

1883. By this system all Cyclists who wish to keep thoroughly posted
on all matters connected with the two pastimes, will, by a Compre-
hensive Subscription of TWO GUINEAS, receive early copies-^post
free—of the following books and papers connected with Bicycling
and Tricycling issued by the firm during the year 1883.

The Cyclist

The Tricyclist

The Wheelman
The Wheel World
The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual

The Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook
The Tricyolists' Indispensable Annual

Zigzagiana; A Tale upon Tangents. By Gordon
Stables, M.D., R.N.

The Cyclist Xmas Number (1883)...

Covers for The Cyclist

„ „ The Tricyclist

„ „ The Wheel World (2 vols.)

Innu al Sub
Post Free.

s. d.

6 6

10 6

12
4
1 3

1 4
1 9

3

1 2

2 6

2 6

3 6

£2 10

Thus, the Subscriber of Two Guineas will save 8/- in the year, besides the
cost of postage and the time and trouble incurred in writing for each.

Amekican, Continental, and other Foreign* Sobsceibees will find this system
specially of use, as they will get all the new books as soon after publication as
possible.

All Sdbsceiptions will expiee Dec. 31st, 1883, and entitle the subscriber
to a copy of each work from the date of subscription until then.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
[For all Countries loithin the Postal Union.)

Twelve Months (lasting from date of subscription until Dec. 31) 42/-

Six Months (taken after June 25 and lasting until Dec. 31) 21/-

(For India, China, Australia, New Zealand, dj Countries outside the Postal Union).
Twelve Months (as above) 50/-

Six Months ,, 25/-

AU Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable to Iliffe & Stuemey,
and addressed to The Cyclist Office, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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HILLMAN,

HERBERT

# GOOPER

14, HOLBORN VIADUCT, \ T OWDQW

''PREMIER" WORKS, (JOYENTRY.

HOLBORN VIADUCT,
5, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE,

#
««*«**4*«««««««•*' «»«»»»«»«««««'»•«««*«•

SEND FOE.

Catalog^uc & TestimonJal<^.

PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.O.H.F. PREMIER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SHIPPERS.

Flcase say where you saw this.
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CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

IMFFS & BBS, ''fki SfQlM' Btt§§, B&wmt^.—"' i^iiif-

—

" THE CYCIilST " AND Bicycling and Tricycling Teades' Review. The
Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and Earliest Information
on all points. Edited by Henry Sturraey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6/6.

"THE TRI€YCI>1ST." Weekly on Feiday Moenings—Edited by Lacy Hilliee—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with the Sport, the Pastime, and the Trade.
Price, 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 10/6 ; 6 months, 5/4 ; 3 months, 2/8
Single copy, 2p.

" THE "W^HEEf. \^^ORt.l>," Companion Monthly to Tlw Cyclist. The Leading
Magazine. Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and Illustrations. Well sent out.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. 25th of each Month. 3d. Monthly.
Annual Subscription, 4/-.

THE « llVDISPENSABIiE " BICVCI.ISTS' HANDBOOK. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully Illustrated Descriptions and
Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Year. Published Annually in June
300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. 1/-, by Post 1/4.

THE TRICVCI.ISTS' "INDISPENSABLE " ANNUAL ami HANDBOOK
A guide to the pastune, and complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey
The only reliable book published dealing solely with the Tricycle and Tricycling
Published Annually in March. Fully Illustrated. 1/9 Post Free.

"THE .CVCIilST AND ^VHEEt, WOBI.D ANNUAE." The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information concerning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and Instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published Annually in January. 1/-, by Post 1/3.

"NAUTICUS IN SCOTEANB." An illustrated, descriptive account of a Tour on
a Tricycle of 2,462 miles iu Scotland, including Skye and the West Coast, forming an
accurate Guide to Scotland, its Roads and Scenery, and an interesting, instructive and
amusing narrative. 30 illustrations. 200 pages. Cloth gilt, demy 8vo. Price 4/6., by
post, 5/-.

" ZIOZAGIANA," a Tale upon Tangents ; or the Adventures, humorous and other-
wise, of three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory. By Gordon Stables, M.D., K.N.
Illustrated. Is now appearing in The Tricyclist. WiU be issued complete in July.

THE COMPLETE "OUIBE TO BICVCEINCl," Ob How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey. No possessor of a Bicycle should be without; this work.
Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

"PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING" for Amateur Athletes, With Special
Begaed to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis (Amateur Champion at all Distances, 1880,

and holder of nearly all the Kecords). Price 1/-, by Post, 1/2.

"THE CyCLIST XMAS NUITIBEB" for ISSa. Printed in gold and colours.
Tales, Humorous Sketches and Verses of aU descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and
other Illustrations, and Double Illusteated Supplement. Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

REPRINTS FROM THE TRICYCLIST.
I. " THE ' HUMBER ' TRICYCLE and Ho^v to Ride it." By Lacy Hillier

and Heary Sturmey. Id., by post, lid.

II. » THE ' COVENTRY ROTARY ' TRICYCLE and How to Ride it." By
Lacy Hilli er and Henry Sturmey. Id., by post, IJd.

III. "THE 'CHALLENGE' TSo. 1 TRICYCLE and How to Ride it."
Will be ready in January, and others to complete the series will follow in due course
All are illustrated.

ILIFFE & SO'y, Peintees and Engeavees, Coventey, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, printing of all descrip-
tions; Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.
Estimates on application.

" THE "WHEEIiMAN." The FiEST and only Ameeican Monthly Cycling Magazine,
80 pages, large size. Finely Illustrated. Excellently printed. FuU of wit and humour,
First of each month. Is. post free. Annual subscription, 10/6.

Sole British Publishers, Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry
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*'The Cyclist" Printing Works.

ILIFFE & SON,

PRINTERS
AND

HERS

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LANE,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS hTs hobby HORSE

;

A Tricycle Tour of 1,428 miles through England. By the

Author of ^' Nauticus in Scotland."

Of all Bicycle and News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON,
152, Fleet Street, E.G.
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NO CYCLIST
SHOULD BE WITHOUT A PAIR OF THE NEW

AMERICAN HANDY HOOKS,
Which are vastly improved instruments for holding the trousers

close to the leg during muddy weather, and keeping them out

of the wheel.

Handsome in appearance. Plated and cannot come unfastened,

5j>. per pair.
Special Terms to the Trade on taking Quantities.

SAMPLE PAIR POST FREE 6 STAMPS.

(( THE CYCLIST'' OFFICE, COVENTRY.

THE
<c niA&Errnn

ICYCLE.

H. J. PAUSEY, University Bicycle Works,

BEDFORD ROAD, CtAPHAM, S.\l^.

Three Minutes^ IVallc from Clapham-road Railway .Station.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY PURCHASED

THE -f "INDISPENSABLE"

Ml§f§lM^ Mmibmk
FOR 1§83,

GET IT AT ONCE.

Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/4.

FROM ILIFFE & SON, PUBLISHERS, COVENTRY,

And of all Booksellers, Newsvendors, and Cycle Depots.

-««««««•

AMERICANS NOTE!

A ^P§§M1 dmiMmM Sililm
Has been prepared this year for the first time, con-

taining full details of all American novelties, American-
built machines, and machines built expressly for the

American market, and sundry notes on the state of

trade in the States, in addition to the irformation

given in the ordinary issue.

PRICE 50 CENTS. BY POST, 55 CENTS.

To be had only of our Sole Avierican Agents (or their appointed Agents)

The OVERMAN WHEEL Co.,

GOURANT BUILDINGS, HARTFORD, CONN., U.SA
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THE

44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

£7 7s. Od.
SPECIFICATIONS..
Stanley or Humber head and
neck ; handle bar, 22 or 2^

inches wide, with ebony or rose

wood handles ; best Lowmoa
iron forks ; large flanged hubs,
with from 50 to 60 direct spokes
or nuts and nipples ; case-

hardened, parallel or coned
bearing ; best lap-welded back-

bone ; spoon brake ; U or V
steel rims ; rubber or rat-trap

pedals ; hogskin saddle ; solid

leather pocket
;
patent wrench

;

On Wicksteed's Patent Double- oil can and bell. Painted in

purpose Stand. two colours. If with single or

Reduced Price of Stand, 4/6. double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

For the superiority of ottr Manufacture we were awarded the

PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1879, also

MELBOURNE, 1881.

TRICYCLES from 12 Guineas.
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Original and Largest Makers in the World of all Parts,

Fittings, and Sundries for either Riders or Makers.

SEND FOK OUR ^EW II.I.USTRATIEI> iPRICE tlST,

Birfflinghain, Coventry, Leicester, Bolton and fflanchestei:

LONDON BRANGH-61, HOLBORN
ESTABLISHED 1848.
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country.

.^I^X.

^WHEELMEN»
Should Subscribe to

"THE CYCLIST"
AND BICYCLING AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Matters.

EDITED BY

Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"
*'Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., &c.,

AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and W^heel World Annual."

AH BICYCLING & TRICYCLING News and Gossip in carefully

condensed paragraphs.
Full and original EEPOETS of all RACES and important Cycling

events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c., &c.

Coventry : IL.IFFE & SON, 13, Smithford Street.
JLondon : HARRY ETHEKIIVOTON, 15S, Fleet Street.

"THE CYCLIST," ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
aad Bicycle Dep6ts, or delivered FIRST POST on Wednesday at the

following rates:—12 months, 6/6; 6 Months, 3/3; 3 Months, 1/8; Single

Copy, IJd.
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LOOK HERE !

!

A FIRST-CLASS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

5, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMI

The cheapest Machine is not that which can be sold at the lowest price,

but a thoroughly well-built sound Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

You will viake a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Full
Particulars to the above address.

SPECIALITY

:

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

TROUSER -^ FASTENERS
Enable Bicyclists and Tricyclists to ride in Trousers in all weathers without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in a
second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOI^ USE.
Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the

fastener across so as to hold it in position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONK PEHHY EACH,
THE MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OF THE YEAR.

To 1>e obtained of all Ag^ents tSiroug'liout the Kingdom;
or WttoEesale from '• Ttie Cyclist'' Office, Coventry.

Sample Pair, Post Free, Three Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OF ENGLAND & WALES.
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) Roads in England,-
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
names. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for

Cyclists. By CHARLES HOWARD. Red cloth, limp
; price 5/-.

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G.
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EVERY

FRIDAY,

Price 2d.

EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

^ ON JANUARY 8th COMMENCED

A SERIAL STORY
BY GORDON STABLES, M.D., R.N.,

ENTITLED

)

'ziGziaiiiA,
A Tale upon Tangents; or, the Adventures (humorous and otherwise)

of Three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory.

For the Kegalar Illustration of which the services have been secured of

Mr. GEO. MOORE,
The Artist, whose talents produced the clever sketch entitled " How much mobe

OF IT ?" in The Cyclist Xmas Number.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 10/6-

Publishers :

—

Iliffe & Son, " The Teicyclist " Office, Coventry ; H.
Etheringtou, 152, Fleet Street, London ; E. Bremner, 4, West Register
Street, Edinburgh

; C. J. Nutt & Co., 80, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham ;

and of all Booksellers and Newsagents.
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GOOD THINGS!!
XMAS i HDMBER t OF t THE + CYCLIST t FOR M

100 PAGES. 60 ILLUSTRATIONS.
PRICE ONE SHILLING, BY POST, 1/2.

^l^THE INDISPENSABLE BICYCLISTS' HANDBGOK^l^
By Henry Sturmey.

3 00 PAGES. 200 ILI^XTSTBATIONS.
NOW READY. Price,!/- Post Free, 1/4

-M:PRINCIPLES ^ OF ^ TRAINING]}^^
FOK

Amateur Athletes, with special regard to Bicyclists.

JUustrated. By H.L. CORTIS (Amateur Champion at all.

Distances, 1880).

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE 1/2.

NEW EDITION OF

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BICYCLIM,
OR HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY HEJ^RY STURMEY.
Contains History of the Bicycle, Formation of Clubs, &c., and full instructions,

on Learning and General Management of Machine. Full of useful hints.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE, 1/2.
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LAST OF MOHICANS. >€^STHET1C CYCLIST.

GET IT AT ONCE !

PRICE ONE SHILLING, BY POST Is. 2(1.

ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET, COVENTRY.
H. ETHERINGTON, 152, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.o!
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iiTHE CYCLIST'
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ILLUMINATED COVER.

ONE HUNDRED PAGES.

SIXTY ILLUSTRATIONS.

TWO PRESENTATION PLATES.
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HOPE!
fHAT brighter thing is there in existence than hope ?

This is just the period of the year when hope rises

most in the cyclist's breast. Ushered by the Stanley

Show, and leaving behind a remembrance of many
dinners, balls, and other club festivities, the month of February is

the one which may really be looked upon as the commencement of

the bicycling season. True, frost and snow occasionally visit us

then, but their duration is short, and with lengthening days, dry-

ing winds, and a sun gradually growing in power, some of the

best and freshest, and consequently most enjoyable runs of the

season, fall to the cyclist who is early in the field, and ready with his

cycle—be it "bike" or "trike"—in the month of February. Men are

apt to forget that only the prevalence of bad roads renders winter

riding laborious, and that given the drying element we have
named, it is, by reason of its lower temperature, by far the most
enjoyable time of the year for riding. No lassitude, as in the

summer, dulls the rider's energy ; dust is absent, and strong winds
prevail less frequentlj"- than during a later period of the year.

Good running is undoubtedly to be had in the autumn, but on such
occasions the great stimulant, hope, is absent, there being nothing
but a dreary winter to look forward to. How difier6nt is it, how-
ever, in the spring, when months of good riding may be looked
forward to, and with every scheme and tour in embrj^o. Most
men will admit that a cycle trip has three pleasures. First,

anticipation; second, realization ; and thirdly, remembrance. We
have never yet been quite sure which of the three is the most un-
itlloVed pleasure, but we feel inclined to plump for the first. It is

with this idea, therefore, that we suggest to our readers to dismiss
the idea that the cycling season only commences at Easter. The
racing season certainly does not begin till then, but just as the
early bird catches the worm, so will the rider who girds up his loins

for the fray in February find that the runs—because the freshest

—

will be found before the above-named moveable festival of the
Church. Of course, those who have made purchases at the
Stanley Show will be dying to try their new machines, and we
think we n?ay fairly estimate that in future the opening of the
season for all but butterfly riders will be the close of the Stanley
Show in the month of February.
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HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.

Unions and uniforms ! Euphonious enough, ifackins, is that
brief description of the two burning questions of the time. Re-
organising existing unions, and promoting fresh ones, and revising

existing club-uniforms, and devising new ones—are the tasks occu-
pying many wheelmen's brains.

That time-honoured catch phrase, " Unity is strength," threatens

to become so threadbare as to resemble the proverbial gridiron, and
to hold water no longer. For just as the^ mammoth and well-

organised Bicycle Union has settled down into a beaten track, with
its local central branches working smoothly and usefully, and
nothing required beyond details to perfect its continued prosperity,

some disappointed office-seekers must worry themselves and bother

their neighbours by seceding from that association, and endeavour-
ing to form a rival Union, to do part of the work -vO-hich the existing

Union is quite able to do without assistance. Our editor's article

last month was quite right in one sense. By all means let tricyclists

form themselves into an independent Union if they want to, but let

not an insignificant minority pose as the representatives of the whole
body of tricycling clubmen. When tricycling clubmen, as a whole,

have had an opportunity of expressing their views, it will be quite

time to decide upon the Union or disunion question, but at present

the contemplated Tricycle Union looks like nothing so much as the

amalgamation of three or four West and South Metropolitan tricycle

clubs. If those clubs like to amalgamate, by all means let us

encourage them ; they will, doubtless, be more successful as one
large than as four small West London clubs, under local names, and
a few small suburban clubs, calling themselves the " London T.C."
That is what it arrives at, in brief. The so-called " London T.C."
is nothing, practically, more than three or four clubs in certain of

the more distant Metropolitan suburbs, united under one committee,

and calling themselves by the name of the neighbouring city of

London. Then the other four clubs are similarly, but small, in-

significant local organisations, but existing under different names,
accordmg to the exact part of the Metropolis they affect. So, why
should such a dignified body as the Bicycle Union be supposed to

be on its trial as regards tricyclists, when only these trivial little

societies, mustering some two hundred members all told, are

agitating for a rival {sic) Union, quotha ? Let the provincial tricycle

clubs, as well as the other Metropolitans, simply ignore the matter,

instead of assisting the noisy party in flooding the weekly journals

with arguments, abuse, and threats. A handful of depositors with-

dra,w their accounts from the Bank of England, and start a joint-

stock bank ; but the Bank of England works on as serenely as ever,

and if the joint-stock concern does not speedily " bust up into

immortal ser-mash," it has, at least, to rely on the great Bank for

assistance. And so with Unions,
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" Diamond me no diamonds !
" (No, no, Bruce, put on your

coat ! I am not commencing a diatribe against the Lozenge B.C.)

The spirit of the Laureate appears to have infused a wholesome
disgust' of gaudy finery into the breasts of club officers, who are

relinquishing the distinctive signs and tokens by which they used to

be recognisable ; and, instead of boasting, like the heavy dragoons
in ^'Patience," of being "freely gold-laced in a uniform handsome
and chaste," our captains and subs are making it a virtue to appear
on club runs garbed but as private members, with all vestige of

official distinction removed from their uniforms. There is much to

commend in this, but the fashion is by no means likely to become
universal ; either extreme is worse than the happy medium, and so

long as the road-officers' distinctive marks are not too obtrusively

gaudy, their utility in actual practice will commend their retention

to most clubs. Because Wobbleabout, the captain of the Quocker-
wodgers B.C., chooses to ride resplendent in gold bullion, till it

becomes a moot point whether there is not more clothes than man

—

or boy—on the bicycle, is no reason why an unattached rider,

desirous of joining a run of the Otiumkumdig B.C., should be
unable to recognise an officer of that famous club, from whom to

seek the customary permission.

Another sensible feature in club-life during the past month has
been an accession to the ranks of clubs which adopt grammatical
titles, several having changed their names from " bicycle " to
" bicycling " club, thus clearly indicating by their titles that they ai'^e

clubs formed for the purpose of bicycling, and not for the purchase
of bicycles. The list now stands thus : Leytonstone, Rovers,
Highbury, Tredegar, Pegasus, and Brownswood " bicycling " clubs,

and North London "tricycling" club. The correctness of the

arguments in favour of the verb also receives recognition, by the

adoption of the comprehensive term " Cycling" club, by numerous
mixed organisations.

Another phase of the uniform question takes the form of a sugges-
tion that all clubs should adopt the B.T.C. uniform, and thereby

decisively sink everyvestige of distinctive costume. In the face of
the fact that such a club as the Stanley very recently changed its

uniform, solely because it had been so extensively copied, the pro-

babilities would appear in disfavour of clubmen adopting a dress:

identical with that worn by members of the B.T.C, who are un-
attached to any local club. The "commonness" of the " popular
dark blue" is bad enough, but it, at least, has the advantage of being
unconspicuous, and we need not compel our fellow-members to pay
a subscription to the B.T.C.—for which they may not care twopence
—in order to qualify to wear their uniform.

Somebody has been circulating a rumour, through the wires of the

Telephone Exchange, to the effect that if the Bicycle Union adopteda
silver badge to be worn by all members, a great many more clubmen
and unattached riders would become members, who now subscribe
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to the touring club for the sake of wearing that ugly little square
shield.

Out in America, wheelmen pay more attention to the uniform
question, and are not ashamed to confess to a penchant for smart-

ness. In this effete old country, even the mild and unassuming
black silk cap, with a peak—commonly called a jockey cap —is the

object of virtuous scorn, and nothing will suit some people except

monkish hideousness in clubmen's headgear. Ere long, I suppose,

we shall become so very straightlaced and genteel as to ride in

nothing but the stove-pipe hats so dear to cricketers of a former
generation.

I am in a position to state that "Beau Brummel " is not a nom de

plume of the touring club's secretary.

By the way, if one of our -cartoon-illustrated notices of cycling

celebrities should be to immortalize the gentleman who wields the

, secretarial pen of the mammoth club with such quiet and unpre-

tendin<^ industry, it would be very paradoxical, would'nt it ? Who-
ever wrote it, you see, it would still be an Auty-biography.

These notices in our magazine have always been kindly and

strai^'htlbrward ; and the series of articles by "Kosmos," Junior and

Senior, must have struck many readers as painfully comparative.

What o"ood it is imagined can be effected by such palpably biased

tirades of abuse as have been inflicted upon readers of late, beyond

ventino- personal spleen, is one of those things which passeth under-

standing-. " Choas," too, adds his quota to render matters more

chaotic; let us be thankful, you and I, reader, that we keep clear

of such puerile criticisms (sic) from which the fates deliver us in

future !

The class of beings who would object to some of Hood's happiest

ballads have got a loniS standi in our midst, and are inveighing

ao-ainst the use of abbreviations and so-called slang phrases.

Euphony is to go to limbo, and we are to make our conversations

and essays reek of tautology, never daring to use colloqualisms when
scribblino" in the papers ! A mad wheel world, my masters.

Lio-ht ! More light ! ! More light and lighter still grow our

bicycj.es, the aylb. racer which was the wonder of last year's Stanley

Show being now shorn of its odd ylbs., and brought down to "even

weio"ht." The erst light " Humber" will soon be hight lumber,, at

this rate of going.

Convert-.a-belle tricycles, and two-speed gearings for three-

wheelers, are the feature of the season.

Some months ago, when I, recorded the reconstruction of that

perennial mystery, the A. P. track, I fondly laid the flattering unction

to my soul that my stylus would now have a respite from wailing

the woes of North Metropolitans. But alas for the rarity of caterers'

solvency : bankruptcy again closes the palace of misfortune on

Musmell's height, and the latest development of the problem takes
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the form of a semi-official announcement that the Stanley Club pro-

pose to move to reinstate the track on joint-stock principles. More
power to their elbows !

What would the club just named think if some upstart nobodies

were to start a club, in their own street, called the " Stanley Cycling
Club ?" This is the sort of thing which has occurred at Kensington,
where a few fellows with more cheek than sense have called them-
selves the " Kensington Cycling Club," exhibiting a profound con-

tempt for such considerations as plagiarising the title of the existing

Kensington Bicycle Club.

Old subscribers to this magazine will recollect reading how Mr.

J. S. Dean, one of the " fortunate five" Yankees who toured in Eng-
land, came to acquire the soubriquet of " London, W." That nick-

name he still retains, and under that sign he still flourishes, and
tells us that another party of cute 'uns are coming over early this

year, presumably to initiate his pioneering by solicitously enquiring
for London, West.

They have got a racing star who intends to represent the stripes

on our tracks this coming season, and to Hendee-vour to lick Gaskell,

Liles, and all such darned Britishers into some chips. Meantime,
the moon shines on, and the wheel world revolves around its

" Axis."

• .> > <

DICK TURPIN REDiVIVUS; OR, THE TYNE8IDE

HIGHWAYMAN.
By D. M. M. Dawson, Elswick A.B.C, B.T.C.

fHY not repair to the pure innocence of the country air ?"

queried a poet three centuries ago ; and imbued with
the idea I loosed the single half of the " Coventry Con-
vertible " from its moorings. " The sable mantle of the

night " was shutting from the world " the ever-joysome light," as I

sped onward over " bumpy " Macadam to Scotswood, near to that

scene of mortal conflict—^^Newburn—lying in that vale of Tyne
" where oft the giant flood obliquely strides," in the language of one
who saw the light of day on its banks, and who lived through the

world's " tossing tide of chance and pain, to give to the literature of

his country, the pleasures of imagination. Over the Suspension
Bridge, and along past the seat of the Claverings of famous memory,
who, through Royalist and Republic or Protectorate, successfully and
skilfully held their family seat. In the grounds the red deer gambol
in graceful measure, while, from the mansion, the scene is one of

thickly-wooded land, with the pretty Derwent flowing in the

distance, to join its greater neighbour, the Tyne, ere it reaches the

boundless ocean, with the freight of a busy port borne upon its bosorn.

Along the wooded lane I quietly pedalled, but dismounted to light my
lamp, that beacon of my approach in the darkness. A tramp—it is
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unnecessary to describe his features as repulsive, for no poetry
attaches to the modern " sturdy beggar"—solicited alms, and, being
met with a firm refusal, favoured me with a scowl, which, but for the
darkness, had seemed more terrible. I mounted and rode on. My
tramp as standing in the road, probably musing whether it were
more advantageous to join his " pals," as by arrangement, at the
next house of entertainment for our wanderers by road—the " Work-
'us "—^^and there sleep in the vagrant ward the sleep of the lazy, and
earn his breakfast by the sweat of his brow ; or whether he could, by
the force of his brawny arm, rob sufficient to regale himself in ale

and porter on the following day. But the darkness grew blacker,

and this " friend to black deeds " made me wish to return. I was
descending the hill, at the side of which is the ravine skirting the
Clavering's park. The shivering of the breeze among the trees sent_

a tremor through me, while at the same moment, as I reach'ed the
level once more, the appearance of a man barring my progress
made my heart leap into my mouth. The hot blood coursed
through my veins, and with a yell I rose on the treadles, sent the
machine forward with a bound, but it was seized ere it had got any
way. Then I remembered—what, in the excitement of the moment
I had forgotten— that my " Morgan rattler " hung suspended from
the seat. Seizing it, I swung it round my head, struck the man who
was in the act of laying forcible hands on me, and again bending
forward I escaped his clutches. I rode on madly, and the clatter of
a horse's hoofs rang out clear. Was this a friend ? It must be !

I slackened pace, and began to draw my breath more comfortably,

but my contentment was short-lived. With a fierce oath the rider

rushed alongside me, and I knew it was my late opponent. Once
more I wheeled madly along the smooth road, skirting the park; past

the gates I whirled, with my bram fevered, and my hands gripping

the handles like a vice. No rest, no slackening of speed—not for a

moment did I pause, but onward flew. The horseman was close

upon me ; I fancied that I felt the hot breath of the animal's nostrils,

and the heavy hand of its rider. But the bridge was in sight !

Another moment, and I was skimming over its surface with the con-

sciousness that the pace could not long last. Two policemen coming
down the hill for the i^ailway station were striding along the footpath,

and compressing my lips, I gave a shrill whistle, well known as a

signal among the members of our club. They turned round, and I

rode alongside, while my pursuer, seeing that I was now protected,

turned and rode rapidly in an opposite direction. One of the farmers
in the district missed a horse on the following morning, and though
the animal was traced, the thief was never captured.

Gentle reader, on the authority of England's greatest bard—to

whose memory and in whose honour there needs no " labour of an
age in piled stones," or " star-y pointing pyramid," and who himself
truly said, " Not marble, nor the gilded monuments of princes shall

outlive this powerful rhyme "—" We are such stuff as dreams are

made on !
" Well, bear with me gently, pardon my faults. " The
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very head and front of my offending, hath this extent ; no more."
Rumours of assaults on tricyclists on the road, a knowledge of the

wild character of some of the hardy workers in the bowels of the

earth in this Northern region, had preyed upon my mind to such an
extent that I had gone the length of purchasing a " Morgan rattler,"

and after gazing grimly at the weapon, I fell into a short and sound
slumber, and in my slumber, dreamed !

>*-^—^

—

A BICYCLE RIDE IN NEW ZEALAND.

N November i2th, Messrs. J. Foxley Norris, A. E. Preece,

Fred. R. Dunsford, and R. W. Mountfort, of the Pioneer

Bicycle Club, undaunted by recent stormy weather
attempted to ride their bicycles from Christchurch to

Hurunui and back in the day, and in addition on this occasion to beat

Mr. May, record of seventeen hours for 114 miles. Leaving Christ-

church at 3.5 a.m., the seven miles peg was passed at 3.45, and
Kaiapoi (12 miles), was reached at 4.15. There are a great quantity

of rough stones along the road to the next place, Woodend (16 miles),

which was passed at 4.40, then better quality of surface past Salt

Water Creek to Leithfield (5.40), except a short bed of sand near the

latter township. Crossed the Kowai after walking through two
streams, and arrived at Amberley (32 miles) at 6.5, but did not stop.

Arrived at the Waipara at 6.40 ; waded through two branches of that

river quite deep enough to be pleasant, and pushed on past

the Weka Pass Hotel (45 miles) at 7.35, havmg plenty of stiff ups
and downs over the Weka Pass range to Waikari (49 miles), 8.5 ;

then after some hard riding and walking over the Hurunui hills, and
comfortably gliding down the last descent partly " legs over handles,"
the township of Hurunui, 57 miles from Christchurch, was arrived

at by g.io a.m. Breakfast was indulged in, it being well deserved
and needed considering the bicyclists had 57 miles without a rest.

Messrs. Dunsford and Mountfort, wishing for a short rest after

breakfast Messrs. Norris and Preece started on the return journey
without them. Leaving Hurunui at 10.10 a.m., Waikari was passed
II. 15, here they met Mr. Cooper, a member of the same' club, with
his extraordinary bicycle. Weka Pass was passed at 11.50, the

Waipara crossed at 12.30 p.m., and as the day was hot the water
was refreshing. The two cyclists arrived at Amberley at 1.5, and
after partaking of dinner left at 1.40, crossed the Kowai, and Leith-

field was reached and passed at 2.5, Woodend at 3, and Kaiapoi at

3.25. The river Waimakariri bridge was crossed at 3.45, and aft6r

passing the Styx, Mr. Norris felt very sleepy, owing probably to the

unusual early rising, and the powerful effect of the sun, and had to

leave Mr. Preece to proceed alone, which he did, and arrived at

Christchurch at 4.34, having completed the 114 miles in thirteen and
a-half hours, and three and a-half hours quicker than any previous
record, which is a very creditable performance. Mr. Norris who
stbpped near the Styx after having a bath and some tea, felt more
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awake and finished his journey at 5.5, making a total of just fourteen
hours for the 114 miles. Messrs. Dunsford and Mountfort, who
remained at Hurunui, after a bathe in the river, and visiting the

Nelson Province, left Hurunui at 12 noon, and without further

noticeable event, arrived together in town at 7 p.m., completing the
double journey in 16 hours. Thus all the riders have beaten the pre-

vious record of 17 hours. Messrs. Preece and Norris rode respectively

54 and 50 inch "Excelsior" hollow fork bicycles, and Messrs.
Dunsford and Mountfort, respectively, 54 inch " Special Challenge

"

and 52 inch " Special Club," all of which machines did their work
faithfully.

> > <

A CYCLING NOCTURN.
Through dreamland lone methought I flew

On wheels of burnished gold,.

Sparkling with every dainty hue
That inlaid gems unfold

;

With han'dles of exquisite art,

Wrought in transparent pearl,

Tipped with the sapphire's living dart,

Clasped with a ruby furl.

A steed that thrilled with life elate,

—

Sandl'd with arrow speed,

—

That ran its race inviolate

From mortal aidance freed.

Swift as the wings of vivid thought.

Firm as a planet's caurse,

It like a flaming meteor shot

With fervid lightning's force;

Through scenes of museful beauty rare,

Where light's charms never cease
;

And on the balmy perfumed air

Reigns sempiternal peace
;

Whose groves of palms and virent fields

The mind with wonders fill,

Beyond what art or colour yields

With all the limner's skill.

And from the empyrean height,

Thro' star enamoured space,

Beam rays of peerless crystal light,

Which endless rays -replace.

As swiftly on my 'cj'cle past

Along the glossy way,
The varied hues its lustre cast

Revolved in shadow play.
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A realm of pure idylic grace

Beamed in the midlight clear;

With all the charms that love can trace

When favoured smiles endear.

Still as the stately columned aisle

Of" some lone haunted shrine,

Where shades of dark unrest and guile

Cross shadows still divine.

Gemmed by the chaste scintillant rays

Of remote stellate spheres,

A scene belike the fairest phase
Of fairyland appears.

And tiny beads of glit'ring dew
Like countless brilliants lay,

On which I ween enchantment threw
Its iridescent ray.

Unruffled by the faintest sound
Of sylphid zephyr'd sighs,

—

Lttlled in tranquility profound

Which night beatifies.

Wrapped in the loved soft stilly fold

Of sleep's o'ermantling presence,

Which loosens Time's all-grasping hold

And brings rejuvenesence.

The Empress of resplendent night

With sceptre shone on high
;

Enthroned on floods of ambient light

That filled the cerule sky.

Upon a placid pearly sea

Of molten silver sheen ;

Unrivalled, played in sparkling glee,

Bright heaven's smile serene. '

The limped mere reposed, entranced
With countless lucent gems.

That on its glowing bosom danced.
Reflex of diadems !

While planet choirs in glory sang
Their peans of delight,

Till heaven's vaulted echoes rang
With melodies of night.

The gloried radiance that peers

From distant world's unknown ;

Systems of light and astral spheres
That circle Nature's throne.

In solernn silence still I flew,

Imagination rife,

i
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With scenes and shapes that fancy drew
Of fairyland and Hfe.

In presence of a wond'rous throng
Of shadowed beings strange,

In winged motion gUde along
Transformed by endless change.

Sceptres whose mystic forms revealed
No outward lines distinct,

Imagined shapes that aye concealed
Forms that in theirs enlinked.

On, swiftly, swiftly on I flew,

Through the entrancing scene
;

No moment s rest my fl-^et wheels knew,
A thousard leagues I ween.

Oh, cyclists who the wind's flight woo.
See, see how phantoms ride !

Excelling what their wild wings do,

Still onward see me glide !

Until my drooping eyelids close

Beneath a dreamy spell.

But One alone—the Dream King—knows
What chance my wheels befel.

The ardent wheel enthusiast
His sport may peerless deem ; .

•

But dreamland's revels unsurpassed
Yield ecstas}' supreme.

" August."
>-»-^

A HORRIBLE NIGHT.
Ouf ! gugh ! what horrible dreams !

These were the exclamations I made on waking this morning.
Last night I turned into bed at about half-past eleven. TPive

minutes passed, and I turned over on the other side to try whether
the other end of the pillow was more calculated to produce sleep.

Tick, tick, tick, tick, went a little American clock on a bracket in

my room. Bin, bin, bin, goes the watch under my pillow. The
other end of the pillow becomes warm, and so I turn round again to

the first end. Tick, tick, tick, bin, bin, bin, t-i-c-k, b-i-n. Why
here's our stable door ! So I go in. Why what's this ? I suppose
it's all right. It was only the little wheel of rny bicycle had got

somehow turned up into the hay rack, and was munching the

contents thereof. It didn't seem very strange after all. The hub
of the big wheel seemed to be just dropping off to sleep, and had
assumed aquiet^and contented sort of grin, as much as to say the

little wheel might go on eating till doomsday, but he was going to

have his nap. The lamp was busily engaged in taking in a cargo

of oil through a syphon, apparently from the water cask outside the

window.
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Then, somehow, I seemed to have got outside into the avenue,
and there was the bicycle, saddled and harnessed, and our man
Pigeon holding its head and waiting to give me a leg up. I looked

down at my dress, and lo ! I found I was got up in a brand new
uniform of the Bicycle Touring Club. The breeches didn't seem a

very happy fit ; the coat was a little better, but hanging down from
the back thereof was an M.LP. bag, ready filled for a long journey.

It all seemed very strange, and I couldn't recollect that I had made
any arrangements for going a tour. Neither did I remember that I

had obtained leave of absence for the purpose. However, I thought
it must be all right.

So I forthwith put my foot into a sort of combination between a
stirrup, step, and treadle, and Pigeon giving me a leg up, I was
mounted. The patent stirrup affair seemed graduall}^ to dissolve,

and I found my feet resting on my ordinary treadles. The M.LP.
bag slid gently off my back, and adjusted itself to the saddle. This
I thought ver}^ ingenious, as there was then no difficulty in mount-
ing over the bag, which is an objection some people have to them.
Then, without remembering anything of the journe}^ I found

myself miles and miles away on the top of what appeared to me to

be a very steep hill. No B.U. board was, visible, so I put up my
legs and commenced the descent.

Whir-r-r ! the wheels go round, and the treadles turn over and
over. There's a big stone ahead, and I mechanically turn the

wheel to the opposite side of the road.
Horror! the stone follows my direction and is still in -front. Lm

on it

!

Bump, bump, bump, bump, go the two wheels over it, but some-
how, I don't come off.

"What's that? Oh, lor-r-r ! W-h-e-u-g-h ! Why here comes a
skeleton, riding up the hill towards me."

" What ? No ! Yes ! He's actually got his legs over the
handles, and still he comes on, nearer and nearer, slowly but
steadily."

" Why! his machine has no wheels ! There's only the
backbone, spring, forks, and handles. Yes ! and there are the hubs
with the stumps of the spokes just showing !'"

" He's smoking ! What is it he smokes ? It's a pipe of baccy
without the pipe ! There, I can see the shape the bowl was by the
lump of baccy !"

" He has something under his arm too ! Why it's a long string
of letters ! My goodness, it's a B.U. notice-board without the
board !"

Nearer and nearer he comes. My blood rushes from my skin. I

can feel my cap being gradually lifted off my head, as my hairs one
after the other rise and stand up on end.
He passes me ! What a ghastly grin it is he greets me with !

What a condescending nod I

My eyes are glued on his retreating figure (?), and at the im-
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A HOBRIBLB NK3HT.
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minent risk of rushing into the hedge, I turn my face towards him.
Slowly he sails on. He is just on the stone I had gone over.

Bump. He's on it ! Some smoke, a faint smell of baccy, and
he's gone ! Clean gone and vanished !

The stone had apparently blown him away.
Bump, bump, crash, a flying sensation, and I find I have run into

the hedge. The flying sensation continues, and I seem to mount
up and up, higher and higher, further and further away I go. My
brake all gone. When shall I fall ? What a horrible bump I shall

come

!

^

" Ha ! where am I ? How fearfully hot ! What magnificent
roads."

"What is this long rank grass? Why there's goes a nigger,

and another. See ! he salaams as I whirl past him. This must be a

jungle road, and I, I must be in-India."

There goes a fellow on a bicycle. I overtake him".

" Are you in the B.T.C.?" says he.

" I am, sir."

" So am I ; I'm consul, you know, for the Punjaub. Shake
hands, old fellow."

"With great pleasure, sir."

" Delighted to see you, you know, [and all that sort of thing.

What are you doing out here ?"

" Indeed, sir, that is more than I can tell you."
" Don't be afraid to tell me old man., I won't split. Feminines

is it ? , I can introduce you to. hundreds."
" No sir, you mistake me entirely ; I mean -''

" Oh, its air right, old fellow ; I know what it is. You've heard
of me, of course, eh ?"

" I can't say I have had the honour, sir."

" What ! not heard of the great Colonel Harvie ?"

" Not the same, sir," said I tremulously, " not the same Colonel
Harvie that rode the ' Race for Life ' in the Xmas Number of the

London Society for this year ?"

" The same," says he.
" Will you allow me the honour of again shaking hands with you,

then."
" Certainly, old man, certainly."

We shake hands again, though I am afraid in doing so I nearly

pulled him off his machine, so awkwardly did I achieve the operation.
" I'll tell you all about it," says the Colonel.

"Oh, pray don't trouble," I said, " I read it all through the night
before last. Would you mind my asking you a few questions about
:it?"

I said this because I saw he was a little bit put out at my not
wanting to hear it over again.

" I shall be most delighted I am sure," said the Colonel. " Fire

away old boy; it won't be the first time I've been under fire by a
long chalk."
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This, I thought, was the prelude to some more tales when I had
exhausted my fire of questions.

" Bicycles," I began, " of the boneshaker description came out in

about 1868, I think. I suppose that it was then that you used to

practice them."
"Yes, that was about the date,"
" You say you were a little boy at the time. I suppose you were

eight or ten years old ?"

" Eleven years."

It must have been in 1878 or 1879," I continued, " that you had
' your ' race,' as bicycles like the one shown were not made before that."

" I beg your pardon," said the Colonel, " it was, I think, in 1876.

The gentleman who drew that steed had rather advanced notions."
" I beg your pardon, sir—my mistake entirely."
" Don't mention it, old man."
" You were, I think, a sub-lieutenant at the time ?"

" I fancy I was a lieutenant, sir."

I think he was getting a little angry at my questions.
" Excuse me, sir, just half a minute. I won't go on questioning

you, sir, if you would rather me not. I am sorry now that I began
at all. Would you tell me some stories about your being under fire

that —

"

•' Nonsense, sir, nonsense ! Most ridiculous ! What, d'ye think

I can't stand a little cross-questioning? Eh.'' I tell you, sir, I've

been under more fire than all your
"

" Pray, sir, do let me hear some of your stories. I am sure they
will prove most interesting, and I

"

" Will you go on with your questions, sir. Confound it, d'ye

think
"

" Very good, sir ; since you insist on it, of course I must go on.

Well, sir, you were at this time a lieutenant, we'll say, "

" I was a lieutenant," he roared.
" I beg pardon, sir, I forgot. Of course you were a lieutenant.

Well, sir, that is six years ago, and you were then nineteen years of

age."
" Yes, sir, that was my age as near as I can remember."
" You are now a colonel on half-pay, I think ?"

" I am, sir."

" And is promotion so rapid in India that an officer can become a

retired calonel six years after he joins his regiment as lieutenant ?

Because, sir,- if that is the case, I think I shall join the
"

" Hold, sir, enough !" he roared again. " This is what you have
been driving at all this time is it ? If I was only sure now that I

shouldn't come off second best, I'd give you such a thrashing as

you'd carry the marks of it to your grave, I would. You want to

take a rise out of me lor that story in
''

" Now, my dear sir, do calm yourself. I asked you to let me stop

some time back, but you wouldn't let me. I am sure— "

" Umph ! All right, old man ; I musn't quarrel ^yith you. You
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are quite right about it—I own it was very bad. But then you see

I was so anxious for it to appear in print that I didn't stop to look
through it. Of course I ought to have dated the thing somewhere
about the year of grace igoo, and then it would have been right

enough. I think it was the pubHshers' fault as much as my own.
They ought to have seen how absurd it would appear. Thank you^
old man ; thank you very much for pitching it into me like you did.

Ah ! here's my bungalow ; come in and have some iced claret, or a
B. & S., or something else equally refreshing."

There was his bungalow, and he dismounted to go in. I was^
just about to do likewise, for I was thirsty, and some iced claret

would have been very refreshing.

Slowly the Colonel, and then the bungalow began to dissolve. I

rubbed my eyes, to see if anything was the matter with them.
The bungalow was clean gone, and I found myself riding along

in the dark with my lamp alight. I was in a fashionable suburb in

London ; the lamps were alight, and on one side of the road were
detached houses, and on the other a park railing.

Tink, tink, tinkle, tinkle, went my bell. There goes an old
gentleman. Returning from his club I suppose, for it is about
twelve o'clock. I pass him under a lamp-post. He looks very
much like a magistrate, and seems rather inclined to eat me, from
the scowl on his countenance as I pass him, I saw a letter sticking

out of his pocket, which the light of the lamp just ca,ught.

In my hurried glance I fancied I could make out the letters.

" Pgt. Eq." I could only see the big letters and long strokes, but I

have a sort of suspicion I have seen his face before,

I ride on, and presently run on to a brick, which sends me sprawl-
ing into the road.

Pat, pat, pit, pat. I hear steps coming along. It's the magis-
trate. Won't he be pleased at seeing me here ? Perhaps he'll

give me a sly dig in the ribs. Sure enough the magistrate it is.

I shall get a good view of him at any rate, as here's a lamp-post
just where he'll pass me.

Pat, pat, pit, pat, nearer and nearer he comes. He is just

getting under the lamp.
Whir-r-r-r !

I look up. The magistrate stands horror-struck. There, comings
along at a fearful pace, is a man on a bicycle. No ! Is it a man ?

It can't be ! It's a ghost. His eyes flash a ghastly, sickly^

sulphurous fire. His clothes and machine emit a ghastly and weird

light. He rushes on, casting a piercing, withering glance at the

horror-struck beak.

He's gone !

The former slowly recovers himself. His eyes are staing wildly.

His hat, lifted bodily off his head by his erectile hairs, had fallen

close to where I lay.

Clutching his umbrella firmly in his right Hand, he strode,

towards it.
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Now he discovers my presence. I am unable to move, so shaken

had I been with my spill, and so spellbound by what I had seen.

Lifting up his umbrella, he prepares to vent his anger on poor

innocent me. .

'

Whish ! It goes through me. Again he lifts his gingham. I

stretch out my hand suddenly to stop the blow.

Ah! Oh lor!

I had knocked the bed post and woke up. It was just getting

light.

There, at the foot of my bed, was the originator of all my
dreams. For dreams they were.

It was my bicycle !

This is how it got there : -

I keep my machine strung up by a pulley, down in our stable.

Last winter, however, I found that the damp got hold of it, and, in

spite of the paint, had covered it with rush ; and the saddle was a

vast wilderness of mil-dew.

So this winter I determined to take a little more care of it, and so

walked it up to my bed-room.
This was my first night with it, and that, combined with a few

roasted chestnuts, completed the mystery of
" That Horrible Night."

P.S.—If anyone wants to know why I string my machine up^in-

stead of letting it stand on the stable floor, I will give them a piece

of natural history information that perhaps they are not already

aware of:
" When rats are hungry ; they don't object to bicycle tyres as an

article of consumption."

" The Humbee " Bicycle (Manufactueees—Humber, Maeeiott & Goopeb : Woeks
Bbeston, Notts).—This celebrated machine is undeniably the fastest, lightest, and
strongest used on the racing path. The fastest one and two miles on record, also the

greatest distance in one hour (18| miles 210 yards), have been accomplished upoii them. As a
roadster, the " Humber" is tmdeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and more durable than

any other machine manufactured. The fact that the " Humber " bicycles are now almost

exclusively ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities and throughput itki^

United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on
view at the London Depot, 78, Eichmond Boad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials

free on application.

—

Advt.

Hollowat's Ointment and Pills.—Coughs, Influenza.—The soothing properties of these
medicaments render them well worthy of trial in all diseases of the respiratory organs. In
common colds and influenza the Pills, taken internally, and the Ointment rubbed over the
chest and throat, are exceedingly efficacious. When influenza is epidemic, this treatment is

the easiest, safest, and surest. HoUoway's Pills purity the blood, remove all obstacles to its

free circulation through the lungs, relieve the over-gorged air tubes, and render respiration
free, without reducing the strength, irritating the nerves, or depressing the spirits ; such are
the ready means of escaping from suffering when afflicted with colds, coughs, bronchitis,
and other chest complaints, by which the health of so many is seriously ahii permanently
injured in most countries.
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CYCLING CELEBRITIES.
No. 17. Robert Algar Woolnough, Rovers B.C.

|0W that the inexorable deraands of business have caused
the retirement from the cinder path of the well-known
liicyclist who bears the name at the head of thi» sketch,
it may not prove entirely unwelcome to our readers to

here remark shortly upon what has been a successful and rather
remarkable bicycling career.

Robert Algar Woolnough, or " Bob " as he i« better known br
the habitues of the London Athletic Grounds, was born at Dalston
January Lst, 1861, so that he is now twenty-two years of age'
though from outward appearances we shquld judge him to be con-
siderably younger. To this apparent juvenility, the good looks
with which Nature has favoured him, his indomitable pluck in
ridmg himself right out no matter how hopeless his chance of
getting up, his dasn and temerity when sprinting down the straight
for home m a crowd, and his handsome and racy appearance when
on the path, the universal applause of which he was the recipient
whenever he sta-ted on a London track, is in a great measure due.
His hrst experience of cycling was made in company with a " bone-
shaker" m May, 1877, and in 1878 he became a member of the
Rovers B.C., with which club his name has been associated durino-
the whole of his bicycling career.

'^

On July 27th, 1878, he competed in a club race at the Alex-
andra Palace and obtained second honours. From that time he
has never been able to resist the fascination which racing possesses
lor men who, like him, are gifted with sound wind and limb, and
he has ever since been discovered in the best of company, until the
Jiildare Meeting of last year, when he met with one of the few
accidents of his racing experience. The event in which this fall
occurred being ostensibly his last appearance on the cinder path
was the more to be regretted, his friends being particularly
anxious for his success, as from his previous good fortune in the
Jiildare competitions he was regarded as having some species
of established right to the Kildare "Pot." It would be almost
an impossibility to describe categorically the numerous races in
Mhich he has taken part, but for the information of our readers
and as^^an exemplification of what has been done by a London

flier during his racing existence, we have appended a list of
his successful mounts. In addition to his great Metropolitan
popularity, no man hailing from London has been more favorably
received whenever he has visited the Midlands on racing intent.

' '

In those " dens of corruption " (the Midland tracks), he has
always been regarded and esteemed as a man who meant winnin*
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if pluck, pace, good condition, and persistency could get his

wheel first over the tape, so that the little arrangements which
sometimes obtain in those parts were invariably relinquished or

rendered extremely risky wherever he put in an appearance.

Although never actually on the scratch mark when amongst the

creme de la creme, still of late he has frequently held that post of

honour even at Stamford Bridge, and the manner in which he has

slowly but surely come backfrom the 150 yards mark to 1 5 yards (and

reta%ned]i\& position there), when contrasted with the rise [and fall)
of some of our later racing men, is alike creditable to himself and
remarkable to others.

-Whether, if he had continued upon the path, he would ever

have attained championship honours, is hard to say, bat, taking a

retrospective view of his past performances as a whole, and the

manner in which he led Cortis during his (Cortis') grand twenty-

mile feat, in particular when he accomplished the quickest two
miles scored during the execution of that stupendous record, we
have no hesitation in saying, that providing his improvement this

coming season had been on all fours with that of preceding years

he would, without doubt, haye caused some hurry in the Five

Miles B. U. Championship of 1883.

To him we are indebted for the introduction of the jockey cap

upon the path (a prettier head-dress than which there is none), it

invariably forming part of his racing get-up until he had th e good
sense to see that it was rapidly becoming vulgarised by men,
without whom bicycling as a sport would not suffer, cycling more
especially. The racing section of the wheeling community can

ill afford, at the present time in particular, to lose a man like the

one now under discussion, and, despite the advent of new men,
racing at Lillie and Stamford Bridges will lose some tithfe of its

charm by the absence of the lithe black-clad figure of the universal

favourite, "Bob VYoolnough, " from the contests there held.

With the legislative movements of the sports, being a man wh
rode the bicycle more than he talked about it (an example which
might well be followed by some gentlemen now upon the B.TJ.

Council), he has not identified himself to any great extent, but

others than his immediate friends will bear witness to his prompti-

tude and vigour in discussing any subject which bore particularly

upon racing or its laws.

. We know of no man who has more readily at his fingers' ends

the minute details of any racing event in which he has been en-

gaged, or which Las taken place during his racing career, while,

though not possessed, perhaps, of any great j)ower of oratorically

stating the same, his opinion on any equivalent question is invariably

sound, and well worth careful consideration. Although a good

man on the road, he was not very frequently seen in the rural
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retreats wliere cyclists most do congregate, but nevertlieless, he
has done many parts of England by the agency of the wheel, and
what is more to his credit, has refrained, unlike many of his con-

temporary tourists, from publishing elaboi'ated, distorted, and-^

misleading cold guide-book, feebly descriptive of the tours he has

taken. None can regret more than ourselves his enforced retire-

ment from the path, but his sound good sense has served him in

this as in other instances, and despite our sorrow at his disappear-

ance, we are assured he will have no cause to lament his choice

of worldly advantage and advancement to the ephemeral honours

of the track.

That he may meet with the success in life which has attended

him on the path is the wish of all men who have known him, for

surely the fickle goddess should favour, one who has always been
respected as a bicyclist, honoured as a man and warmly appreciated

as a friend.
'^ H. J. S."

> « < -

A CHAT WITH GORTIS.
The Champion Interviewed^

HIS day is big with fate," quoted our special one day
early last week, as he told his son and heir to go next
door and borrow a tooth-brush and a cake of blacking,

"for to-day I interview Cortis, the amateur champion
bicyclist of the world, and I must fix myself up in a

manner that will reflect credit on myself, my employers, and
the colony;" and, borrowing threepence, an ulster, and a pair of

goloshes from a friend over the way, he salHed forth into the storm
upon his mission. After several hair-breadth escapes, whilst en-

deavourmg to cross the Elizabeth Street canal, he reached the

Oriential Hotel, when he was show up-stairs into the presence of the
champion. Dr. Cortis has a genial physiognomy and a nose of the

Duke of Wellington type. His appearance on the whole is long,

lank, and attenuated. He is much longer one way than the other,

and considerably narrower each way than both. Fat is conspicuous

by its utter absence, as there is not sufficient of that matter in his

entire composition to furnish material for a farthing candle. He is

long in every detail ; he is long in the arms, long in the legs, and
long in the feet. His optics, more especially the left one, are inclined

to be hawkish ; whilst his auricular appendages are of about the same
length, breadth, and depth of those which other mortals have been
furnished with by a beneficent Providence. Taking a cursory glance

at the doctor from the front, one might mistake him for a note of

exclamation turned upside down ; whilst from a side view it would
be difficult to see him at all, and a two-foot genial smile completes
him.
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As our special produced his pasteboard, he addressed the champion
in the following terms :—

' Welcome, brother wheelman, to Victorian

shores.'

Dr. Cortis.— ' Thank you, I have heard that from no less than

seventy-five people to-day,'

Our Special.— ' Have you any objection to answering a few
questions in connection with our glorious sport ?

'

Dr. C.— ' None in the least. Fire away.'

O. S.— ' Do you consider our climate suitable for cycling ?
'

Dr. C.— ' Well, judging from what I have seen of it, it is mo^e
adapted for swimming, or mackintoshes.'

O. S.— ' You have won many racing prizes, I believe ?
'

Dr. C— ' I have.'

O. S.— ' Do you find the trophies inconvenient ?
'

Dr. C.— ' No, not very. I have about two tons of them in the.

hold of the Carlisle Castle ; the rest I left behind me.'

O. S.— ' You have written a book on training ?
'

Dr. C,— ' Yes, and as an authority on training, and strawberries,

and cream, I am second to none.'

O. S.— ' Do you think cold hash good to train on ?
'

Dr. C— ' No.'

O. S.— ' Or counter luncheons ?
'

Dr. C— ' No !

'

O. S.— ' What ! Not if qualified by a pint of Colonial ?
'

Dr. C— ' No !
!

'

O. S.— ' Or the succulent'saveloy ?
'

Dr. C— ' NO ! ! !

'
'

O. S.— ' Or '

=!< * * * * *

[We have just returned from a visit to our special. He lies in the
Melbourne Hospital, a fit subject for the eysipelas ward. We think,

that after he has been supplied with a glass eye, a wooden leg, afoot
or so of vertebra, and a new suit of clothes, he will be able to resume
his duties by Xmas.

—

Ed. C. C]—The Melbourne Bulletin.

> •<

AN OPINION ON BICYCLING.

ICYCLING has now been for so many years a popular
pursuit, numlpering its votaries by hundreds of thousands.

\ ^ilJil ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ accurate estimate of its physiological action.
"
i....irtim | on the system has been formed by those medical men who

have been interested in the subject. The old dandy horses of the

commencement of the present century, whose form is now pre-

served mainly by the sketches of Cruikshank and Gilray, had an
injurious action on the system, that would alone have been sufficient

to cause them to fall into desuetude. The extension of the leg

backwards against the ground caused a strain on the walls of the
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abdomen that conduced to rupture. When the new form of bicycle

was introduced, some twelve years since, the same defect was
alleged against it ; but the pages of our medical contemporaries for

the last decade do not confirm such an opinion. Physicians who
have ridden many thousands of miles maintain that there is " no
action connected with either mounting, riding, or dismounting that

will cause the contraction of the abdominal muscles and depression
of the diaphragm, which are necessary to the production of a

hernia." The allegation th^t bicycling causes bodily injuries of
other kinds does not appear to have any foundation, inasmuch as the

medical journals are barren of any such cases, which certainly would
have been recorded had they occurred. The tendency to produce
that enlargement of the blood-vessels of the legs known as varicose

veins is another accusation brought against bicycle riding, but it

appears equally destitute of any solid foundation. That men with
any predisposition to the disease would suffer from active movements
of the lirnbs is doubtless true ; but the objection would equally apply
to walking, riding, lawn tennis, or any vigorous exercise.

The dangers of cycling, whether " hi." or " tri.," are not inherent

in the pursuit, but are due to accidents which may be avoided by
experience, skill, and caution. If incapable and inexperienced riders

rush down hills at full speed, or allow their machines to come in con-
tact with impediments, they are liable to shoot over the handles or be
thrown out, and to receive severe injuries ; but these are no more
inherent in the pursuit than flying over a horse's head is an inevit-

able concomitant of riding.

On. the other hand, the hygienic effects of this popular pastime are

strongly marked. It requires from its devotees long-continued active

exercise in the open air. It cultivates habits of quick observation,

and necessitates a rapid command of muscles that is most useful in

daily life. Excess in drinking is utterly incompatible with the pur-
suit ; and, with a very large proportion of the riders, milk with or
without soda water, and tea, are largely taken ; being found by
experience to be better adapted to sustain long-continued exertion

than alcoholic stimulants.

The social aspects of the pursuits are not less satisfactory. -

Thousands of young men, who would be possibly spending their

time in billiard saloons, or "nipping" at railway bars, are now
enabled to breathe the pure air of the country, and take healthy and
invigorating exercise. They become acquainted with their own
land to an extent, that would be impossible without the aid of their

machines, and at a cost far less than that of even third-class
travelling. There is no temptation to excessive drinking or smoking,
and as to gambling, the seductive game of " Nap," so commonly
played in railway journeys, is hardly practicable on a bicycle trip.

The objection to vi'hich bicycles and tricycles were subject, in

common with all innovations, has nearly become extinct ; and horses
that are inured to the sight of trains and the shrieks of the hideous
railway whistle are not likely to show long-continued alarm at the
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file of bic3'cle riders, or the sound of their bells. Furious riding

exists mainly in the imagination of certain local magistrates. The
fact that a bicycle rider cannot, however slightly, come into contact

with any object whatever without being immediately brought to

grief, and, if going rapidly, taking a header over the handles, is

amply sufficient to protect the public, without any special legal

enactments. That there are some riders who do not know how to

conduct themselves with the decency and courtesy that should dis-

tinguish all men, is unfortunately inevitable ; but they are

discountenanced by the great majority, and the " cad upon castors"

is nearly as unknown as the " galloping snob."

—

Th& Field—Leading
Article.

> »<

A TRICYCLING ADVENTURE.

The morn was dark and gloomy, the sky was overcast.

As I mounted my new tric3'cle, to have a spin at last

;

'Twas called the " Flying Dutchman," and I to test its power
Went out that morning gladly, although the skies did lower.

I fitted out myknapsack with biscuits, cheese, and flask,

The latter filled with Jameson, drawn from a special cask
That had lain up in a corner, and had never yet been sold.

For anything less ancient than the real twelve-year-old.

Thus, well equipped, I started and left my native town.
For I had vowed that I would tour our island up and down ;

I had waited for this tricycle for full three weeks or more.
To come down from the city, where the mud abounds galore.

But now I felt contented and as happy as a king.

All cares now seemed to vanish as I heard my stop-bell ring

;

The inner man I then refreshed and soon my spirits rose

To a fearful state of ecstacy, above all earthly woes.

As the spirits in the flask decreased by many pulls and long,

My own went up right merrily and found a vent in song;
And thus I gaily pedalled on to spend a jolly day.

In the City of old Dublin, full fifty miles away.

And now my fortunes on the way.I may as well relate.

And tax your patience for a while as I my tale narrate :

Six miles I now had covered, when a village comes in sight.

Where there lives a pretty barmaid who is my heart's delight.

Her hair is as the raven's wing, her eyes are violet blue,

Of pearly whiteness are her teeth, her figure charming too
;

I pulled up at the tavern door, dismounted from my steed,

My Katie came to meet me, looking very "Cvell indeed.
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I put my arm around her waist and from her stole a kiss,

For as I seldom see her this chance I couldn't miss
;

After an hour's pleasant wait I bid my^gjrl adieu,

Mounted on my trusty steed and started oif anew.

The pace was good as you could wish, the mile-stones semed to fly—
I thought it was a graveyard that I was passing by

;

But hark ! what means that horrid roar that bursts upon the air?

A deathly terror o'er me creeps, on ends upstarts my hair.

Surrounded by a cloud of dust, some monster comes in view;
It is a bull—it has gone mad—oh ! heavens, I'm in a stew

;

To check my speed I ply the brake with all my might and will,

My efforts turn out powerless, I get an awful spill.

I see him rushing on me, I close my eyes in dread,

A hasty prayer I offer up—I'll soon be with the dead
;

One awful second of suspense, then through the air I fly,

And headlong splash into the Boyne, which rushes swiftly by.

Into its waters dark I sink, then to the surface rise,

I clutch an overhanging branch, the first that meets my eyes :

'Tis strong enough to bear my weght, I scramble up the bank
;

The bull has gone, I'm safe at last, my stars I now may thank.

I think about my tricycle, and with looks of blank dismay.
Beheld it into, pieces smashed, an utter \yreck it lay.

And finding now 'twould be in vain my journey to pursue,
I gladly hail a farmer's cart just coming into view.

He stops and asks me to explain how I have come to grief,

Consents to carry my machine at which I feel relief.

We quickly put it in the cart and homeward drive away.
Thus ended my adventure on that ill-omened day.

Pat.

> *<

If anybody still thinks that we are not a musical people, here is

an incident which ought to make him abase himself. The alarm
bells on bicycles have suggested to some genius that the difference

in the tones of various bells might be utilised to make octaves. This
idea was acted upon, and an experiment was made the other night

with complete success. A number of bicyclists rode through the

City playing the chimes, " Blue Bells of Scotland," " Home, sweet
Home," " Auld Lang Syne," " Rule Britannia," " The Men of
Harlech," and " God Save the Queen." This was not a bad reper-

toire to start with. We shall now have bicyclist bands, and if they
can supersede the German musicians who haunt our thoroughfares,

many people who have denounced bicycles will at least be softened.—From the West Sussex Gazette.
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No lack of social events amongst the wheel clubs of the United
Kingdom is to be noticed this season ; and indeed, as each "'year

rolls on, it becomes more and more evident that cycling institutions

are " not for an age, but for all time."

The two City clubs, viz., the City of London and the City

Wanderers, have been already on the road this year. One reports
*' roads simply fearful," and the other " roads heavy."
The Excelsiors have gone to the fountain-head for quarters, i.e.,

" The Fountain " public-house, Mile End Read, E.

We wonder more Western London clubs do not patronise the

Shepherds Bush Athenaeum, which is an excellent room. The
Hammersmith gave an entertainment there, followed by a dance,

last month.
It is a curious coincidence that for the Lewisham, who have such

a snug little roost of their own, Mr. Heimis is hon. sec, and Mr.
Cock assistant ditto.

The Sutton have been going in for boxing during the winter

months, and will thus be enabled, perchance, to make a " mark " in

a new line this coming season.

The Whirligigs, a new club, seem to know how to get musters at

their " musicals," the third, given last month, being attended by over

one hundred men, representing seventeen clubs.

Amongst hard-riding members certain Stanhope men take a

"front row " place, whether in long summer runs or hard winter
" digs " through mud.
The Redhill have followed suit to several clubs this winter season,

and introduced ladies to their concerts.

The Belsize, Stanley, and Invincible B.C's. have been going in

steadily for walks during the winter.

Why do clubs send their news up in duplicate and triplicate, has

often puzzled those who read "Club Doings" in our little press. Last
nonth, however, the Invincible doings appear in duplicate, with one
portion signed " G. M. Reeves, hon. sec," and another " G. M.
Lewis, hon. sec." Are there two Dromios, or is it a Comedy
of Errors ?
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The captain of the Aurora B.C. is C. Pike, and he serves with
Parsley, who is sub-captain. The Gresham are " Blest " in their

president, and their sub-captain is " Worthy," while the hon. sec.

is " Wyllie." Such are among the peculiarity of cycling officers'

names.
When 65 men. sit down to dine together there is a good show.

This was the number of the Brixton Ramblers' meeting at the

Holborn last month.
It is a peculiar coincidence that there should be two Dr. Colemans

taking a practical interest in the wheel, one at Surbiton and the

other in New York.

> « <

FALMOUTH COUNTY COURT.
Haslope v. Blampin.—In this action, which was tried the other

day, Mr. L. L. Haslope sued Mr. T. Blampin for £5 i8s. 8d.,

damages caused to a tricycle, the property of the plaintiff", on the loth

November last, under the following circumstances :— It appeared
that on that day plaintiffwas out on his tricycle at Lamanver CroSs
Roads, accompanied by his daughter. Miss Ethel Haslope, and son,

Mr. P. Haslope, who rode another double tricycle. As Miss Haslope
and her brother approached the Cross Roads from Penwarne, they

ware followed up the hill by defendant's covered bread van, driven by
his sister, Miss Blampin. On turning the corner leading to Con-
s'.aatine, the two tricyclists placed their tricycle quite close to the

hedge on the left side of the road, to take sTielter from a storm of

rain. A few moments afterwards, defendant's van turned the same
corner and approached the tricycle. Miss Haslope seeing this called

out " don't run into us." The horse was then walking, and the driver

appears to have made no effectual effort to avoid the tricycle, as the

horse did not alter his course, but walked on, running the left wheel
of the van into the tricycle, which was greatly crushed and injured.

Miss Haslope being thrown under it, and narrowly escaping severe

injury, Mr. Haslope running to the horse's head and stopping it just

in time. The width of the road at the scene of the accident is 17
feet, and that of the tricycle 4 feet 8 inches. At the trial, Mr. Nalder
appeared for Mr. Haslope' and Mr. Wm. Jenkins for the defendant.

The plaintiff's case was deposed toby Mr. Haslope, Miss E. Haslope,

and Mr. R. P. Haslope, and their evidence was corroborated by
Mr. J. Moyle, relieving officer, who was passing about that time.

For the defence. Miss Blampin, a boy in the van, Mr. John Teague,
and Mr. Rufus Reed, of Penryn, gave evidence, and testified that the

horse " shied " at the second tricycle, it being contended that the

driver having done all she could to stop the van, the accident was
inevitable. The plaintiff's witnesses on the other hand all denied

that the horse shied, and the defendant's witnesses admitted that it

was the first time it had ever done so, although it had met and passed
tricycles on very numerous occasions.—^Judgment was given for the

plaintiff, with costs.
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FROM THE PEAK TO THE ALPS.
By C. E. Oliver, Derby B.C.

N reading this a brief chronicle of my " doings " and the
scenes passed through whilst on a bicycle tour from the

Peak to the Alps, pray do not suppose me ignorant or
neglectful of the many pleasant spots near at home and

close at hand. To me the English shires are no terrce incognitce,

and I am no stranger to the multitude of historic ruins, castles,

cathedrals, and beautiful scenery which grace our islands. Latterly

there has been an out-cry of protestation against those who continue
to make foreign countries the scenes of their annual peregrinations,

whilst ignoring the beauties of nature and art so easily accessible in

their own land. I do not wish to be included in this category of
truant tourists, and, therefore, must state in self-defence that ray
wheel wanderings on British ground alone, amount to over fifteen

thousand miles, not to mention trips by train and winter tramps,
which entitle me somiSwhat to wander at will. Moreover, to the

tourist a change of country and climate is as salutary as a change
of medicine is sometimes to the invalid, and quite as efficacious, and
travel, especially foreign travel, is a very" essential boon, for amongst
its many benefits we become acquainted with the manners and
customs of other nations, which aid in removing numerous insular

prejudices and false notions, and at the same time it helps us to

value our own institutions more highly.

A few days back a short excursion in " The Peake Countrie," a
visit to Matlock, and a sight of Crich Carr—this peculiar hill by the

way has lately been emulating its more gigantic Swiss brethren by
" trying fts hand '' at landslips and cottage crushing—revived in me
the old ambition for a ramble on wheels amongst the lovely blue

lakes and snowy peaks of the Alps. So when I heard from an old'

schoolfellow and travelling companion that he was about to make
the journey to Wesen, I took the opportunity afforded of riding with

a known and well-tried traveller. For I had repudiated the notion

of resorting to advertisement to provide myself with a travelling

companion, as a plan not calculated to procure me a roving friend

whose tastes and inclinations would,agree with mine.
Nevertheless, I had thought once or twice of this resource, but

my imagination pictured my correspondent appearing at the rendez-
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vous, accompanied by an antiquated vehicle of some mysterious,

unknown manufacture, possessmg plain bearings and and afflicted

with creaking joints, and a chronic tendency to loose cranks, that

would delay us a dozen times a day ; or he might be one of those
" young men who raill have pace," and who, ambitious to display

their power of pedalling, turn out on racing machines, and start off

at a pace that precludes all conversation. Besides, how could I

answer for the stranger's temper and tastes ? For, whilst I have a
liking for landscape and a leaning towards archeology, he might
exhibit an equal fondness for billiards and hotel bars, and then our
relationships, as the diplomatists say, would become strained, and
we should wish to separate on the plea of incompatability of
temper.
However, I had found a compagnon de voyage in an old friend,

and all that remained to be done was to prepare our baggage and
fix a day to meet at ancient Coventry. As for my other companion,
the indespensable bicycle, I chose a sturdy roadster—my faithful

consort of many a merry mile—no all-bright " glittering gaud ;" but

an old stager, well japanned to turn the wet and rust, and, like

Pyramus, " most briskly juvenal " and " true as truest horse that

yet would never tire."

The scruples of arm-chair friends and folks at home were not
overcome or settled without protest on their part. The very idea of
attempting a tour amongst the Alpine peaks and passes on one of
" those nasty orkud things "—as country women flatteringly

denominate the harmless bicycle—was madness, and they
" spoke of most disastrous chances,

Of moving accideuts by flood and field,"'

that would surely overtake me if I remained obdurate. One com-
forting friend, who ought to have known better, suggested that I

should have to leave my machine at Bale—if indeed I were so-

fortunate as to get so far—and then resort to my pedestrian powers
and go on tramp ; whilst another pleasantly prophesied my return
" baffled, blighted, and broken on the wheel."

Everything comes to those who wait, and in the course of time
the tenth of July, 1882, turned up true to appointment. Early
morning found me donning the " tall stockings, short blistered

breeches," and shell jacket, "those types of travel," as Shakespeare
calls them, and which are so well adapted to the proper manipulation
of the wheel. The next move was to despatch a plentiful breakfast.

There is nothing like laying a good foundation when you have a
journey before you, with the, probability that—solely by your own
physical exertions—the close of day will see you landed some fifty

miles or more from your starting-point.

After this I con over a list of articles necessary for the journey,
and having puzzled myself in the endeavour to successfully solve
the problem of packing much into little, I harness the machine with
the baggage. This and other minor matters take some time. Pre-
sently, J-Qwever, the last bag is buckled to, the straps pronounced
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all taut, and in a few moments, with one or two early workmen and
a few policemen as spectators, I enter Derby streets and,glide along
the wood paving in the centre of the town ; this, however sweet, is

short, and as the south road is gained and the borough border
crossed, the other extreme is experienced. Mr. McAdam is evidently

a myth to road -makers in these parts, and the boulders employed
would certainly not pass the circumference of his two-inch ring.

Another mile or so, and I plunged into the real country, with
Windmills, hedgerows, farm-yards, cattle, and birds, the sweet-
scented hay and wild flowers in the meadows around, and the bright

waters of the Trent winding through all.

Immediately on crossing the river the road enters upon the quaint,

grey, old bridge, three-quarters of a mile in length, which marks
the southernmost advance of the ill-advised army of Charles the

Pretender.

At Stanton I met an old acquaintance—a cautious countryman,
with a steady-going horse—whom I often meet in my rural rides.
"' Where now f shouts he as he eyes me seated between a large roll

of impedimenta in front and a similar one in the rear. " Geneva

—

The Alps," I say as I ride by. " What 1 on that thing ?"
_
" Yes

;

why not ? " His reply was an incredulous stare. This little incident

served to beguile the way, and amused me for a mile or so ; but I

have not yet forgiven my rustic friend for the contemptuous term he
used concerning my machine, which, although not having much in

common with a quadruped, is " a horse, and something more."
The road through Ticknall is wretched, so I went by Melbourne

and Staunton Harold, a most pretty ride with beaiutiful views of

Calke Abbey and its finely-timbered park. Leaving Staunton the

Toad is lined by green vvoods with an undergrowth of fragrant,

feathery meadow sweet, and cool green ferns ; the tall fox-gloves,

too, which fringe the fence peeped over the top and peered curiously

at me as I passed. Another mile or so and I entered ancient Ashby,
glorified by Scott ; as you pass through you may gain a glimpse at

th2 fine old church, with its perpendicular architecture, the ruins of

the castle, and the Queen Eleanor Cross, the work of Sir Gilbert

Scott, erected to the memory of the Countess of Loudon. There are

also the Ivanhoe Baths and pump-room, and a large hotel with an
empty, deserted look. The reason of this is evident ; invalids who
resort to water cures, like fashionable spas, and Ashby cannot

compete with such places as Buxton, Harrogate, or Cheltenham.

Leaving Ashby, I made for Coventry, by Willesley Park to Mea-
sham, after which there is a pretty run beneath a green canopy of

young oaks by the Park boundary of Gopsall Hall, the seat of Earl

Howe. It was in this quiet retreat that Handel composed his
** Messiah." Beyond, the road suddenly opens on the rustic green

of Twycross village, and a pleasant ride on a good road brings us to

Atherstone. Near the chief inn there is an unusual milestone, which
marks loo miles to three important cities, whose initial letters are

the same—namely London, Liverpool, and Lincoln. There are also
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some fine specimens of old wood and plaster houses in the town.
From this place, for a few miles my route lay along the old Roman
Watling street ; then a turn to the right, and a narrow road brought
me to Nuneaton. Not a tempting neighbourhood, being girt with
the uncouth surroundings of colliery chimne} s, vomiting forth long
lines of black smoke, dingy derricks, rows of dingy houses, and.

dingy-looking people.

Nine miles more on a bumpy road and the three graceful and
conspicuous spires of Coventry appear against the sky. This is the

very centre and axis of the wheel world. Years back, when the

ribbon and silk trade languished and well nigh ruined the place, the
attention of enterprising men was turned to the manufacture and
improvement of the bicycle, with such success that the disused mills,

became full of life again ; and now the cyclists city can furnish you
with anything you may require in the way of wheels—whether it be
a watch or any of the various vehicles propelled by pedo- motive
power, from a bicycle up to a " sociable bus " or a " four-in-hand."

The inhabitants, too, are quite alive to the merits of the wheel, and
prove the wholesomeness of their own article by " going in" largely

for it themselves. And if in these times another instance of abnor-
mally high taxes were to occur (your Coventronians have a tendency
against taxes and rebel at rates), and a modern " kind Godiva" rose

to the occasion, I have no doubt she would select a fleet tricycle

wherewith to transport her fair form through the deserted streets.

The police find the tricycle a great help in hunting out their

victims, and the apparition of a passing postman on one painted a
flaming vermilion may be somewhat startling to a stranger, but
locally is looked upon as a matter of course.

This ride of 45 miles in the morning air had m.ade me gastronom-
ically inclined, so making for the well known hostelry kept by Mrs.
Knight—which might be appropriately called "The Wheel"— so
frequently is it the trysting-place for votaries of the art of graceful

gyration—I dined in the company of several fellow craftsmen and
shortly afterwards met my compagnon de voyage, as arranged ; he
having ridden from Lichfield. After waiting, first for his machine
to be overhauled by the makers, and then for the rain to cease, we
set off together

" To leap large lengths of miles."

We made in the direction of Oxford, but only reached as far as
Southam, owing to repeated showers of rain.

Near Southam we were so unfortunate as to patronise what seemed
to be a picturesque and cosy inn, and which appeared to promise
pleasant things. But, alas ! our experience was pitiful, for on a
closer acquaintance we found that an oriel window is not everything

enchanting. The tenants had occupied the place but a few days,

and all was in a topsy-turvy state. The ladies of the establishment
were bustling about setting things to right, arrayed in a charming
deshabille, that was neither the practical costume of the kitchen, nor
the fragile full dress of the ballet, but which partook of the cheering
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and scanty characteristics of both. The tea placed before us was
" terribly ordinary tea," and during our attempts at its forcible dis-

appearance, the room was frequently invaded for articles gone
astra3\ This determined us to evacuate the apartment, and take up
a new position in our chambers ; but again, alas ! solitude was
denied us even there—we had bed-fellows, invisible insects of a fiery

and nimble nature. Whether it was that they were starved by a

long fast, owing to the change of license, or that we were more
cutaneously tender, and offered a better banquet than other travellers,

I know not, but we still bear the wounds inflicted by our diabolical

tormentors. Such was the penalty we paid for our choice of the

picturesque.—Distance, 57 miles.

Oxford, July 11.—As may be imagined, no waking knock was
required, and when we met below we found an indifferent meal
awaiting us. On taking leave we felt greatly inclined—like the

officer in the opera of La Fille dtt, Tambour Major—to inform our

hostess that we should be " pleased to recommend her inn as the

worst we ever entered." We had a look round the fine old church,

situated on an elevated slope overlooking the surrounding meadows,
and then started off due south. The first village on the way is

Ladbroke, and a very pretty one too. You first cross a large Green,

with a sheet of clear water and an attendant group of ducks ; further

on there is a cluster of houses with quaintly shaped windows and old

blackened beams running in parallel lines through the white plaster;

then, passing a row of shadowy ti'ees, you came to the inn, with its

projecting porch and a number of clean, comely cottages, each with

a patch of fragrant old-fashioned flowers, and sometimes a shelf of

straw hives. The iron-bound parish stocks—bringing forcibly to

jnind the good old times—are still extant by the roadside. The
whole place is a model of picturesque and cheerful comfort, charac-

teristic of rural life of the better class. The squire is a Derbyshire

gentleman, Mr, C. Palmer-Morewood.
The weather, which had been damp and dubious all morning, now

broke into a steady downpour, compelling us to unstrip our mackin-

toshes from the axles of our machines, and don them in a hurry ;

however, it lifted a bit as we passed through Banbury, famous for

its cakes and a certain Cross, sacred to nursery rhyme. I need not

quote " the dear familiar lines," none forget them ; suffice it to sad

we dutifully fulfilled the behest contained in the first two, and rode

our cockhorses to Banbury Cross, though in a manner unanticipatee

by the author. It is true, we encountered no " fine lady on a whity

horse" for the simple i-eason that she inconsiderately declined to ap-

pear ; but we consented to overlook the apparent discourtesy on her

part, as the wet weather no doubt would have spoilt the costly

costume, which—being a fine lady-^she would have worn.
The country continued hilly to Deddington, where we refreshed

ourselves with coffee, and waited for the rain to abate, which it

declined to do. Not wishing to be detained all night in dull Dedding-

ton, we resolved to ride on to stately and learned Oxford, as a place
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likely to afford us something more attractive in the way of sight

seeing.

It is rather a dull road, and there -^^as nothing to detain us except

the "juicy weather" and an occasional hill to climb. Nearing
Oxford, on the right of the road, the tall monument to the Duke of

Marlborough may be seen towering above the trees of Blenheim
Park. A few miles farther and,

" Lo ! where majestic Oxford stands."

When we dismounted at half-past one at the King's Arms Hotel,

we speedily procured rooms and discarded our mud garnished gar-

ments, limp, linen and soddened shoes ; and exchanging them for

the dry suits contained in our waterproof bags, were presently par-

taking in comfort of what are called " the joys of the table," which
were all the more welcome after our wetting. Appetite appease,
we made a round of the churches and colleges, the latter including

Keble, Wadham, and Christchurch. Keble is a new and very fine

red brick building, which looks somewhat strange after the old,

weather-beaten stone of the others. It has a handsome chapel

attached, with a remarkably high roof and wretched acoustic proper-

ties. The windows, the mosaics, and mural decorations are very
elaborate and harmonious, and well worth a journey to see. The
rule for the students of this college is "plain living and high think-

ing," and the cost of a course of study is kept as low as possible.

On our way to "do the High " we catch sight of a multitude of

classical buildings with stately porticoes, venerable halls, and silent

quadrangles, vvith only a solitary porter to be seen—for the men are

•''down." We also pass many fantastic gabled houses leaning oh
heir neighbours for support, and snugly suggestive of old toak

furniture, capacious chimneys, and ingle nooks within. After slowly

sauntering and gazing about near churches and libraries, we attended

Evening Service at Magdalen Chapel.—Distance 37 miles.

Henfield, July 12.—The willmg attendant returned to us our

clothes, dried and brushed, and our machines were equally well-

cared for by the ostler. Having paid a moderate bill, at 9.30 we
crossed over Magdalen Bridge (about to be widened) and in a short

time the spires, domes, and towers of the classic city, were left far

behind. The roads for a few miles were wet from yesterday's down-
pour, but further on we were agreeably surprised to find them dry
and in fine running order. Over-taJking two detachments of Hussars
—their accoutrements glistening in the glare of the sun—we passed
by the spacious park of Newnham Courteney, the residence of the

Harcourts, and presently reached the old Roman town of Dorchester,

and dismounted to look over the ancient Abbey, noted for its

extreme length and the "Jesse" window on the north side of the

chancel. There also three large altars and a very curious old font,

half lead and half stone. The "City" is now a quiet sequestered
village

;
years ago it was a much larger place, and up to the time

of the Conquest was the largest see in Britain.

A further spin of three miles brought us to Wallingford, another
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curious old place, where in ancient times the Gauls, Romans,
British, Saxon, and Danes, each had settlements; and in the reign

of Edward the Confessor it po*essed a Mint.

-We now had to confront the chalky ranges of the Chilterns, the
road going over a large billowy beacon with a white house and a
flag floating at the top. It was a splendid day, and we had a
refreshing and extensive view for miles away, and

" Saw the country far diffused arouud."

From this breezy summit, past the moor, there is a grand run down
for several miles towards the Thames valley, finishing up with a

lovely avenue of young beech, and a steep piece into Henley.
We halted at a little coffee house near the Post Office, and
were pleasantly astonished at entering a clean, cool, and prettily-

painted place, with neat marble tables and comfortable- chairs,

and it would be easy to imagine oneself in a continental cafe,

only the proprietor does not smoke the ceaseless cigarette, and
the customers discard dice and dominoes. The coffe6, too, is no
counterfeit concotion, but coffee pure and simple ; the tea is tea, and
there is something more provided in the way of eatables than the

bilious discs usually displayed in these places as triumphs of' the

confectioner's art. And if these fast increasing institutions, called

by courtesy, " coffee houses," were to vend a better article than the

feeble fluids now offered, there would be a greater impulse given

towards temperance, and we might—as in France— live to see a
great majority of the people content with less exciting and more
fragrant beverages than those usually indulged in. As it is, the in-

ducements to leave the various alluring liquors for the cup that

cheers but does not inebriate, are not enticing.

We lingered a long while on the graceful bridge which spans old

Father Thames ; a structure rendered additionally interesting as

containing two sculptured masks of the Thames and Isis, chisselled

by the Hon. Mrs. Damer. It was a pretty sight from the parapet,

above the wooded banks, which form now and then leafy scenes of

exquisite beauty, and run down to the very verge of the shining

stream. Pleasure boats were continually putting in or setting out

from the landing stages and floating gently lip and down the rivtr.

Several disciples of " Old Izaak " had moored themselves at favour-

able points, and with " rod fine tapering,"

" There threw, nice judging the delusive fly,"

and
" With eye attentive, marked the springing game."

All too soon, our musings were upset by the asthmatical pantings

of an ugly black steam tug, which broke the spell of the picture.

So, almost reluctantly, we resumed our ride along a shady road to

Twyford, meeting by the way the rural postmaii on a tricycle.

From this we still had a splendid road, which at one point passes

through a large pine wood, rendering the air fragrant with its resiny

odour, and fringed by a border of purple heather intermingled with

large white marguerites and blue hare-bells.
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At Wokingham we stayed for a draught of aqtia piira, and to

inquire the way for Blackwater, which place we reached by a pretty

winding route
;
passing by wide fields of hay and bending corn

;

passing by deep ponds

—

"Where in the midst upon a throne of green,
Sits the large Lily as the waters Queen."

passing many well-to-do-looking hamlets ; and at times passing a
comely cottage on the skirts of a wood, the trellised doorway "Quite
over canopied by the lush woodbine," or half-hidden with dark clus-

ters of clematis. Beyond Blackwater we cross into a sort of military,

country, as our road lies by the college at Sandhurst, and so on by
Wimbledon Common and Heath.
The camps were almost deserted, the larger portion of the troops

having marched off to experience " grim visaged war," and tropical

heat amongst the visionary flesh pots of Egypt.
We were delighted with the fine texture of the roads in this neigh-

bourhood, which wind about with many a varied turn, and speedily

brought us to Guildford. Here the authorities were opening a new
bridge, so the good people of Guildford were making gay with ever-

greens and garlands, and fluttering festoons of flags. As we rode
down the street, the more mirthful and youthful spirits in the crowd
formed a deputation, and received us with the assuring information

that our wheels were revolving. We were also invoked in loud tones

as to how long we had got ; this being a delicate allusion to a sup-

posed affinity between our machines and the pedo-motive power
employed in prisons. These, and other compliments and congratu-

lations, customary with the juvenile population, we endeavoured to

receive with the dignity and urbanity best befitting true knights of

the wheel. Applying an extra pressure of speed, we soon withdrew
from the deputation.

We halted here for tea, which, with a pull at the grateful weed,
and a lounge in the streets, occupied nearly two hoursj when we set

out once more, for Horsham. We had an undulating road, exhibit-

ing all the varied beauty of upland and lowland
;
park, wood and

water; green meadows, ripening corn, busy hay-fields, and those

neat farms and peasant homes, which are nowhere seen to such
advantage as in these Southern Shires.

Ten miles from Guildford the road becomes quite rough, but

improves five miles further on. Near Horsham we exchange nods
with another postman going his round on a three-wheeler, and a few
minutes after enter the pleasant, old-fashioned town. We only

stopped long enough for a glass of water, wishing to get to Henfield

so as to have plenty of time to catch the boat on the morrow, and,

after a pleasant run of eleven miles—the last five in the quiet

twilight—we dismounted at that village, at the sign of the George

—

a most comfortable place—and were soon taking our ease in our
inn.—Distance, 86 miles.

Dieppe, July 13.—" Pure was the temperate air," as we set out

from the small Sussex village of Henfield. An hour ago, whilst
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breakfasting to the musical sound of the blacksmith's anvil, the
landscape was almost concealed by the night haze hovering around

;

but now, as our wheels carry us silently across the heath, the bold,

billowy ridges of the Downs, the farms, the lowing herds,

" And villages soft embosom'd in trees,"

gradually 'appear in sight, as the opal mists yield to the influence of
the sun. A turn at right angles, and the road winds under the
shelter of leafy copses and over-arching trees, through an opening
in the bare wave-like hills. The only life to be seen is a solitary

waggoner, cracking his whip in the still morning air, as he urges
on his team, and a few sheep spotting the neighbouring ridges.

Presently we meet several knights of the wheel, and ladies on
tricycles, taking advantage of a fair wind to ride inland, and soon
after enter Brighton. Here we " pottered about" a bit on the parade,

and then set off for Newhaven, a hilly and rather rough road, which
however affords some pretty peeps at the sunlit sea, as it lies glitter-

ing beneath the high cliffs. A couple of miles from Newhaven, and
we sight the swelling contour of the Downs which environ the town,
covered with corn and occasional patches of green grass. There is

a rapid descent into Newhaven, during which the houses, curiously

mingled with the tall tapering masts of the shipping, come suddenly
into view, and in a few minutes we enter the town and come to the

strangely tortuous and irresponsible looking path, that appears to lead

to nowhere in particular. And if it was not for a previous introduction

to its labyrinthine mysteries, we should never suspect it of conduct-
ing up to such an important place as the pier, where the Dieppe
boats are wont to embark and disembark their passengers, However,
we thread our way through several twists and turnings, past rows of

houses—which have turned their backs on the lane as if to disown
it,—past a coal wharf, and then going over the railway lines, and
round a large goods shed, we suddenly come upon the pier, to the

evident confusion of a knot of porters, whom we take by surprise,

clearly not expecting anyone to find them out from such a quarter,

as well "they might.

The boat was being rapidly filled, by steam crane, with all kinds

of packages, and lay rubbing her sides against the pier, and with

her steam up, as if impatient to be off. Having placed our machines
on board and had them fastened to a stancheon below, we adjourned

to the large building near the pier, which is a railway station, hotel,

buffet, custom house, and offices.combined. In one of the latter we
conferred with a face in a narrow pigeon hole, peering through a
network of wire like a stone-breaker, and shortly came away, chink-

ing French Napoleons in our pockets instead of English gold. We
obtained tickets for ourselves and machines in somewhat the same
manner, returning to the boat just as the tidal train arrived and
deluged the deck with a variety of passengers and luggage.

Our voyage of six hours had nothing remarkable to record, and
after a calm passage, at 6.40 p.m., we steamed into the harbour at

Dieppe. On landing, as usual, we had to confront the myrmidoms
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of the Douane, who appeared with printed forms in their hands,

eyed the machines suspiciously, tapped the various parts, and
measured the different dimensions, as if they shrewdly suspected

something wrong in their construction, and meant to discover it

before allowing us to risk our necks on such venturesome vehicles.

They also took down the name of the makers for the purposes of

identification, weighed the machines, and charged duty by a per-

centage on the weight, which was refunded on our return. Formerly,

the owners of machines were asked to declare their value, and duty
was charged on that amount.
We secured rooms at the Hotel du Soleil d'or, and then rode

through the streets, and about the extensive esplanade on the sea

front, until dusk, when we walked round the quays and town. We
had the luck to land in France at a time of festivity. This was the

eve of the Fete Nationale, and the fine old town of Dieppe, always
attractive, with its brilliant rows of shops and cafes, was rendered
especially so by innumerable tricolor flags suspended from the high
roofs, across the narrow streets, almost shutttng out the sky,»and

with a variety of devices and decorations hanging from the buildings.

At night the whole population appeared to turn out, and the

streets filled with a fluctuating crowd of gay idlers ; the peasantry
and soldiers lending additional colour and change to the scene as
they sauntered to and fro.

At ten o'clock there was a torch-light procession, accompanied by
a band and a body of soldiery, then came a number of men bearing
Chinese lanterns held aloft on poles, followed by several rows of
noisy kettledrums and buglers, then more soldiers and more torches.

The ringing clang of bells from the churches, the noise of the
military, together with the blare of bugles, the bursting of bombs,
and the vociferous cheering of the huge crowd, made a tremendous
din, and being seized by the enthusiasm- of the " general joy," we
"assisted " the inauguration of the Fete by joining in the un-English
and unconstitutional cries of " Vive la Repuhlique," " Vive la Fete
Nationale,'' which resounded and filled the air on all sides.—
Distance ridden, 21 miles.

Beauvais, July 15.—At six o'clock this morning we were still rapt
in sweet " curtained sleep," when, we were startled by a loud report,

immediately followed by another which shook us in our beds, and
made the fragile furniture perform a tremulous tatoo. That peculiar
and happily unknown performance of jumping out of one's skin was
never nearer successful accomplishment than at the moment when we
were thus rudely roused ; and we had bare time to ask with Brabantio,
" What is the reason of this terrible summons ?

" when the reports
were repeated, seemingly in the next room. Further sleep being
impossible—as we are not possessed of the campaigner's faculty of
resting amid the roar of battle—we turned out and dressed to the
accompaniment of this strange reveille, which, on walking out, we
found to proceed from the guns of the castle, situated on the high
cliff above the hotel. All this cannonading was in honour of the
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national fete and was not by any means the last we heard or saw
of it.

Up to this point of our journey we had been quite decided as to

our direction ; but now, having arrived at Dieppe, except that we
had the intention to reach Switzerland, we had laid out no special

route, and like Lady Dedlock's, our movements were uncertain.

And herein lie the great advantages of wheel touring. We are

bound to no beaten track, but can alter our course or steer into out-

of-the-way spots, and dismount at leisure to visit a church or other

building of interest, or call, if so inclined, at any cafe we come to,

trusting to chance to conduct us wherever there may be anything
worth notice, and troubling ourselves very little concerning the
precedents of former travellers.

When we bid adieu to Dieppe at eight o'clock and came to the
romantic and still imposing ruins of the Chateau d'Arcques (built

by an uncle of William the Conqueroi") and passed through the well-

ordered villages, we found the country as clamorous as the coast for

the acknowledgment and due observance of the day. In fact, all the

way to Beauvais we did not pass a cottage but which displayed a

pretty spray of blue, white, and red flags, so that we felt as if we were
travelling the route of some expected pageant. Some of the houses
exhibited larger and more pretentious banners than others, sur-

mounted with gilt spear heads encircled by a wreath of flowers and
embroidered with the ubiquitous words. Liberie, Egalite, Fraternite.

And, indeed, wherever we went on this tour the Republic ('id not

want for friends, and seemed to be thoroughly established and
popular.

The road to Beauvais (unlike most French roads) is for the most
part enclosed by hedges, and curves and winds about through the

various villages with a continual promise, like an English lane.

Stopping at one' hamlet we found that cherries were cheap, and
procured for a penny as many as we could carry. At Neuchatel
(the 'first paved town) we dismounted to look over the church, which
has a grand doorway, though somewhat mutilated. The interior is

very beautiful, the chancel with its elegant arcade and old stained

glass being especially interesting. We also noticed several large,

well-painted pictures, and a number of string instruments grouped
near the organ.

'The next place of importance we came to was Forges, where we
stayed at a cafe near the station for dejeilner. There were a number
of gentlemen in the room discussing Egyptian affairs ; they told us

that their Government would not join ours in the war, and wondered
what the English would do in that event. We ventured to suggest

the possibility and probability of our going to work and managing
easily without their aid, at which they gave a good-humoured laugh

and denial. When we started again the whole of the cafe turned out

to give us a parting bon voyage ! Travelling on we came to

Gournay, a queer, " dead alive" sort of town. Whilst looking about

us near the fountain in the market place, we saw a number of men
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in uniform forming line
;
presently, from the opposite side of the

square, there appeared a party of grave-looking gentlemen gloomily
apparelled in black, and walking two and two as if going to a funeral.

When they arrived in front of the soldiery there was a general

shaking of hands and lifting of hats, and a broken-winded band
played. The military, who were an odd-looking lot—all shapes,

sizes, and ages—we took to be municipal guards, and when they
shuffled off, preceded by the band and the sober-dressed dignitaries,

to make a dismal tour of the town in honour of the day, the marching
was very indifferent, and one fat old fellow who was grey and ^='me

into the bargain, had great difficulty in keeping in the ranks at all
;

in a while when we met them again he was lagging hopelessly behind
and artfully acting as rear-guard. We gave a glance round the

church and then started on our last stage in the quiet warmth of the

afternoon. The landscape was enlivened by patches of white
poppies, green woods and brown seas of waving corn, with villages

and farms peeping here and there through the foliage.

When near Beauvais we caught sight of the Cathed'dl seemingly
a quarter of a mile away, but in reality three miles Oh. Its appear-

ance at this distance is ponderous, but not pr'^.possessing
;
giving

one more the idea of a huge barn, or stupendous ship turned keel

uppermost. In fact, the western doorway—which is really very fine

and elaborately decorated—is about the only attractive part of the

exterior, the high, narrow flying buttresses which support the lofty

nave having too much the semblance of scaffolding. But the interior

makes ample amends for any outside defect, and when we had passer!

through the sleepy, blank looking streets of the episcopal town, and
gained an entrance by the large flight of steps up to the receding

arches of the doorway, we stood for a long time motionless, gazing
enchanted upon the gigantic columns and lofty altitude of the noble
arches. This splendid pile dates from the year 1230, and is chiefly

remarkable for its great height (it is, I believe, nearly as high as

Strasburg Cathedral, 465ft., the highest building in Europe), and
the grandeur of the spacious apse, with its narrow pointed arches

and tier on tier of graceful arcades, encircled by windows blazing

with many coloured lights. On the north wall are a number of

triumphs of tapestry, representing the Raph^l cartoons in a faithful

and artistic manner. Beauvais has a wide renown for this ancient

art, and the new factory at Windsor is worked on lines suggested by
the one at this place.

We dined and took rooms for the night at the Hotel du Cygne,
situated in the Grande Place. In honour of the fete, this spacious

square was converted into a sort of fancy fair. Long strings of

tricolours (no other flag being tolerated) were gracefully looped from
post to post and pillar to pillar. As dusk came down and threatened

to obscure the bright cloths and decorations suspended from para-

pets and windows, the Square gradually became lit up with flashing

lights, and wide arches shone out, and stood revealed with ever-

greens interspersed with revolving lanterns and gaily coloured lights.
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The lamp-posts, too, were all connected by a chain of white globed
lights, whilst the front of the Hotel de Ville—before which was
posted a band—was all alive with light, and seemed to be on fire

with the blaze of its illumination. All combined to give a most
pretty and fairy-like effect to this gay scene of vivacious noise and
music, and when we retired (at a late hour) the crowds of people
with their merry sunshine temperament were still keeping up high
carnival beneath the hright summer sky.

"In celebration of the day with shows.
Pageants and sights of honor."

'

Distance, 59 miles.

Betz, July 15.—All the noise and excitement of. the fete had not
driven from our minds the recollection of the magnificent Cathedral.

So attracted were we with its stupendous architecture, looming high
above the houses in one compact mass of stone, that, breakfast over,

we made another visit to the mysterious recesses of its numerous
chapels (we counted twenty) a,nd the vast columns that lose them-
selves aloft in the shadowy gloom of the obscure roof. We could

not tarry long, however, and having secured a few photographs,
rejoined our machines. Two gentlemen kindly showed us our way
out, and a splendid surface enabled us to make short work of the

26,kilometres to Clermont. This town is beautifully situated, being
terraced on a spur of the hills. On entering the steep stone-paved

streets, we came upon quite a picturesque market scene ; the varied

hues of the fruit, vegetables and heaps of odorous herbs, and the

animated figures of the bright coloured crowd moving about beneath
the tinted awnings, the queer, grey old houses decorated with tricolors,

and the patriarchal church posted protectingly in the • background,,

offered as pretty and cheerful a sight as could be desired.

We walked up amongst the people—chattering and chaffering over

the price of peaches or plums—through the, busy scene of change
and colour, to the church, which has a striking inlterior, containing

a fine oak pulpit, carved with figures of Jesus and his disciples in

panels.

One of the chief enemies that attacks the cyclist is hunger, and it

is a wise plan to have something at hand on the journey in case of

need. Wishing to replenish our travelling larder, we called on our
way back from the church, at one of the bakers' shops which the

French know how to make so attractive. For our neighbours
scarcely ever exhibit a monotonous uniformity of Square bread or

cottage cakes, but twist and torture up the dough into fifty fantastic

and airy shapes; and in the smallest village, where the inhabitants

fetch the fresh bread every day, you may see the stalf of life plaited

up into a half moon, linked into a chain, moulded into pyramidal

mounds, or twisted like a corkscrew ; then there are heaps of tiny

dice-like squares for soup and other st3'les and shapes of petit pain.

The favourite form, however, and the one most in use, is a narrow
piece, about two feet long, rather hazardous to handle amongst the

equipage of a table. The windows abound, also, in enticing triumphs
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of the confectioner's art, which makes it all the more strange that

anything in the shape of fruit pies or puddings one sees in the shops

are seldom to be had at the tables d' hotes of the hotels.

A great crowd had gathered' near the fountain where we had left

our machines, and watched us start down the hill. The road was
better than ever for a mile and a half, but beyond this, to our great

annoyance, it was paved right across with rough and ruinous squares

of stone. However, we managed to ride along the narrow path

running through the grass at the side, until we came near Creil,

where we lay down in the shade of the huge trees that line the road

and consulted the map for our bearings. We had- settled to go to

Seulis, and then work our way in a southerly direction, but
" Chances mock,

And changes fill the cup of alteration

With divers liquors."

{To be continued.)

>*-^

PATENT RECORD.
[Compiled by Hart & Co., Patent Agents, 186, Fleet Street, E.C., from

whom all information concerning Patents, including Book of Instructions,
mtay be obtained.]

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
5940.—W. H. Thacker and J. T. Green, Nottingham. Tricycles and similar

vehicles. 13th December, 1882.

5983.—R. W. Brownhill,^'Walsall. Bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes, &c.
14th December, 1882.

5991.—O. Pihlfeldt, Redcar. Tricycles, bicycles, and other velocipedes. 15th
December, 1882.

6082.—A. Tomkins, Lonclon. Protecting velocipedists from wet, &c. 18th
December, 1882.

6063.—E. Marshall, Birmingham. Tricycles and other velocipedes. 19th
December, 1882.

6094.—S. Lee and M. Stodart, London. Double-driving tricycles, &c. 2l8t

December, 1882.

6108.—R. C. Fletcher, Tarleton. Velocipedes. 21st December, 1882.

6147.—F. C. Glaser, Berlin. Tricycles or veloci]?edes. (Com. by L. Blaes,
Eusheim, Germany.) 23rd December, 1882. '

6178.—W. Woods and B. R. Mills, London. Velocipedes. 27th December, 1882.

6204.—W. P. Thompson, London. Velocipedes for use on railways or tram-
ways. (Gum. by S. H. Waly, Three Rivers, U.S.A.) 28th December,
1882..

6217.— J. Harrington, Coventry. Velocipedes, &c. 29th December, 1882.

10.— J. Cameron, Lauriston. Tricycles, &c. 1st January, 1883.

73.—J. B. Young and W. S. J. Burgen, Birmingham. Larhps for velocipedes.

5th January, 1§83'.

114.—J. B. Brooks, Birmingham. Saddles for bicycles, tricycles, &c. 9th
January, 1883.

126.—J. White and J. Asbury, Co-ventry. Velocipedes. 9th January, 1883.

NOTICES TO PROCEED
Have been given by the following applicants on the dates named :

—

15tb December, 1882.—4157. W. J. Lloyd, Harborne. Tricycles and other
velocipedes. 31st August, 1882.

22ad December, 1882.—3979. W. S.Lewis, Wolverhampton. Driving mechanism
of tricycles, &c. 19th August, 1882.

26th December, 1882.—4006. J; Stassen, London. Velocipedes. 21st August,
1882.
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2nd January, 1883.—4200. G. S. Kelsey, Birmingliam. Handles for bicycles-

tricycles, &c. 4th September, 1882.

PATENTS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the dates named :

—

15th December, 1882.—3377. T. Smallwood and E. W. Cooper, Coventry.
Velocipedes, &o. 17th July, 1882.

loth December, 1882.—3742. J. T. Townsend, Coventry. Convertible sociable,

tricycles, otb August, 1882. ,

19tb December, 1882.—2964. W. M. Brown, London. Velocipedes or tricycles.

(Com. by F. White, Westboro', U.S.A.) 22nd June, 1882.

19th December, 1882.—4899. J. Buckland, Taunton. Apparatus to be applied
to the treadles of bicycles, tricycles, &c. 15th September, 1882.

22nd December, 1882.—3023. G. Moss, London. Velocipedes. 27th June, 1882,

PATENT
On which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been paid.

5268.—N. Salamon, London. Mounting saddles of bicycles and other velocipedes.

24th December, 1879.

PATENTS VOID
Through the non-payment of the £50 Stamp Duty.

5145.—T. Palmer and J. H. Palmer, Aston. Bearings for bicycles, c&c. 16fch

December, 1879.
5244.—G. Singer,.Coventry, and W. Granger, Birmingham. Bicycles and other

velocipedes. 2t3rd December, 1879.
5284.—H. H. Lake, London. Bicycles, &c. (Com. by S. Sawyer-Gardner, U.S.A.)

27th December, 1879.
5295.—W. Bown, Birmingham. Tricycles and parts of bicycles ahd other

velocipedes, (fee. 27th December, 1879.
1

ABRIDGMENTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Published during the month ending 15th October, 1882.

1275.—H. F. D. Miller, Birmingham. Lamps for bicycles, &c. 16th March*
1882. Price 2d. A guard-plate is attached to the back of the lamp case
covering the india-rubber spring, on which slides a piece to which is

secured a band of metal, which holds one side of the india-rubber ring,

and on the outside of this sliding piece is a loop to receive a hook on the
carriage iron. The lamp is thus always vertical. (Pro. pro.)

1425.—A. Pengelly and E. Day, Highbridge. Velocipedes. 24th March, 1882.

Price 8d. To accommodate several riders on these vehicles a number
of driving wheels are connected together by backbones or cross pieces.

A rider sits on a saddle over each wheel as on a bicycle. For travelling

by water, fish-shaped floats support a bicycle on which the rider sits

and propels the floats by a paddle-wheel driven by an endless band from
the wheel of the bicycle.

1581.—J. Jenner, London. Saddles for bicycles. Slst March, 1882. Price 2d.

A blade spring is fixed to the backbone near its middle, and the ends
are bent upwards. To the hinder end is attached a horizontal blade,

with both ends bent forwards. To these and to the front end of the
first blade, the saddle is attached. (Pro. pro.)

1623.—A. E. Gorse, Birmingham. Bicycles. 4th April, 1882. Price 6d. The
backbone is pivotte^ between two lugs projecting backwards from the

head. -
.

1667.—T. Forshaw, Smalley. Tricycles and bicycles. 6th April. Price 2d«

The backbone of a bicycle is divided longitudinally, and each part

carries a trailing wheel. These two parts can be separated or drawn
together, so that the vehicle can be used either as a tricycle or a bicycle

(Pro. pro.)
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1687.—C. J. Griffith, London. Motor for driving tricycles, &c. 6tli April, 1882.

Price 2d. This is a series of toothed or grooved wheels gearing into

each other. The prime motor is actuated by a spring or weight, and
the last wheel of the series is connected to the driving wheels of the-

vehicle. (Pro. pro.)

1098.—J. M. Taylor, Seer Green, and G. Wethered, Maidenhead. "Working
velocipedes. 7th March, 1882. Price Bd. The seat is arranged on a
slide, and the vehicle is driven by working two handles as in the manner
of rowing. There are silent pawl arrangements on the axles of the
driving wheels, round which straps connected to the handles are passed
and through the action of which the vehicle is propelled.

1680.—W. Scantlebury, London. Bicycles, c&c. 6th April, 1882. Price 6d».

The bearing on the fork Which carries the brake lever is elongated, and
formed so as to enclose a ball of india-rubber which, when the driving
wheel is travelling forward, freely rotates, but when there is a check it

is gripped tightly between the tyre of the wheel and the under surface
of the elongation, thereby counteracting the tendency of the rider to be
thrown forwards. The rim of the wheel is weighted to impart additional
momentum.
Published during the month ending 15th December, 1832.

1764.—G. Nixon, Wellingborough. Bicycles. 13th April, 1882. Price 2d.

The seat is supported by three springs, one of which is secured to the
fork and backbone, while the other two are supported by the axle of

the large wheel. (Pro. pro.)

1793.—J. White, Coventry. Velocipedes. 14th April, 1882. Price Is. In
sociable tricycles the pedal shaft is divided into two parts, coupled
together by a " Gheylesmore" clutch. One part of the pedal shaft is

connected by an endless chain to differential gear in connection with
the axle of the travelling wheels, and the othqr part is connected
through a chain-wheel, with a chain-wheel on the same axle. The
treadle has two hollow ribs, secured to the transverse plates that carry
the ball-bearing sockets. The ribs have dovetailed recesses, in which
are fixed the india-rubber pads.

1812.—W. Morgan, Birniingham. Tricycles, (fee. 17th April, 1882. Price 6di
The chain-wheel has inside cogs gearing with a wheel keyed on the
treadle shaft, and capable of being thrown in or out of gear by a lever.

Linen bands covered with india-rubber, working on differential pulleys,

are also used.

1839.—T. J. Collier, Manchester. Driving gear for tricycles. 18th April, 1882.

Price 2d. The chain-wheels are arranged in sets of different propor-
tion to vary the speed of the machine. They are brought into actioh,

as required, by clutches and levers. (Pro. pro.)

1885.—A. H. Griffiths, Birmingham. Tricycles, &c. 20th April, 1882. Price 2d.

These are driven by pedals connected to the cranked axle of the
driving-wheel. (Pro. pro.)

1859.—H. E. Newton, London. Velocipedes. (Com. by A. Winkler, Paris).

18th April, 1882. Price 6d. This is a vehicle with two large wheels
abreast, between which the rider stands or sits so that his feet can
touch the ground, and the vehicle is propelled by his feet on the ground.
An awning is fitted overhead.

1911.-J. G. Harrison, Birmingham. Tricycles, &c. 21st April, 1882. Price 2d.
The frame is made of four bars, jointed together ; in shape a
parallelogram. The driving-wheels are carried on the side bars, the
seat on the front bar, and the steering-wheel on the hinder bar»
These bars are so jointed that the frame can fold up. (Pro. pro.)
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2113.—H.Whiteliouse, Beading. Velocipedes, &c. 5tli May, 1882. Price 2d.
The wheels are loosely mounted on the shaft, and on the hubs are
ratchet teeth which engage clutches capable of sliding on the shaft

. and pressed against the wheels by springs. (Pro. pro.)

2089.—U. J. Crow, London. Attachments for securing tyres. 3rd May, 1882.

Price 2d. This is chiefly applicable to velocipede wheels, and consists
of a metal band or clip, which grips both the felloe and the elastic tyre
together. (Pro. pro.)

^

Published during the month ending 15th January, 1883.

2139.—B. Bennett, Coventry. Velocipedes. 6th May, 1882. Price 6d. This
improves the driving a,nd steering gearing in a number of details, which
are not capable of being condensed.

3148.—W. Dawes and J. Tankard, Leeds. Tricycles, &c. 6th M.ay, 1882.

Price 6d. To enable the rider to use both his arms and legs, in ad-
dition to the usual crank, a series of levers are arranged whereby the
hands and arm can drive the vehicle.

2158.—H. P. D. Miller, Birmingham. Lamps for bicycles, &c. 8th May, 1882.
Price 6d. The parts are so constructed that the lamp can be passed
through the spokes of the vehicle and arranged upon the axis of the

• wheels and secured there by the employment of one hand.

2174.—C. Harvey and W. Paddock, Birmingham. Tricycles, &c. 9th May,
1882. Price Is. 4d. Differential gear is fitted to the driving apparatus,
by which a greater speed can be obtained on level roads, and more
power applied when ascending hills, &c.

2172.—J. Harrington, Coventry. Velocipedes. 9th May, 1882. Price 2d. Each
driving-wheel is rendered independent of the other and of its driying

_ shaft to facilitate the steering, whilst a power -is obtained of driving
either backwards or forwards, and of holding the crank or driving axle
still and allowing the wheels to revolve. This is effected by clutches.

(Pro. pro.)

2268.—H. T.Davey and P. A. Holt, London. Velocipedes. 13bh May, 1882.

Price 2d. This relates to improvements in apparatus for the propulsion
and fitting of velocipedes. (Pro. pro.)

2 282.—J. Brookes, H. J. Brookes, and M. Green, Smethwick. Velocipedes, loth

^
May, 1882. Price 2d. These consist of a front driving wheel and two
side wheels, and the steering is effected by moving the front wheel out
of the centre li^e. The frame is jointed to fold up, and differential

gear is used for ascendmg inclines. (Pro. pro.)

2361.—G.'D. Macdougald, Dundee. Velocipedes. 19fch May, 1882. Price 6d.

This consists, first, in the use of slides in connection with two levers
which have pedals a*-, their free ends ; second, in a mode of construction
whereby the advantages of an open front to a tricycle may be obtained
without the use of forks and heads.

2371.—H. L. Curtois, Loughborough. Velocipedes, &c. 19th May, 1882. Price

2d. This provides means for changing the relative velocities of the

treadle shaft and the driving wheels. (Pro. pro.)

2380.— A. Phillips, Birmingham. Velocipedes. 20th May, 1882. Price 6d.

This is a double-driving tricycle, which will drive backwards or forwards,

and has automatic disconnecting gear for steering purposes.

2393.—F. J. Cocks, Yardley. Tricycles, &c. 22nd May, 1882. Price 2d._ This

is an improvement in the construction of the bands by which the

motion is transmitted from the treadle shaft to the wheel shaft, and in

the wheels for the same. (Pro. pro.)

2406.—H. H. Hazard, London. Tricycle. 22nd May, 1882. Price 6d. The
two small hind wheels of this tricycle are mounted on axle pieces

which are pivotted on a bridge piece on the backbone, so that they can

fold up close to the same.
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PRICE ONE SHILLING.

— PRINCIPLES OF —

•Xraining °

FOR
MATEVR ,

THLETES:
Ts Advantages and Evils

p,

^'a,
•<^- WITH

O

ICYCLISTS,
BY

H.L.CORTIS.

PRINTERS & PUBLISHERS,
SMITHFORS STREET, COVENTRY.
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'Das Yeloci
NEW AND ONLY

GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
(Illustrated),

Edited by T, H. S. WALKER,
18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Yearly Suhscriptiov, including Postage,
2s. 6d.; Single Coxnj, Gd.

PUBLISHED BY

HARRY ETBERINGTOi

152, FLEET ST.

ADVEKTISEMBNT CHARGES :

Quarter Page, 10s. Half Page, £1,

Established IS 31.
BIBKBECK BANK.—

Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane. Current Accounts opened accord-
ing to the usual practice of other
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when not
drawn below ^25. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receivesmoney on Deposit,

at ,Three per cent, interest repayable on
deniand.
The Bank undertakes for its customers,

free of charge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings, and other securities and
Valuables; the collection of Bills of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and C ircular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, -with full particulars,, on

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCEOFT, Manager,

31st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed four IVlillions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Peb Month, with

immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Office of the BirkbeckBuild-
ing Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP
Land foe Five Shillings per

Month, with immediate possession, either
for building or Gardening purposes.

—

Apply at the office of the BiEKbECK Free-
hold Land Society.
A Paraphlet, with full particulars, on

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCEOFT Manager

Southampton Buildings, Chancery I ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

BY
WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
SECTION ij^ SECTION— OF FASTENING.

OF ^j^~^^..

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is the Safest,
Simplest and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the axle with
only one hand by merely depressing a vertical boltwhich securely closes the lower half of the
cylinder or socket piece, and renders it an impossibility for the lamp to become detached by .

the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned, No. 1, 1 0/- each ; No. 2, 1 0/9 each ; No. 3, 1 1 /6
each. Nickel-plated, No. 1, 1 6/6 each ; No. 2, 1 8/6 each ; No. 3, 21 /- each.
Also noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are

in use.—Sold bv all Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the
Manufactory, 135 & 136, JLOiVO A€iftlE,i:.ONl>OIV. JEstabUshed 18U«.



Hufflber, Marriott & Cooper,

MAKERS OP THE CELEBRATED

The most Popular Machine for 1883.

BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, & 78, RICH-

MOND ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

BICYCLE UNION CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1881.

One Mile, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58ih. Humber.
C. E. Liles, 2nd, on a 55in. Humber.

Five Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
25 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.

C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humber.
C. E., Liles, 3rd, on a 55in. Humber.

50 Miles, Won by G. L. Hillier, ist, on a 58in. Humber.
C. Crute, 2nd, on a 54in. Humter.

The 50 miles was done in the remarkable time of 2 hours 50 minutes, beating
record time from 25 miles by 4 minutes 15f seconds in the full distance. The
last quarter in the mile race was run in 36f seconds, by far the fastest quarter
mile on record.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS OF THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES.

All -racing men and tourists should possess a Humber Bicycle, which is easier

and swifter than any other make. Delivery in 10 days from order.

THE HUMBER TRICYCLE,
Upon which was won the 50 Miles Championship, in the splendid time of

4 hours 15 minutes, by G. L. Hillier, Esq^ Special features: Speed and ease
in hill mounting. Reigate Hill was ridden by S. J. Slocombe, Esq., in 13
minutes on this Tricycle, the same distance as the Bicycle trial, many Bicycles

exceeding that time.

Impobtant Notice.—The Second Annual 50 Miles Tricycle Championship
Race, on June 25th, 1881, was won on the Humber Tricycle by G. L. Hillier,

against twenty other competitors, the second man being 33 minutes, or about
equal to six miles, behind.



m CYCLIST SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT I»«
' NAUTICUS*^

-«IN SCOTLAND.

"

By the AtUhor of " Nauticus on His Hobby Horse,"

An illustrated descriptive

account of a Tour on a
Tricycle of 2,462 miles in

Scotland, including Skye
and the West Coast.

The above work is

both interesting, amusing,
and instructive, and will

be found to be invaluable

as a Guide to Scotland
and its roads and scenery.

Tlilrty Illustrations.

DEMY 8vo. 200 PAGES.
CLOTH GILT.

PRICE 4/6. (POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.)

Of all Booksellers, or of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, "The Cyclist" Office, COVENTRY.

Printed and Published by Iliffe & Son, The Cyclist Office, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
Loudon: Haery Ethebington, 152, Fleet Street E.G.
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A mxmm # TRieYGUNE
Illustrated-gagazinc of §port.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMEY & C. W. NAIRN.

LONDON:
HARRY ETHERINGTON, 152, FLEET STREET, E.G.

COVENTBY:
ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET AND VICAR LANE.

BIRMINGHAM :

C. J. NUTT, 80, SMALLBROOK STREET.



H- L. COBTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 25 and 50 Miles'
Amateur Championship Races on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's

"iEOLUS" Ball Bearings, beating record time-

B OW N ' S
PATENT

^OLDS BALL BEARINGS,
FOB

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRiCYGLES,

lABK

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require
but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most

Durable Bearings yet introduced.

As a proof of their vast superiority, all the principal Amateur and
Professional Bicycle Braces have been won by the use of these

celebrated Bearings.

Front Wheel Bearings. Back Wheel Bearings.

Elevation. Section. Front Viewwith
Cap removed.

Ball Pedals.

Section.

WILLIAM BOWN,
SOB, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER,

N.B.—Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bicycles and
Stampings in Iron and Steel for same.

Bown's Patent ''.ffiOLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far
the best as regards durability, easy adjustment, for attaining

great speed and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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ILIFFE & STURMEY'S

COMPREHENSIVE TWELVEMONTH
OF

CYCLING LITERATURE.»<
HE system of Comprehensive Subscriptions to the numerous

Standard Periodicals on Cycling subjects, published by
Messrs. Iliffe & Sturmey, having proved so satisfactory last

year, the firm have decided to renew the arrangement for

1883. By this system all Cyclists who wish to keep thoroughly posted
on all matters connected^with the two pastimes, will, by a Compre-
hensive Subscription of TWO GUINEAS, receive early copies—post
free—of the following books and papers connected with Bicycling
and Tricycling issued by the firm during the year 1883.

The Cyclist

The Trioycllst ,

The Wheelman
The Wheel World
The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual
The Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook ..

The Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual
Zigzagiana; A Tale upon Tangents. By

Stables, M.D., R.N. ... , ..

The Cyclist Xmas Number (1883) ...

Covers for The Cyclist

„ „ The Tricyclist

„ The Wheel World (2 vols.) ..

Thus, the Subscriber of Two Guineas will save 8/- in the^year, besides the
cost of postage and the time and trouble incurred in writing for each.

Ameeican, Continental, and other Foreign Subscribers will find this system
specially of use, as they will get all the new books as soon after publication as
possible.

All Subscriptions will expire Dec. 31st, 1883, and entitle the subscriber
to a copy of each work from the date of subscription until then.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION
{For all Countries within the Postal Union.)

Twelve Months (lasting from date of subscription until Dec. 31) 42/-

Six Months (taken after June 25 aild lasting until Dec. 31) 21/-

(For India, China, Australia, New Zealand, d: Countries outside the Postal Union).
Twelve Months (as above) 50/-

Sk Months ,, ., ,. '...' 25/-

All Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable to Iliffe& Stuemet'
and addressed to Th6 Cyclist Olfice, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.

Annual Sub.
Post Free.

s. d.

6 6
10 6

12
4
1 3

1 4
1 9

Gordon

3
. . ... T 2

2 6
2 6
3 6

£2 10
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HILLMAN,

HERBERT
Y-':

CiOPLR,

^'PREMIER" WORKS, COYENTRY.

14, HOLBORN VIADUCT, 1 T AMRAW
5, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE, LUl^i/Url.

P lEIR

Bicycles # Tricycles.

SEND FOE

Catalog:iie & Testimonials.

D.H.F. PREIVIIER. PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SKIPPERS.

t^' .Please say ichere you saw
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CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

H^lii

" THE CYCfilST " AND Bicycling and Tricycling Tbades' Review. Th.
Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and Earliest Information
on all point?. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6/6.

«THE TRICYCff..IST." Weekly on Fbiday BIobnings—Edited by Lacy Hillier—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with the Sport, the Pastime, and the Trade.
Price, 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 10/6 ; 6 months, 5/4 ; 3 months, 2/8
Single copy, 2Jd.

"THE IVHEEIi WORL,I>," Companion Monthly to The Cyclist. The Leading
Magazine. Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and Illustrations. Well sent out.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Natcn. 25th of each Month. 3d. Monthly.
Annual Subscription, 4/-.

THE »IIVD1SI»EIV.SABI.E" BICYCIilSTS' HANDBOOK. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully Illustrated Descriptions and
Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Year, PubUshed Annually in June
300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. 1/-, by Post 1/4.

THE TBICYCI.ISTS' " IIVDISPENSABriE " AlVIVUA Sj aiitl HANDBOOK
A guide to the pastime, and complete cyclopsedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey
The only reliable book published deahng solely with the Tricycle and Tricycling
Pubhshed Annually in March. Fully Illustrated. 1/9 Post Free.

"THE CVCI.IST AND "^VHEEJL WOBI.D ANNUAIi." The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information conberning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and Instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited. by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published Annrually in January. 1/-, by Post 1/3.

»NAUTIC!US IN SCOTIiAND." An illustrated, descriptive account of a Tour on
a Tricycle of 2,462 miles in Scotland, including Skye and the West Coast, forming an
accurate Guide to Scotland, its Roads and Scenery, and an ihteresting, instructive and
amusing narrative. 30 Ulustrations. 200 pages. Cloth gilt, demy 8vo. Price 4/6., by
post, 5/-.

'

" ZIOZACrlANA," A Tale upon Tangents ; or the Adventures, humorous and other-
wise, of three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory. By Gordon Stables, M.D., K.N.
Illustrated. Is now appearing in The Tricyclist. WiU be issued complete in July.

THE COMPI>ETE "GUIDE TO BI€YC8iING," Ob How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Stircmey. No possessor of a Bicycle should be without this work.
Price 1/-, by Post 1/2. ,

-

"PRINCIPIiES OF TKAINING" foi- Ainateiii- Athletes, With Special
Regaed to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis '(Amateur' Champion at all Distances, 1880,

and holder of nearly all the Records). Price 1/-, by Post, 1/2.

"THE CVCIilST XMAS NUMBEIi" toi- 1SS3. Printed in gold and colours.
Tales. Humorous Sketches anc' Verses of all descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and
other Illustrations, and Double Illustrated Supplement. Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

REPRINTS FROM THE TRICYCLIST.
l."THE 'HUMBER' TBICYCI/E and How to Kide it." By Lacy Hillier
and He:iry Sturmey. Id., by post, IJd.

II "THE' COVENTRY ROTAKY'TBl«YCIvE and How to Bide it." By
Lacy HiUier and Henry Sturmey. Id., by post, IJd.

Ill, "THE 'CHAliIiENOE' T\o. 1 TRICYCIiE and How to Ride it.''

Will be ready in January, and others to complete the series will follow in d'ue course
All are illustrated.

.

ILiIFFE & SON, Printers and Engravers, Coventry, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, printing of all descrip-
tions; Bookwork, Magajsines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.
Estimates on application.

" THE 'WHEEliMAN." The First and only American Monthly Cycling Magazine,
80 pages, large size. Finely Illustrated . Excellently printed. Full of wit and humour.
First of each month. Is. post free. Annual subscription, 10/6.

Bole British Publishers, lUffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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"The Cyclist" Printing Works,

ILIFFE & SON,

PRINTERS
AND

PUBLISHERS

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LAM,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS Z HOBBY HORSE

;

A Tricycle Tour of 1,428 miles through England. By the

Aiithor of " Nauticus in Scotland."

Qf all Bicycleand News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON,
152, Fleet Street, E.G.
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SPRIlfG IS COMING n

LEARN TO RIDE THE BICYCLE;
OE IP YOU ex's ALREADY EIDE,

Learn how to manage & take care of your Machine,

BY PURCHASING A COPY OP

GUIDE TO BICYCLING,
Or, HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY

^CHENRY V STURMEY,3je^
Author of the " Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"

Editor of " The Cyclist," &c., &c., &c.

fwf///fffrrfrfrrf/fftfif/rir

Contains History of the Bicycle, How to Ride, How to Purchasie

and How to take Care of it. Also Hints on Touring, Dress,

Club Management, Training, &c., &c., &c.

f/fffff/ffrirffffmrfffffffft

PRICE ONE SHILLING. BY POST, 1/2.

0/ all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the' Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, " THE CYCLIST " OFFICE, COVENTRY.

H. ETHERINGTON, 152, Fleet Street, London.

E. BREMNER, 4, West Register Street, Edinburgh.

C. J. NUTT & Co., 80, Smallbroek Street, Birmingham.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY PURCHASED

THE -J- "INDISPENSABLE"

^ MkjdmM Smibmk
FOR 1SS3,

GET IT AT ONCE.

Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/4.

FROM ILIFFE & SON, PUBLISHERS, COVENTRY,

And of all Booksellers, Newsveiidors, and Cycle Depots.

«« ««««««

AMERICANS NOTE!

A Sp§'M AmiiMm ' Siltim
Has been prepared this year for tjie first time, con-
taining full details of all American novelties, American-
built machines, and machines built expressly for the

American market, and sundry notes on the state of

trade in tne States, in addition to the information
given in the ordinary issue.

PRICE 50 CENTS. BY POST, 55 CENTS.

To be had only of our Sole American Agents (or their appointed Agents)

The OVERMAN WHEEL Co.,

GOURANT BUILDINGS, HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.
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THE

NO. I "VIADUCT,"
44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

£7 7s. Od.
SPECIFICATIONS.

On Wicksteed's Patent Double-

purpose Stand.

'

iReduced Price of Stand, 4/6.

Stanley or Humber head and
neck ; handle bar, 22 or 24
inches wide, with ebony or rose

wood handles ; best Lowmoor
iron forks ; large flanged hubs,
with from 50 to 60 direct spokes
jr nuts and nipples ; case-

hardened,' parallel or coned
bearing ; best lap-welded back-

bone ; spoon brake ; U or V
steel rims ; rubber or rat-trap

pedals ; hogskin saddle ; solid

leather pocket
;
patent wrench

;

oil , can and bell. Painted in

two colours.- If with single or

double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

For the superiority of our Manufacture we were awarded the

PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1879, also

MELBOURNE, 1881.

TRICYCLES from 12 Guineas.
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Qriginal and Largest Makers in the World of all Parts,

Fittings, and Sundries for either Ridets or Makers.

SEND FOR:i:OUB NEW MiEUSTBATED tPKICE I.IST.

THOMAS SMITH & SONS,
Birmingliain, Coventry, Leicester, Bolton and Mancliestei

LONDON BRANGH--61, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.
ESTABLISHED 1848.
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town aiid Country.

jtaL £^ Iji

WHEELMEN
Should Subscribe to

"THE CYCLIST"
AND BICYCLING AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Matters.

EDITED BY

Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"
"Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., &c.,

AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and "Wheel World Annual."

AH BICYCLING & TKICYCLING News and Gossip in carefuUy
condensed paragraphs.

Full and original EEPOETS of all RACES and important Cycling
events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c;, &c.

Coventry : II.IFFE & SON, 12, Smitliford Street.
London : HARRY ETHEKINOTOIV, 152, Fleet Street.

" THE CYCLIST," ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
aad Bicycle Dep6ts, or delivered FIRST POST on Wednesday at the
following rates :—12 months, 6/6 ; 6 Months, 3/3; 8 Months, 1/8 ; Single

Copy, IJd.
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LOOK HERE I!

A FIRST-CLASS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

WILLIAM ANDREWS,
5, STEELHOUSE lane, BIRMINGHAM.

The cheapest Machine is not that which can be sold at the lowest price,

but a thoroughly well-built sound Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

You will make a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Full
Particulars to the above address.

SPECIALITY:

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

TROUSER + FASTENERS
Enablp Bicyclists and Tricyclists to ride in Trousers in all weathers without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in a
second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. '

Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the
fastener across so as to hold it in, position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONE PENNY EACH,
THE MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OF THE YEAR.

To be obtained of all Agents tlirougfiiout the Kingdom;
or "Wholesale from *' The Cyclist" Office, Coventry.

Sample Pair, Post Feee, Three Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OP ENGLAND & WALES,
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) I^oads in England,
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
riaihes. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for

Cyclists. By CHARLES HOWARD. Red cloth, limp
; price 5/-.

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G.
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^^^i
1^SM^

KWEM^^REC^DOF^TOT^^EJ^^

EVERY

FRIDAY,

Price 2d.

EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

^y ON JANUARY 5th COMMENCED

A SERIAL STORY
BY GORDON STABLES, M.D., rX,

ENTITLED

A Tale upon Tangents; or, the Adventures (humorous and otherwise)

of Three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory.

Eor the Regular Illustration of which the services have been secured of

Mr. GEO. MOORE,
The Artist, whose talents produced the clever sketch entitled " How much mobb

OF IT ?" in The Cyclist Xmas Number.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 10/6.

Publishers i—Iliffk & Son, "The Teicyclist" Office, Coventry; H.

Etherington, 152, Fleet Street, London ; E. Bremner, 4, "West Register

Street, Edinburgh ; C. J. Nutt & Co., 80, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham ;

and of' all Booksellers and Newsagents.
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GOOD THINGS!!
XMAS t NUMBER + OF t THE f CyCLIST t FOR 1 1882

100 PAGES. 60 ILLUSTRATIONS.
PRICE ONE SHILLING, BY POST, 1/2.

^=THE INDISPENSABLE BICYCLISTS' HANDBOOK.^^
By Henry Sturmey.

300 PAO£S. 300 IJLI.VSTRATIONS.
NOW READY. Price,!/- Post Free, 1/4

-M:PRINCIPLES ^ OP ^ TRAININGjIi^
roE

Amateur Athletes, with special regard to Bicyclists.

Illustrated. By H. L. CORTIS (Amateur Champion at all
Distances, 1880).

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE 1/2.

NEW EDITION OF

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BICYCLIM,
OR HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY HEJVRT STURMEY.
Contains History of tlie Bicycle, Formation of Clubs, &c., and full instructions

on Learning and Ge-neral Management of Machine. Full of useful hints.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE, 1/2.
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THE 1883

"STANLEY" BICYCLE
Improved Ball Bearing Head & other ImproYements,

MANUFACTUBED SOJLEIiY BY

HYDES ^WIGFULL
(LIMITED),

-^tt EN GINEERS,:(f^

STANLEY WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

Illustrated Price List sent free.

N.B -AT REDUCED PRICES,

A STOCK OF 18S2 BICYCLES.

Reduced Price List sent tree.
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IN EMBRYO.

jiHATEVEE, opinions men may liold or express, or leave

unexpressed, about the desirability of multiplying
clubs, it is very certain that ne.w clubs will continue to

crop up from time to time, and particularly in the
beginning of each season. There is probably no subject on
which men hold such diverse opinions as on that of the proper
size for a club, some urging that a club is useless which does not
contain hundredis' of riders spread over a large area of ground,
and worked on the divisional system. Others, again, would limit

membership to fifty, while others pitch thehappymedium at "thirty

good men and true." Our own experience is all in favour of

smalli clubs, by which, however, we dp not mean associations con-

sisting, like the celebrated Connaught Rangers B.C., of one man
only. It is not, however, our object this month to wander over

the well-worn ground as to what is, or is not, the proper size for

a club, but rather to recognise the inevitable, and assist, as far as

we can, new clubs to obtain a good set of rules. We have so

frequently of late been asked for a set of rules by gentlemen
forming clubs in various parts of the country, that we have
thought it well to formulate a, skeleton set, which can be altered

to suit any peculiar requirements. We trust that our efforts may
prove of value and assistance to our numerous readers. With
these few preliminary remarks, we lay the following before the

embryo wheel associations of 1883 :

—

DRAFT EULES.
1. That the club be called the " Cyclists' Club," and do consist

of amateurs only.
i

2. That the uniform be , and do consist of -.

3. That the club colours be .

4. That the affairs of the club be managed by a committee, to consist of

all club officers, ex-officio, and twelve other members of the club.

5. That all elections of officers and committeemen be i^ade at the annual
general meeting, to be held in January of each year.

6. That honorary members be admitted as well as active members, the

subscription in the first case to be —.— , and in the latter per annum, with
an entrance fee in each case of , payable in advance on the ^

.

7. That each member on joining be required to sign an undertaking to

discontinue wearing the club badge or initial letters in the event of his leaving

the club from any cause whatsoever.
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, 8. That the election of members be by ballot of the committee, but that any
member of the club be at liberty to propose in writing any gentleman for ejec-

tion, provided he obtains a seconder from amongst the other members of the
club. That the committee be empowered to elect members who may be
strangers, provided' they first satisfy themselves as to the applicants'
eligibility. That one black ball in five do exclude. , ,

9. That any member failing to pay his subscription within three months
of its being due do cease to be a member of the club without further resolu-

tion.

10. That special general meetings of the club be only called on the requisi-

tion of not less than ten members ; but that the secretary do, on receipt of such
a requisition, at once summon the club to meet.

11. That a member, or members, guilty of any misconduct may be
expelled at a general meeting specially called for. the purpose, but only by a
majority of two-thirds of the votes of the members present.

12. That no general meetings be called at less than fourteen days' clear

notice to each'member of the club.

Having regard to simplicity, the above rules will, we think, be
found ample to govern any club ; and, although additional rules

might be added on minor subjects, every iiecesssirv point will be
found provided for in these draft rules. It might be well, how-
ever, for clubs to pass, in addition, the following simple rules for

governing meetings. Indeed, seeing the way in which some of

our prominent wheel bodies have floundered about recently, and
passed resolutions which practically rescind others passed at

former meetings, it would be well if some clubmen who are any-

thing but embryos in club life would pass their eye over the

foliowin;; :^

1. Every member shall have the right to give a notice, or notices of

motion, on any subject pei;taining to the club ^affairs, for any general meeting
of the club, the same rule applying to members of the committee as regards
any committee meeting ; such notice or notices to be sent to the secretary six

clear days before the meeting.
2. The secretary shall place such motion or motions on the " agenda, " or

" business paper," and shall send a copy of the same to every member of the
club (or of the committee, as the case may be), not less than four clear days
before the meeting at which such motion or motions are to be discussed stall

take place.

3. It shall not be competent for the secretary, or the committee^ or any
ofi&cer of the club, to alter in any way the wording of any notices of motion,
except with the consent, in writing, of the mover.

4. It shall not be necessary that a notice of motion be accompanied by a
seconder's name, but no motion or amendment shall be discussed or put to the
vote at any meeting, unless it has first been seconded.

5. In the absence of the intended mover of any motion, it shall be com-
petent for any member to move the motion standing in his name ; and, in the
event of no one so doing, the motion shall be considered as dropped.

''

6. The chairman of any club or committee ^ meeting shall be allowed to

vote at the same time, and like any other member of the club, and if the
numbers are equal, shall have a second or casting vote ; but he shall not exer-

cise his right of voting as a member unless he shall, at the first show of hands,
have there and then recorded his vote.

7. The following motions may be moved without notice, viz. :—For the
reading or answering of any correspondence ; for the precedence of any
business on the agenda ; or motions which may, by a vote of the committee,
be deemed matters of emergency.

8. A special meeting of the club shall be convened by the secretary, on
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the requisition of any ten members, or of the committee on the requisition of

any five members, such requisition to state the object of the proposed
meeting.

'

9. An agenda of the business to be transacted at any meeting of the club
or committee shall be sent in every case to each member by the secretary four
(or more)^ clear days before such meeting shall take place.

10. No member at a general meeting of the club shall speak more than
once on any original motion or amendment, but the mover shall in all cases
be allowed to reply before the motion is put to the vote.

11. Every amendment carried shall then be put as an original motion,
and further amendments can be moved thereon ; only one amendment, how-
ever, shall be taken into consideration by a meeting at one time.

12. All amendments raust be relevant to the motion, and no member of

the club or committee shall be at liberty to move more than one amendment
upon any motion.*

13. In judging the numbers to determine the majority on any vote, every
member present, whether he vote or not, shall be reckoned in ; and, failing a-

majority on this basis, the motion shall be considered as lost.

14. Every member of the club shall have the right to be present at any
committee meeting and listen to the proceedings, but he shall not speak on any
motion, or amendment, or vote, or in any other way interfere with the busi-

ness before the meeting, unless he is a member of the committee.'
15. The minutes of the proceedings of the club, whether in general meet-

ing or committee, shall be entered in a book by the secretary, and shall be read,

at the meeting next following, and, if approved, shall be signed by the chair-
man, and not less than one other member present at such meeting.

16. The minutes and all other documents relating to the proceedings of the
club shall be open at all reasonable times to the inspection of every member,
on giving due notice to the secretary.

17. No resolution passed at any meeting shall be rescinded, except by a
majority of two-thirds of the members assembled, after due notice, to recon-
sider the matter.

Our readers will notice that Rule 14 gives any member of the

club a right to be present at committee meetings. Nothing causes

more jealousy or ill-feeling in clubs than the absurd air of

mystery adopted by some committees, who, apparently, like to do
the Star Chamber business. By far the best plan is to let all

members know everything about their club. If anyone makes an
improper use of such information, put in force the expulsion^

rule. Depend upon it, a club of united members is stronger than
a larger body containing " black sheep."

One more point, and we have done. Some clubs may like to

have rules for the road. All that are really required on this

point are :

—

1. The captain to have command on the road, and no member to pass him
without permission.

2. In the absence of the captain, the members present to elect a captain
for the run.

3. The ordinary rule of the road as to vehicles to be followed in its

entirety.

If by the above we may happen to aid any wheel club spring-

ing into life this season, our labours will have been amply
rewarded.

'An amendment is an alteration of a motion. It is not an amendment to simply move
a negative, which we have heard done at a club meeting. Newspaper report 3rs, too, almost
invariably say : Mr. 7n.ove(J a resolution ; this is absurd, becauss a motion can-'
not be a resolution until it is passed.
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HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.
" The pitying inhabitants discovered that his brains were softened

by a residence in England, where it rains." Such was the case with
the gentleman who is fabled as having lit a fire in the Desert of

Sahara with the object of " drying himself a bit;" and such may
well be the fate of a wheelman who has been endeavouring to get

an occasional ride during February. For gramercy, good friends in

Australia and other more genial parts of the Wheel World, we
melancholy stay-at-home Britishers have been sorely tempted to

pack up our traps and emigrate to a less humid climate; aye, marry;
and the most righteous amongst us has been doubting the accuracy
of Genesis ix., ii, there having been, ifackins, not a single dry day
since November ushered itself into our part of the solar system.
By're lady ! But it has been a muddy, a humid, a " demned damp,
unpleasant" time, withal; and hope had need spring eternally in the

human breast to enable a poor nineteenth-centurian to prevent his

spirits assuming an indigo tinge.

The great event of the month is the one which has come to be
regarded as the event of the cycling year. " The Stanley Show"
has been the absorbing topic ; and as soon as the unrivalled display

at the Albert Hall was veiled from the public gaze, side shows at

the Agricultural Hall, quickly followed by a Midland Exhibition

under the auspices of the Speedwell Club, gave plenty of occupa-
tion to makers, agents, and spectators. The usual heterogeneous
assortment of patents, whims, fads, and fancies was exhibited, and
the usual quantity of puff-paste was consumed in the editorial

sanctums. Boiled down to magazine dimensions, the list of note-

worthy novelties comes to this :—In bicycles, little alteration is

shown—the acme of perfection having apparently been reached.

Only in racers was there a noticeable advance, and even there the

advance was solely in shaving down', weight being reduced all round, '

so that 2olbs., ig^-lbs., and lylbs. were the weights of thci three

lightest machines, whose ball-treadles were reduced by the invin-

cible Bown to 140Z. complete, the pair. A handle-bar which flies

off when the rider goes a " cropper," so giving him a chance of

landing on his feet, was an introduction from America ; and
the American " self-steering" head was also shown, being a head
made on the principle of a castor, so that the weight and back-

draught of the rider and his back wheel tends to keep the driving

wheel straight in front of it. Another peculiar head was the
" Stanley " ball-bearing head, where the friction of an ordinary

"Stanley" head is taken by steel balls instead of coned centres.

The- " Facile Safety" bicycle, upon which Snook achieved his

remarkable record of 214^ miles in the day, attracted wondering
notice; and in contrast to that machine was a new patent of Kin-

naird's, designed to enable a short rider to reach a high wheel by
means of an eccentric crank arrangement ;' with this latter, Captain

Yardandabit may possibly be able to reach a fifty-inch xyheel, whilst

Bruce Dezille will have no difficulty in replacing his sixty-two incher
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by a seventy-two. In tricycles there was naturally a wider diversity,

the rule being better quality in fitting and finish, less nickel-plating,

more black paint and Harrington's enamel ; less rear-steerers, more
balance-geared front-steerers ; less two-chain sociables, moi-e cori-

vertiblesand tandems. Fifteen to thirty per cent, higher prices ; and
ditto lower wheels. A plethora of new two-speed movements perfect

in theory, and a paucity of new two-speed movements which had
the proof of actual use to recommend them. To begin with a hybrid

machine, the " Otto" is now undoubtedly a tricycle, by being pro-

vided with a forearm ai)d castor wheel, so that it can be used as a

three-wheeler, or the castor-wheel in front be tipped up and the

machine ridden as an ordinary " Otto." This will commend itself

to learners, and will also enable hills to be " flown." Two rear-

steerers, with balance-gear, were novelties—one being the " Royal
Mail " and the other the " Rucker." The last-named maker also

has taken unto himself a front-steering pattern, in accordance with
the prevailing fashion. The *' Diana" has a chain which (as our
Hibernian friends would say) isn't a chain at all, but an endless

wire-cord on which A number of steel balls are fitted ; these balls

drop into corresponding holes pierced in the drums of the driving-

pulleys. Singer introduces a front steerer which has joints far the
attachment of a second frame to convert it into a tandem double

;

and Harrington astonishes us by offering the " Krao," a machine
consisting ofa wheel, frame, saddle, and treadles, to fit on behind any
existing front-steering tricycle, to convert it into a tandem double.

The Centaur Co. give us a balance-geared tandem, unconvertible
;

and have improved the " Four-jn-hand," now making it balance-

geared. Humber maintains his. reputation for first quality, and
adopts 4oin. tricycle wheels for his standard. The "Premier"
people build their frames several inches clearer from the ground,
saving weight and enhancing rigidity. Forty pounds has been taken
off the weight of the " Omnicycle ;" and amongst the wholly new
machines was the " Orbi-cycle," a rotary-motioned front steerer,

in which the gearings are all enclosed in orbs. The "Salvo" had
the only sensible foot-rest of any socikble in the Show ; and th6
Burdess sociable was unique, as to drive it forward the treadles^ are

worked bat;kward. A soundly-built and well-designed rjew machine
was the " Greyhound," a front steerer -with central-geared bicycle-

shaped treadles, and bicycle-shaped handles to steer by. The
sound work of the " National" is not lost to us yet, although the
proprietorship is undergoing re-adjustment. The " Zephyr" has a
sensible arrangement whereby the brake-lever is held on at any
desired point by means of a spring pressing it' into notches in a.-

quadrant. Of folding tricycles, the "Nottingham Telescopic" is one
of the simplest, being a " Humber," which can be reduced in width.
Lee and Stodart's patent arrangement is also noteworthy, being
applicable to any existing front steerer. Lame men are provided
for by the " Favourite " hand-tricycle, worked by manual levers

having direct action rotary motion, with clutches. Antiquity was
represented by a wooden tricycle, worked by its rider alternately
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standing on his treadles and sitting down on his saddle, in horse
ridihg style; and a venerable but very strong wooden " boneshaker,"
by Beck, was exhibited by Goy, fitted witn the original steering-

controller, the modern development of which was to be seen on an
" Imperial Club" front steerer, the makers of which—the Coventry
Machinists—had also admittedly the most complete and lightest

sociable ; they also showed a 45^1bs. racing tricycle,.which was the

lightest ever made until Rudge came to the fore with a 42lbs.

"Rotary." Amongst " sundry whims and fakements" must be
remembered the " Beatrice Shield," contrived, like a pair of Hansom
cab doors, to shut in a lady's nether limbs, dress and all, from the

vulgar gaze. The famous " Long Distance" saddle is still further

improved, and for tricycles is fitted, if desired, with an improved
back-rest, against which a rider can obtain a purchase. Hancock
provides a rubber tyre with grooves to hold th(3 cement, but without
exterior grooves to throw mud ; and Swan and Edgar have solved

the mackintosh problem by their " Gossamer " waterproofs—

a

goss-Amer-ican invention. In lamps, the " King of the Road" main?
tains its supremacy, with now a metal shoulder to be attached to

the axle, on which fits accurately the inside of the lamp-barrel,

making a perfect adjustment ; and by sliding up a side-light the

wick can be lit without opening the door to the wind. A peculiar

lamp is also offered, which has a large reservoir capable, it is said,

of maintaining a light for seventeen hours. Tin lunch baskets ;

leather cases for carrying pins, needles, sticking-plaisters, and sundry
odds and ends ; stop bells galore ; a new gong warranted to "raise

the de^d to life ;" and new wallets and luggage bags. Such are the

principal novelties which have impressed themselves upon the mind
of the average visitor to the Albert Hall. Of the Hall itself, I must
reluctantly admit that the general impression was one of disappomt-
ment, and already the Covent Garden Theatre and Floral Hall are

spoken of as offering a more suitable venue for next year's Exhibi-

tion. Of course there were plenty of " nobs" to be seen in such
an aristocratic building. Lord This, the Duke of That, Prince

Such, the Earl of Those, and similar personages, might have been
recognised; but if any of them tell you that they know " Axis,"

don't you believe them, reader. 'Tis only their conceit. On the

last night of the Show wa^ a supper, at which, we are told, every-

body who wished to be considered a " shining light " in wheel circles

was present. Such of us as did not entertain any such wish, stayed

away. -
'

Turning from shows to autres choses, we find that February was
ushered in, pregnant of mighty issues in the way of three-wheel

politics ; but after an extraordinary amount of lab6ur the result is

on all hands recognised as one more instance o{ parturient montes,

nascitiir ridicuhis inus. The originators of the Tricycle Union
scheme, finding that (despite all their careful packing of meetings)

they could not have everything their own way, threw the whole con-

cern up, and left the inaugural meeting amid derisive jeers. The
historical three tailors of Tooley Street, who posed as the repre-
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sentatives of the national opinion, are outrivalled by the three

Cobb-lers of the T.U., with the result that the T.U. is in the hands

of men who will make it a workable body if there is anything

meritorious in it. So the scene closes with the spectacle of " the

clique" petulantly complaining of the T.U. being in the hands of

"the party." Blue fire ; slow music ; curtain.

In "Parliament," more harmony prevails, the B.U. having

resolved, almost nem. dis., to re-appoint the arithmetical Coleman
to the chronological and weight-adjusting portfolio, much to Harry
Hewitt G.'s disgust. A series of tricycle championship races are

to be held, at various distances, and an effort will be made to open
the public parks to riders of the three-wheeler. Professional races

are to be brought within the aegis of Unionism; and the recom-
mendation as to the limit for prizes has been altered and revised so

frequently that I dare not say what sum it stands at now, lest

another alteration should have taken place before this is published.

The Touring Club uniform is at last obtainable, and friend Enery
has been posing around as a leader of fashion, garbed in the grey

check which is to -be all the rage this summer—until somebody
discovers that it is too thick and close-textured for hot weather.

(Now, Mr. Ed., please don't' "query" that remark!) (Yes,' we
will.—Ed.)
The tricycling boom has been materially assisted by the

countenance of sundry members of the " hupper suckles ;" and
when a scion of a noble house sets the fashion, plebean mortals
experience a thrill of pride in following such distinguished example.
So that since a real live lord has gone a " cropper" by his spring
breaking when coasting a hill on a tricycle, we may expect to read

of similar mishaps to all and sundry. ,

One of the leading articles which grace the columns of our senior

weekly contemporary dealt with the club-run question, and its writer

asked why Metropolitan clubs traverse the same roads week after

week ? New routes, says the Nooze, are Wanted for club runs.

Quite right, Mr. Nooze ; lAay I suggest that you shall advertise in

your widely-circulated and influential organ for some enterprising

individual to transplant the Brighton Road to the North of London,
the St. Albans Road to the Southern counties, lift Croydon over and
drop it somewhere near Epping Forest, and put Lambourne End on
rollers and plant it somewhere about the Uxbridge Road. Then
we'll see how we like the new arrangement, while the editor of the

Nooze is putting gangs of navvies to work to waft the Langdon
Hills into Sussex, and spirit the Willesden- lanes into the Dartford
district. By that time, new villages will have been built in spots

at present sacred to the primeval forest, and new towns, with ancient
cathedrals, sites of Roman camps, and chalybeate springs, can have
been erected on purpose to provide fresh spots within Saturday-
afternoon distance of London. Please hurry on your works,
"Mr, Nooze 1

It is satisfactory to note that there is only one club recorded as
having been formed this year in the Metropolitan district, the
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" Carlisle B.C." (should it not be " Carlyle" ?) having been started

in Chelsea. An appropriate motto would be " The Wheel World
contains some thousands of clubmen, mostly ' mugs.'

"

Somebody is not satisfied with B.U., B.T.C., T.U., and club-

general-meeting debates, but pines for lectures and debates on the

elementary principles of tricycle construction, on the model of the

St. John's Ambulance Classes. Somebody else has taken " the bull

by the horns," and given a lecture on cycling photography, in an
atmosphere reeking of tobacco smoke.

Kensington appears to be a peculiarly unlucky locality for wheel
clubs, the Kensington B.C.—or C.C.—having been stillborn, and
the old Kensington T.C.—which was said to have promoted the first

fifty-miles tricycle race, and " has never done anything since "

—

having .been mysteriously rumoured to have been only in a trance,

and to have come to life again last month.
Sociable-races are to be the novelty of the season, and so loqg as

the scene- of their running is kept judiciously dark, so as not to

attract a crowd, there can be little objection to them, on the road.

The same may be said of single-tricycle races, which, so far as

championship contests are concerned, seem doomed to die the death.

Suburban tricyclists want to ride to business, and are consequently
casting about for a place in the City where they can house their

machines and change their clothes. With the spread of this practice,

we shall read of a steadily-increasing number of accidents to tricy-

clists, caused by tram-lines and heavy traffic.

American bicyclists don't think they can find three tracks on their

roads for a tricycle. Won't somebody who knows goand see ?

" The season," which always opens at Easter, will commence
unusually early- this year, and many a Friday-to-Monday, or

Thursday-to-Tuesday, tourist will bewail his woes, as he appreciates

the shocking bad form which a course of datices, ' dinners, and
socials has brought him into, and sees the serenity depicted upon
the countenances of the winter-riding enthusiasts who pedal along

with ease, thanks to having kept at it without intermission through-

out the rainy season. In the ranks of these latter enthusiasts—yea,

in the front ranks, inasmuch as he has only missed riding on three

days 'since September—inscribes himself, with conscious satisfaction,

"Axis."

"The Humbbb" Bicycle (Manufactueers—Humsbr, Marriott & Cooper i" Works
Beeston, Notts).—This, celebrated machine is undeniably the fastest, lightest, and

strongest used on the racing path. The fastest one and two miles on record, also the

greatest distance in one hour (18| miles 210 yards), have been accomplished upon them. As a

roadster, the " Humber" is undeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and more durable tban

any other machine manufactured. The fact that the " JIumber " bicycles are nqw almost
* exclusively ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities and throughout the

United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on

view at the London Depot, 78, Richmond Koad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials

free on application.

—

Advt.
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CYCLING CELEBRITIES.
No. 18. Mb. Frederic Moore.

HETHER our artist lias (?one justice to the features of

the gentleman who has the misfortune to come under
our notice this month we do not know, not having yet

seen a proof of the cartoon. But whether or not the

counterfeit presentment is life-like, we are sure that few Metro-

politan wheelmen will confess unfamiliarity with the, quiet, kindly

face of Mr. Frederic Moore, of the Rovers and other bicycling clubs.

Being one of the earnest workers who " do good by stealth," Mr.
Moore's name is less widely known than are the patronymics of

men of infinitely less merit ; hence, we have the more gratifica-

tion in penning a few lines concerning him.

It is about ten years since the juvenile Frederic first rode a

bicycle, and his first notable deed was to found the Tower
•Hamlets Bicycle Club, in September, 1876. On 23rd January,

1878, Mr. Moore started the Ihwer Hamlets B.C. Qazette, which
was, we believe, the first club journal ; it was printed by means
of a Multiplex Copying PortfoKo, and published monthly, con-

taining a small photo of a member each month. In 1878, Mr.
Moore attended the first meetings of the Bicycle U nion, on the

Council of which he has since sat as delegate for the Leytonstone
B.C., and now sits for the City of London School Old Boys' B.C.
It was on the suggestion of " our hero " that the Leytonstone
club's name was altered to '' bicycling" instead of "bicycle" club,

this being the first time a club had adopted the more correct

designation ; the Clarence B.C. soon after followed the lead, and
in the same year Mr. Moore proposed and carried the same altera-

tion in the nomenclature of the Rovers. . For ,two years past, the

subject of our notice has seldom been absent from the Rovers'
gatherings, whether they were meets, ladies' days, dinners, or

dances, and his regularity is attested by the fact that he has never
been absent from any general or committee meeting to which he
has been summoned. During the latter half of last je^v, he held
the ofiice of assistant-secretary to the Rovers ; and having assisted,

in the formation of the City of London School Old Boys' Cycling
Club, he now occupies the chair on its committee.

From the very commencement of litei-ature, Mr. Moore has b^en
connected with it. Commencing with the old Bicycle. Journal, on
the staif of which he remained until Mr. Alfred Howard relin-

quished the proprietorship, he joined the staff of Bicycling News
in 1879, and in November, 1881, became a representative of The
Cyclist, on which journal he still remains Apart from wheeling,
he has been attached to the local press in East London for about
seven years, and is esteemed in his private circle for the part he
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takes in philantliropic work in his district. Being one of the

quiet, unobtrusive stamp of men, Mr. Frederic Moore is less

" popular" than respected ; but those who do know him know that,

although he neither shouts, races, nor otherwise advertises him-
self, he has a heart under his waistcoat which beats in the right

place. A. J. W.
• >--<

'—
SPORTS AND PASTIMES, THEIR BENEFITS AND

DANGERS.

(by a family doctor.)

We extract from " Cassell's Monthly Magazine" the following very
practical article, as it appears one suited to guide cyclists in the

right way :

—

,
Nobody thinks of denying that exercise, in some form or other,

is necessary in order to keep the system in a state of health and in

good working order. But medical men go farther than this, and
state, in axiomatic diction, that regular and sufficient recreative

exercise is the sine qua non of a healthful existence. I have pur-

posely italicised my adjectives in the last sentence, in order ~to

draw closer attention to them. Exercise, then, should be
regtflar. Why ? Because, in plain language, it is a tonic,

and not only thd best and safest tonic that any man or woman
can take, but the only one that can be taken continuously

with benefit. It is also far better than all other tonics, because it

not only strengthens but regulates the system in every way. But
desultory exercise, taken one day and omitted the next, may act as

an occasional stimulant, but certainly not as a tonic or roborant.

Medicinal roborants require to be used day after day for weeks, or

even months, ere the patient obtains full benefit from them. And
exercise, to do that amount of good which is desirable, must be un-

remitting. Exercise should be sufficient. Statistically speaking, a

recent authority on this important subject gives it as his opinion that

the amount of exercise which a healthy man should take without
fatigue is, at the\ery least, that which is required to raise 150 foot-

tons a day. This, if" the exercise indulged in were walking, would
be equivalent to about nine miles per diem along a level road. In

quoting this learned opinion I do not wish any reader to mfer that

it would do him good to walk nine or ten miles a day on a stretch.

Again, I beg to remind him that exercise is a tonic, and that tonics

only do good when taken in small doses frequently repeated. What
would you think of a man who-^his family physician having ordered

him a dozen quinine and iron pills, the box being labelled, " One
twice a day"—should swallow the whole lot on Monday morning to

save time, and keep him whole and strong for the six days to come ?

But as regards exercise, thousands of people are constantl}' making
the same foolish and ridiculous mistake.
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" I have a day off on Tuesday," says one, •' I'll gb in for a regular

constitutional."

And accordingly on the Tuesday he starts, and walks until he is

ready to drop, then perhaps takes a stimulant and goes on again.

He feels rather tired and sleepy, not to say stupid, on Wednesday
morning ; but he sincerely believes, for all that, that his long walk
has done him good.

" Well now," says another, " Saturday is a half-holiday. I shall

mount my cycle, and do my little sixty ; for the weather has been so
queer of late that I haven't been astride for a month."
The very fact of his not having been astride for a month should

warn him not to take violent exercise so recklessly, for from
disuse the muscles get flabby and the tendons slack. The tpndons,

I may remark parenthetically, may be likened to the great leather

belts that stretch from one brqad wheel to another in the machinery
of a mill and transmit the power. What would you think of an
engine driver who would attempt to do a big day's work with
^slackened belts ?

" My liver wants stirring up a bit," says gentleman number three ;

" I have notbeen on horseback for weeks but I'll do a glorious ride

'cross country to-morrow, and come home as fresh as a lark."

He does not come home as fresh as a lark though, nor anything
like it, albeit he has " stirred his liver up."
Why, it is perfectly ridiculous the way some people talk about

their livers, especially city men— I speak advisedly. That poor ill-used

organ is used anyhow all the week, and shaken up for all the world

as if it-were a bundle of hay on Saturday or Sunday. It would be
amusing to think of, were it not sosad. It puts me in mind of a
remark that an Irish woman, Biddy O'Flagherty, made to me the
other day. '

.

" You don't make your bed often enough, Biddy," I said.
" Troth, indade, sorr," she replied, " I don't make it moren onct a

month, but I gives a rale shakin' up then, sorr."

While exercise should be regular and sufficient, then, it should
never be excessive, never reach the boundary line of positive fatigue,

else, instead of being tonic, it becomes a depressant, and do6s posi-

tive injury to the blood, thus degenerating muscle. It is better also

for the health that exercise should be as greatly varied as possible,

so that the strain shall not be thrown constantly day after day upon
the same groups of muscles.

" I have plenty of exercise during the day," is a remark often

""made by those who are advised to make use of this natural tonic for

the benefit or regeneration of their health ;
*' my duties keep me

nearly all day On my legs." \

"I," says another, " have a long walk to my work or office every
morning and evening."

.

" My dear sir," I should reply to the latter, " I do not wish in the
slightest degree to underrate the value of these to-and-fro walks.
They in a measure do good, but they cannot be classed in the
category of healthful exercises, because they are not recreative."
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And this leads me to speak more particularly on the subject

of sports and pastimes, and I cannot do so without touching shortly

on what is usually called " training"—in other words, the process by
which athletes, and amateur athletes, endeavour to bring their

bodies into the form and condition best suited for the performance
of certain feats of agility or strength.

I have no wish to discountenance athletic training, but as a
medical m^n I ought to be listened to when I say it is only free

from danger to health and life when conducted with moderation,
wisdom, and temperarice. On the other hand, Ldo not advise any
of my readers to go into training for the sake of scoring good
records, but everyone between the ages of sixteen and sixty should,

by taking daily ^xercise and by adopting a judicious mode of life,

be able at any time to indulge in sport and pastime not only with-
out fatigue, but with positive pleasure.

To do so a man should neither be too fat nor too lean : obesity is

far more objectionable than what, is called spareness, fbr fat is apt
to encroach upon and usurp the place of healthy muscular tissue,

and constitute itself a burden both to body and mind.
- Sports and pastimes in this country are happily both numerous

and varied in character, and moderate and regular indulgence in

them is of incalculable benefit to the health. They constitute- a
medical man's beau ideal of proper exercise because, while engaged
in them, not only are muscles exercised, and every organ in the body
regenerated by the pure life-giving blood' sent in greater quantities

through it, but the mind is exhilarated at the same time, care and
worry and business are for the time being entirely forgotten, so that

the brain is really rested, afnd receives as! much benefit by the
pleasant respite as it would from hours of healthy sleep.

Now, whatever amount of good is capable of being derived from
sports and pastimes, the rrian who is not in tolerably good foirm is

very unlikely to benefit therefrom. Before, therefore, making up his

mirld to enter upon a course of exercise of this kind, one ought to

^' train" so far as to bring himself ifito good, or at least, fair condition.

I will briefly state how this may be done safely, but let me explain

first the state a man's tissues are in, nine times out of ten, who
is not in the habit of taking proper exercise. I do care whether
he be fat or lean, feeling healthy and comfortable, or quite the reverse-;

I say this, that he has no stay in him, and if put to the test this

would soon be found to be true. His liver cannot be ii> good
working order, it must be incapable of eliminating the bile from the

blood. I wish to steer clear of all physiological considerations for

the nonce, and it is no matter to me whether the bile is secreted in

the liver wholly or partially—if it be not secreted and excreted, the

process of. digestion is weakened, and the blood poisoned, and this,

too, quite independent of the entire work that the kidneys and skin

may willingly perform. If the digestion be weakened, the blood,

which is composed from the products of the food we eat, will not

be pure ; and for this reason, as well as from want of continuous

action, every muscle in the body will get soft and flabby. The
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heart itself, being a muscje, partakes of the general slackness, and

this accounts for men who are out of condition puffing and blowing
on slight exertion.

The state of being "easily blown " is put down by trainers to a
want of " stamina " in the lung tissue itself. Well, to be sure,

when a man is not in form the lungs partake of the general weak-
ness, but it is nevertheless more the heart than the lungs that is at

fault, that organ being unable, when excited, to receive the blood

back in sufficient volume from the organs of respiration, which thus
get temporarily congested. Walkingis probably the best and safest

means.of getting into condition, aided of course by temperate living.

Before commencing a course of sports or pastimes, then, whether
that be cycling, rowing, or playing ball in any way whatever, let the

would-be-healthy reader indulge in two or three weeks' walking
exercise. Let no weather prevent him from taking his two good
walks a day ; let him dress lightly but warmly while doing so, and
do his walk steadily, increasing the distance daily as he can bear it.

His dist and sleep must be studied during this preliminary training,

but he must never walk on a full stomach. He must eat only what
he knows agrees with him, and not partake of too much at any one
time.

He must endeavour in every way in his power to obtain good
sleep at night, but never use narcotics or what are called nightcaps.

The last hour or two of the day should always be spent in reading.

It is a most pernicious and most slumber-banishing habit, that of
talking—probably earnestly or excitedly—till it is time to light the
bedroom candle and retire. He should never go to bed hungry, nor
allow himself to remain long hungry at any hour of the day, and.it

is best to order himself what he, thinks will best suit him for break-

fast, lunch, and dinner, and not trust to chance, for in the latter

case, if the only dish he could have partaken of with pleasure be
not on the table, he will be constrained to eat, to his detriment, that

which seldom agrees. The bath—a cold sponge in the morning

—

should never be neglected.

Now as to what sports or pastimes he had better engage in, he
must suit himself, for much will depend upon his tastes, his age, and
his agility. In summer, boating and, cricket are glorious recreations,

so too is lawn tennis ; then in winter there are racquets and American
bowls, and out of doors in good weather what better pastime than
tricycling, or what more healthful to a man in good condition ? The
game of American bowls is a favourite wherever known. It keeps
the mind well employed and exercises every muscle in the body.
I should like to see alleys at every coffee palace.

I trust, then, I have made myself thoroughly understood ; at all

events, on this one point there can be no mistake : sports and pastimes
form the most healthful kinds of exercise that any one can indulge in.

The dangers attached to them are few, and easily avoided. Apart
from accidents,' they are those that arise from catching

. cold when
heated, from injury to the brain through over excitement, or from
reaction after too great exertion.
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Jan Bos is secretarial " Boss " of the Canonbury this year, a post

so long held by " Clarion."

It is a peculiar thing that the Trafalgar have two assistant hon.
sees., one called " C. E. Dickson," and the other " E. E. Dickason."
At least, a weekly contemporary so prints the names side by side.

Ashley Barrett, one of the riders dating from i86g, and who has
kept up " biking" ever since, now captains the London B.Cj. vice

Scrutton, who takes up the editorship of the " Club Gazette." The
" elegant P." has just joined the L.B.C.
The Claremont B.C. have joined the Union. The Leytonstone,

one of the missing B.U. clubs, i.e., missing with their subscriptions,

joined the Essex over twelve n>onths ago and thus ceased to exist.

The Crichton have elected one of their " Mashing" young men as

captain, and a right good fellow too, on or off a " bike," is Frank
E. S. Perry.

It is not a question now-^-days of what club gives a dinner, ball,

" social," or other entertainment ; but the exception is, the club that

does not do something in this line during the winter months.
The " Manchester man " has long been a proverbial expression,

but the Manchester Amateur B.C. have got a real gent as hon sec,

viz :—Mr. W. A. Gent, of Grosvenor Square, All Saints.

The Bristol is another good country club which has just joined the

B.U. That old rider, Mr. J. Young is delegate.

The Greenock Amateurs rode 645 miles during ther fortnight

succeeding Christmas. " Not,so snuffy " for winter travelling on'

bikes.

The Oldham is another <:lub fond of winter " digs " through the

mud. The " Owdhamites " have visited both Warrington and the

Staffordshire Potteries recently.

The West Kent have gone in for amalgamation, and absorbed

the Widmore B.C. This has led to a division ; not a row, but a

division of the club being formed at Bromley, Kent.
The Argyles have decided that they will not abolish officers' dis-

tinctive badges. We do not " go in" for gorgeous uniforms or

badges, bu't at the same time, we do like to see a club that has
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decision enough, not to be swayed, because a few people have tried

to scribble down badges of office.

We, trust that the Enfield Club will be resuscitated, and that they

will not take '' Old Weller's " advice and " beware of widows," but

in fax;t, will elect Mr. A. D. Widdows again as their hon. sec.

Cricket caps are to be the thing this season, in lieu of polos and
jockey caps. Already the Crichton " Mashers " have gone in for

them in black flannel, and the Queen's C.C. are to wear ditto of

black silk.

The Redhill B.C. have, thanks to Mr. Mead, opened a club-room
at Reigate, and in consequence have re-christened themselves the

Reigate and Redhill Cycling Club.

>-*-^

LOCOMOTION IN THE WILD WEST.

T may not be uninteresting to readers of the '-Wheel
World," " who live at, home at ease," to learn the straits

to which their cycling brethern are sometimes reduced in

a country distant only a few hundred miles from London,
where one has only to wish oneself, as it were, from place to place.

In the Western counties of Ireland it behoves the cyclist to look
well to his machine, or he may find his journey indefinitely prolonged,
and that, in the event of an accident happening his roadster, the

substituted method of locomotion to which he will be forced may not
possess the merit of greater certainty, while it will assuredly compare
unfavourably in speed and comfort with his' 54in.—that in fact, the
Irish jaunting car is asJiable to err as any other two-wheeler.

Last summer my friend Mc and myself were returning from
a bicycle tour round the West coast, and when our trip was almost
completed, one of our machines was so injured by an unfortunate
collision, that we decided to leave them in the next town to be sent
after us, and drive to the railway station, some twenty-five miles.

We started on a Saturday evening, and in addition to ourselves, a
police officer and a young lad were seated on the car. When three
miles of the journey had been travelled, we were brought up short, or

rather brought down short, by a shaft of the car breaking as we were driv-

ing rapidly down a steep hill. After we had examined the surface ofthe
road with sufficient minuteness—a process by the way most painful,

not to say damaging tp the nose, hands, and other portions of the
person—we proceeded to examine the car, and were much annoyed
to find the shaft broken completely off, and quite beyond repair. The
police officer had important business in town, and was due on Mon-
day morning, and as there was no Sunday trains on the out-of-the-

way branch line we were making for, we had every inducement to

endeavour to reach the station in time for the train, even if the ordeal
of spending Sunday in a wretched village, twenty miles from any-
where, were not inducement enough. What was to be done ? There
was not another car nearer than the town we had left, and to go back
was out of the question Our driver was equal to the occasion, and
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at once proposed a cart. Happy thought, and all honour to the
thinker. We hailed the proposal with delight, and in less than ten

minutes our good Teague had borrowed a tUrf cart from a neighbour-
ing farmer, and yoked our horse to it. We threw in ohr luggage, and
quickly seated ourselves as comfortably as circumstances permitted.

The delay, however, wa^ unfortunate, for we had only time to catch

the train, with everything in our favour ; so as soon as we had started,

a very careful comparison of watches was madfe. With my watch
there was abundance of time, with Mc 's watch almost time,.

but with the police officer's watch we were bound to be late ; there

being considerable intervals between each, as is the wont of country
time-pieces, Teague tried to cheer us by declaring that he meant to

catch the train, and owing to the great size and strength of the horse,

he was able to tool us along at a famous pace. ' Until ten miles had
been done we made great way, but just then our troubles began, or

more properly our troubles took a still more unpleasant turn, for in

all conscience it was already bad enough to suffer the rough jolting

of the cart as we dashed along at top speed. Here our progress was;

interrupted by the breaking of the breeching strap on our side, which
caused the harness to get pulled rourid the horse at every hill we
descended, and I really believe the whole thing would have been
pulled right off but for a lucky device of Teague's. This cbnsisted

in tying a rope to the side, which was still good, and the end of

which was manfully held by the lad who accompanied us. Off we
started again, with another five minutes lost, and our hopes of reach-

ing the station in time becoming fainter. Teague never gave in,,

and kept us from absolute despair by the confidence he feigned in

keeping his word; and so the miles went by, and the wings of the

cart grew more shaky, and the harness more limited. At last hope
began to revive : we were within four miles of the station, and if my
watch could be trusted, we had time to do it. Presently Teague
dropped his whip, and in good sooth it was a serious loss, but we
would not hear him when he proposed to stop for it ; and as we had,

now down hill all the way to our journey's end we spanked on right

merrily, bumping and jolting, to be sure, mercilessly over the rough
broken stones. Still we mi^/i^ catch the train. Success! We were
within a mile of our destination. We would do it. " Hillo 1 What's
up now ? Something wrong again ? " Bang goes the cart on the

road—another shaft gone. " Man proposes." The police officer,,

who was a man of few words, and those few spoken with a strong

Southern acpent, says quietly, but very sadly :
" That's the end of it

all now." He and my friend Mc sat looking at each other in

a reckless way, as if they did not care twopence what was to follow ;

their cup was full. Teague, the lad, and myself jumped out to

inquire the extent of our latest disaster. It was too bad. Just as we
thought victory was within our grasp, the indomptable Teague, after

a short exammation, called out, " It's only the backhand that's

broke ; we are all right." For the first time the ridiculous aspect of

affairs struck us, and we laughed heartily at our misadventures, while

Teague tied up the backhand. We had again lost time, but nil
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desperandum on we went, and we could now hear the whistle of the

incoming train, which warned us that only a few minutes would
elapse till our train started. The worst of it was that we had still a
very steep' hill to go down, and what with various mishaps, too

numerous to mention, our horse had scarcely one half the habila-

ments which any right-minded quadruped should possess, the

balance having been long since galloped off on our journey. It was
neck or nothing, and we had no alternative but to keep up the pace.

Half way down the hill the horse tripped and went stumbling along
for five or six yards, apparently unable to recover. He did succeed
in recovering, but in the spring with which he regained his feet he
snapped the remaining breeching strap, and the young fellowwho had
held on to the rope so pluckily for nearly fifteen miles came back
"heels over head" into the cart. He rose without a word, and holding
the rope still in his hand with a piece of the harness clinging to it,

he displayed his trophy at arm's length—his occupation was gone,
and he subsided vanquished and silent into the cart. Teague

:

" Nor sighed nor prayed, nor saint nor lady called to aid, " but urged
on the horse, and turned into the station yard at a hard gallop. A
crowd was waiting the departure of the train, and as we dashed up,

we all by mutual, though unpremeditated, action raised our hats and
cheered, to which the amused spectators heartily responded. We
scrambled into the train ; the doors were banged ; w(i were
off ; we had won. The police officer forthwith inquired if we'

would care for some refreshment, and we replied that, all things con-
sidered, we would. So he opened his bag—" My bottle's broken."

R. Cromie.
,

> • <
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I^TOTTIMJiS FROM TOE
MERALDTSLE

As usual, Belfast leads off the season by the sports of the Ulster
Cricket Club, at Ormeau Road, on Easter Saturday and Monday,,
the 24th and 26th inst. The programme, as usual, contains^ bicycle:

events each day. Although the handicapping at these sports last;

year was not bad, still great room was left for improvement.
Dublin is not much behind this year, as the Dublin Athletic Club-

will hold their second annual meeting on Easter Monday. There
are three bicycle races set down in the programme, vi^., one mile

novices, one mile handicap, and fotir miles' handicap. I anticipate

a very successful meeting, and in the bicycle events, numerous
entries. The .entrance fee for each event is 2s. 6d., and entries close,

with A. H. Seddall, 4, Grosvenor Square, Rathmines.
There will be athletic sports at Buttwant (Co. Cork), on St.

Patrick's Day (17th March), but I have not been informed as tO"

whether the programme includes bicycle events or not.

Once more I refer to the very important question of gate money :.

as I have before pointed out, it would be very judicious, and a move
in the right direction, to reduce the' admission to sixpence. I would
impress the import;ance of the subject on the various committees,,

and urge that they give it the careful consideration it deserves.

"Storm warning." A storm, likely to develop great energy,,

being surcharged with " empty gas" and " big talk," is apprehended,

in wheel circles over here. -
,-

The new course to which I alluded in the December issue is, I

am informed, a path which encircles a gentleman'^s domain in the:

vicinity of Terenure ; it measures one mile to the lap.

Three or four clubs begin their runs on Good Friday.
" Athcliath."

HoiiLOWAT's Ointment and PiLiiS.—Coughs, Influenza.—The soothing properties of these
medicaments render them well worthy of trial in all diseases of the respiratory organsr^ In
common colds and iufluenza the Pills, taken internally, and the Ointment rubbed over the
chest and throat, are exceedingly eflacacious. When influenza is epidemic, this treatment is

the easiest, safest, and surest. HoUoway's Pills purify the blood, removfe all obstacles to its

free circulation through the lunps, relieve the over-gorged air tubes, and render respiration

free, without reducing the strength, irritating the nerves, or depressing the spirits ; such are

the ready means of escaping from suffering when' afllicted with colds, coughs, bronchitis,

and other chest complaints, by which the health of so many is -seriously and permanently
njured in most countries.
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SPEED ! SPEED 1 SPEED I

SPEED ! Speed ! Speed !

On thy glittering steed, O Son !

For years fly fast, and the time will be
When thy cycling days are done.

'Tis well to be healthy and young.
And to laugh, as you speed on your way.

At the thought of the hills you must climb,
Ere your journey is finished to-day.

But time goes rolling on,

Nor hurries, nor waits for the -best;

But O for one spin on my once well-loved wheel
Ere I'm laid with my fathers, at rest.

Speed ! Speed ! Speed !

O cyclists of every degree !

But the days of my youth that I loved so well
Will never come back to me.

" Nylssor.
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"VERACIOUS HISTORY OF A CLUB RUN."
By " Agonistes."

iJWAS the spring of i88— , and quite blue was the sky. On
Harppstead's donkey-trodden high road—at that point

where the edifice sacred to the memory of John Straw,
Esq., of rowdily turbulent memory, rears its balconied

front to meet the thirsty gaze of the way-farer, who, by the aid of

his trusty alpenstock, has reached the summit of the northern

height—six blue clad bicyclists might have been seen one warm
Saturday afternoon. We say " might," for, sooth to say, so rapid

Were their gyrations, so dazzling the flash of the whirling wheels,

that the observant, eye-ball ached at the sight. Suddenly all move-
ment ceased, and the party congregated to greet two new comers,

who came from the direction of the setting sun. (N.B.—We are

not prepared' to swear or to bet about its being either the setting or

the rising sun, never having been quite sure about it ourselves.)

The object of this gathering was to carry out a club run, which
had long been talked of, and had now, at last, entered upon the stage

of practical politics. This goodly band of youths (varying in size

from the four-foot-nothing of " Teddy the Calm, " whose mental
delusion was that he liked being chaffed, to the uncounted inches of

^ Ah Lo," the only surviving representative of the ancient race of

Eastern story tellers) was bound for Norman Cross, some 70 miles

awajs and the hour being 3 p.m. ; and a guileless Scot on a borrowed
machine, and answering to the proud Highland title of " The Mac
Haggis," being very much present, the " Ancient"—or, as he was
wont to describe himself in his softer moments, the " Genial One"

—

curled his features into a beseeching and pathetic smile, and, address-

ing the captain—a modest, and, if anything, rather diminutive official,

with a name so terribly polysyllablic that we decline to give it, and
shall, for the nonce, dub him " The Boy,"—prayed that a start might

be made without waiting for the ninth member.
" A tour without Frederiko ! Preposterous! I protest! I beg, Mr.

Chairman—I mean gentle captain—to move an amendment, that we
wait ten minutes for the lost sheep. Does any gentleman second ?"

(This from a close-shaven, cynical-looking youth, glorying in the

name of Percikins.)
" I have much pleasure in seconding the well-conceived amend-

ment of my eminent friend ' The Lawyer.' Peradventure, on our

way we might wish to tarry, and who can unearth a ' fine little pub.'

like our absent friend ?" " Ah Lo" (loquitur).

The " Genial One " grumbled out, " It's all very well for you

fellows, but"—&c., &c. Ten minutes passed away, and still he came
not; so " step and saddle" Was the cry, and four pairs of riders

would have started had " Teddy the Calm" been forthcoming.

After a general hunt, he was discovered talking in the most animated

manner to a charming young lady, who was looking over an

adjacent garden wall, through a miscroscope, at him. Upon being

dragged away, by the sub-captain, whose acquaintance we have not
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yet made—a wild, buccaneering, heavily-moustached individual, who
kissed his hand flightily, and with the sauciest imaginable air to the

damsel—Teddy sighed heavily, and mounted his machine with the

air of a man who has little else in life to live for. Amid the cheers

of the unemployed public—consisting of three donkey boys, one
peripatetic photographer, two casual paupers who used bad language
on being refused tobacco by the " Ancient, " and a dog of doubtful

pedigree who barked at the wheels of Teddy for full two hundred
yards—the procession moved off. First rode the " Boy," with his

head poked forward, and on his right the " Ancient," sitting up like

the proverbial dart, ramrod, or what you will. Then came the
" Buccaneer" on a " Rucker," trying to look horrified at an anecdote
of " Ah Lo's,", close to whose back wheel, with ears attuned to catch

each dropping syllable, rode " Mac Haggis" and " Percikins," while

rearmost rode the susceptible youth we have ere this referred to as
" Teddy the Calm," accompanied by the modern Colossus of Roads,
commonly known as " The Vagrant." This last individual wore on
his cap no badge, but the edelweiss embroidered in the cloth was a
token of Alpine heights scaled with dauntless heart, of midnight
chases on trusty wheels across the glistening glaciers in pursuit of

the bounding chamois. It told of wanderings in a land where the

jodel of the peasant brought thoughts of home rushing to the lone

wheelman's heart, for was it not like Leslie's tra-la-la-la-la at the

Comedy ?

Be all this as it may, the fact remains that they started, and that

in process of time they reached the Finchley Road, all having
walked through the loose stones on the hill, save the " Ancient,"
who bestrode a modification of the steam roller, and " Mac Haggis,"
who replied, when asked to dismount, " I'm no carin'. Where an
Englishman goes, ' Mac Haggis' will go. Vara weel, ' Ancient !' I'm
on !

"

The cyclecade (N.B.—This word is patented by ourselves) pro-

ceeded at a rapid rate through Finchley to Barnet, where it was
joined by another member, who looked seventeen, but was twenty.
He said, " How do, dear boys ?" pulled furtively at a very incipient

moustache, consisting of three hairs and a pimple, and mounted just

in time to prevent " Percikins" dismounting to buy tarts in a confec-

tioner's shop, where he caught sight of a lovely woman. Passing
Hadley Common, the new comer, whom we will know as " The
Masher," forged ahead, which roused the spirit of rivalry in the

breasts of all and sundry, and a piece of good road ensuing, the

erstwhile dignified procession became a charging crowd. Tempor-
arily "The Boy" and "The Masher" held the lead, pursued by
" Percikins" and Teddy, no longer calm ; but soon " The Buccaneer"
and " Ah Lo" cut down all opponents, and drifted ahead. Near
Potter's Bar there is a hill (in point of fact, several, but one in par-

ticular) whose surface reminds one of what the Red Sea bottom must
have been when Pharoah tried to pass along. The racing ended
there. We will not pander to the vanity of the winner by giving his

name, bat it was not " The Mac Haggis," who was sitting dolefully
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in the road, some half-a-mile away, with a scar on his nose, a ben^
crank, and the debris of what had, in happier days, been a tolerably

respectable tom-cat, curled round his forks.. How the feline gallant

got there " The Mac Haggis" never absolutely ascertained, but the
language that bicyclist used was frequent and painful and free.

" Put a plaster on his chest," chirped Teddy, as he rode up to the
sufferer, accompanied by the Messieurs " The Buccaneer" and ',' The
Masher." The latter was a new member, and took exalted views
even of such lowly things as the low-laid " Mac Haggis/' whom he
knew not yet. " Ah ! My dear boy !" said he to Teddy, " introduce
me to this man, arid I shall be most happy—most happy, rrn sure

—

to assist in digging him out of that machine." This was accordingly
done, and " The Mac Haggis" glowered dourly at "The Masher,"
who murmured, " Delighted—meet you—sure—painful circumstances

'

—allow me—dear boy I"

" The Buccaneer," when not engaged in his favourite, sport of
lady-killing, is the most ingenious of men, so within five minutes
the step was extracted from the calf of the sufferer's leg, the healing
plasterwas clinging lovingly to his flesh, from chin-bone to eyebrow, and
his frontwheel went round, asdid also his little wheel, the latter pheno-
menon being noticed and commented on by an intelligent cow-boy, who
was afterwards sorry he had alluded to it. The main body having beeh
impatiently waiting in the village of Potter's Bar (by-the-bye, who
was Potter, and which horse did he really bar ?) were unkind to the
worthy " Hielandman" in their remarks, and we feel that" The Boy"
was scarcely justified in making such a ghastly joke as that intended
to be conveyed in the expression of his opinion that " a fellow
' feline' should have made ' Mac Haggis' kinder." No ! We confess
that, terrible as have been our sufferings from the misguided efforts

of determined punsters at various times, we seldom remember a
more acute pain than that which racked us at that awful moment

!

What a charming road, take it for all and all, is that which runs
from Potter'S' Bar to Hatfield, and away to Digswell Hill and
Welwyn ! Think of the steady grind up Digswell, ye hill-climbers !

and the long run down, with legs exalted o'er handle bar, ye butter-

flies ! Think also, gentle ephemerals, of that corner in Welwyn, and
reflect, as ye whirl downwards, ever downwards, with the sun glanc-

ing on your gay habiliments, your two-two suits, with too-too braid,

that bricks, though made of straw, retain none of the softness of
their component part, and that never was there wheelman yet who
ran straight into a brick-wall at twenty miles an hour without some
personal inconvenience !

Our party, led by the wily " Boy," negotiated the hill in safety,

amid some applause, generally ascribed to the picturesque appearance of
" Mac Haggis," who looked for all the world like Don Quixote after

his battle' with the windmills, while " Percikins" (who is decidedly
stout—oh yes ! Percikins is stout—he says he isn't, but he is preju-

diced by a wish to remain slim) made an admirable Sancho. The
horrid squeaking of his back wheel, by a stretch of the imagination,
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TTiight be taken for the sound produced by the polishing of Mam-
ibuno's helmet.
"Truly a goodly corripany, and worthy of all praise," said " The

Vagrant," quoting from several of his admirably-written tours.

Curious man, " Thq Vagrant." Always swears he originally wrote
that line, and several others, such as " The boy stood on the burning
deck," " Father, dear father, come home with me now," and that he
alone composed the " Carnival de Venice" music last year, without
the slightest assistance from " Kentish F." To return to the point

from which we originally digressed, the remark of " The Vagrant"
was considered highly complimentary, and the town of Stevenage
having now been reached, it was unanimously decided that he should
be allowed to stand soda and milk all round, and have the custody of

Teddy and " The Ancient" while in the town. (N.B.—The said

custody was an invariable practice with our friends, calculated to

prevent unseemly altercations between the local Romeos and the
" Lunnoners" who desired to smile upon their Juliets. Such^dawgs

!

Teddy and " Ancient," you kno\V !) After a halt of some ten

minutes, the cyclecade (excuse us, but we do like our word) left

Stevenage fo^ Baldock and Biggleswadp. Just outside the town, the

gentle " Percikins" remarked, " Observe, yon hind, who builds his

father's wall, or, I may say, the wall of his father !"

" By jove," said " The Vagrant," "it is—no, no—it can't be—and
yet I could swear it is—I do—I will—wait a -minute, you fellows 1"

and he was off, and heartily shaking the rustic by the hand. The
party, with twisted necks and slowly-revolving- wheels, observed his

movements. Anon, they saw the builder brandish his trowel
threateningly, and " The Vagrant" decamp. When he came again
among them, they asked him his story, and he sighed sadly as he
replied :

,

-

" Methought it/ was my dear old school-fellow, Ehen fugaces !

Ichabod ! And 0, me miserum !" ^

"What was his name—your school-fellow's I mean"—said " The
Masher," innocently enough, and "The Vagrant's" bosom heaved
with an emotion betokening some fearful exercise of mind, as he re-

plied hoarsely

:

-

" Balbus !"

And then he rode fast and furiously along the level highway for

many a mile, with the wild shrieks of the unhappy " Masher" dying
away on the evening breeze unheeded.

Reader, you will, peradventure, observe that we do not describe the
"road these gallants rode upon, nor how it wound by purling streams
and hamlets which only England could produce. We do not tell

how, in the porch of each village inn, the burly host with the comely
hostess, and the buxom serving wench, one on each side of him,
stood heartily shouting "God speed ;" nor how the happy children
ceased their play, their joyous sporting with the tip-cat, the mivic,
and the catapult, to throw, with one accord, their only movable
attire—namely, their pretty little hats—at the wheeling wayfarerse
nor how heartily the said wayfarers entered into the spirit of the
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game. No ! we pau^e not to tell how " Mac Haggis" went over
the handles again ; how he pursued the demon boy whosfe cap had
sent him to emulate the little brooks a-purling ; ho>v the boy took
refuge in his father's cottage, and " Mac Haggis" raved around it,

hurling flower pots through the honey-suckled windows. Leaving
all these secondary matters, again we urge, as Mazeppa urged (not
a la mode d'Astley), upon our truthful career, and halt at the hea.d-

quarters of the Bicycle Touring Club in Biggleswade, to see our
lions feed. We congratulate ourselves on the word " lions, " as
*' vultures" might offend ; but, really, the voracity of " The Ancient,"
" Ah Lo," and " The Buccaneer" was remarkable. As " Percikins"
murmured to " The Boy," " I do not generally interfere, but I can-
not conceive it to be the duty of a captain to allow three members to
devour sixteen eggs, a bed of lettuces, six pots of jam,. and four
loaves, and then expect the unfortunate landlord to charge the same
price as he charges to us, who have only eaten half as much."

" True," said the captain, with a sage expression on his command-
ing countenance, and his mouth full of cake, " true, ' Percikins,' but if

you will observe Teddy, * The Masher, ' and especially ' The
Vagrant,' you will notice that they are coming up hand-over-hand ;

in point of fact, Teddy is knocking off the laps remarkably well, I

think, for his size."
" ' Masher' is terribly red in the face, too," said " Percikins"; "he is

cutting out the pace too much—Great Scott 1

"

The exclamation which " Percikins" forgot himself so far as to
use, refers, we believe, either to " Sir Walter" or " Sir Clement,"
and on this occasion was the result of an extremely well-calculated

ishot^ with a radish by "The Masher" who had overheard
•' Percikins."

Thus with little pleasantries, and mutual kindnesses, the t6atinie

. passed away, and after a quarter of an hour's stroll in the town—in

the course of which Teddy discovered no less than fourteen

cousins (all ladies and good looking), and "The Boy" chewed two
cigarettes, in a hopeless attempt at smoking—a start was made in

the pale moonlight for Norman Cross. {En passant, we may men-
tion that the words " pale moonlight," were not first used by " The
Vagrant" in one of his Rhine legends, as we, ourselves, were abso-

lutely the first to wed the bridegroom adjective to his sweet bride

noun, when writing a few lines about Melrose Abbey.) Can
we ever forget that road ; those glorious ten miles from Biggleswade
to Eaton Socon ? Ye Southerners who rave of the Ripley Road, go
learn a lesson of the Eaton Soconites and Biggleswadians \ None
but a bicyclist can understand the wild elation of a moonlight spin,

at racing pace, over absolutely faultless roads, with the grand cool

evening air coursing through your lungs, and all round you wrapped
in silence, the only sound the whirr of your wheel and the chi-aick

of the corn crake ; and when, added to this, you have your friends,

not mere casual acquaintances, but old chums, with many a wheel
association in common, riding around you, their voices joining in

—

when " The Ancient's" deep voice peals out some favourite song with
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a chorus—when you have the feeling that whatever may happen to

you, they will all stick to you : then Clubman you may bless the fate

that weaned you from an unattached solitariness.
'

Such were the reflections of those of our party who happened to

be free from indigestion, and loud and clear on the evening air rang
out the chorus of *' We'll all go a cycling to-day," as Eaton Socon
sank behind. '• Percikins," who, by-the-bye, is no relation of
" Villikins" or of that gentlernan's "Dinah," as far as that goes,

had been unusually silent for many miles, brooding over a suitable

revenge upon " The Masher" for the radish ; and it was with some
surprise that his voice was heard in Buckden, announcing that he
would sing a song. " Little thing of my own—composed it myself
—words, music, all original—I call it 'The Masher's Farewell, or,

the twirl of a loved moustache ;' rather sentimental but—here 1 what
are you fellows up to ? I can't sing at this pace. Oh, you sneaks !

"

" Ha ! ha ! dear boy," was the cry of " The Masher," as he shot

alongside of the would-be singist. " Rather too much, I do think, to

expect them to wait for your voice—come along, old cock, my merry
mavis, my cheery chickaleery chaffinch, sing it to me !

"

Then a gloom spread over the moonlit features of " The Lawyer,"
and bending his head to hide it, he rode^ many a mile -of hill and ^

dale, in pursuit of his companions, whose lamps alone gleamed be-

fore him. Terror lent wings even to " Mac Haggis," and the band
swept up Alconbury Hill, led by the flying Scotchman, whose
machine travelled as though the rider thought some one behind him
wanted to borrow " saxpence." " I will be pven with them," mur-
mured the deserted wheelman ;

" I shall sing that song at supper

—

ah, supper ! sweet dream of future bliss 1 Hullo, who's that ?

Teddy ? Will I get off and help you to climb up your backbone ?

Certainly not ; you had no right to get off and speak to that respect-

able middle-aged, not to say entirely aged, female who's boxed your
ears. Serve you right. If I get off, will you listen to ths first verse
of my song ? Oh, you wotdd rather walk, would you ? Well do, by
all means, and it's only six miles

; perhaps you can lean that toy of

yours against a milestone, and mount. Ta ! Ta, Teddy !

"

And with, bad bold but-me-no-buts air, he whirled into the shadow,
leaving Teddy hopping like a gigantic grasshopper along the road.

But alas ! for the weakness of poor bicycling human nature, he had
not reached Stilton when, scorching savagely along, thinking of the

pretty girl he once met in a tram-car, and the £1 15s. 6d. he after-

wards paid in tram fares, trying to see her again, he omitted, like the
barber's fifth brother in the " Arabian Nights," to reckon with the
present, and dreaming of the past, hoping for the future, he did not,

notice an opaque blotch in the middle of the glistening road, and in

another instant formed part of an olla podrida of wheels, legs, back-
bones, arms, rfiultum bags, handle-bars, and old women, which,
thanks to the ingenuity -of " Ah Lo," had collected at a corner. For
*' Ah Lo," in his pretty prattling way, had been telling a nursery
rhyme of his youth, and looking behind him as he came round the
corner, failed to see in time two elderly ladies, who, basket on back
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and pipe in mouth, were journeying to Stilton, Down went " Ah
Lo " over one lady, followed by " Mac Haggis" and " The Masher,"
whose machine upset the other fair creature, while the other- riders,

miraculously escaping, had just dismounted when " Percikins" came
furiously up, and pitched into the " inferno."

The ladies turned out to be unhurt, or else we had not been so
ungallant as to speak lightly of the accident, and the same good
fortune which waits upon drunken men and bicyclists decreed that
nothing should be lost but a temper or two, a lamp, and a bell. The
ladies were besought by " The Masher," with tears (of pain) to

accept a present, an example which would have been imitated by
" Mac Haggis," over whose spinal vertebras " Percikins" had lidden,

had he been able to find his purSe, oi, failing that, to convince " Ah
Lo" that compensation for disturbance to the extent of at least a

shekel was due to him. /

The ladies had no hesitation in complying with the request of
" The Masher," and things being now satisfactorily adjusted, after a
fierce parley between " Percikins" and " The Ancient,"' who called

each other names to some considerable extent, out of pure love, the
tuneful Nine once more united—for " Teddy" had come up in time
to assist at the unpacking—rode through Stilton (famous for being
mistaken for the place where cheeses are made) up the hill, and dis-

mounted, close upon midnight, at the doors of that hostelry of
hostelries, Norman Cross.

Their arrival being expected, such a supper as the landlady of all the

landladies can produce when she gives her mind to it, awaited them,
and all went merrily. " Percikins" sung two lines of his song, but
could not remerpber any more ;

" The Masher" dropped a small
bottle labelled " Hair Restorer" out of his pocket, which accounted
satisfactorily for some wondrous new hairs that had appeared on his

upper lip; "The Vagrant" told how "he had stood in the

Dresden Gallery," and was cried down ; Teddy sang a madrigal
about a " day at the Rye 'Ouse ;

" The Boy" fell asleep while listen-

ing to a ponderous " Mac Haggisian " joke ;
" The Buccaneer,"

under the influence of apple tart and custard, confessed he thought
of getting married, and was prorhptly turned out of the room ; while
the voracious " Ancient" finished his tart.

And what shall we say of " Ah Lo" ? What was that child of sin

doing ? Eating ? Yes, truly, silently, persistently, consistently,

absorbingly, ceaselessly eating ! No wonder that one by one the

laughs died away, and a look of general consternation took their

place. Well ! well ! he was very young, after all, and it did not
seem to do him harm.
We leave them now to sleep the sleep of the athletic and the

young ; and having brought them to Norman Cross, cannot do
better than leave them there to stay as long as they can.
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THE BICYCLISTS AT GRAAFF-REINET.
HE place to spend a happy holiday is Graaff-Reinet ; so, at

, least, say the A. B.C. You don't know who the A. B.C.
are ? Well ! that's a pit}'-, for it shows some ignorance,,

not to say a lamentable want of interest in existing institu-

tions in P.E,
Rumours of good roads from Kendrew led eight members of the

bicycle club to take train on Friday night to that station only, there

to mount their airy steeds, and, plough light-heartedly through the

mire that led to Graaif-Reinet. A good deal of walking through the

most gelatinous description of clay soon put the miles to flight, and
plod, plod, plod, growl, growl, growl, mount, and ride a hundred and fifty

yards, dismount, more suddenly than gracefully, clod-crushing again

for a space, pausing to view the scenery, vowing never—no, never

—

to tour in South Africa again, brought the athletic wheelmen to

within about five miles of the " Gem," whose lustres we were to out-

dazzle by noble cycleship vide E. P. Herald. Dazzling we certainly

did not appear when, grimy, hungry, burnt, parched, and sadly in

want of laps^ such as that maiden offered the Excelsior man who
wouldn't stay^ whereon to pillow our aching heads, we staggered up
a Hottentot's hut and craved sour goat's milk to relieve our scorch-

ing throats.

A rest of three-quarters of an hour, in which the clay baked into

hard brown brick upon oui boots, hose, and bic3^cles, so far refreshed

us that we struggled bravely oh once more, walking often from dire

necessity, till Adendorp hove in sight, and creaky sort of cheers

notified that the ball-bearings of our lar^nxial tubes were waxing hot
from want of such lubricatory potations as Mr. Wright might be able

to bestow. At Wright's we rested some time, cleaned up, and once
more wended our way, now more cheerily, along a spanking bit of

bluestone towards the town, and, winding past the station, where we
found we hadn't quite beaten the train we magnanimously gave so

big a start to, toddled merrily up to the Market Square, rejoicing at

the grand roads, the pleasant welcomes of our friends, the curtained

peeps of stranger belles, the thought of the feed to come.
1

Yes, there are roads in Graaff-Reinet. We were told that a man
once came to the Colony who knew road-making, and\the wily Graaff-

Reinet headmen spoked him. It's true they worried him well nigh
out of his mind when they'd bagged him and strenuously endea-
voured to marr his success, but in spite of them he made the only
perfect carriage, wagon, bicycle, and perambulator streets, in the
Eastern portion of this gritty colony : and here let me remark—with
a prayer inwardly but deeply expressed, that the Councillors, Town
and Divisional, may heed, mark, learn, and digest, and accordingly
rouse them and act—that the road most suitable for a bicycle is, as
the blindest must see, the acme of delight to equestrians, carriage
folks, bull-carters, pedestrians and those helpless darlings whose
heads one so often sees lolling sweetly in such position as shall most
effectually soil the ducksy poppet'? garments and proportionally clean
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and brighten the tyre of its vehicle. Just look at Western Road!
Look at any street on our hill ! Look at Main Street, and if your
heajrt is stone you still must weep for .the constant danger to horses
and their owners., to say nothing of the tears you weep for those
creamy little sinners I have referred to, and their pleading brothers,

the bicyclists. Shall I tell you of the disappearance of cold chicken,

salid, attendant fluids, fruit and other things that cheer the weary
cyclist after the stains of travel have been removed? 'No! in the

interest of my club I shall not, for hotel-keepers read papers and our
arrival at any of the neighbouring places of resort might be met by a
perceptible rise in the charges of accommodation. On Sunday your
well regulated cyclist always goes to church. All cyclists are not
well regulated, but there's away of regulating them with wonderful
ease. This regulating by belle-system was brought into force on
Sunday, when the president, captain, and seven other uniformly clad

cyclists, with caps gleaming with the mystic A. B.C., which made a

gruff Dopper ejaculate " Ach, by leert nog," were led captive by a
corresponding number of Graaff-Reinet's fairest fair ones to the place

of worship, where choir was many, but audience few.

On Monday and Tuesday evening the "Boys in blue" showed
some skill in the Terpsichorean art, and whopped the Graaff-Reinet

old hands at quoits in the pleasant garden at the back of the club.

Would we had paused there ; but we didh't. They got us on to cricket

on Tuesday afternoon. Now, a wheelman is not a cricketer. The
two sports seldom claim the same votaries, and whisper it not abroad !

The Bay men came off very sorrily at the noble game. With parched
throats and frizzled countenances, baked soles and sun-smitten heads,

the cyclists mournfully quitted that scene of defeat, vowing never
again to get out of their usual run, but to eschew cricket as long as

the wheels go round. The Botanical Gardens came under our notice.

The trees will be grand after another year or. two's growth, so will

the fountain. It isn't very large, for one of our men filled it alone

when walking backwards in admiration of a dear and pretty relative.

Ah 1 Do you think they were sorry to lose us ? Their sorrow can't

come near ours. We shall not soon forget the friends we made in

those few days, and we hope it won't be many years before we wheel
away without the train's assistance to that " Gem,'' whose beauties

are so witching, and where we who went to witch became the prey.

> » <

ENAMELLED SPOKES.

I'LL pring thy saise, enamelled spokes,

Dear-rainty dods of jossy glet,

The pouring rain srenches and doaks,
But you'll look wrighter for the bet.

No wign of sear thy meauty bars,

Although the forks are bulled a dit.

And on the backbone in sceep dars
Are its adventures wrainly plit.
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My, uniform I moon sust dry,

My stated pleed with cowder plean

;

While tirt and droubles make me sigh,

You're smight and briling all serene.

I most sincerely trope and bust'
That I shall ne'er wossess a pheel

All freckled o'er with raines and stust,

Of tarnished plickel nated steel,

That worries me to beep it kright
'

Whene'er a splash of wirt or det
May chance upon its lokes to spight,

Or on its useless golish pet.

What couring tyclist who hath been
O'er vuts that rex, and tills that hire.

Likes being kept from clest to rean
Eighty odd yards of wirty dire ?

To fry and durbish four-score spokes
Each time you take a rittle lide,

Is -one of those most juesome grokes
Where zycling ceal is misapplied.

You rub until the lokes are spoose,
The wheel woes grong, and who's to blame ?

Your bluckles kneed, and what's the use ?

To-morrow you must so the dame.

For pilver slate, though thought genteel.

Soon makes the randy dider sick

;

And paint will scratch, and pip, and cheel.

And look as stagged as a rick.

But good enamel thasses prough
The ordeal of Time's rarshest hest,

And long preserves its smight brile too,

"^o trouble gives, and books the lest.

A plated steed with jeels of whet
A picture -forms—bilver andslack,^

With frame mell bounted—when you get

Your sumble hervant on its back.
" AOUT.

> <
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FROM THE, PEAK TO THE ALPS.

By C. E. Oliver, Derby B.C.

fContinued from page 177. j

E were told at a small auberge that the paving continued

all the way to Seulis and Paris, so decided to make along
a macadamised road to Pont St. Maxence. This admitted

of easier riding, although) I believe the sharp faints em-
'bedded in the road commenced a fissure in the tyre of my back

wheel, which afterwards caused a delay in our journey. It was a

grand ride, however, notwithstanding the flinty nature of the road.

We were high up, running along an elevated ridge above the

o-listening reaches of the river Oise, which winds gently through the

soft scenery and green undulating slopes. The landscape lay hushed

and quiet in the heat of the declining sun, and the only sound that

reached our ears, as we sped silently along, were the distant mui'murs

of the stream, and the gentle tolling of some noontide bell floating

across the drowsy valley.

Coming to St. Maxence, we crossed the river by a bridge into the

town, and stopped at the Hotel du Lion d'or for lunch. We got

well served, and after a smoke and chat with the proprietoi- (who

kindly guided us as to our route), we continued on a bumpy road to

Gilocourt. Here a heavy thunderstorm came on, causing us to

shelter awhile. During this I discovered my tyre to be much cut

and maimed. The village lies in a hollow a!t the foot of a long

winding ascent, up which we had to push our machines. At the

top we descried the village immediately below, and gained an ex-

tended view of the immense and wide-stretching Forest of Royal

Compiegne.
We travelled on through Crepy, between which town ^nd Betz-

we came to several short patches of paving ; we also met ,a gentle-

man who must be a great dog fancier, for he had about a dozen

different canine breeds trotting at his heels.

An unaccountable difficulty in procuring lodging harassed us at

Betz, for at the best inn we could see, " First they would, and then

they wouldn't" cater for us. We called at two others with like
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success. Ultimately, much to our relief, we obtained homely but

comfortable rooms at one af the very inns where they had previously

protested their inability to supply us. And here I may mention
that at many pf these out-of-the-way towns we were received at the

inns with cautious scrutiny—as if we were spies in the land—and
were only admitted after dubious deliberation. What with sight-

seeing, the heat, and the rough roads, we were rather fatigued ; but

the hostess, with her bright manner, soon set us at ease, and pro-

vided for us a plain, though cheerful meal, which we ate almost
ravenously, being impelled by that hunger which is its own and best

sauce.

I do not know whether there was anything suspicious in our
costume that moved our host to produce a dilapidated and ancient

looking police register for us to enter our names and business in

—

perhaps we did not present a very impressive letter of introduction

in our travel-stained appearance. At all events, a few remaining
guests scanned us minutely, even to our badges and the medals on
our Watch chains ; and when we retired and sought our beds

" The dear repose for limbs with travel tired,"

we left one, inquisitive^ gazing intently into every joint of the bicycles,

which reposed in the billiard-room (an inseparable concomitant of-

the meanest cabaret). On our appearance next day he was still in

the same attitude, as if he had set himself some fascinating puzzle,

or problem, connected with the mysteries of mechanism, and had
sat up all night with the resolve to unravel it.

Distance, 57 miles.

Chateau Thierry, July 17.—The weather on the following^

morning was not very inviting, as we had been treated to another
thunderstorm in the night and the rain was still thinly falling as we
consumed our cafe aic lait and eggs. The day was Sunday, and as

we stood at the doorway of the inn we were much interested in

watching the Sabbath life of the villagers—a wagoner with his

great, long, ungainly wagon and team of horses setting off for the

fields; a sturdy, white-capped dame, returning through the rain with
a bundle of long bars of bread on her arm, and a noisy lot of

plasterers, with their ladders and tools, starting off to work ; whilst

across the road, in a little bit of a cafe, a braceof blue-bloused men,
with cues in their hands, were constantly crossing the window as.

they " urged the flying (billiard) ball."

In order to economise time we had formed the practice of inspect-

ing the churches and other buildings wherever we stayed whilst,

awaiting the progress of digestion,- Accordingly, we stepped through
the rain to see what the remote village of Betz could boast in the
way of ecclesiastical architecture. We found the solitary church to

be a plain, unpretending structure. One of the altars was adorned
with a plaster cast of the Virgin, dismally decorated with a piece of
limp, lacerated lace, thrown over her like a bridal veil; this was sur-

mounted by a tawdry, tinsel crown, and a string of gaudy glass
beads— fit only for a South Sea Islander—clasped the neck. The.
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figure was flanked by a few artificial flowers beneatli glass shades, com-
pleting the hideous and miserable eff"ect of the uncouth surroundings.
And this is Romanism ! The only objects that attracted us were the

fine oak pews and several well-executed oil-paintings, which the

cure—who was groping about the church in a ghostly manner—said

were Spanish productions.

The rain had ceased when we left the church, and at nine o'clock

we made for Fierte Millon, which obscure place we reached in about
two hours, being much delayed by the wet roads, the rough intervals

of paving, and the bad state of my back wheel tyre. I cannot recol-

lect the name of the inn we rested at to discuss oui" situation and
m.orning meal. Th&xiusine was a queer one, and the orily disii we
cared to "tackle" wa.s, apparently, a copy in crust of the ruined

tower at the top of the town, but in reality an excellent veal and
ham pie, enticing and tasty enough to tempt the one-legged wily
Wegg, who, in " Our Mutual Friend," says to Mr. Boflin, that "It
would be hard to name the pie that is J^etter than a weal and
hammer," a sentiment which at that moment we were quite willing to

endorse. Not wishing to leave the neighbourhood of Paris, where
I could obtain a new tyre to re-place the hewed and slashed surface

which threatened every minute to uncoil and retire from its con-

test with the road, I resolved to

'> Take up this mangled matter at the^best,"

by riding to Villers Cotterets, and taking the train to Paris, obtain

the necessary repair; whilst my companion could journey to Chateau
Thierry and await me there. Having patched up the tiresome tyre,

we parted for a period, and went our opposite ways.

A stiff hill led out of the town, and during the first few miles I

neared the vast forests which environ the neighbourhood of Villers

Cotterets. The first-class road, and the deep solemn silence of

these dense woods, where
" The grey smooth trunks

Of ash, or Hme, or beech, distmctly shine

Within the twilight of their distant shades,"

was a pleasant relief after our late experience. Justas I reached a

lonely spot in the centre of the forest, two startled stags suddenly

leaped the fence, and stood inquiringly, with graceful heads erect, in

the middle of the road, and on my approach as suddenly bounded

and disappeared amid the trees on the other side.

Villers Cotterets — a place mentioned by Dumas as the abode of

one of " The Three Musketeers," and the scene of some events

described in the sequel to that much-read book—is a charming little

town with some splendid avenues and varying views of the wide-

stretching woods. Near the station—where I had to wait an hour

for the train—there were huge piles of birch logs, cut from the

forest, ready to be exported away. /

Little more than an -hour sufficed for the journey to Paris, and I

reached the Hotel de Boulogne at five o'clock. After dining, I re-

Ijandaged the tyre of the machine and rode gently to Notre Dame, the^
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new colossal bronze statue of Charlemagne, the Hotel de Ville, lately

opened with such eclat, and finished up with a run on the quays, by
the bridges to the Louvre and Tuilleries.—Distance ridden 18 miles.

Early next morning I rode up the Champs Elysees past the Arc de
Triomphe to Clements and Co.'s, in the Rue Brunei, where although
a stiff price was charged for the new tyre, I obtained a serviceable

article which has stood me' in good stead ever since. Whilst this

was being done, I occupied myself with the interiors of Notfe Dame,
St. Eustache, and several other churches and b'uildings, including

the immense markets of the Halles Centrales, where everything
edible is exposed for sale from truffles or torhatoes down to sturgeon
and snails.

At six o'clock I made for the station and booked to Chateau
Thierry, the birthplace of La Fontaine. The line runs through the

valley of the Marne, enclosed by beautiful hills ; but it was dark
when I reached my destination, and not until the following day was
I aware of the many beauties that encompassed the place. I found
my companion snugly en'^conced at the Hotel du I'Elephant—a first-

rate establishment. The hotel forms a quadrangle with a balcony
round two sides of it, from which our chambers were entered ; the

opposite windows of the rooms looked upon the sparkling waters of

the Marne, with its broad bridge and shady promenades to greet Our
waking eyes in the morning.

Chalons, July 18 There is a fine old castle (Charles Martel's)

overlooking the town at Chateau Thierry ; the lofty terraces and
time-&tained turrets afJFdrding, a splendid view of a lovely landscape.

'

In the streets v/e saw a retriever dog harnessed to a small eart,

and as we went further -East the practice of tying them up to

bakers' hand-carts and the like, to assist in pulling, seemed rather

frequent. As we were leaving the hotel an English lady-resident

—

who had heard of our being in the neighbourhood—carne and spoke
to us, and we parted after a pleasant chat as to our journey and
various other matters.

It was a glorious morning as we started for Epernay, and with a

bright blue sky above, and a good road beneath, we spun along irj

gay style. Every inch of the huge swelling hills which rise on either

side was cultivated, not in wide fields of grass and grain, but in

parti-coloured patches and slips of verdant vines' and golden corn,

making a rnost rich and effective prospect, enlivened by the brimming
banks of the Marne, sparkling like silver in the sun's rays ; and we
fully realised the lines of Goldsmith describing tne " kinder 'skies"

bene;ath which " France displays her bright ddmain." For mpst of

the twenty-eight miles to Epernay, the road is lined with the tender
green of acacia trees, and the landscape continues as lovely as could

be wished. " We only halted twice ; at one time to refresh ourselves

in a large cherry orchard, and again to dip our telescope cups in the

cool waters of a village fountain. We met a number of market
mules and carts ; the horses with blue-dyed sheepskin trappings and
zones of jingling bells, were driven by women (the worst of drivers).

These good ladies, with their brown faces and bright eyes peering
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from beneath the white peaks of their high, starched caps, and with their

reins hanging loosely, looked upon us with feminine ' curiosity, and
scarcely noticed the shying of their horses. I had a narrow escape
from one restive animal ; th^ horse, on rny approach, suddenly wheeled
and barred the road, and when I attempted to pass at the rear of

the cart he seemed to detect the manoeuvre, and using the cart like

a battering ram, backed at me in a most vigorous manner ; but by a

quick accession of speed I escaped the jeopardy of this threatening

Juggernaut, amidst the hysteric screamings of the timid - driver,

as the wheels of her cart disappeared in the ditch.

Epernay, one of the great centres of the champagne industry, lies

surrounded by the swelling vine-clad hills. The heat at this hour of

noon was intense, and as we rode into the town—by several seltzer

manufactories and the open workshops of coopers making and
repairing casks against the vintage time—the casements of the ca.fes

were closed, the Venetian shutters were pulled to before the windows,
and the coloured persiennes projected from the dazzling white walls

of the houses. There was a listless, lifeless air about the sultry

streets, and but a few men were to be seen, sensibly attired fi^om head
to foot in snow-white "duck," and a solitary woman or so in stuff

gowns and stiffly-starched daps.

When we arrived at the cool courtyard of the Hotel de I'Europe,

we were half famished with hunger ; however, we were just in time

for the table d'hote breakfast, and the vacuum which nature abhors

was soon dissipated. A much travelled American and his wife were
seated next us, and we got on capitally together ; but the majority

of the guests were Frenchmen, and a glance across the table at the

row of portly persons, rosy of look and rotund of stomach, with

the corners of their napkins pushed into their cravats, as if waiting

to be shaved, would soon disabuse one of any lingering idea that all

Frenchmen are thin and lantern -jawed. We were served with an
amazing number of dishes, and the culinary catnpaign comprised
some curious concoctions. One course consisted of a quaint com-
bination—a strange olla of olives, roast lobsters, mushrooms, and
chickens.

' DejeHner over, we hunted out the works of the renowned Messrs.

Moet and Chandon, which took us some trouble to find as there is

no sign outside, and the building looks so much lijce an ordinary

house, from the street, that we inquired twice before ring'ing the bell

for admittance. This was given us by a concierge, in whose little lodge

we found ourselves. A guide was soon procured, and joining

several other visitors, we crossed a large asphalted space, flanked on
the far side by a high whitewashed wall, built against the face of the

chalk hill, a:nd pierced at intervals by high narrow arches. Entering
one of these, we were each provided with a candlestick having a

long wooden handle, and thus accoutred we went down a steep

incline, into the damp cold of the cellars. We proceeded an im-

mense distance down feebly lighted passages, piled up on either side

with interminable stacks of bottles. Now and then we paused
where four ways met, and peered along dimly lighted alleys, always
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with a double regiment of bottles lining the walls, and mouldy with

dust and dartip. We now went to the rear of the party, and a

strange sight we presented as we proceeded in Indian file up the dim
dusky aisles, with the pale lights of our candles extended before us

as in some religious procession, and the broad-shouldered guide on
in front, appearing like a surpliced priest, with his white blouse for

a robe, and his monotonous monotone, descriptive of the various

vintages we passed, fcr a miserere.^ Having duly impressed us With

the magnitude of the store, the guide led us from the long under-

ground lengths, which, I may mention, for the comfort of consumers,
extend over twelve miles. We were then conducted to see the

corking process, which is rapidly accomplished ; we noticed that the

corks were quite straight before use, but the outer ends were
depressed and rounded by ihe stringing which is partly executed by
a small hand machine. The guide—who was of a lethargic tempera-
ment and asthmatically inclined, owing to the damp underground air

in which he worked—woke himself up whenever we examined too

closely, and now marcTied us back up the incline of a miniature

tramway into a large room, where there were two elephantine casks

as big as houses. We looked into one but was almost suffocated

by the odour of champagne. There was little else of importance to

see, as the vintage time was in nowise near at hand, and a glance

at the lapge engine concluded our visit.

We again took horse and proceeded towards Ghalons, but had not

advanced far when the sight of a-clear streamlet dimpling along by
the roadside invited us to dismount and rest on the fresh turf—

" Beneath the umbrageous multitude of leaves."

Nearing Chalons, the hills and vine slopes gradually tone down and
disappear, giving place to miles and miles of vast expanses of golden
grain bending and rustling with strange whisperings beneath the
gentle breeze. At several points the harvest had commenced, and
the peasantry were hard at work, the women mowing with the men,
whilst their little infants lay asleep On the corn sheaves, with their

brown cheeks brushed by the blue corn flowers, white marguerites,

scarlet poppies—a picture sweetly suggestive of " Young Frahce
"'

guarded by the national colours, and cortfidingly secure therein.

Arrived at Chalons, we put up at a cafe opposite the station as we
had decided to take an early train to Bar le Due next morning. The
Marne runs through the town. We tried to obtain a bathe, but
could not, as they told us at the baths that the river was too high.

So we devoted the remaining daylight to the contemplation of the

churches. One of these, with two sister spires, is an elegant

structure. Another venerable and interesting remain, almost con-
cealed^ by the neighbouring houses, has succumbed to Time's
gradual touch, and was closed for restoration. The whole length-of

the nave is supported by flying buttresses of a peculiar style. In
one of the shops we bought an excellent map of the cpuntry and a
few photographs of the churches, and then went round by the Hotel
de Vilie, which stands in an open square, guarded by four sculptured
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lions. The town did not appear to be a lively kind of place

although it is a good size, and the military sport some tasteful

uniforrhs.

Distance, 53 miles.

Epinal, July ig.—An early breakfast,, and we took the train to

Bar le Due (40 miles), a pretty place on the slope of a hill. Here
we; commenced riding, and sOon reached Ligny, the road stretching

ahead, in long straight pieces, and presenting little of special

interest. Our ar^rival in the quiet town seemed to create a Sensation,

and when we dismounted at a cafe, in the Market-place we soon had
a crowd about us ; and the cafe, which, on our entrance, was quite

deserted, filled with customers, who made all, sorts of inquiries, and
would not believe' we were going to La Suisse. Hunger and thirst

appeased, we were glad to escape, and rescuing our machines from
the examination of the curious, we again started and passed through
a beautiful landscape, abounding with soft swelling hills, and rich,

with a continuous wealth of corn and vines. The country, too, was
sprinkled with red-roofed villas and, cottages, which here begin to

assume a Swiss style, with overhanging eaves, gables, and balconies.

Thus, on we went with our swift wheels, now pausing to admire
some pretty point of view; now walking through some roughly-

paved village, to be stared at by wondering women leaning out of

windows in their snowy caps and coloured kerchiefs ; now rousing

" The rustic wonder of the village boy,"

crowds of whom would follow us to the end of the paving, and give

loud ejaculations of delight as '•' Les Anglais" mounted and dis-

appeared ; now exulting in the sense of freedohi as we run gently

through the fanning breeze ; now rejoicing in the full liberty of

locomotion, as we roll rapidly along some favouring incline ; now
catching 'glimpses of some ancient abbey ; now a gable ; now a

richly-traceried pinnacle, some quaint old church, or trellised

porch,
" Half in a blush of clustering roses lost

;

"

now halting to slake our thirst at some convenient streamlet or

time-faded fountain; now passing a team of patient bullocks

drawing a wagon wearily along the poplar-lined road ; and now, in

our spirit of wandering q\iest, leaning our wheels against the worn
stone, and treading softly amid the deep calm and coolness of

some silent church, with its fantastically-furnished altar and quiet

recesses, and the^amber, azure, soft brown and ruby lights sleeping

on the Cold stone of the echoing pavement.
We had some stiffish hills to surmount, as the country begins to

ascend towards the Vosges mountains. In time we came to

Condrecourt, and a few more miles brought us to Neuchateau,
where we alighted at the Hotel de Providfence, but, as we had plenty

of time before the dinner hour, we went down to the river, and had
a welcome and refreshing, swim, after which we fared sumptuously
at the table d'hote. The day was now closing in, and wishing to

make up the loss of time caused by my visit to Paris, we trained to
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Epinal, another forty miles, arriving long after dusk, and put up at

the Hotel de France. '

Distance ridden, 45 miles.

MuLHOUs, July 20.—Epinal is situated in a most beautiful neigh-

bourhood at the foot of the Vosges, a.nd surrounded by high

eminences crowned with trees. Having breakfasted beneath a

green canopy near the hotel, we rambled through the streets for

some time, noticing a great many German names on the shops and
manufactories of calico and cretonne. There is a very pretty view
from the bridge looking up the river Moselle, backed by the beauty

of a tree covered tor, and the more distant woods of the verdant

Vosges. '

The heat was intense, and we decided to travel by the 12 o'clock

train towards the frontier. We were glad, however, to get out at

St. Maurice, for the carriages seemed to draw the heat in such a

manner as to nearly stifle us, and we found it much cooler and quite

a relief to ride gently along fanned by the air.

At all the stations the train stopped at, an irascible and irritatmg

electric bell, fixed to the wall in a glass case, was kept continually

ringing until l.e engine puffed away again, which it did in a very

slow and unmeaning manner as if declining to exert itself on such a

sultry day. We also noticed that at ail the level crossings an
attendant female, attired" something like a pirate, in high jack boots,

skirts to the knee, and head-dress according to individual peculiarity

of taste, appeared on guard at the gates with a small staff or

baton resting on her shoulder ; as though her fanciful and fantastic

freak of costume were not sufficient to denote authority.

The scenery increased in beauty with every pant of the engine,

and when we got out at St. Maurice, a small village that had gone
to sleep in the sun, we found ourselves in the midst of majestic

mountains towering one above the other, and clothed to the summits
with beautiful hanging woods. The road winds uphill, and we were
now in the wild, woody wastes of the verdant Vosges, which possess
a soft beauty and bixuriance of foliage, and whose tender tints and
varying gradations of green are refreshing to behold. Deep down
below the road, the musical Moselle murmurs and shines through
the trees ; a glittering, trembling stream, that threatens to become
the only " sparkling Moselle," if the phyllbxera pest continues to

gain ground amongst its victims the vines, and which dances
merrily along its mountain course, giving as much benefit and
bujoyancy to the beholder as would an actual draught of that'

pleasing wine, its namesake.
A road that was a luxury to ride on, conducted us to the top of

the Pass or Col de Bussang ; we were able to ride all the way up
with ease, but the other side is more precipitous and a much longer
distance down. Near the summit a bend in the road disclosed the
road and the valley completely blocked by a dark mountain peak,
posted like a huge sentinel to guard and protect the Pass. As we
neared- the gallery that burroVv^s under the earth for about eighty
yards, we were confronted by a body of soldiers, before a low
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building, watching over the frontier interests. We were not delayed,

however, and rode gently by, and under the dark mountain portal,

presently emerging into the sudden light and loveliness of a glorious

landscape ; a grand and memorable sight, which burst upon us like a

fairy vision. _ Here we were at the summit oi the vast and verdurous
Vosges, almost surrounded by the grateful green and gloomy
grandeur of great undulating hills of forest ; whilst deep down
below and far away in front of us lay a tranquil, bright, green valley,

marked here and there with a golden patch of ripened corn, and
backed by the blue of the Sulzer Belchen (4677 ft.) the highest peak
of the Vosges, with other lofty mountains, meeting round the red

roofs and tapering spire of the distant town of St. Amarin.
We ran down the winding of the road for a few hundred yards,

and then dismounted at a small bridge, near the melodious mur-
murings of numerous tiny cascades that tumble from the deep,

recesses of the fragrant firs and pines. Ctose by, on the ridge of

the Rossberg, is the source of the Moselle that starts off on its long
journey, catching up rills and rivulets as it travels along in a

transparent stream and hurries from the mountains.
Here, where our machines rested against the bare stone of the

little bridge (a strange sight in the deep silence and solitude of the

Vosges), the air was deliciously cold, and the fluttering of the birds

in the branches, the odour of wild flowers, and the blue, orange, and
brown butterflies sailing about, piade it an ideal spot to loiter in and
enjoy ,the fascinating prospect of that serene valley, sleeping and
shining, in the still, sunny distance. So we seated ourselves On the

mossy turf, amidst the sylvan seclusion, and spread out our scanty
supply of provisions, whilst the rippling sound of the running
rills made sweet music for our banquet. We lingered long, and
were loth to leave ; however, when we did start, we ran rapidly

down to St. Amarin to Thann, where the air was laden with the

sweet scent of the lindens, where the people pbssess broad Teutonic
countenances, where the sound of pianos floated from open windows,
and where we saw two attenuated storks calmly observant of things

below from their eyrie nest on a tall chimney stack : all reminding
us that we had passed into another territory. The children, too,

are more numerous and ragged ; the poor people look poor indeed,

and there was no mistaking the broad proportions and stolid air of

the attendant nymph at the inn where we alighted (half famished

with hunger), and obtained some capital red wine to wash down our

bread and cheese. We had visited the church—which Bcedeker

calls a " gem of Gothic architecture," and which has a graceful

open-work spire 266 ft. in height—when we noticed an intense inky

blackness in the clouds above the Vosges. This made us leave the

town somewhat hurriedly. The gradual descent towards the Rhine
Valley, carried us along at a speedy pace, which, however, we had

to moderate on sighting the compact ranks and burnished steel of a

long troop of German soldiers, who were singing some song of

Fatherland as they swung along. At times, when we took a back-
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ward glance, we could see the splendid peaks of the Vosges, now
looking gloomy and almost obscured by the advancing storm. It

came up so rapidly that when a few miles from Mulhous, we were
obliged to seek shelter in a village, as we did not wish " to brave the

peltings of a pitiless storm." For over an hour the tempest swept
down its ram, with an earnestness of purpose almost unknown to

us, whilst the thunder loudly rolled, and the lightning shot about in

such an intensely vivid manner as to leave the impressions of the

flashes on the retina of the eye for nearly a minute after their actual

disappearance. Whilst waiting, we entered into conversation with
a stalwart Alsatian farmer, who, in addition to French and German,
spoke English well. He talked contemptuously of the Germans,
and said he~ much preferred to live under the French. His farm
was near by, and he pressed us very much to take supper with him

;

but as the storm now lifted we thought it best to be moving, and
obtain a roof for the night at Mulhous. Thus, saying " Adieu " to

our athletic Alsatian, we re-gained the saddle, and shortly entered

the .manufacturing town of Mulhous, or Mulhausen, as it is

occasionally called. It was dusk when we rode in and halted at a

good-sized hotel ; but the landlord—who, was a fine looking fellow,

and insisted on " standing" a liberal and foaming libation of lager

—

said he wa.s unable to accommodate us. However, he kindly

directed us to a small, cosy inn near a line of steam trams, and
provided us with a little rosy-cheeked lad, who showed us the way in

proud style, piarching before us with head erect, to the evident envy
of his companions.
On entering the inn, we found ourselves in a large room that

presented a picture like an interior by Teniers—a dusky, dimly-lit

chamber, rendered more hazy by a thin pall of smoke, with bare

tables and benches, occupied by groups of methodic-looking men,
discussing huge, heavy-lidded tankards of bright beer, and senten-

tiously puffing long pipes. These latter continually required fresh

lighting, and the momentary glow of the matches lit up the broad

faces and squat figures, and aided in giving a weird and mysterious-

effect to the scene.

We were conducted to some comfortable bed-rooms, and, after a

change of dress, which is a great luxury at the termination of the

dust and exercise of a long journey, we descended to the scene

below. Whilst indulging in our favourite weaknesses, and listening

to the glib gutturals of the company, some person known to the inn,

and mounted on horseback, dashed through the doorway from the

street, evidently intent on giving the guests a great surprise. But
a roar of laughter was turned against this Centaur-like creature

when his horse swerved at the sight of our bicycles ranged against

the wall, and he almost forgot his joke in staring amazedly at the

strange machines.
Distance ridden, 31 miles.

Baden, July. 21.-—An early breakfast, and we wended our way
along a flat, straight road, towards Bale. It was a bright morning.
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the air deliciously soft and l:)uoyant after the storm of the previous

day, and everything seemed favourable for a first^ long longed-for

glimpse of Sxyitzerland and the " Legendary Rhine."
Instead of the imperishable iron plates with the letters so plainly

marked, and the little arrows pointing the direction of the town, as

seen ;fixed to the houses in France, we now had the quaint German
characters on white posts, with the distances marked in stundi in

place of kilometres.

We made it 21 miles to Bale, and wheeled the distance at the

easy rate of ten miles an hour ; the same pleasurable pace that

delighted Dr. Johnson.
It would be tedious and tiresome of nie to attempt to picture the

oft-described beauties of Bale, or indeed any of the Swiss cities.

The parts that pleased us most were the old wooden bridge beneath
the high banks, which are crested with red roofs and jutting groups
of gables overhanging the rapid rushing of the green waters ; and
the tree-shaded terrace at' the back of the Miinster, with its grand

view of the blue hills of the Black Forest. Neither did we forget to

have a good stare at the Miinster or cathedral, built of red sandstone,

and wander through its ancient cloisters ; or omit to look out for the

much-lauded monarchial hotel of the Three Kings, and its oft-

mentioned balcony above the river, where, if we are to believe the

novelists, such an amount pf love-making and delightful dalliance

has been indulged in, in the times that are gone.

Having lounged through the streets for' a long while we were met
by a native who rejoiced in the happy possession of a " Premier"
bicycle, and who kindly advised us to take the road over the bridge

to the other bank. ' This route, as he foretold, we found to be good
travelling, and we bowled merrily along beneath the beautiful hills

of the Black Forest on the one, hand, and beside the swift waters of

the Rhine on the other. It was really a splendid picture when we
arrived outside Rheinfelden. The clear blue-green river races over

the rocks and runs along-.in foaming rapids, and the road leads over

into the quaint medieval town by one of those curious old bridges

—

covered in and roofed with tinted tiles—so common in Switzerland.

Rheiriferden in the past and distant days, bore the brunt of many
a frontier fight ; and the battered walls and time-worn towers of the

fortifiqations attest to the troublous times it has passed through.

The twisted streets lay still and quiet under the warm sun, and the

little town was altogether so silent as to suggest that it was taking

a spell of sleep to rest itself after the long years of savage assaul^

and siege. We paused for a drink at a fountain whose splashes

sounded strange in the stillness, and leaving the town by a gabled

gateway with an enormous clock dial staring at the streets, we con-

tinued on a fine road to Frick. The scenery was attractive and
romantic, and the views lovely throughout. From Frick, a small

place, ^we commenced to mount gradually up a small, tree-girt pass.

The inspiriting air and exercise had given us appetites of a wolfish

keenness', and we were glad to see a neat-looking inn at the top.
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Here we obtained a real Swiss meal

—

cafe ,au lait, with ,a large

white bowl to mix it in ; eggs, cooked a la plat in round enamelled
dishes, beautiful bread, the best of butter, And genuine honey from
the adjacent, woods ; all laid on a snow-white cloth, with the

additional comfort of napkins, for the modest sum of three francs !

We sat smoking for a time on the bench outside the inn, but a
warning cloud urged us to " move on," and we began to run
cautiously down the hill. A few hundred yards of descent and a
sudden dip and turn discloses a visionary vista of the valley of the

Aare with the towers of a distant town shining in the sun.

This magnificent view caused another delay, for we paused some
time to admire it. Then, down we went again, through an,tiquated

Brugg, and soon after into the old* Roman town of Baden

—

a beautiful place, with clean white fronted houses, reheved by
green Venetian shutters and overhanging roofs. We lodged well
and cheaply at the Gasthaus Zum Falken. The proprietor speaks
English. After our arrival it came on to rain a little, but this did

not prevent a bathe in the Limmatt.^ The cold mountain water
rushes through the floating bath at great speed, and no sooner had
we jumped in at one end, than we were clinging to the rope at the
other. Having in this pleasant manner refreshed ourselves and
washed off the dews of travel, we donned our spare suits arid lounged
about the town. But we were soon driven in doors by the ram.

Distance, 58 miles.

ScHAFFHAUSEN, July 22.—As arranged, I left my companion at

Baden, to make his own way to Wesen. We had pleasantly and
merrily whe'eled 522 miles together, and now separated with regret.

After visiting the ruins of the ancient fortress of the Hapsburghs,
which are situated on an isolated peak, we said "Adieu," and. parted.

I must now selfishly relate my own experiences and " personally
conducted" journey. There was a soft sky of blue, and a warm
sun overhead when I started for Zurich. 1 The road descends at first

by convenient curves, and beneath sheltering woods. Afterwards it

is rather a level ride, through a well-cultivated district,, with every
prospect of rural peace and prosperity. Parties of peasants—the
women working as hard as the men—were busy with the sickle,

amongst the corn, and a- few late crops of hay were being carried

off by the meek, smooth-hided oxen, in the queer stave-sided carts.

These carts are made so light, in order to traverse the marshy
meadows of the valley, that a few days afterwards I saw one run
over a bare-legged child, without so much as producing a cry of
pain. It is curious also to watch the pertinacity of purpose dis-

played by the peasants in denuding the ground of every inch of
grass ; they will even go down on their knees to mow some precipitous
slant of earth or remote crevice of turf among the rocks.

Zurich reached, Lgazed. about at the beautiful boulevards, build-

ings, and shops, changed some money, and bought a few photo-
graphs. Then, from the Miinster bridge, I caught my first and
never-to-be-forgotten view of a Swiss lake, as it lay glittering in the
sunlight,
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" Blue as a sapphire stone, ai,nd richly set

With chateaux^ villages and village spires,

Orchards and vineyards, alps and alpine snows I

"

It is indeed a splendid sight: a lovely length of lake with a
charming clearness of water, bordered by emerald green banks that are

dotted with snow-white cottages embowered in orchards ; a pastoral

and poetic picture, full of quiet, harmonious beauty.

A pleasant row on the lake, a meal at a gasthaus on the quay, and
I visited the Romanesque Cathedral, with its ancient figure of
Charlemagne oq the tower. The interior has severely plain arches,

with blue washed walls. There is very little to admire except the
organ, as the whole place presents^ a Puritanical aspect, especially

when contrasted with its rivals of Rome. The curious cloisters,

dating from the 13th century, and the tomb of Lavater, who was a

native of Zurich, are worthy of more than a passing glance.

About two o'clock I started uphill for Schaffhausen. The country
is much tamer—if such a word can be applied to a landscape
diversified by pleasing views of forest and stream, hill and hamlet,

and corn surrounded cottages.

. Nearing Winterthur—a well-to-do manufacturing town—I was
casting about for someone to direct me, when I heard an ominous
jolting and creaking above me, on the right of the road. Looking
up, I beheld a native cyclist—a dyer apparently—coming down a
hilly path on a " boneshaker " at a reckless rate, regardless of the

stones that jerked his feet off the pedals. Perhaps he wished to be
punctual for his labours, at Winterthur ; or mayhap, he was desirous

to show the proud stranger how they cycle in Switzerland, for he

scarcely paused, in answer to my query, to show me la plus belle

route to Schaffhausen; but dashed ahead on the level road and
disappeared round a bend, and the painful creakings uttered by his

aged Rosinante soon died away in the distance.

I stopped at a comfortable inn at AuBelfingen, and made a well-

earned meal, which was brought me under the trees outside in a

marvellously short time. The small village of Audelfingen is

prettily placed on the precipitous banks of the Thur. As with all

Swiss villages, it possesses a goodly number of fountains. These
help to giv6 a lively and more picturesque look to the streets,

especially when they have a group of women gathered round, filling

their beautiful and brightly burnished copper vessels with the water.

The iron columns in the centre of the fountain basins usually have
three or four long spouts^ shaped like the tube of a blow-bellows,

but larger, and the water pours from them in' a continual and
graceful stream. '

After rambling leisurely.about for some time, I got into the saddle

again, and it was in the qijiet calm of a summer evening that I

wound down the vine-clad ridge which overlooks Schaffhausen and
the Rhine, lying sheer below the road. I took up my abode at

*' The Schiff,'' near the quay whence the boats start for Constance,

and»hurried down to the Rhine and bathed in the historic waters.

That being over, I finished up an eventful day by starting off for the
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iar-famed falls at Neuhausen, nearly three miles away. There the

Rhine precipitates its breadth of 380 feet of water, from a height of

-about 70 feet, in a huge white mass of tumbling foam, that rushes

and roars in one continuous deafening din. A most impressive and
beautiful sight in the mellow light of the moon.
As I returned, the " Queen of night" was high up in the sky,

streaking the path with long lines of yellow light between the rows
of trees, and tipping with silvery sheen the revolving eddies of the

river. A little below Schaffhausen the crystal current is crossed by
a long wooden bridge, which affords a fine view of a minor fall. It

rolls over the rocks in silvery -foam, beneath a pyramid of crowded
roofs and walls, towers and turrets, that jut above the stream and
culminate in the spire of the ancient church. Many a picturesque

effect of light" and shade met me^ as I wended my way back to the

hotel, through the narrow noiseless streets in the calm moonlight;
many a moss-grown arch, many a tottering twisted tower, many a
peaked gable, with projecting oriels, quaint windows, and shadowy
nooks and secret corners everywhere.

Distance, 41 miles.

(To be continued.)

> > <
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PATENT RECORD.
[Compiled by Hart & Co., Patent Agents, 186, Fleet Street, E.C., from

whom all information concerning Patents, including'Book of Instructions,

may be obtained.]

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
311.—H. Van der Weyde, London.

,

Tricycles. 18tb January, 1883.

365.—J. Hopwood, Heatou Norris. Construction of Velobipedes. 23rd
January, 1883. ,

382.—J. Watson and G. Whalley, Keighley, and T. Weatherill, Leeds. Vehicles.

propelled by the riders. 24th January, 1883.

394.—W. H. J. Grout, London. Velocipedes. 24th January, 1883.

440.—W. T. Shaw-Surbiton and W. Sydenham, London. Velocipedes and'.

apparatu'i connected therewith. 26th January, 1883.
^

452.—F. W. Small, Walsall. Bicycle and tricycle saddles. 27th January, 1883.

468.—W. Jeails, Christchurch. Velocipedes. 29th .January, 1883.

536.—R. H. Froude and J. Jenner, London. Driving-gear of bicycles, tri-

cycles, &c. 31st January, 1883.

569.—W. Blakely, Bournemouth. Tricycles. 1st February, 1883.

574-—A. Burdens, Coventry. Tricycles. 2nd February, 1883.

678.—E. Nunan, London. Propulsion appliances for bicycles, tricycles, &c.
7th February,,1883.

725.—T. E. Bladon, Birmingham. Lamps for bicycles and other velocipedes,

&c. 9th February, 1883.

760.—J. M. Smith, West bromwich. Apparatus for exercising with velocipedes.

for indoor practice. 12th February, 1883.

NOTICES TO PROCEED
Have been given by the following applicants on the dates named :

—

16th January, 1883.—4414. E. Marshall, Birmingham. Tricycles and other
velocipedes. 16th September, 1882.

19th January, 1883.—4457. J. Lucas, Birminghain. Connecting lamps to the
shafts of bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes, &c. 19th Septem-
ber, 1882.

26th January, 1883.—4668. S. Miller, London. Velocipedes. 30th Septem-
ber, 1882.

30th January, 1883.—4597. T. Warwick, Aston. Bicycles, tricycles, and
other velocipedes. 27th September, 1882.

2nd February, 1883.—4629. A. Gibbs, Birmingham. Tricycles or velocipedes.

29th September, 1882.

2nd February, 1883.—4631., F. G. Kinnaird, London. Crank for bicycles,.

tricycles, and other velocipedes. 29th September, 1882.

2nd February, 1883.—5991. O. Pihlfeldt, Bedcar. Tricycles, bicycles, and
other velocipedes. 15th December, 1882.

2nd February, 1883.—6204. W. P. Thompson, Liverpool. Velocipedes for use
on tramways (Con. by L. H. Waly, Three Rivers, U.S.A.). 28th
December, 1882.

6th February, 1883.-4698. H. C. Bull, Brooklyn, U S.A. Tricycles. 3rd
October, 1882.

6th February, 1883. 4707. G. E. Vaughan and J. Walton, West Bromwich.
Stand for supporting bicycles, tricycles, ttc, during stationary practice,.

&c. 3rd October, 1882. ,

6th February, 1883..—4729. E. Brown, Birmingham. Tricycles', bicycles, <fec..

4th October, 1882.

6th February, 1883.-4803'. W. Britain, London. Gearing for bicycles,

tricycles, &c., for altering the speed. 9th Oct6ber, 1882.

13th February, 1883.—4859. G. W. Von Nawrocki, Berlin. Bicycles and other
velocipedes (Com. by L. Schmetzer, Rothenburg, Germany.) 12th
October, 1882.

13th February, 1883.^365."* '' J. Hopwood, Heaton Norris. Construction of

velocipedes. 23rd January, 1883.
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PATENTS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the dates named :

—

'23rd January, 1883.—3600. J. P. Dalby, Leeds. Tricycles, bicycles, &c. 29th
July, 1882.

'
'

26th January, 1883.—5468. W. J. Eraser, London. Wheels of velocipedes, *c.
17th November, 1882.

30th January, 1883.—3699. J. Harrison, Birmingham. Bells for bicycles,

tricycles, &c. 3rd August, 1882.

30th January, 1883.—4157. W. J. Lloyd, Harborne. , Tricycles and other
velocipedes. 31st August, 1882.

2nd February; 1883.—3730. J. G. Horsey and T. Bell, London. Regulating
the speed of bicycles and tricycles by the rider when mounted. 5th
August, 18S2.

6th February, 1883.—5103. G. H. C. Hughes, Birmingham. Velocipedes, &c.
26th October, 1882.

9th February, 1883.—4006. J. Stassen, London. Velocipedes. 21st August,
1882.

13th February, 1883.—4473. C. Clarke, Westmoreland, Jamaica. Bicycles and
tricycles, &o. 20th September, 1882.

PATENTS VOID
Through the non-payment of the £50 or £100 Stamp Duty.

134.—J. W. Peirce, London. Velocipedes. 12th January, 1880.
180.—W. Johnson and J. Phillips. Mounting the wheels of velocipedes, &c.

17th January, 1876.

355.—H. Salsbury, London. Hanging lamps for bicycles, &c. 27th January,
1880.

ABRIDGMENTS OF SPEOIFCATIONS.
Published during the month ending 15th February, 1883.

2697.—C. H. Brooks, Glenelg, South Australia. Propelling velocipedes, &c.
(partly Com. by W. Chew-Norwood, South Australia.) 8th June, 1882.

i?rice 6d. The front-steering wheel of a tricycle is niade the same size

as the other wheels, and it is driven by spur wheels and pawl levers

worked by hand.
2771.—W. Dixon, Brighton. Velocipedes. 13th June, 1882. Price 2d. A rod

is connected to each crank by which the rider can utilize his hands to

assist his feet in propelUng the vehicle. (Pro. pro.)

2860.—R. Neal, New^Benwell. Tricycles. 17th June, 1882. Price 2d.

Hydraulic cylinders are used, the pumps of which are worked by the
hands or feet. These cylinders drive the vehicles. (Pro. pro.)

2947.—J. S. Edge and F. W. Ticehurst, Birmingham. Bicycles, tricycles, &c.
21st June, 1882. Price 8d. The neck of the backbone has a ring or

collar which encircles the stalk of the fork. In the pedals an indiarubber
tube is lixed on the metallic axis, on which tube are rows of metallic

teeth. The oil reservoir is introduced into the lamp from the bottom
and secured by a bayonet joint fastening. Pinions are used for turn-

ing up the wick, and the clixj of the lamp is made in two pieces to sur-

round the spindle on which it is carried, and in the clip are antifriction

Ijalls.

2964.—W. M. Brown, London. Velocipedes or tricycles. (Com. by E. White,
Westboro' U.S-A.) 22nd June, 1882. Price 4d. These veloeipedes are
driven by the arms of the rider through levers by gearing, connected
with which the wheels are revolved.

.3014.—T. F. Marriott, Leeds. Tricycles. 26th June, 1882. Price 2d. An
eccentric is fitted on the toothed wheel on the shaft, which can be
moved by hand when the .cranks ai'e on a " cross centre." (Pro. pi"o.)

3022.—^A. J. Wyley and B. Collino, Manchester. Manufacture of indiarubber

tyres, &c. 27th June, 1882. Price 2d. In the manufacture of india-

rubber tyres for velocipedes the cord is first vulcanised, and then the

I ends are spliced and again vulcanised. (Pro. pro.)
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Das Velociped'
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GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
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18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Yearly Subscriptioti, Incliuling Postage,
^s. 6cl.; Single CoiJij, 6cl.

PtTBLISHBD BY

HARRY ETHERINGTON,

152, FLEET ST.

ADVEKTISKJIENT CHAECiKB :

Quarter Page, 10s. Half Page, £1,

JEstablislied IS 31.
BIBKBECK BANK.—

Soiithampton Buildmgs, Chancery
Lane. Current Accounts opened accord-
iiig to the usual practice of other
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when not
drawn below £25. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receivesmoney on DepoSit

at Three per cent, interest repayable on
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Writings, and other securities and
Valuables ; the collection of BiUs of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
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A Pamphlet, -^vith full particulars, du
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FBANCIS EAVEl^SCEOFT, Manager,

31st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual

H
Receipts exceed four Millions.
OW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Peb- Month, with

- immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Office of thaBiEKBBCK BuiJjD-
ING Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
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Month, with immediate posnession, either
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FRANCIS EAVENSdEOFT Manager

Southampton Buildings, Chancery I ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTE R S PAT E NT.

SECTION ^^^ orlliiEmNG.
OF

^

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is the Safest,

c;imniP^t and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the axle with

dX one hand by merely depressing a vertical bolt which securely closes the lower halt of the

cvUnder or socket piece" and renders it an impossibiUty for the lamp to become detached by

the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned No. 110/- each ;
No. 2 1 0/9 each

;
No. 3, 1 1 /6

each rickel-plated,,No.l,16/6each;No.2,18/6each,;No.3,21/-each. , ^^ ^ ^

Also noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are

in use—Sold bv all Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the

Manufactory, IMHU, I^OIV« AfKJK, l.«^DOIV. K.labll.hcd J1S0«.
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^(3' IN SCOTLAND."
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An illustrated descriptive
account of a Tour on a
Tricycle of 2,462 miles in
Scotland, including Skye

and the West Coast.

The above work is

both interesting, amusing,
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DEMY Svo. 200 PAGES.
CLOTH GILT.

PRICE 4/6, (POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.)

Of air Booksellers, or of the Pubhshers,

ILIFFE & SON, "The Cyclist" Office, COVENTRY.

p,..« „a^»as s?„\-LS^»<'x»':?^^^^^^^^ --'—

-
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Amxmm # TRieygLiNG
Illustrated gagazinc of §port.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMEY & C. W. NAIRN.

LONDON:
HARRY ETHERINGTON, 152, FLEET STREET, E.G.

. COVENTRY:

ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET AND VICAR LANE.
BIRMINGHAM:

C. J. NUTT, 80, SMALLBROOK STREET.



H L. CORTIS, Amatenr Champion, won ths 25 and 50 Miles'
Amateur Championship Races on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's

"^OLUS*' Ball Bearings, heating record time.

BOWN'S
PATENT

^OlDS BALL BEARINGS,
FOR

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

lARE

Universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require
but Slight Lubrication, and consequently are the most

Durable Bearings yet introduced.

As a proof of their vast superiority, >all the principal Amateur and
Professional Bicycle Races have been won by the use of these

celebrated Beariiiiis.

Front li%^lieel Bearings. Back IVIieel Bearings.

Elevation. Section. Front View with
Cap removed.

Ball Pedals.

Section

WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER.

N.B.—Manufacturer of every description of Fittings for Bicycles and
Stanapings in Iron and Steel for same.

Bown's Patent ''JEOLTJS" Ball Bearing afe admitted to be by far
the best as regards dnrability, easy adjustment, for attaining ,

i

great speed and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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'Das Velociped'
NEW AND ONLY

GERMAN CYCLING PAPER
(Illustrated),

Edited by T. fl, S. WALKER,
18, Krausenstrasse, Berlin, W.

(Appears Monthly.)

Half-Yearly Subscription, including Postage,
8s. 6d.; Single Copy, 6d.

PUBLISHED BY

HARRY ETHERIN6T0N,

152, FLEET ST.•
ADVEBTISBMENT CHAI132S:

Quarter Page, IO3. Half Page, £1.

Established 1§S1.
BIEKBECK BANK.—

Southampton Buildings, Chancen'
Lane. Current Accounts opened accord-
in;g to the usual practice of other
Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when not
drawn below ^625. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receivesmoney on Deposit

at Three per cent, interest repayable on
demand.
The Bank undertakes for its customers,

free of charge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings, and other securities and
Valuables ; the collection of Bills of Ex-
change, Dividends and Coupons ; and the
purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, with fuU particulars, on

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCEOFT, Manager,

3l8t March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Building Society'^ Annual
Receipts exceed four Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
Two Guineas Peb Month, with

immediate possession and no Rent to pay.
Apply at the Office of the Biekbeck Build-
ing Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
Land fob Five Shillings peb

Month, with immediate posnession, either
for building or Gardening purposes.—
Apply at the office of the Bebkbeck Fbee-
HOLD Land Society.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, on

application.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT Manager

Southampton Buildings, Chancery I ane.

SALSBURY'S IMPROVED NOISELESS

WITH NEW SAFETY FASTENING.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

SECTION g^ SECTION
___ ~ OF FASTENING.

OF _„ ..._r

FASTENING.'^
-.x.^.-=-

The above Fastening need only be seen by Bicyclists to convince them that it is the Safest,

Simplest and Strongest ever introduced. It can be attached in a moment to the axle with
only one hand by merely depressing a vertical bolt which securely closes the lower half of the
cylinder or socket piece, and renders it an impossibility for the lamp to become detached by
the vibration of the machine. Prices, Japanned, No. 1, 1 0/- each ; No. 2, 1 0/9 each No. 3, 11 /6

each, rickel-plated, No. 1, 1 6/6 each ; No. 2, 1 8/6 each ; No. 3, 21 /- each.

Also noiseless HEAD LAMPS for Bicycles and Tricycles. Over Twelve Thousand are
In use.—Sold by alll Bicycle Makers and Agents throughout the Kingdom, and at the
Manufactory, I35.& 136, I.ONOACRE, liONUON. Established 1806.
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HILLMAN

HERBERT

# COOPER

'^PREMIER- WORKS, COVENTRY.

14, HOLBORN VIADUCT,
5, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE, LOUDON.

Um A/^

Bicycles # Tricycles.

SEND FOR

Catalogue & Testimonials.

D.H.F. PREMIER. PREMIER DOUBLE DRIVER.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SHIPPERS.

IS" Please say where you saw
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CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
PRINTED & PUBLISHED BY

•itiiii^iiiii

«• THE CVCIilST " AND Bicycling and Teictcling Tbades' Eevibw. Th>.
Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and Earliest Information
on all points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6/6.

«THE TRICYCfjfST." Weekly on Friday Mobnings—Edited by Laoy Hillieb—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly, with the Sport, the Pastime, and the Trade.
Price, 2d. Annual Subscription, per post 10/6; 6 months, 5/4; 3 months, 2/8
Stagle copy, 2Jd.

" THE \%'^HEEI^ WOKIjD," Companion Monthly to The Cyclist. The Leading
Magazine. Good Articles and humorous Cartoons and lUustratioos. Well sent out.
Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. 25th of each Month. 3d. Monthly.
Annual Subscription, 4/-.

THE " IIVDISPEIVSABIjE " BICVCI.ISTS' HANDBOOK. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully Illustrated Descriptions and
Dissertations on the Machines and Novelties of the Year. Published Annually in June
300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. 1/-, by Post 1/4.

THE TRICYCr,ISTS' " INDISPENSABLE " ANNUAIi and HANDBOOK
A guide to the pastime, and complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey
The only reliable book published dealing solely with the Tricycle and Tricycling
Published Annually in March. Fully Illustrated. 1/9 Post Free.

« THE CyCI>IST AND AVHEEti WORI.D ANNUAL." The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information concerning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and Instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published Annually in January. 1/-, by Post 1/3.

"JVAUTICUS IN SC'OTIiAND." An illustrated, descriptive account of a Tour on
a Tricycle of 2,462 mUes iu Scotland, including Skye and the West Coast, forming an
accurate Guide to Scotland, its Boads and Scenery, and an interesting, instructive and
amusing narrative. 30 illustrations. 200 pages. Cloth gilt, demy 8vo. Price 4/6., by
post, 5/-.

«• ZIGZAOIANA," A Tale upon Tangents ; or the Adventures, humorous and other-
wise, of three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory. By Gordon Stables, M.D., B.N.
Illustrated. Is now appearing in The Tricyclist. WiU be issued complete in July.

THE COMPIiETE "OUIDE TO BICYCt.ING," Ob How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey. No possessor of a Bicycle should be without this work.
Price 1/-, by Post 1/2.

••PRINCIPI-iES OF TRAININO" for Amateur Athletes, With Special
Eegabd to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis (Amateur Champion at all Distances, 1880,

and holder of nearly all the Records). Price 1/-, by Post, 1/2.

««THE CYCLIST XMAS NUMBER" for 1882. Printed in gold and colours.
Tales, Humorous Sketches anci Verses of aU descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and
other Illustrations, and Double Illustbatbd Supplement. Price 1/-, by Post 1/2,

REPRINTS FROM THE TRICYCLIST.
l.t'THE (HUmBER' TRICYCIiE and How to Ride it." By Lacy Hillier
and Heary Sturmey. Id., by post, IJd.

II "THE ' COVENTRY ROTARS^ ' TRIC¥CL.E and How to Ride it." By
Lacy Hillier and Henry Sturmey. Id., by post, IJd.

III. "THE 'CHAL.IiENOE' J^o. 1 TRICVCLE and How to Ride it.*

Will be ready in January, and others to complete the series will follow in due course
All are illustrated.

IlilFFE & SON, Peintees and Engeavebs, Co-ventey, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, printing of aU descrip-
tions; Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.
Estimates on application.

«»THE WHEEliMAN." The FiEST and only Ameeican Monthly Cycling Magazine.
80 pages, large size. Finely Uluatrated. Excellently printed. Pull of|wit and humour.
First of each month. Is. post free. Aimual subscription, 10/6.

Bole British Publishers, Ihffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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"The Cyclist" Printing Works.

ILIFFE & SON,

PRINTERS
AND

PUBLISHERS.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

12, SMITHFORD STREET & YICAR LANE,

COVENTRY.
SECOND THOUSAND.

REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING.
Post Free 1/3.

NAUTIGUS Z HOBBY HORSE

;

A Tricjcle Tour of 1,428 miles through England. By the

Author of '^Nauticus in Scotland."

Of all Bicycle and News Agents; or London, HARRY ETHERINGTON,
152, Fleet Street, E.C.
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SPRING IS COMING 1

1

LEARN TO RIDE THE BICYCLE;
OB IF YOU CAN ALREADY RIDE,

Learn how to manage & take care of your Machine,

BY PURCHASING A COPY OF

TUB oo]V[x=*z«e:tes

GUIDE TO BICYCLING,
Or, HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BY

-^^fCHENRYv STURMEY,3iH-
Author of the " Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"

Editor of "The CycUst," Sac, &c.. See.

fff/fiff/i/rfrf//ff/i/i//ifg/i

Contains History of the Bicycle, How to Ride, How to Purchase

and How to take Care of it. Also Hints on Touring, Dress,

Club Management, Training, &c., &c., &c.

/f/fff/i///iJ/ifif/iUffr/rfft

PRICE ONE SHILLING. BY POST, 1/2.

Of all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,

ILIFfE & SON, "THE CYCLIST" OFFICE, COVENTRY.

H. ETHERINGTON, 152, Fleet Street, London.

E. BREMNER, 4, West Register Street, Edinburgh.

C. J. NUTT & Co., 80, Smallbrock Street, Birmingham.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY PURCHASED

THE -f "INDISPENSABLE"

M!§f§lMt^ Smib§§k
FOR 1883,

GET IT AT ONCE.

Price One Shilling. By Post, 1/4.

FROM ILIFFE & SON, PUBLISHERS, COVENTRY,

And of all Booksellers, Newsvendors, and Cycle Depots.

^«««*•«•

AMERICANS NOTE!

A Epi§M AmsiimM EilUm
Has been prepared this year for the first time, con-
taining full details of all American novelties, American-
built machines, and machines built expressly for the
American market, and sundry notes on the state of
trade in tne States, in addition to the information
given in the ordinary issue.

PRICE 50 CENTS. BY POST, 56 CENTS.

To be had only of our Sole American Agents (or their appointed Agents)

The OVERMAN WHEEL Co.,

GOURANT BUILDINGS, HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.
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THE

NO. I VIADUCT,"
44, 46, 48, 50 INCH, COMPLETE FOR

£7 7s. Od.
SPECIFICATIONS.
Stanley or Humber head and
neck ; handle bar, 22 or 24
inches wide, with ebony or rose

wood handles ; best Lowmoor
iron forks ; large flanged hubs,
with from 50 to 60 direct spokes

or nuts and nipples ; case-

hardened, parallel or coned
bearing ; best lap-welded back-

bone ; spoon brake ; U or V
steel rims ; rubber or rat-trap

pedals ; hogskin saddle ; solid

leather pocket
;
patent wrench

;

oil can and bell. Painted in

two colours. If with single or

double ball bearings, 20/- extra.

On Wicksteed's Patent Double-

purpose Stand.

Reduced Price of Stand, 4/6.

For the superiority of our Manufacture we were awarded the

PRIZE MEDAL SYDNEY EXHIBITION, 1879, also

MELBOURNE, 1881.

TRICYCLES from 12 Guineas.
Ditto FOR BOYS & GIRLS from 3 ditto.

The Original and Largest Makers in the World of all Parts,

Fittings, and Sundries for either Riders or Makers.

SEND FOR OUR NE^W ILLUSTRATED iPRICE LIST.

THOMAS SMITH & SONS,
Birmingliain, Coventry, Leicester, Bolton and Manchester

LONDON BRANGH-61, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G
ESTABLISHED 1848.
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ONE PENNY.
Every Wednesday Morning, in Town and Country.

Jk.TMJLM

^WHEELMEN^
Should Subscribe to

"THE CYCLIST"
AND BICYCLING AND TRICYCLING TRADES REVIEW.

The leading Authority upon all Wheel Matters,

EDITED BY

Author of the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Handbook,"
"Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual," &c., &c.,

AND

Editor of "The Cyclist and Wheel World Annual."

All BICYCLING & TRICYCLING News and Gossip in carefuUy
condensed paragraphs.

Full and original REPOETS of all RA.CES and important Cycling

events. Descriptive practical notices of new machines, &c., &o.

Coventry : ILIFFE & SON, 12, Smithford Street.
London: HABKF ETHEKIIVOTON, 153, Fleet Street.

«<THE CYCLIST," ONE PENNY, is published every Wednesday
Morning in London and Coventry, and may be had of all Newsvendors
aud Bicycle Dep6t^, or delivered FIRST POST on Wednesday at the

following rates :—12 months, 6/6 ; 6 Months, 3/3; 3 Months, 1/8 ; Single

Copy, IJd.
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LOOK HERE !!

A FIRST-CUSS BICYCLE AT A MODERATE PRICE.

WHERE CAN I GET IT? WHY FROM

WILLIAM ANDREWS,
5, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

The cheapest Machine is not that which can be sold at the lowest price,

but a thoroughly well-built sound Machine, made to the requirements of the
owner, without unnecessary expenditure in decoration, will be the cheapest
and most satisfactory to both manufacturer and buyer.

Y(m will make a mistake if you do not send at once for a Price List and Full

Particulars to the above address.

SPECIALITY

:

MACHINES BUILT TO OWNER'S IDEAS.
ANDREWS' PATENT Latest Improvements in Bicycles, viz.,

NEW NECK AND PATENT PEDAL.

TROUSER -^ FASTENERS
Enable Bicyclists and Tricyclists to ride in Trousers in all weathers without
inconvenience. Cannot rust ; do not spoil the trousers ; can be put on in a
second, and detached as quickly ; and can be carried in the waistcoat pocket.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place the hand upon the ankle, fold the trouser over in one fold, and fix the

fastener across so as to hold it in position ; securing one end first, and then
the other.

ONE PENNY EACH.
THE, MOST USEFUL NOVELTY OF THE TEAK.

To be obtained of all Ag:ents ttiroug^liout tbe Kiug^dom;
or liVholesale from '"Tbe Cyclist" Office, Coventry.

Sample Paie, Post Feee, Thbee Stamps.

TO CYCLISTS, COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS & TOURISTS.

THE ROADS OF ENGLAND & WALES.
Containing an original description of the contour and surface, with
mileage, of the main (direct and principal cross) Roads in England,
Wales, and part of Scotland, with detailed Index to about 7,000
names. Also a List of Hotels and Inns in each town ; suitable for

Cyclists. By CHARLES HOWARD. Red cloth, limp
;

price 5/-.

LETTS, SON & Co., Limited, London Bridge, E.G.
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EVERY

FRIDAY,

Price 2d,

EDITED BY LACY HILLIER.

«««««««•••««*^ ON, JANUARY 5tli COMMENCED

A SERIAL STORY
BY GORDON STABLES, M.D., R.N.,

ENTITLED-]

'zi&ziaiANi;
A Tale upon Tangents; or, the Adventures (humorous and otherwise)

of Three Tricyclists cruising on British Territory.

For the Regular Illustration of which the services have been secured of

Mr. GEO. MOORE,
The Artist, whose talents produced the clever sketch entitled " How much mobe

OF IT ?" in The Cyclist Xmas Number.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 10/6-

Publishers :—Iliffe & Son, " The Tkicyclist " Office, Coventby ; H.
Etherington, 152, Fleet Street, London; E. Bremner, 4, West Eegister

Street, Edinburgh ; C. J. Nutt & Co., 80, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham ;

and of all Booksellers and Newsagents.
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THE WHEEL WORLdT
CONTENTS FOR APRIL..

PAGE
Great Snobs and Little Cads . . 227
How the "Wheel World Wags
Said I to Myself, said I
A Pastoral
A Sure Preventative Against Headers and Falls

The Longest Kide on Kecord in Victoria .

.

A Farewell to my Stanley

230
234
235
288
239
241

Cycling Celebrities.—No. 19. Mr.W. M'Candlish (Hampstead B.C.) 243
Amongst the Clubs . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

244
The Parish Clerk.

.

245
Jottings from the Emerald Isle 249
Eoving Records.—Froni the Peak to the Alps 250
Patent Eecord 269

GOOD THINGS!!

THE CYCLIST & WHEEL WORLD AUNUAL.
OVER 200 PAGES. 500 ILLUSTRATIONS.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, BY POST, 1/3-

-^i^THE INDISPENSABLE BICYCLisTS' HANDBOOK.^!^
By Henry Sturmey.

300 PAO£S. 200 I L JLUSTRATIO NS.
NOW READY. Price, 1/- Post Free, 1/4

^:PRINCIPLES1^ 6f^ TRAINING3}^^
FOR

Amateur Athletes, with special regard to Bicyclists.

Illustrated. By H.L.CORTIS (Amateur Champion at all
Distances, 1880).

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE 1/2.

NEW EDITION OF

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BICYCLING,
OR HOW TO BECOME A BICYCLIST,

BT HE^RY STURMEY.
Contains History of the Bicycle, Formation of Clubs, &c., and full instructions

on Learning and General Management of Macliine. Full of useful hints.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST FREE, 1/2.
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THE 1883

"STANLEY BICYCLE
Improved Ball Bearing Head & other IinproYeinents,

MANUFACTUBED SOIiE£.Y BY

HYDES *WIGFULL
(LIMITED),

-^ic EN GINEE RS,3|E^

STANLEY WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

Illustrated Price List sent free.

N.B-AT REDUCED PRICES,

A STOCK OF 1882 BICYCLES.

Reduced Price List sent Iree.
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GREAT SNOBS AND LITTLE CADS.

OTHINQ is so marked in ,tlie wlieel world as its social

aspect. The cricketer who bowls and bats on a village

green in Devonshire knows and cares nothing of his

brother of the bat who finds a solace for his leisure

hours at their mutual game on the suburban green of Turnham.
With cycling, however, it is quite different. Every rider who
feels any interest in his sport has an opportunity weekly of read-

ing of the doings of the men who form the " First and Last
B.C." at Penzance, or those who are associated together under the^

title of the John O'Groats Cycling Club in the north of Scotland.

It is only to be expected that in the vast number of clubs which
are located between the two points we have named, there must be
men of widely different tastes and feelings; "We can't all be
dooks" is a sentence which may very well apply to the general

body of riders. Unfortunately, however, in one sense, bicyclists

are mostly young men, and those young men who possess a little

more talent than their fellows are apt to think that that gift will

supplant the experience which can only be gained as one rolls

through life's battle. We need not enter here into the reasons

wh;f cycling possesses its own press, suffice it for our purpose
that it does ; and thus is opened out a field for the display of

ideas which it would be out of the power of smart cycling youths
to air in print but for the existence of their peculiar press, which,

by-the-bye, amongst, other things they in their turn profess to

despise. Just as in politics and political economy there is an ad-

vanced school, whose members, as ^e before -hinted, because they

possess a slightly higher intellect—or it, may be only volubility

—

than the general run of their fellows, imagine that they hav.e a
heaven-born mission to set everybody, right on points which have
been " given up" by far wiser heads than theirs generations before

they were born. This idea is one of the moat amusing features

of the sm^art youth ; the -prize pupil ; the head master's idol, but

who frequently turns out in life a conspicuous failure. These
advanced youths in ordinary life are the individuals who desire to

see the working man abandon alcoholic stimulant and give up
" rough Doric," while they look on and drink success to him iu
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clianipagne, forgetting that wliat is sauce for tlie goose is equally

so for ttie gander ; and that if men's natures are to be changed it

can only be done by leading or guiding them, and not by senseless

tirade. Cycling has at present such an advanced school as that

to which we allude. Of course its component parts are all young,

and they are all of the gentleman amateur element : that is, they

do not drop their aitches, nor eat with their knives ; their riding

costume is neat ; they see no fault in themselves, nor in the little

coterie of mutual admirers who form their little world. They
however forget one thing ; the mainspring, in fact, of what con-

stitutes a gentleman, viz., consideration for the feelings of others.

Having none of the small vulgarities of life so offensive to the

outward eye, they fail to see the difference between the word
" snob" and " cad." A man possessing the manners of a Chester-

field or a D'Orsay may at heart feel and in his actions bq a snob
;

ivhereas thie man whose misfortune it is to have wanted that early

home training which alone gives instinctively the outward manners

of a gentleman, may at heart be infinitely more of a gentlenian than

the sneering snob who is ever ready to run him and his actions

down because he has not the manners of S. S.'s particular set.

According to this school of advanced cyclists and would-be

mentors, unless clubmen possess dress suits they have no right to

hold a dinner, or a dance, the school apparently being quite lin-

mindful of the fact that the man who works late in a shop or

otherwise, whether in town or in country, has as much right as any

other Englishman to enjoy life in his own particular way. It is

the school's habit to speak of such riders as " 'Arrys," and to lay

on their shoiilders the blame of all the " harm that has been done

to our sport," a vague expression ever ready to fall glibly from

the lips of the would-be mentors. Utterly ignoring the fact that

yachtsmen, whose social position as a rule is at least equal to that

of most cyclists, wear a very decidedly adorned uniform ; that

himtino- men wear coats of a somewhat prominent colour; and

that in many other instances men choose to adopt a distinctive

dress, no sooner does a wheel club, which is not " on visiting

terms" with the advanced school, adopt clothing which at all

resembles a uniform than they are held up to ridicule as 'Arrys.

We have never advocated extensive uniforms, and in fact we per-

sonally opposted, though unsuccessfully, many years ago, the

introduction of even the moderate shield and initial letters which

now adorns the caps of L.B.C. men, but because a club choose to

emulate on their badge an old British sport and adopt the rather

incongruous design for a bicycle club of a fox jumping over a gate,

we should not dream /of thereby calling them 'Arrys, nor of

questioning their taste or their right to exel-cise it to the, fullest

extent. The colours adopted, both as regards their shirts, coats,
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and hats by many lawn tenuis players are enough, to startle any
person with only moderate nerves, but most tennis players be^ng

of the gentleman amateur class are allowed to daw themselves

out like jackdaws, while the moment a wheel club, numbering in

its ranks any representative of retail trade or mechanics, attempts

to dress its members in coats with military collars ; to use a

helmet, or the light, handy, and shady cap based on that used by
jockeys, they are at once designated 'Arrys by the advanced
school. Now supposing it is wrong to wear uniforms—and be it

understood .we do not for a moment support the use of gold lac6,

excessive braid, or gauntlets, though we refuse to deny the right of

clubs to exercise even a bad taste ; suppose, we say, that it is

*' ungentlemanly" to appear on the wheel in such guise ; is it not

more so to *' slate" clubs—otherwise unoffending—who do so ?

Would not the better course be to recognise the fact that where
m.en err from ignorance they should be set right by example

;

and when an "advanced scholar" stands, metaphorically, on a high
pedestal and classes all men who do not dress and act , as his

school do as "cads" is he not only exemplijtying that he himself

forgets the first principles of gentle life, viz., a consideration for

the feelings of -others ? There is one club in the north-west of

London which probably holds as strong views as any body of men
could do with regard to the objectionableness of outre display on
the road or the introduction of the music hall double entendre

element into club concerts ; but they do not insult the clubs who
think differently, or err from want of thought, by using the

cycling press to say " you are 'Arrys—we are the correct thing !"

Not at all ; they dress quietly and in every way set an example
for other clubs to follow. Those clubs who really desire

to do the correct thing copy their ways, while those who
prefer to go their own gait are, at any rate, not em-
bittered against them by insulting reminders that they are

and consider themselves of a different mould. Why should a
body of men, simply because they are what is termed "gentlemen,"
desire to deride and put down a club fornjed for the promotion of

riding amongst men of an inferior social position ? No one, we
ppin-e, would elect to be born either poor or Jowly, and it is to^ our
mind the grossest insult that one man can offer to another to

remind him or let him feel that he is considered an inferior. Al l

gentlemen assured of their position

—

vide the nobility—-carefully

conceal their views on this point ; it is generally the man who is

doubtful of his own status who is so afraid of recognising the
freemasonry of the wheel. We admit that there is much to im-
prove in the manners of many bicycle wheelmen, as anyone who
has ridden with a lady on a double tri. can vouch for, but that
the way to cure these rudenesses, which are the result of ignorance,
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and the full force x)f wMch are not even really known to tlie

utterers of them, is by w;riting offensive articles aimed at men less

fortunate than the members of , the advanced school we utterly

deny. It is an abuse of the advantage offered by our special press.

Men, like the porcine brute, can be led where they cannot be
driven, and to attempt to set up greater distinctions between
wheelmen than is to be found naturally, and which are amply
provided for by the ordinary barriers of sppial life, is but to create

Great Snobs and Little Cads.

>^-<

HOW THE WHEEL WORLD WAGS.
" March cornea in like an ass in lion's skin, and goes out like a wolf in sheep's

* clothing."

The foregoing revision of the standard proverb for the past month
is the result of the past month's waywardness, the first few days
having been so fine, bright, and warm as to lead to the supposition

that they vi^ere remnants of the stock which ought to have been
steadily supplied to us during August last ; then came snow, hail,

intense cold, and rain galore ; mud to the right of us, slush to the

left of us, in our bearings and on our clothing ; while, to crown all,

the unusually early Easter holidays were ushered in by Boreas
blustering in a manner which led to innumerable rapid attempts at

joking about Easterly >vinds being appropriate for Eastertide. Very
asinine, indeed, has been J^arch's roaring ; and very vulpine its

bleating.

The racing season was opened on the third of March, by a handi-

cap at Manchester, the limit man Makin' the pace throughout and
winning easily ; the second man, Cocker, being out of condition—at

least, the reporters agree that he was Cocker-ill.

A return of the racing men's mounts in 1882 reveals the fact that

King, of Salisbury, won the most prizes, and he may therefore be

appropriately dubbed the King of the pot-hunters. His sideboard

was enriched by thirty prizes, representing forty-four races in which
he started.

Some months ago I advanced the suggestion that we should hear

much less grumbling at.handicappers' incompetency if the grumblers

were to frame, beforehand, a list of the starts which they would have
awarded to the entrants for any particular race, thus putting their

own superiority to the test. A kindred idea seems to have struck the

editorial cranium in the News office, the result being that in response

to invitation some fifty amateur handicappers sent in their lists of

starts for a suppositious race containing some 37 of the best-known

men. " The twelve best " of these handicaps are published, and it

is instructive to compare the wide diversity existing between the

starts allotted to the same men by different handicappers. Thus,
Liles figures at scratch and on the 5, 10, 20, and 30 yards marks

;

Whatton is placed at scratch and at various distances up to 60 yards
;
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Griffith hovers between 10 and 35 yards ; Milner figures at scratch

and as far forward as 60 yards ; Hood is at scratch and thence in-

differently up to 70 yards ; whilst among the long-start men a still

wider diversity of opinion is apparent, one handicapper allotting

Lawton 15, yards and another putting him forward to the 120 yards
mark.; McKinlay is given 20 yards in one and 130 yards in another
instance ; Hunter is given 50 and 140 yards respectively, by two of

his handicappers ; Perry is in receipt of 150 yards in one and of but

15 yards in another case
; 50 to 160 are the limits of Fisher's varia-

tions ; Metcalf oscillates between 20 and 115 yards ; 25 to no is the

length of Andrews's tether ; Howard appears alternately at 70 and

165 yards ; Cole wanders between 75 and 160 ; Oxx is allotted starts

varying from 45 to igo yards (think, o' that !) ; Bolton's handicappers
show a diversity of 120 yards between their estimates, from 40 to

160 being his weight ; Piggott appears now at 70 and then at 170
yards ; and Huber completes the list by having 45 yards allotted to

him by one and 170 yards by another of these amateur handicappers
-—the best twelve handicappers,^ be it recollected, out of some fifty

who voluntarily sent in their contributions to the table. The long-

suffering public handicapper is indeed avenged !

Still attending to racing matters, I find that the Crystal Palace is

to be the favoured track this season, Stamford Bridge being forsaken

by its former adherents. A grand stand is the only thing now
wanting to complete the " C.P.'s" popularity, which is further

enhanced by the fact that at no other Metropolitan cinder-path are

tricycles permitted to race. Railway facilities from the City are so

convenient that there is little matter for surprise at the preference

exhibited by the racing contingent, the members of which' will

become so fond of their track as to leave no possibility of doubt
that no Palatial Scorcher will be guilty ot such a comparison as the

amorous youth who produced, after battling in the throes and
agonies of poetical composition, an address to his adored in these

simple,' eloquent, affecting words:—"Oh! Alice; I love you better

than the Crystal Palace !

"

From racing to accidents is but a step—too frequently, alas ! it is

but a tip-over—and in the category of fatal mishaps I have to place

the melancholy item that Herbert Wilson, aged ig, of the Lewisham
Bicycle Club, was killed by falling from his bicycle whilst riding ort

Blackheath. There is nothing to show how the accident occurred,

and the fatality must ever remain as mysterious as the foundering
of a good ship in a calm at sea.

Bearing in mind the ever-present danger of serious and fatal

accidents, it is "good enough" to provide ; against pecuniary
embarrassment arising therefrom, by the payment of a pound a year,

to an accident insurance compan}^ which has already secured a
large number of riders as policy-holders on those very liberal terms.

Riders who patronise only the tricycle are taken at two-thirds of

that premium.
Rattening is the latest importation into our circles, some
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individual, upon whose head a price has been set, having clumsily
shown his animosity to a new tricycle at the Stanley Show by
breakmg up the gearing during the hours when churchyards j^awn
and engravers snore in bed.

Close upon the heels of the open-letter ^ craze, inaugurated by
" Kosmos, Junior," comes a mania, on the part of a Harripsteady
and stolidy young man, to let the wheel world -know how a snob
writes of his fellow mortals. " Qur Snob's book " won't be much
of a hit, to judge by the first ^jart published.

Another—and infinitely more reprehensible—specimen of the
genus snob has been in hot water through making a ghastly attempt
to be satirical on ; the subject of lady tricyclists. This original

individual has defined a gentlemanly person as one whose name is

in the Court Director}-. If a plebeian mortal niay so far presume
as to sugerest anything to such an authoritative writer, I would submit
a motto for his ancestral coat-of-arrns :

—" Honour and shame from
no condition rise ; act well your part, and tell your share of lies."

Amongst the new clubs I notice the names of Liverpool Bene-
dicks, Ealing and Acton, Plymouth, Stratford-on-Avon, and South
Devon Tricycle Clubs ; and Holborn, Birkbeck, Uxbridge, and
Folkestone Cycling Clubs. The Surrey United, New Cross,,

Diamond, Birchfield, and Scottish Central are added to the list of
grammatically-titled " Bicych'?/^" Clubs.

It has always been rather a mystery to me why wheelmen were so
anxious to be elected on Committees for carrying out monster
Meets ; in my innocence and lack of guile I fondly imagined that

the much-hackneyed " welfare of the sport" was the actuating motive,
and that Meet Committees were self-abnegatory bodies, of men, pre-

pared to work without wage for " the noble cause." No.w, thanks tc^

a couple of conscientious auditors, all this is cleared up, and we
know that such inducements as teas and carriages at 'Appy 'Ampton,
dinners and champagne without stint, are the rewards of the elect.

Who wouldn't be on a Meet Committee, now that the feline quadru-
ped has escaped from the sack ?

The tricyclists are to have a Meet again this year, but the largest

Metropolitan Club (z'.e., the largest club calling itself a Metropolitan
Club, butwhich is, as I recently pointed out, a congeries of several very
small clubs in the distant , suburbs, under one name) have, or has>

resolved that they, or it, will not attend any such general Meet, in

consequence of the distant possibility of the Tricycle Union holding
a Meet. But with that charming and naive inconsistency for which
they, or it, is or are noted, they, or it, simultaneously resolved that

they, or it, would hold two Meets themselves, or itself! And, whilst

pondering over this improving spectacle, there steals o'er the retina

of my mmd's eye the memory of a tale having reference to a country
bumpkin, who, tired of the monotonous routine of the domestic
table, exclaimed: " Oh ! mother; let's have a tea party, and eat it

all ourselves !"
,

In the Bicycle Union wholesale changes have taken place, the new
administration containing plenty of new blood. Robert Todd sue-
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ceeds W. P. English as hon. secretary, and on the principle, " Le
Roi est mort ; vive le Roi !" tricyclists are congratulating themselves
upon a tricyclist being the present scribe of the Bicycle Union, even
as a tricyclist was the former quill-driver.

The Salvation Army of Cycling, as the mammoth Touring Club
is, not inaptly, termed, has not been able to find a second Tricycle

Association to become wedded to ; but, scorning such slight draw-
backs, it has boldly changed its name, without even the formality of

executing a deed poll, and advertising the fact in the Times,
Cyclists' Touring Club is the designation, if you please, with the

plural possessive apostrophe after the S. The labours of Mr. E. R.
Shipton are rewarded by a secretaryship worth ;^25o a year and the

rest ; the badges are changed ; the handbook is—like David Copper-
field's sister—" not forthcoming ;

" and—crowning victory for the

malignant " malcontents " of two seasons ago—the offices have
been removed to London by resolution of a Council meeting at which
no. Londoner was present !

How completely some of- our best workers get lost sight of upon
retiring from official life ! R. T. Cork, for instance, who served the

Union so long and so well, is quietly domesticated' at Stanmore
;

and Stanley J. A. Cotterell, the energetic, though erratic, founder of

the Touring Club, has only lately been heard of in connection with

a Springtide botanising" and photographing journey in Deyor^shire,

on a sociable with W. D. Welford. 'Tis thus that earnest workers
settle down into the victories of Peace, which are as glorious as

those of War, after their youthful enthusiasm gets its edge taken off"

by the prosaic matter-of-fact hard work of office.

So it is, too, with celebrities in other walks of cycling life. What
becomes of one Season's crack racers ? Like the highwaymen of

old, most of them "take to the road again; " some get married,

others emigrate, others deteriorate into society " mashers,"—a species

of beings so denominated because they "dine." in the city on a
" sossidge and mashed," in order that the pecuniary saving effected

by that economical refection may go towards paying the " exes " of

their evening cutting-a-dash.

What, too, becomes of our amateur literateurs ? Where is the

rollicking refrain of Jupiter's songs ? Where are Tommy B.'s

topical ditties ? Why do we see none of " Choey " Sawtell's rural

rhymes ? These are not conundrums ; but they are riddles, of which
the solution is hidden.

The weekly companion to the Wheel World, the "Pushing
Penn'orth," whose "boss" occupies a couple of lines to quote, as

original, the antedeluvian jape about " Ma Chere " being the

feminine of " Masher," " and similar wild remarks," is collecting,

for t^e last time, a list of riders of a hundred miles and upwards*,

for publication in the annual table. After this year, it is decided,

none but journeys of 125 miles and upwards, on bicycles, or of 100
miles and upwards on tricycles, will be eligible for .entry upon The
Cyclist roll of honour.
Fashion Note :—Black silk cricket caps are en regie at present

;
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they are not so becoming, to most complexions, as the "jockey-
caps," but are considered quieter in appearance, and less objection-

able, so that clubmen swear by them for general use, and swear at

them unless the sartorial and sumptuary enactments of their clubs

substitute straw hats for hot weather.
" Personally-conducted tours on the Continent. Eleven days for

seven guineas, including boats, hotels, language, and all." That is

the style of thing , which has been inaugurated to set on edge the

teeth of such tourists as Maddox, Hampton-Roberts, and Bolton.

Ugh! how dreadful. The Philistine to whose brilliant genius this

scheme is due is' apparently the individual who recently proposed to

start a club for the purpose of supplying cyclists with uniforms upon
the half-dollar a week, instalment system. Two kindred ideas,

forsooth 1

They have their Pagets in the Fatherland, it seems, and the

Berlin velocipeders have been hampered by ordinances forbidding,

them to ride in the city. True to their traditions, however, the

Berliners are ready to _ fight and ready to pay for their rights as

citizens, and are victoriously carrying their case through the coui;ts.

'Tis so the wheel world wags.
The League of American Wheelmen would appear to be in better

case than it was lately rumoured to be, notwithstanding its ill-advised

whitewashing of professionals. The State Leagues are on a basis

somewhat akin to the Local Centres of our B.U., and the L.A.W.
is head centre of them all. The Yanks are looking wistfully for-

ward to the good time coming, when, by the expiry of the patents,

the monopolists wall no longer control the ^yheel trade. Then,
indeed, the Western hemisphere of the wheel world will wag right

merrily round about its " Axis."

SAID I TO MYSELF, SAID I.

When r first bought a bike, as a very young man.
Said I to myself, said I 1

I'll ride on a new and original plan,

Said I to myself, said I 1

Gold lace and high honours I never will seek.

Nor for furious riding be dragged 'fore the beak,

But turn up to the runs of my club every week,

,
Said I to myself, said I !

Some say bikes are played out and trikes all the go.

Said I to myself, said I !

But, this is all blarney, wfe most of us know.
Said I to myself, said I !

I'll own that a ride on a sociable's nice.

With a girl by your side. But take my advice,

If you're wise you won't do it, for look at the price,
,

Said I to myself, said I !
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Those "Hampton Court " Auditors made lots of fuss,

Said I to myself, said I !

It mattered but little to them or to us,

Said I to myself, said I !

Well-, if the dommittee had cause to complain
Of ten pounds being spent in cigars and champagne,
Why did they elect Shirley Fussel again ?

Said I to myself, said I !

>-<

A PASTORAL
HERE is probably no branch of athletics the followers of

which have so much half-pitying scorn heaped upon them
as bicycling—no branch whose devotees the " Philistines"

so fiercely jostle. By the uninitiated a bicyclist is

generally described as a man who has an insane desire to learn the

mysteries of the treadmill before his time ;—a monomaniac who can
talk of nothing but hills and croppers, hubs and bearings ;— a would-
be suicide who cannot even go about his fell design respectably, but

must needs cover himself with dust and make himself fearfully hot
before he " shuffles off this mortal coil" at the bottom of a hill.

Nay, some opponents of the iron steed go still farther, and call the

unfortunate rider a very murderer, who rushes round corners for the

sole purpose of knocking down all the old women and young children

who happen to be loitering in his path, and who goes flying along

the roads with the express intention of frightening horses and causing
carriage accidents. The " merest schoolboy" is well versed in these

ideas : acting pn the first two, he benevolently shouts his directions

to the nearest lunatic asylum ; on the latter, he conscientiously en-

deavours to upset the rider.

There may be some slight foundation of fact to this airy super-,

structure of imagination. There are, doubtless, some few bicyclists,

chiefly very young ones, who have but one subject of conversation,

which is threshed out ad nauseam on every conceivable and every
inconceivable occasion. Some rash youths court danger and shun
caution, but these are a small minority. The great majority of

cyclists have too great a love for their sport to make it and them-
selves ridiculous in this manner. They delight in it as a noble
pastime which brings health and pleasure, instruction and amuse-
ment, which enables them quickly and pleasantly to reach places of

interest, and leaving the " long unlovely street " to study nature far

from the abodes of men.
It is to this last point we would draw our readers' attention

now. Come with us on what we venture to call a model ride. It is

not from London to Venice, or from John o'Groat's to Land's End.
Pleasurable as such trips are, they must, we think, give up the pride

of place. Let us suppose, first, we are riding along a main road.

A glorious road it is, too, crossing breezy commons just yellow with
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furze blossoms, running past fine old English houses, including
grand stretches of those gentle declivities, which make glad a
cyclist's heart. This early spring day, too, is just the one for a
smart spin. But instead of following the rqad as it gets nearer and
nearer the distant sea, let us turn down this lane. Steadily at first,

for the sharp decline leaves us with a high bank on either side, and
a corner in front of us. Ah ! now we are round the corner, and
putting our legs over the handles can enjoy the remainder of the
slope. Faster and faster we go till we reach the bottom, and then
at once begin to ascend the opposite hill. We find it rather steep

;

let us get off by all means, and after walking to the top, let.us climb
up the bank on our right. Here we are on the very crest of a hill,

and what a quiet English landscape lies before us ! Everything
beautiful, from the bicycles at our feet, to the old oak which these

fine spring da^s have not yet tempted into leaf on the opposite
erninence. A miniature landscape this little valley forms, but all

the prettier from its very diminutiveness. On our left, as we sit

here, is a typical English farmhouse with its red -tiled roof and
thatched out-houses. On the other side of the road there is a small

timber stack, which was last autumn cut from the adjoining planta-

tion. ' In this plantation we see the pale star-like blossoms of the

earliest primroses shining among the stumps^ which furnished the

materials of the stack. Then comes a newly-ploughed field, of

which the fresh russet brown decks either slope of our valley. The
brow of the hill is decked with the grand old trees which former ex-

ploring expeditions have taught us are the outposts of a nbble park
now hidden from us. What a splendid calm envelopes everything

just now ! The singing birds are not yet in full note, and the silence

is unbroken save by an occasipnal sound of gallin-aceous defiance

from the farmyard, by the grave " caw" of a passing rook, or by an
early edition of a lark's song. Even the " voice of rural labour" is

hushed in our happy valley, for the denizens of the farmhouse are

evidently busy in some distant field, and neither "the plough-

boy's whistle or the milkmaid's song" interrupts our reverie.

Let us leave our coign of vantage and take a closer view of the

bare plantation. - Here we find only anemones and primroses in

answer to our floral quest, but the white blossoms of the one and
the scarcely less pale flowers of the other make a very pretty bunch
to decorate our handle-bar. We cannot find any more pronounced
colour to hajmonise with these ; and, much as we should have liked

to 'see even the " little speedwell's darling blue ", among our

light coloured flowers, we are obliged to be content without it. It

would almost seem as if Madame Earth, having been clad in very

sombre hues these last few months, mourning for the absence of her

old flame, Sol, is now, pn his, return, with true feminine good taste,

introducing colours into her toilet very gradually, first adorning her-

self with white, then coquettishly showing the most delicate hints at

colour, but at last to appear resplendent in the gorgeous robe

designed by her own matchless milliner Mdlle. June.
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Once more we are in the saddle,and are soon enjoying a succession

of little hills and dales. Notice, as we glide past them, how close

the birds allow the bicycle to come up to them before they leisurely

hop on one sidep Hardly a month has gone since the little couples

plighted their troth on St. Valentine's day, and we can observe how
attentive the gallant is, and how kindly his attentions are received.

The lane here has evidently less traffic over it than the previous

part. The fringe of grass on either side has been growing larger*

and larger until now we find ourselves steadily pursuing our way
along a strip of road about a foot wide, with a deep wheel-rut on
each side. Lazily flitting in front of us is a butterfly, a dilapidated

old gentleman who has come out of the warm corner in which he
hibernated minus a large quantity of the colour of which last season

he was so proud. But' he is revelling in the sunshine now as gaily

as if he were in fijU war paint, and by flying on half a yard ahead of

us s^ems to be challenging us to a race., And look 1 standing at the

end of that coppice on your right, is a fox. Master Reynard does
not quite know what to make of us. He is standing with his head
forward looking at us', his brush touches the ground, from which,
with bent fore leg, he raises one paw. We try the effect of our bell

upon him, at which he turns round and makes off to the woods, at

a scornfully slow pace however.
And so we sail along:—anor^ catching charming- glimpses of

sprouting cdrnfields from the top of some hill, or again scudding
swiftly through some tiny valley, at each revolution seeing and
hearing something worthy of notice. Now it is the ploughman'is
team of four, now the picturesquely dirty attire of a gipsy, now the

countryman's broad but hearty greeting :— all call for passing atten-

tion, until at length another bend of the lane and another tributary

bye-path bring more traffic, the hpof-track and the two ruts gradually

merge into one, and the grass modestly retreats to its proper place

by the hedgerows. In another minute or two we are in a good-sized

bye-road. Ten minutes' run on this brings us once more to oyr
high-road, and as we rapidly make our way home over its capital

surface, we cannot help carrying with us thoughts of gratitude to

the inventor of our untiring, noiseless steed for the morning's enjoy-

ment, mingled with thoughts of pity for those who do not join in

—

who sometimes even ridicule—the noble pastime of bicycling.

—

The
Cambridge Review.

" The HtTMBER " BlOTOIiE (MaNUFACTUBBBS—HUMSmR, MaBEIOTT & GOOPEB : WOBKS,
Beeston, Notts).—This celebrated machine is undeniably the fastest, lightest, and
strongest used on the racing path., The fastest one and two mUes on record, also the
greatest distance in one hour (18| miles 210 yards), have been accomplished upon them. As a
roadster, the " Humber" is undeniably miles faster in a day's journey, and more durable than
any other machihe manufactured. The fact that the " Humber " bicycles are now almost
exclusively ridden by all bicyclists of distinction at the Universities and throughout the
United Kingdom, is sufficient evidence of their superiority over all others. Samples are on
view at the London Depot, 78, Richmond Koad, West Brompton. Price lists and testimonials
free on application.

—

^Advt.
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A SURE PREVENTATIVE AGAINST HEADERS AND FALLS.

NOTICE in a recent communication a statement that the

writer had not had a fall from his bicycle in two years.

He argued therefrom that no rider need fall, if he would
ride with proper care. Now I know a dodge worth two

of that. I know a plan> whereby riders can continue to ride as

recklessly as ever, and yet never catch any falls. I invented the

thing myself ; though I confess that I did not foresee it's grand value

in insuring reckless and careless riders agamst falls. One of its

great merits is its cheapness ; at least it has not cost the mernbers
of my club anything yet. My invention is simply an agreement by
any club to impose a fine of ten cents upon each member every
time he gets a fall. We have tried it on one entire season ; and the

treasurer reports that he has received only ten cents from that source,

which was paid in by himself through inadvertance ; and not taken

out again, because any proposition to pay back any money once
received is always obstinately opposed by every member of the club,

and it would be fatal to the popularity of any officer to propose any
such thing.

,

This great safety invention was suggested to my mind by observing

that our rule which fines a member ten cents for being absent at roll-

call without a valid excuse, never brought any money into the

treasury. To be sure, this rule did not appear to the casual observer,

to make any member any more 'punctual in attendance ;' but a care-

ful study of the ^treasurer's reports always ,shows a full attendance,,

even when there isn't a quorum, by the fact that nobody ever pays
the fine for absenteeism. I have found this to be the case, with other

clubs all' over the country. Once when we were talking of falls,

and their effect upon public prejudice against the bicycle, I bethought

me of the remarkable effect of a ten-cent fine upon absenteeism ; there-

fore, I suggested a fine often cents for each fall. The proposition was
adopted. Since then there have been no falls in our club-^not a
solitary one. The secretary and treasurer will file affidavits to this

effect if required. The riding records of our various metobers will

show that we have ridden, during tl^e year 1882, a grand total of

nearly 34,000 miles, without one single header, or any other genuine
fall, by any member of the club ! If any other club can exhibit any
such record, please mention its name. Of course you have observed

that, wheiever there is a prohibitory law, there liquor is ^never sold

nor drank. This ten -cent fine operates as beautifully as a prohibitory

law. Just as a tariff tax promotes native industry, so this fine

promotes native presence of mind in the bicycler.

It is true that we have had various narrow escapes, but no fall

sufficiently real to put ten cents into the treasury. I remember that

the president himself, during a club ride last September, suddenly

dismounted over the handle-bar, and stood on his bald -head, while

he felt around in the dust with both hands. But he arose in a digni-

fied manner, and exhibited to the club a haff-dollar, with great pre-
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sence of mind he produced from the dust of the road, and explained

that he had dismounted to pick it up ; and, as there was a restaurant

just ahead, it would be expended in refreshments for the club. The
unanimous vote of the club decided that this was no fall—^in fact,

several members expressed k strong conviction that their belpved
president couldn't possibly fall under any circumstances.

On another occasion, when several of us were passing a procession

of young ladies who were pupils at a fashionable seminary. Brother
High, paying too much attention to the procession, and too little to

his wheel, ran against a gutter crossing and immediately dismounted
over the handle-bar, and lay do_wn with striking agility. But he
immediately arose, and gravely remarked that he had long suspected

thkt tallest girl of wearing pink hose, and now he knew it ; hence
he proposed to purchase lemonade for, the club. The proposal was
accepted ; and it was voted that this sort of dismount was very
natural under the circumstances, and didn't resemble a real fall in

the slightest degree. ,

When Brother Lowe, while we were exercising in one of the City
parks, and when he was riding side-saddle fashion, dismounted back-

ward, and went full length into the fountain basin, while his machine
bent one handle by striking the curb of the basin, several of us really

thought he had fallen, till he arose, blew the water out of his nose
and throat, and explained that he dismounted thus hastily for fear

the idea of asking us all to eat ice-cream in a neighbouring restau-

rant (while he went home and changed his clothes) would strike

some other' generous soul first. While eating the cream, it was
voted by all but two (those two don't like ice-cream) that this was
not at all like a fall—it was inuch more like a baptism.

I might multiply instances ; but these are enough to show; that

the ten-cent fine plan is a sure . preventative against falls, besides

possessing the great merit of encouraging presence of mind and
quickness of invention—two most important qualities for bicyclers to

possess. Hence 1 suggest its universal adoption.

—

President
Bates, in The. Bicycling World, Feb. i6, 1883.

THE LONGEST RIDE ON RECORD IN VICTORIA.

HE longest road ride on a bicycle in this Colony, within the

space of fourteen days, was accomplished during the late

Xmas holidays by R. O. Bishop, of the Fernside B.C.
Starting from South Yarra on December 23rd, he rode to

Geelong, distance 54 miles ; next day to Buninyong, distance,

47 miles ; and the following day was spent in Ballarat, where
he was shown round the city and suburbs by several mem-
bers of the Bohemian B.C. During the next day he passed
through Smythesdale, Scarsdale, Lintons, Skiptons, Streatham,
Bolac, and Wickliffe, distance, 67 miles. On Wednesday, .27th, he
rode to Hamilton, where he was met by the local club, and received

every courtesy, distance, 44 miles. During Thursday afternoon, he
rode to the Wannon Falls and back; in the evening rode on to
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Penshurst, distance 41^ miles. On Friday, agth, he passed through
Hawksdale, Kirkstall, and Koroit, to Warrnambool, distance 45
miles. Saturday^ 30th, rode to Mortlake, through Allainsford,

Cudjee, Panmure, Garooc, Terang, and Kolora, distance, 46 miles.

Sunday, 31st, rode to Terang, a distance of 14 miles, within an hour,
a proof of the quality of the road, thence to Camperdown, Perron
Yalloch, Larpent, and Colac, distance, 56 miles.

New Year's Day was spent in rabbit shooting, at the invitation of
Mr. Peacock, the captain of the ColacB.C. Tuesday, 2nd, rode through
Beeac, Wearing, Cressy, and Inverleigh, to Geelong, distance, 66
miles. On Wednesday, 3rd instant, rode from Geelong to Mel-
bourne. Thursday, 4th, rode to Keilor and back, distance, 24 miles.
Friday, 5th, rode to Kyneton, from South Yarra and back, distance,

108 miles. Thus ended a thoroughly enjoyable tour, the total

distance travelled being 662^ miles within the fortnight, one day
having been spent at Ballarat, one at Hamilton, and one at Colac.
Mr. Bishop was accompanied by Mr. Wm, Harrison, of the North-
cote B.C., for 530 miles of thfe tour. He rode a 54in. " Matchless,"
and speaks in the highest terms of its non-vibrating qualities. The
performance is the more creditable, as the tourist is but 16 years of
age. The distance traversed entitles him to claim the longest
distance record Victoria.

—

Melbourne Bulletin.
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.
A FAREWELL TO MY STANLEY.

TIS meet that I should part with thee

In the sad time of Lent,
And sit me down to tell thy praise

(Not for advertisement).

For safely for six thousand miles

Have I been borne by thee,

And as thou hast been in the past,

May thy successor be !

With thee my memory connects
Each idly passing day.

As here and there throughout the land

We wandered on our way.
They know thee on the gay South coast

From Poole to Dover's height

;

And thou hast made the circuit of

The little isle of Wight.

To reach Ben Neyis' fastnesses

We've climbed for many an hour,

And seen the country at our feet

From each cathedral tower
;

Through Dartmoor and the deer forests,

And through the rolling plain

Where Stonehenge crowns the'^solitude

We have not sped in vain.

The midnight moon has tempted us

At Tintern from our rest

;

And through the dense Black Country smoke
We more than once have presse,d

;

We can recall the hungry looks

Of the pale artisan

Who lives, a violent Radical,

Beneath the Caucus' ban.

We know the thirsty mining race

Of Newcastle and Dean
;

And the tall biscuit factories

Of Messrs. Peake and Frean

;

1

The heron and the wild curlew,

Upon the Northern shore,

Have heard the music of thy bell,

And sought the sea once more.

'

We know the cream of Devonshire,
The pilchards of Penzance

;

We've seen the smiling hop-yards deck
The Kentish hills' expanse

;

We've seen the Worcester orchard buds
In all their loveliness :
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We've seen a woman bending o'er

The oatmeal of Caithne'ss.

We know the horrors of the voyage
From Wick to Aberdeen ;

And how they rudely dragged thee up
On deck, my own machine !

We know the stillness of Glencoe,
And the long narrow loch

Where the. gigantic Cobbler strikes

Upon his slab of rock.

We know the sad wind following

Over the dreary fen
;

We knQW the speech of Highlanders,
And the West Country men

;

We never have been parted yet,

And it is hard to sell

A true friend into slavery

—

O may they use thee well ! J. S. W.

V J
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CYCLING CELEBRITIES.
No. 19.—Mk. W. M'Oandlish (Hampstead B.C.) '

HE snows of Canada in 1860 ftrst welcomed the subject of

our eartpon this month, but his early years were devoid
of interest to the wheel world. Indeed it wks 1870
before Mr. M'Candlish began to give evidence of the

development of that strength of body and mine? which has so

frequently taken him successfully to the top of Muswell, Brockley,

Highgate, and other similar severe acclivities. He then, when a

schoolboy at Hornsey, ran third in a fourteen miles paper chase,

but, catching rheumatic fever, shortly after came off with a

damaged heart ; not, however, until he had from scratch won five

pots for running and jumping. His first kppearance in wheel life

was in 1879, when, at the age of 19, he joined the Lombard and
was elected sub-captain; and eventually in the same year captain

of the North-West division. The red tape of the Bankers B.C.,

however, was too much' for our young Canadian,-who, in 1881,

with Mr. F. Percy Low and the pick of the division, seceded

and' formed the Hampstead B.C., of which club Mr. M'Candlish
has ever since been the captain. As a rider the Hampstead
captain is great on the road, covering about 2,000 miles a

year, and occasionally performing such feats as cyclin|j;

from London to Harrogate between 3 p.m. on Saturday and
11 a.m. on ]VI'onda5^ not to mention scaling without a dismount on
an evening run both West Hill, Highgate and Muswejl. It is,

however, as a debater and writer that " Mac " shines. Though
small of stature he possesses the clear and logical head of the

proverbial Scot, and, although time has yet to tone down ' his

youthful ideas on the eternal fitness of things bicycular, he stands

in the first flight of those riders whose opinion is worth listening

to. Haviiig written Grreek verses at school, and thought himself

superior to Sappho, he has, under the title of " Agonistes," tried

his hand at several long " wheely " poems, commencing with the
' " Eve of the Battle of Dorking," in which, although it was " ten

to one" on the lancer, the cyclist first got to the goal with
dispatches. Under his other noms de plume, however, he has
scored frequently in prose ; and the correspondence columns of our
press have on frequent occasions found roojtn for the letters of
" Heloraine," " Upaidee," &c. Perhaps quiet humour, after the

style of "Stalled Oxx," however, is Mr. M'Candlish's most success-

ful vein. In conclusion we can only say that W. M., although
born in Canada, is of. a family which dates back 300 years in

Scotland, and is popularly supposed toi have shared a canoe with
the MacGrregors at the flood. Just to keep up the old association,

therefore, he also belongs to the London Scottish B.C., though
devoting his chief energies to the Hampstead.
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No more walks now, all tl^e clubs having returned to their normal
condition of " wheel." Ever}'' dipner finished, and only three balls

before the return in earnest to those 3'c ept^olus.
Long Bruce Dezille,the well-known Diamond captain, has retired

from that club, and no sooner has he seceded than the club,'through

their hon. sec, disown the monstre socials at Buckhurst Hill, which
have become "household words."-' Why they didn't do it before,

that's what bothers the quaker.

Cornwall " takes the biscuit'' for fanciful names. Penzance has
its " first and last B.C.," and now Redruth possesses the. " One and
all C.C."

" No ham and eggs to be had inCudham," say thePeckham Rovers.

They had, therefore, to " peck" without their ham, and return to

Bromley for " something solid."

Many riders ^through Merton will miss the kindly voice and man-
ner of poor old Love, of the Bay Tree Temperance Hotel, who has

gone to his, long home ; starving to death in the midst of plenty,

being unable to eat from cancer on the chest. -

We have heard of club buglers, but the first on record to appoint

a Piper is the Kildare. They have just elected one, viz., Mr. J.

Piper—as their captain.

The Argyles sent out a member to report on the state of the roads

before their opening run. He went North against the nice wind we
have lately experienced, and he had the very appropriate name of

Facer.

The Clapham Parkers have lost their Guard—H. H. of that ilk j

let us hope Mr. Glenister will prove as good a "conductor" as his

predecessor.

An example of the necessity for an hon. sec. to at once register his

change of address with The Cyclist has occurred in connection

with the Kensington B.C. Mr. Cockburn removing from Trebovir

RoAd to 14, Canonbury Square, N., without notice to the

"pushing peiinoth," has inadvertently caused the old K.B.C. to be

omitted from the " Annual" as a " dead one."

The Liverpool Amateurs don't believe in married men, and have
consequently selected a Batchelor for their captain.
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Everybody is glad to see J. W. B. back again as captain of the

Pickwick, and evidence of the fact was given by 80 men attending

the club's opening " T. " at Chingford, despite the prevalence of an
Arctic-like blast.

The Ross C.C. are boiand to "hurry up" this year with J. H.
Bussell as their captain.

The Stanhope are on the road again with a vengeance.. What say

ye to a March run to Petersfield and back, no miles ?

The Paternoster have said " Noster Pater" as regards the B.U.,
and entered the fold. -

There are three good elements for a club run in the officers of the

Pilot B.C. (Epsom). The captain is "Rhodes," the hon. sec. " lies,"

and the sub-captain " Vassar." (Water is so pronounced in German,
eh, Maddox ?)

The Druids are " not dead yet," though captained by one Coffin,

and " secretaried" by another—Mr. H. L. Coffin, of 94, Cornwall
Gardens, South Kensington. The name of that veteran, C. W.
Pagan, appears amongst the committee men.
The Liverpool Young Men's Christian Association Bicycle Club

has had to take a back se9.t in the letter line since the formation of The
City of London School Old Boys Bicycle Club. T.C.O.L.S.O.B.B.C, .

if cut in brass, must add some weight to a polo cap.

We really hope gentlemen on whose names we comment vyon't be

offended. It is not meant as a slight, and that is the main thing.

The latest Craze of the Penzance wheel club is their captain, Mr.
C. E. Craze, champion of Cornwall.

Who has the most ton, the Tudor " Mortoa, " or the

Belsize " Hampton" Roberts ?

THE PARISH CLERK.

A NICE, cosy parlour, this, sir. Ah ! you should see it at night lit up,
. As we sit and smoke, and the drink goes round ; we call it the loving
cup.

We hold our weekly Sociable here, there's the notice against the wall,
«' Chairman, Mr. John Parsons," that's me Hallo, Polly, I didn't call.

Oh ! you thought I did ? Well, now you're here, bring a drop ofthe usual. Miss,
And you, sir, what'U you please to take ? " The same, whatever it is ?

"

Well, it won't disappoint you. Polly, my dear, two usuals, you know the stuff,

And bring me a pipe, and a half o' shag. I must have my morning puff.

You haven't been in the neighbourhciod long ? No. I thought not or I

should have known.
Do you know, when I heard your voice just now, there was something

about the tone
That brought back to my mind the sound of a voice that Ah! here's

Polly again.

Whoa ! not too much water in mine, you hussy. Now sir, please to say when.

Chalk the lot up to me, Polly. What, sir ? You'll pay. Oh ! if you insist,

well and good.
Here's luck to you, sir, and a handsome wife—though mind you, I'd rather

have stood.
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For I wanted to tell you about this chap—you'd have had to listen, you know.
Ah ! well, if you'd care to hear it—^here goes—if I weary you tell me so.

You see I'm the Parish Clerk, sir, and through holding the office so long,

I'm the "Oracle" here, for clerks, you know, and Popes are never wrong.
Well, this yarn's about a handsome young gent—you may put it all down

for truth

—

Who ran off with our Parson's daughter, in the flower of her beauty and
youth._ ,

Well, once on a time, in the month of May—that's the old-fashioned way
to begin

—

,
'

But then, 'twas an old-fashioned day, you see—a day, sir, to revel in
;

We don't get such weather in England now—worse luck for us country
folk—

Now Summer's a matter of history, and May-Day a National joke.

A bicyclist, riding swiftly along, reached the top of yonder hill—
You can see it between the trees, outside, just a little beyond the mill

—

And, seeing a nice clear run in front, he gave the machine her head.
And threw his legs over the handles, as away down the hill she sped.

Well, just at the bottom the vicarage stajids, and from out its half-open
gate

Rushed the vicar's youngest and favourite child—a boy about , seven or
eight

;

4nd, heedless of danger in childish sport, he rah clean in the rider's way

;

But the bicyclist threw himself off the machine—for the danger brooked
no delay. ,

He had saved the child ; but, as for himself, well, they lifted him up near
dead.

And carried him into the vicarage, and laid him upon a bed
;

And the vicar's daughter Excuse me," sir, would you mind coming out
in the air ?

This isn't a taproom scandal—that's why. Let them say^it is wh'o dare.

I used to think, when she sang in the choir—and her voice would the old
church fill

—

That her name was too good to be brawled in a pub.—and, somehow, I

think so still

;

Though, mind you, within this parish of ours, you wouldn't have fat to
search -

,

To find some who'd think it was sacrilege to breathe her name in the
church.

Well, as I way saying. Miss Nell—that was—she saved this young fellow's

life

;

She watched by his bed-side and dressed his wounds as tender as mother
or wife

;

>

Her mother had died five years before, and she, then fifteen years old,

Took charge of the house, and was woman and child into one sweet person
rolled.

Three months wore away, and our bicyclist had become quite well and
strong, ,

And he and Miss Nell used to walk about, sometimes;|the whole [evening
long:

Visiting poor sick parish folks ; and often, after that,
They'd stroll along by the riverside—well, what are you smiling at ?

But the strangest thing of the lot was this, he sent n6 letters away

—

Or so the postmistress whispered to me ;—and he came out every day
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(Including Sundays) in bicycling dress, though he never went riding

a^out.
The parson himself didn't like it, sir ; I very soon/ound that out.

An end came at last. He rode off one day on his two-wheeled infe];"nal

machine

;

'

,

And I saw that night, on the river's bank, one figure where two had been.
I noticed this figure walked slowly adong,,from its ej^es a trembling tear

fell, - .

And I left it alone to its sorrow—for I knew the cause only too well.

I thought a, sort of esti-angement sprang up from that time 'twixt father
and child

;

'

And everyone saw how Miss N ell had changed—though her look was still

sweet and mild.

The neighbours guessed what the reason was ; they guessed why she grew
so pale.

And they weren't far out, I believe you, sir. 'Twas this old wprld's
oldest tale. , > ,

But this bicycling villain came back again one Sunday in early spring,

And he met his love on the river's bank as the church bells'began to ring.

Next day she was gone from the village—gone—and no one knew where or
how;

And the bicycle left in the " Lion " yard is kept to be looked at now.

Miss Nell had eloped—so pure, so good—our own little Nellie had fled

;

And the cry was repeated by venemous fiends, to whom scandal is daily

bread.
How they gloat o'er a whisper of virtue dethroned—eh ? What were you

pleased to remark ?

Me getting excited ? Me, sir ? You forget, I'm' the Parish Cle^'k.

But her father, I know he prayed to God to bring her safely through all,

And he'd stop when he came, in {he Litany, to " Raise up them 'that fall" :

The first time he did it, I put in "Amen," but he thought I'd forgotten
the place,'

Or had been asleep, and he gave it me hot, till I told him the state of the
case. •

Then he opened his heart to me, told what he - knew of the man who
caused all this strife :

He had gone to him openly—asked him to go or give up his Bohemian
life;

And the young feUow said he'd no choice but to go ; he had left his home
for good.

He had roamed to this place, and why he remained was easily understood.

But he owned he wasn't then free to wed, though the reason he couldn't
disclose

;

Then he said "Good-bye," sadly, and rode away, but -whither no one
knows

;

And he didn't return till that fatal "once," when,he stole our darling away;
And he hasn t been near us since, sir, but I know he'll come back some

day.

Yes, he'll come again— I stick to that—and bring Nellie—no longer "Miss"
Here. What are you doing, sir ? Where's your beard ? , Why, it can't

be—yes, it is !

'

I thought I knew the voice again, but I couldn't have told the face

;

The disguise was splendid, sir—capital. How long have you been in the
place ?
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Since last night ? And your wife—she's here, too ? Yes ? 1 hank God for

that, say L
And that's what her father will murmur, too, when you go to him by-and-

I

bye

:

He'll welcome you both. In a father's joy he'll forget all a father's wrong.
I suppose you'll tell me I'm crying now—well, I'm not, this tobacco's so

strong.

May I tell them to-night, at the sociable ?—You'll give me permission, sin
eh ?—

I'll tell them their darling's come back again, as I said she would come
some day.

Then they'll own
\
my prophecies once more correct—for theirs were all

gloomy and dark

—

And the happiest man in the village will be John Parsons, the Parish
Clerk. Reginald W. Cann^.

(tS/ifT f^/r/f y^£ BlAC/( £Y£ /f£lAT/h/C M/i PAST SXPIO/ ri > YeS CeNTlEME/^
fNT£/f/A/c r//£ lAir lAP f fit/T€>N A r£/ifl/F/c SPu/fr i^/var o/\//y u/o/V rAf£
/f/IC£ SUT AT r/f£ S/i)M£ T/zV-f r//£ //£ART O^ A YOU/^C i^Ofl^f^ -/^O^ M^ l^/f£ -

WJ££S mC£ SUl>0£/\/lY /f£fiRD - mw W£/^,PO/^r STAND TAIK/Zi/C 7/Y£ff£ All

0/\y, OA /2J! 3^£>0/^ yO(//f OTM£/t' £Y£ £0?? YOU,
CffO^VS of 0//'s.' i C:£/^£JiAL DJSPSRiAL QF THE ^ COr^PANY.

HoLLOWAY's Pills.—Teachings of Experience.—The united testimony of thousands, ex-
tending over more than forty years, most strongly recommend these Pills as the best puri-
fiers, the mildest aperients, and the surest restoratives. They never prove delusive, or give
merely , temporary relief, but attack all ailments of the^atomach, lungs, heart, head, and
bowels in the only safe and legitimate way, by depurating the blood, and so eradicating
those impurities which are the source and constituent of almost every disease. Their medi-
cinal efficacy is wonderful in renovating enfeebled constitutions. Their action embraces all

that is desirably in a household medicine. They expel every noxious and effete matter ; and
thus the strength is nurtured and the energies stimulated.
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^^TOTTINOS FROM TOE
lEMLD TSLE

Richmond B.C. (Belfast). — The following gentlemen comprise
the officers and committee for the ensuing season, viz. :— Captain,

W. R. Stitt ; sub-captain, A. Wilson ; hon. treas., F. J. Brill ; hon.

sec, J. H. Carse (re-elected); bugler, J. Thompson; committee,
Miskimmon, McMullan, Russell, Smythe, Wier, andMessrs.

Wallace.
DuNGARVEN Ramblers B.C.—^Many cyclists will be sorry to hear

of the demise of this club, the oldest, bar one, in the United King-
dom. A movement is on foot to resuscitate it, which, I trust, will

meet with every success.

Lansdowne Road.—As I prognosticated ' last year, these three

acres of ground are still to the good for athletic purposes. The
Dublin A.C. have, however, obtained a kind of monopoly of it, so

that to a certain extent bicycling men are left out in the cold ; and
the subscription (los.) which . the proprietors of the ground are

pleased to charge for practice tickets may be considered a most
ingenious plan for keeping men from taking advantage of the track

for training purposes.
Phcenix B.C.—The Annual Meeting of this club was held on the

8th ult., R. Clifton, Esq., president, in the chair. The election of

officers and committee resulted as follows :—Captain, H. M6rry (re-

elected) ; sub-captain, J. J. Keating (re-elected); hon. treas., P'.

Richardson ; hon. sec, F. A. Murchison (re-elected) ; bugler, W. H.
Williams ; committee, Messrs. Switzer, Bailey, O'Reilly, Sullivan,

and DoUard. Hon. See's address, 29, Emorville Avenue, S.C.R.
Victoria B.C.—In deference to the Eglin^on B.C., this club have

changed their colours from blue and white to red, white and blue.

W. M. WooDsiDE.—Many of the admirers of the Irish champion
will be sorry to hear that since his departure to America he has
forfeited all claim to compete again as an amateur. ~

It appears that

.a race has been run between Woodside and J. Prince, the pro-

fessional champion of America ; Wpodside got beaten, but accepted
payment for his services.

Erratum.—Re sports at Buttevant [C. Cork) : by' a printer's error

in last issue it was spelt Buttwant. " Athcliath."
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FROM THE PEAK TO THE ALPS.
By C. E. Oliver, Derby B.C.

[Conthmed from page 22^.)

ZuG, July 23.—At nine o'clock I left the scenic charms of Schaff--

haiisen, and the roar of the Rhine falls, for Zurich again, but by a

different route. This took me along the German bank to Eglisau.

At that little hamlet, which is snugly ensconced amongst the vines,

the hills on either side are so clpse together as to leave only a narrow
channel for the blue.-green stream rushing rapidly from the falls,

whilst the red-roofed houses, amid their emerald setting of green
vines, stand one above the other on the hill slopes. The people
came out of their houses as I was seen riding down the hill into the

town, and I became " The cynosure of neighbouring ey6s " as I

crossed the wooden-covered 'bridge. They still watched me as I

mounted the winding hill towards Kloten ; and when I turned for a

last look at the Rhine, they waved a flattering farewell with their

handkerchiefs.

The day was Sunday, and I met many people walking out to visit

their friends according to custom. Some of the women wore simple
and modest costumes; others were correspondingly ugly. L also

passed a number of villages nestled in verdant nooks of the moun-
tains, and gathered trustingly around

" The tall spires, from which the sound of cheerful bells

Just undulated on the listening ear."

In due time, after a most pleasant ride, I reached Zurich. On the

whole, for good roads and scenery, I preferred this return road to

the one by Winterthur. But there is little difference between them.
Crossing over the Limmatt, whereat rushes impetuously from the

lake, I seated myself on the tree-shaded promontory, that was once
a little fort, called the " Bauschanze." Here one may sit and enjoy

th*e exquisite beauty and romance of the radiant lake, with the

distant horizon bounded by the white glaciers of the Alps. I waited
until the boat was ready to start, and then took passage for Horgen,
a place about ten miles up the lake. The' fare, I believe, was half a

franc, machine included. The decks were filled with tourists and
peasants. Some of the elderly peasant' women mingled amongst
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the crowd in their picturesque costumes. These, however, were few
and far between, and, in this part of the country at any rate, seem
to be dying out like those of Normandy and Brittany. As we left

the favoured town, the magnificent mountains at the further end
grew more and more distinct ; and the long lake, sprinkled with white
cottages, farmhouses, and thriving' villages, opened out as we
steamed along amidst the pleasant prospect. The boat called at

several pretty villages before arriving at Horgen.' It is a quiet place

built beneath the wooded heights of the Albis. When I reached the

centre of the town I enquired for the way to Zug, but soon found
that I had been wrongly directed, for the road kept by the lake, instead

of climbing over the Albis. On returning, I discovered a finger-post,

by the aid of which L presently found myself slowly riding out of

the town up the steep ascent. Quite a crowd followed, but soon
dwindled down to a few sturdy lads, who seemed determined to see

the last of me, as they followed me even after I had hailed awhile at

a fountain. Hitting on a lucky idea, I pressed two of them into my
service by the seductive promise of a few, centimes, and whilst they
relieved each other by turns at pushing my beast of burden up the

hilly road, I was able to gaze uninterruptedly at the varying view as

it wound higher and higher. Near the summit it became a glorious

sight. The blue lake appeared immediately below, gleaming like a

gem in the sun ; the . green shores were dotted with whitb houses
and villas, resembling spots of snow, and distinctly doubled, by
reflection in the crystal clearness of the water. Then at the south

end of the lake the view is crowned by the sublime sky-pointing

peaks of the snowy Sentis, the Speer, Todi, and many others,

looming solemn and silent beneath the clear sky, with an indistinct

mass of blue Alps meeting the clouds in the. background. The
Banker Poet ,has beautifully described the effect of a first sight of

these splendours :

—

"Who first beholds these everlasting clouds,

Seed tira6 and harvest, morning, noon and night,
Still where they were, steadfast, immovable

;

Those mighty hills, so shadowy, so sublime,
As rather to belong to Heaven than Earth

—

But instantly receives into his soul
A Sense, a feeling that he loses not,

A something that inforips him 'tis an hour
"Whence he may date henceforth and for ever I"

At the top of the ascent, in a deep wood, I mounted and ran
gently down for a while. The road, however, soon becomes precipi-

tous, and coils round the rocks above the deep savage^ gorge of the

Sihl, which gushes in a roaring torrent deep below. On the way
down I was admiring a wooden cottage, embowered in fruit trees and
flowers, placed on a projecting promontory of sward hanging beneath
the road, when I was startled by the hysteric screamings of a
woman, who rose from the bushes and rushed into the house. She
had evidently seen rne come round the bend of rock, and, perchance,
thought me to be some avenging spirit, endowed with mysterious
motion, about to pounce down and make away with her for her sins.
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But I soon shot by, and presently crossed the soundin3^ Sihl by
another covered bridge. A Httle before reaching Baar the road passes

by a large wood, and discloses a beautiful and romantic view of the

village, with lake Zug, the Righi, and the awe-inspiring Pilatus

beyond. \

As I neared Zug it began to rain a little. Noticing a sign of invi-

tation hanging, out, I placed my bicycle beneath the hospitable eaves,

and refreshed myself with a delicious bowl of that soft smooth silky

beverage known as cafe au lait. I was enjoying a pull at the
*' wicked weed" and the view of the Righi from the window^ when,

.

happening to look through the open door, I noticed that the adjoining

room, previously full, was quite empty. There was a chattering,

sound of conversation from the street that aroused my suspicions.

I was soon outside the inn, and found my fears realised. N6t con-

tent with the inspiration attained by Kirschwasser, or some other

potent spirit, but ambitious to be still more elevated; a stalwart Swiss
had seized a piopitious moment, and, to the great admiration of the

crowd, clambered into the saddle of my machine, as.it leant against

the wall. What with the unsteadiness imparted by his potations,

and the timorous waverings engendered by the novelty of his posi-

tion, he was in momentary danger of losing his- equilibrium and
ludicrously terminating his performance on the ground. As such
acrobatic attempts jeopardised the success of the expedition, I was
bound to order an instant dismount, which was done in as graceful a'

fashion as a huge pair of tjiick soled boots and an alcoholic state of

intellect would allow.

This little incident brought me into closer relationships with the

landlord, who asked no end of inquisitive questions as to my jour-

ney, the machine, and its capabilities. But when I spread out my
maps and traced the route J had followed from day to day, and told

him how short a time I had been out, doubtihg shadows began to

cross his countenance, and I desisted, as it became plain that I was
taken for a devout disciple of that arch concocter Munchausen. By
this time the rain had ceased ; so, leaving the incredulous landlord,

a few turns of the wheel, took me to the sylvan suburbs of the little

town of Zug. The capital of the smallest Canton nestles at the

north-east corner of the lake, with all the characteristics of medias-

valism both in its old-fashioned form and dusky hues, and in its

churches, towers, sleepy uneven tortuous streets, and antiquated

houses. The town is dominated by the beautifully wooded ridge of

the Zuggerberg and the massive Righi, and more distant Pijatus,

frown in gloomy grandeur from the far shore of the lake. Opposite,

across the water, is the peaceful-looking hamlet of Cham, withv its

tall, thin spire rising from the crowding roofs, and growing
^

' " Fine by degrees, and beautifully less,"

as it nears the sky.

Close by the hotel (Zum Lowen), where I laid my wheel at rest,

is the Platzwehr or Quay, a poetic and picturesque spot, shaded by
trees and provided with seats. Here the; breeze blew cool across the
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lake, and here I lay all the evening, alternately admiring the low-

roofed wooden houses that peep amongst the trees margined along

the shore, and watching the filmy clouds floating down the rough
sides of the Righi and gradually melting away as a breath passes

from a mirror.

By and by dusk came down, and the moon rose, giving an addi-

tional charm to the scene, touching the tips of the turbulent waves
with a silvery light, and showing up in sharp relief the promontories,

creeks, and headlands, with its mellow radiance. A party of peasant

girls, returning from som.e excursion on the lake, accompanied by a

graceful group of white swans, drew near, and commenced some
simple peasant song. But the}/ seemed loth to land, and pulled far

away again, followed by the long line of swans, until almost out of

sight in the dim^ loneliness of the lake. It was a scene and a place

picturesque enough to inspire a poet, to arrest an artist : full of

harmonious sights and sounds. The whisperings of the water as it

washed the sandy shore, the dipping and, dripping of oars, the boats

shooting through the moonlight, and the plaintive rhythm of the

peasants' song as it came floating across the water, made a pleasant

and peaceful scene, destined to recur again and again to the memory-,
amid scenes and associations far removed from those which in-

spired it.

Distance ridden, 41 miles.

Lucerne, July 24.—Iwas so delighted with the quiet calmness of

Zug, that, breakfast over, I was in no hurry to deparj:. The little

church of the Capuchins is well worth a climb up the steep flight of

covered steps. It contains, as a reredos, a splendid painting of the

entombment by Calvaert ; another subject on the ceiling is signed

Balmer. Otherwise the building is as bare and frugal as the mourn-
fully-gowned monk I met there.

One more visit to the quiet Quay, the payment of a moderate bill,

and I started for another jaunt through the air. The direction I

took was towards Arth at the foot of the Righi ; the road, overhung
by trees, travels along the very verge of the lake, beneath' the

Zuggerberg and through the little collections of houses called

Oberwyl and Walchwyl. Leaving the latter place, a gloomy,
romantic opening between the extended ridges of the Righi and
Rossberg displays a bare peak of the Mythen towering towards the

sky in gloomy, mysterious perspective. A terrible tale is told of the

Rossberg, which is seen above the road. In the year 1806 part of ^

the mountain on the Goldau side, which measured over two miles in

length, one thousand feet broad, and one hundred feet in thickness,

detached itself and shot across the valley with the velocity of an
avalanche, crushing several villages like so much card board, and
burying them and 500 of the inhabitants completely from sight ; as

the melancholy Manfred says—
' " Filling up

TBe ripe green valleys with destruction's splinters
;

Damming th§ rivers with a sudden dash,
Which crush'd the waters into mist, and made
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Their fountains find another channel.—Thus,
Thus, in, its old age did Mount Eosenberg

—

"Why stood I not beneath it ?"

The morning had been gloriously fine, but nearing the Righi

(5,906 feet), it seemed as if that massive immensity drew every cloud

to its magnetic focus, and the white-vi'alled hotel at the top, or kuhn
as it is called, was soon spunged from sight. As I gained the

little village of Arth—-jammed in a narrow cleft at the foot of the
mountain—a few drops of rain fell, causing me to cast about for a
deceht hotel ; but it came down in a sudden shower, and I bolted

into the nearest inn I could see, which happened to be the " Golden
• Key"—a neat liitle gasthaus, with a homely interior. I was shown
into a room on the first floor, where everything was scrupulously

clean and well ordered, from the .long gun on its rack against the

wall to the well scrubbed table and its snow-white napkins. A side

of the room was occupied by one of the large stoves, which in

winter are used to warm the whole house. Some of these were
smoothly glazed, and shaped in shelves so as to be qf use in

summer also.

There was scarce a soul in the inn except the comely looking

creature who received my modest order of bread, butter, cheese, and
beer, and I began to feel dismal at the prospect of being imprisoned
in such a quiet place. ' However, I could occupy myself in letter

writing, and it was not such a bad business to sit at the window
and einjoy the prospect of the rain-laden clouds as they swept down
the face of the Righi, and broke against the rough ledges of rock,

or the tops of the pines. And it was still better when, having dis-

covered a guitar hanging by its gay ribbon, I prevailed upon the fair

Swiss to exhibit her skill. This she did in an unaffected manner,
without any of the prudish preliminaries or hesitation which usually

precede a performance of like nature ; but with genuine grace she

swept her fingers lightly over the strings, and accompanied herself

to a Swiss chanson, m low, soft tones that filled the room with the

^
magic of melody. Several plaintive patriotic songs followed, but it

was reserved fOr the National Hymn of Helvetia (the same tune as

our National Anthem of England) to rouse, as iri some German
legend, the spirit of the storm, and fill the air with moi^e majestic

music. Instantaneously, as it seemed, a tremendous squall blew
across the lake, which becarne churned into furious waves of seeth-

ing foam, and the blast rushed shrieking up the solitary street in
,

deafening gusts, causing a kind of cannonade amongst the latticed

shutters as they flapped against the walls. The crash of tiles and
flower-pots falling into the street below, ahd the cries of women and
children helped in a few seconds to make a perfect pandemonium
in the little town. This warring of the elements gave a rude shock
to the Muse, and I had to assist in securing the shutters, which
threatened to become unhinged by the violence of the wind. How-
ever, it soon calmed, although the huge golden key over the door
continued to shake and swing as if brandished by the terrible Blue-

beard, and the turbulent lake still undulated in swollen waves. ~
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I was beginning to detest my detention, which had lasted three

hours, when the rain lifted a little and allowed me to resume my
fide along the still agitated lake to Immensee. Between that place

and Kiissnacht on Lake Lucerne you pass an unpretendihg building

known as Tells Chapel (not to be confounded with the one on Lake
Uri), with a faded painting on the white wall round the doorway,
representing the death of the Austrian tyrant, Gessler, The road

then narrows into a steep lane enclosed by high hedges that almost
meet overhead. This is supposed to be the " hollow way" mentioned
in Schiller's " Wilhelm Tell."

From Kiissnacht with its pleasant embowered cottages, the road

runs down hill towards Lucerne. Travelling on, a sublime view of

the lake of the Four Cantons, backed by tl]e stupendous sides of the

Alps, unrolls itself in rapturous beauty and grandeur. What a

pleasant idle time I passed beneath the shade of a wall of rock,

against which I placed my wheels, admiring the splendid expanse of

water and watching the feathery fleeces of mist floating about the

giant form of grim old Pilatus ! No language can describe the

beauty of the bays, the liquid outline of the lake overlooked by the

lofty alpine peaks, or the more distant splendours of the cloud-

mingled mountains,
" The palaces of nature whose vast walls
Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy scalps."

Away to the right the pure white amphitheatre of palatial Lucerne
reposes like a pearl in clear relief against the dark background of

gloomy mour^tain and wide-spreading woods.
,

The hotels in Lucerne were full of visitors, but at the Krone the

proprietor promised me a night's rest in a double-bedded chamber, if

I did not object to sleeping in the same room with a fellow creature
;

an offer which I accepted, though not without some misgivings,

whi.ch were subsequently fully and fearfully realised. My companion
for the night, who was described as a " young German gentleman,"
would be more correctly defined, a Dutchman suffering from dis-

organisation of the nervous centres. He had fixed an early hour of

thp morning for an ascent on foot- of the Righi, and the portentous-

ness of the event seemed to cause a great commotion in his mind.
He appeared loth to retire to rest, and when he did so, went to bed
in his boots, slept uneasily, dreamt aloud of the glories of the
" Riggy," made strange noises in his throat, and exhibited other

harmless eccentricities and peculiar proceedings, such as rising every
half-hour and tramping in his boots past my bed to the window in

order to not^ if the weather was propitious or not for his a!scent. It

is said that travel enlarges the mind ; I can voucli for it enlarging

one's stocji of expletives, and without doubt this fiendish fellow was
in his turn astonished at the strange rendering of ungentlemanly
Gerrhan that escaped me in my ,semi-conscious condition ; for I had
no sleep, but "murdered sleep." When a rude rattle at the door
summoned this troublesome tyrant to the mists of the Righi (which
I sincerely hoped would envelope him from my sight for ever) I sel-
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fishly disposed my travel-tired limbs, and hugged myself as I saw the
last of him.—Distance, 24 miles.

Interlaken, July 25.—The town of Lucerne presents to the lake

a snow white array of modern mansions, rnagnificent hotels, and
pretty promenades, overlooked by massive mountains intruding their

tops through the clouds. But beyond these, inland, the streets are

very narrow and irregular, and as I stumbled along the uneven pav-
ing I was conscious of a bewildering vision of monstrous old houses,
decaying domiciles with curiously carved creatures, whimsical win-
dows, and projecting spouts. Then there are the quaint old wooden
bridges acrbss the Reuss, roofed over like a Noah's ark, and one of

them—the Capelbriicke—is decorated inside with paintings illustra-,

tive of Lucerne's patron saints, and another—the Miihlen—is cheer-

fully adorned with pictures representing the " Dance of Death."
Plenty of hotels, too, are to be seen hidden away, dark and retiring

in remote corners, with open-mouthed arches, waiting to swallow up
" busses " and luggage from the station ; and, wandering on,

I was perpetually and pleasantly surprised by suddenly finding

myself in peculiar open spaces, some squarershaped, some
triangular, and some no shape at all, but delighting in nooks
and crooked corner^, and having fantastic looking fountains,

surmounted by queer old figures. Occasionally these would be
enlivened with groups of talkative women thrashing and w^ash-

ing piles of linen, which they never seem to have done with. Of
course, amongst the " lions " of Lucerne I went to see the Lion, the

original of which is reproduced in wood and other carvings in almost
every shop window in the neighbourhood. This, the famous Lion
of Thorwalsden, lies on a stony shelf cut out of the perpendicular

face of rock from which it is sculptured ; a little dark pool overhung
by a few drooping trees vi^ashes the base. The wounded lion lies

prostrate with pain, transfixed by the lance of rebellion, a mournful
monument full of simple grandeur and pathos ; a touching tribute, a

sad souvenir, to the Swiss Guards, who " fell facing fearful odds
"

in the French revolution.

Again the morning was fair, although the clouds were clinging to

the mountains and vaporous volumes of mist were sweeping down
the rocky gaps and crevices of prodigious Pilatus. I left Lucerne by
a lovely suburb, and wended my way towards Alpnach, the Brunig
Pass, Brientz, and Interlaken. It was indeed a romantic ride to

set out upon. The road led me at first across a little peninsula that

juts into' the lake, towards a tremendous tower of glistening white

rock, that rises perpendicularly in a broad wall, streaked with green

clinging creepers and clustering verdure. And now once more I rode

along the margin of the lake, reflecting sky and shore, field and forest,

rock and red roof in its crystal clearness.

Passing through Hergiswyl—whence climbers make the ascent of

Pilatus—the lake narrows and the road runs round a jutting mass of

rock called " The Lopj!)er." Opposite is the pretty village of Stanstad

with its low square tower, built ^s a defence against the Austrians,
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and its little houses , almost buried in trees. From this the road"

advances on the verge of the lake, beneath the sombre shade of huge
forests all the way to Alpnach, where the lake terminates.

They have an expeditious method of transporting the trees from
the hill sides ; a long wooden slide is constructed, down which the
large pine and fir trunks are shot into the lake and floated 16 what-
ever point required. The village of Alpnach was once famous for

,
one of these slides which reached a, length 6f eight miles along the
forest-clothed shoulders of Pilatus.

At Alpnach a lot of carriages were waiting to convey tourists and
travellers over the Brunig to Brientz ; numbers of picturesquely
attired peasant girls were cajoling -the occupants to purchase neat
little baskets of wild strawberries and peaches. Some had antici-

pated the vintage, and were offering cunningly-devised bunches of
black cherries, strung close together to imitate grape clusters—

a

plausible pretence, apparently successful. Up to this the road had
been good, but now became bumpy and very dirty ; however, it did
not last above three miles. Beyond Sarnen, where the road is lined

with all sorts of fruit trees and lies straight ahead, I noticed a.

strange glittering about a mile in froht, which caused me much
speculation as I rolled along. Approaching nearer, I made out three

women and three glittermgs proceeding from their chignons ; they
were becomingly dressed in the costume of the canton (Unter-
walden), with embroidered bodices laced in front ; their plaited hair

was interwoven with white braid, twisted up into "cobs" and
fastened by large pins, terminating in very broad spoon-shaped,
pieces of silver, beautifully chased.

The road now ran by the dull-looking lake of Sarnen, and began
• to go uphill in earnest. There are about nine miles of ascent tO'

Lungern, up what is called the Kaiserthul—a kind of preliminary

pass. I was able to ride about six miles with ease. Lofty peaks,

stony gorges, and long ridges, crowned with storm-torn pines

—

" Nature's flagstaffs "—were to be seen on either hand ; but the grand
effect of the impressive views was greatly marred by the big brood-

ing clouds that balanced themselves about the bare rocky heights.

I had to shelter awhile at Lungern, a small village 2^293 feet above,

sea level. All the houses were built of wood. There were several

good inns, very picturesque, with their .low dropped roofs, and
windows opening out on skilfully carved balustraded balconies.

Some of them, like many well-to-do cottages and chalets, have the

outer walls covered with over-lapping laths of wood, or " shmgles,"
,

rounded at the end and fitting exact, like the scales on some sea

monster or crocodile. For a long while after my arrival it continued

to rain steadily, and I began to demur at the prospect of staying on
the pass all night ; however, as Sancho Panza says, there was
" Nothing for it but patience and a silent shrug." When I was
tired with watching the busy scene in front of the pretty inns, as

the carriages came up the pass and halted at the doors, I further

beguiled the time and satisfied my cravings with a meal of brQad^
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cheese, and beer, which I ate in company with an old mountain
guide—a broad, ruggedj though cheery-looking man, who had
piloted Sir Rowland Hill, Mr. Walter (late proprietor of the Times),
and other well-known men, on many a difficult expedition amongst
the snowy solitudes of the Alps.

In a while the rain lifted a little, and I set out again up the

zigzags through the dense wood, every step increasing the wonder
and variety of the view. I had to shelter again, however, this time

in a slate quarrier's hut (which I gained by a short climb through
the wet undergrowth) above the road ; the offer of a cigarette

effected an introduction with the lonely tenant. The Swiss are

stolid in comparison with the Frencb, and exhibit scarcely so much
concern at sight of the iron horse ; this man, ho-y^^ever, showed great

interest in my machine, and gazed at it uninterruptedly. It certainly

did look wonderful and strange where it rested against a stout tree

.trunk beneath us, piled up as it was fore and aft with baggage.
After improvising a slab of slate for a table, and writing part,of a

letter, I again set out. ' As I ascended higher and still higher, ,1

could peer clear over the pine woods just passed througli, and see
,

Lungern lying far below, lo'okmg like some toy village. It was
very quiet up here, and I plainly distinguished the soUnd of voices

in the village, and the jingling bells of ascending carriages in the

wood beneath. At last I achieved the summit ; it is, however, Only
'

3,396 feet above sea level, and by no means so formidable as the

great passes leading over to Italy. The weather was now finer, and
I had a splendid view of the Oberland Alps, their snowy summits
dazzling and beautiful in form, gleaming soft and silent, distinct in

the distance, indescribably grand ! By the roadside the damp white

rocks were overcrept with a pretty flowering moss, the grass around
was starred by the blue of the giant gentian, and a kind of yellow
foxglove stood up erect from the fissures. ^

As you may imagine, after such a long walk I was glad to get

into the saddle again ; although it is ticklish work riding along these

steep gradients, which dip down and curve sharp round the cork-

screw corners with the rocks on one hand and dizzy depths on the

other, and I had to sit well back and keep a tight hand on the

brake. Thanks to an, especially powerful one, and a tolerable

amount of " rake '"on the machine, I was able to ride down every

hill or pass I met with. On the way down, near a bend which
reveals a view of the Lake of Brientz, a massive roof of rock

reaches over the road ; two little boys were there with baskets of

mountain strawberries and bunches of eidelweiss to sell to persons
travelling over the Pass. I purchased some of the eidelweiss. It

is a small flower, the size' of a shilling, soft as velvet to the touch,

with long pointed petals, and altogether reminds one of a miniature

star fish. Taking to my wheels again, I rapidly descended to

Brientz, a small congregation of curious wooden houses, with a

dado of faggots about two feet high running round the base of the

walls ; a usual method of storing the firewood. I noticed a bicycle
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leaning against one of the cottages, and dismounted to inquire

whose it was from a number of men grouped about and smoking
long wooden pipes with big bowls, but they could not tell me any-

thing about it.

I now had a delightful ride by the brink of lake Brientz. There
is only a small space for the road between the hills and the water,

and it follows every curve of the shore, each minute opening up
sudden surprises of scenery and fairy effects of foliage, with the

blue gleam of little inlets shining between the branches ; then there

are charming little vignettes of brown-tinted wooden cottages, built

onthe brink of bays, overhung by fruit trees, and reposing amid
the quiet seclusion of Arcadian simplicity. I ran through several

small villages, such as Oberreid and Neiderried, beautifully placed

beneath the woods. A great deal of the fine Swiss carvings are

executed in this part, and in most of the houses that I passed the

occupants could be seen working in wood at the window.
I stopped barely a mile from Interlaken, and found accommoda-

tion for the night at a humble but pleasant little inn or pension. I

chose this place partly from a desire to note what conveniences were
offered in these roadside inns, and partly to ensure a good sleep at

night (which the quiet air of the place seemed to promise), ^as I did

not care tp re-enact at fashionable Interlaken the previous night's

performance at Lucerne. A stout landlady rec&ived me, and showed
me a clean neat bedroom, with a view of the valley and the snow
mountains beyond. I handed to her from my bag a flannel shirt

and three handkerchiefs, which were returned to me at eight o'clock

the following morning by a neighbouring blanchisseuse, well washed,
dried, and neatly folded. The charge was half a franc—less than six-

pence ! After a change ""of garments, and the usual " rub down," I

was quite ready for the meal that awaited me on a little terrace at

the back of the inn, and beneath the bedroom. I was served with
butter, honey, cafe au lait, and eggs. In Switzerland, all these

things seem " to pure perfection rise," and combine to form a meal
fit for the gods. Before dusk fell, I walked down a beautiful road,

completely roofed over by trees, to Ipterlaken. This favourite spot

is charmingly situated in a. triangular* plain, called the Bodeli,

between the lakes of Brientz and Thun. The river Aare runs by
the town immediately beneath the wooded wall of the Harder moun-
tain. The more crowded part of the little town consists of curious

wooden houses, dark with age, and there are some brilliant shops,

chiefly confined to wood carvings, china paintings, and jewellery.

The principal street is occupied, on the Harder side, by numerous
and splendid hotels, situate within their own well-laid-out grounds.
The opposite side is devoted to a spacious avenue of walnuts, and
from this pleasant promenade is seen the chief charm of Interlaken,

that beautiful telescopic view of the snow-clothed Jungfrau, shim-
mering silent and ethereal at the distant end of the long vista of the

Lauterbrunen Valley. This snow-shrouded majesty of mountain is

13,671 feetj high, and although over twelve miles away, seems
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wondrously near, as it lies framed between the dark edges of moun-
tain at the head of the valley. As I returned in the moonlight, the

streets were very still ; a few people sauntered to and fro on the

promenade beneath the walnut branches, and little groups of visitors

sat out on the hotel balconies, with the brilliant lights of the roorns

behind them. From the open windows the chatter of voices floated

ov\ the calm air, and across the little plain the calm snowy front of

the Jungfrau towered heavenwards as if to meet the moon. ,

. Distance, 49 miles.

Berne, July 26.—To-day niy nether garments exhibited some few
signs of an approaching dissolution, and acting on the excellent

principle that a stitch in time saves nine, I devoted ten minutes or so

to the mysteries of Dame Dorcas. As before mentioned, my room
afforded a broad view of the Interlaken plain, and I was much
interested in observing the comic trains of the Bodelian Railway
that crosses the valley. The whole line is not more than five miles

or so in extent. The carriages look large, as they have seats on the

top, and are provided with an extra roof. A droll, tiny little engine,

half the size of a carriage, tugs away in front, every now and then

giving infuriate little shrieks from its whistle, panting painfully the

while, and making a great deal of fuss' and exertion to attain its

crawling pace of seven or eight miles an hour. After another open-
air meal on the terrace, I sponged the sand of the Brunig from the

' machine, " oiled up," buckled on my bags, and started for Berne.

I lingered a little while at Interlaken. A -conspicuous riumber of

clergy, having left their parishes

"|To steal from spiritualleisure a brief span,"

were promenading up and down, and groups of elegant exquisites,

"The wealthy, curled darlings of our ijation," sauntered about on
the Hoeweg, as the walnut avenue is called, the sight of these young
fashionables exercising ray mind very much as to what possible

affinity there can be between patent leather shoes and iron-shod

Alpenstocks.

Turning reluctantly from Interlaken,* a short trundle of about a

mile brought me to the shores of Lake Thun; the water stretches

away for ten miles or more between the lovely green gardens and
mountain woods that fringe it.

, ,

Through the village of Darligen and so on to Leissigen. The road

skirts the lake with ever-varying views of the mountains, amongst
which the massive summit of the Neisen (7,763), gaunt and grand,
towers pre-eminent. It ^was a dull morning, and occasionally the

masses of mist rolled down the ridges and dissolved amongst the

forest trees. The alternate shadowy flitting of clouds across the

sky, and frequent rays from the sun, made pretty pictures and rapid

alternations of light and shade to come and go on the mirror-like

surface of the lake. Close by where I wheeled quietly along, the

water was dark and sorpbre, o'ershadowed by the dense clouds, whilst

further away the sky was clear, and the lake gleamed a

pale delicate green in the sunlight, merging into blue, purple, pink,
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green again and then black as it approached' the ink-like intenseness

of that part near me. At times a slit opened in the clouds, and a

silent shaft of sunlight slid swiftly down upon the water, causing
bright^ bars of prismatic colours to shoot across the lake like a
straightened rainbow.

Looking back towards Interlaken, the magnificent panorama of

the white range of the Oberland Alps is seen in splendid perspec-

tive. The more imrjiediate boundaries of the lake are very fine.

The North shore rises abruptly from the water ; I believe there is no
carriage-way on that side.

Past Spiez the scenery^ becomes more subdued and softened,

although beautiful views of the mountains on the left are seen nearly

all the way to Thun. I encountered some stiffish hills on the route.

A long piece down hill led away from the lake and brought me to

Thun, a beautifully-situated town on the Aare. The square, tower of

the castle, with a pointed round turret patched on to each corner, is a
prominent object above th^ red roofs.

I obtained dinner at the Croix Blanche, a remarkably good hote\,

, with a balcony overlooking the Aare, a narrow stream that speeds
from the lake at a most rapid rate. I occupied a long time in

rambling about the old-fashioned streets, and found them extremely

interesting. The principal ones are constructed somewhat in the

same style as those at Chester, as the front of the houses project

over the pavement, and are supported by massive, square, and rather

ungainly pillars. Which almost shut out the roadway. I mounted up
to the church by 218 steps, which are roofed over similarly to the

covered bridges. From the churchyard is gained a pleasing view of

the town, river, and plain, with the Neisen and the snowy shoulders"

of the Bliimis, and a whole range of Alps beyond the lake. The
churchyard itself is crammed with graves ; the favourite fashion of

tombstone or memorial is to erect long iron rods, with, thin metal
plates at the top, reminding one of so many weather vanes.

I left Thun at four o'clock ; the road was good and all was plain

sailing. Most of the quaint-looking houses, with all manner of

wooden galleries and balconies and overhanging eaves, were in-

habited by potters, the basement of the buildings being used as

workshops, and the clearings round the houses set out with skilful

specimens of the art exposed to the hardening rays of the sun. In

many of the beautifully-constructed wooden barns thrashing was
being carried on by that ancient- instrument, the flail, and through
the doorways I could

,

^

" Discern the thresher at his task,

Thump after thump resounds the constant flail,

That seems to swing uncertain, yet falls

Full on the destined ear."

Nearing one shed it seemed that I had been espied , approaching, for

the din suddenly ceased and the workers flocked out flai-l in hand to

see me go by; and there was the antiquated classic old flail, em-
blematic of ancient times, contrastingly confronted with the new and
wonderful indiarubber shod machine, the outcome of modern inven-
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tion and science. No marvel that the labourers stared as I easily

and swiftly disappeared.

A steep winding run down brought me suddenly in front of Berne,
wi,th' the Aare in a wooded gorge 100 feet below the last line of

houses and the grand Gothic cathedral, like some gigantic moat. I

dismounted a while on the bridge which spans the deep ravine and
river, tne better to view the unusual site of the town, and then
entered by the Spitalgasse, a most substantial-looking street for a

Swiss town, nearly a railB in length. It has several ancient fountains

placed at intervals in the roadway, and as at Thun the houses pro-

ject, forming a sort of arcade over the pavement, which is raised

more than two feet above the carriageway. The hospitable embrace
of the Wilder Mann, in the Aarberger Strasse, received me for the

night. I was so fortunate as to meet with a French gentleman who
was staying there ; he ha!d lived in America and England, a^id spoke
English pretty well. We were soon on friendly terms, for he would
accept no refusal of mine to take wine with him, and although the

people of the house seemed very busy, he prevailed upon the young'
landlady, a girl of about eighteen years, to sit down with us, as also

a good-humoured elderly lady with whom he seemed to be on re-

markably easy terrris. A fat Frenchman with an equally fat wife

made up the party. We were furnished with some harmless claret

and small tumblers, which were religiously clicked all round before

drinking, the ladies murmuring a musical "madame" or "monsieur"
as they did so. They were a very jolly lot, and willing to be pleased •

with the smallest trifle ; my Frenchman evoking frequent bursts of

merriment by addressing the elderly lady with the endearing epithet

of Tantalie or auntie, a proceeding which appeared to prbvoke her

risibility as much as it did that of the company.
Distance, 35 miles.

St. Gingolph, July 27.—I spent some time on the terrace of

Berne Cathedral ; the river runs deep below, and there is a grand
view of the Oberland Alps in the distance. The cathedral contains

some very fine stained glass and a celebrated organ, upon which
special recitals are given on stated nights. The west portal is well

worth notice, being sculptured with a scene representing the last

judgment. Some of the figures are rather comical, and^ scarcely

calculated to inspire the feeling of awe that one might expect to ex-

perience. At about eight o'clock I repaired ^to the venerable and
interesting tower of the Corn Hall, where

*

" The clock, that faithful monitor,
Still points its moral to the heart."

The tower, with its ancient weather-beaten dial, as big as a cart

wheel, looks like some one-eyed monster, as it stands with its arch-

way spanning the pavement. Beneath the dial is a recess in the

tower, which is occupied by a rusty old cock, a bearded old man with

a wand 'or scepjtre instead of a Scythe, and an hour glass ; also a dingy
troupe of bears. A.t the commeficement of every hour this grotesque
troupe goes through a mimic pantomime. When eight o'clock
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arrived, the cock made frantic efforts to open the performance with a

crow, without success ; the bears, whose- joints are sadly deficien,t in

suppleness and would be the better for a liberal application of grease

from the animal they represent, then jerked themselves round the

seated figure of Father Time ; that being- over, the impotent cock,

hoarse with age, again strives to crow, and is again found wanting
;

Father Time turns his hour glass, solemnly bows his head, and

raises his sceptre for each stroke of the clock bell, a stationary bear

at his right mocking his movements ; the cock—seemingly ambitious

ta faithfully answer the description of the guide books—strains

strenuously to retrieve its position with at least one crow, dismally

fails, and the performance is over.

As most people know, bears abound at Berne ; Bruin is its

heraldic emblem. ; There are bears on the toWers, bears on the

cathedral terrace, bears on the fountains, bears on the statues, bears

on the houses and shop signs, bears on the banners, everywhere bears

;

and I am not sure that bears are not worshipped at the Barengaben,
where Bruin, in propria persona , has been kept from time immemorial.
Some of the fountains—which are numerous, and always appear to

be the trysting place of gossiping washerwomen, with their tubs full

of clothes—have most fanciful figures. The one in the Kornhaus-
Platz is surmounted by a grotesque giant, pleasantly engaged in the

cannibal occupation of swallowing a child, while others protrude

from his pockets, and adorn his girdle like so many manikins.
Altogether the figure reminds one of the pictures of Gulliver with
the Lilliputians crawling about him.

Another eventful ride awaited me, for on this day I was to have
my first view of Lake Geneva, Ghillon, Vevay, the Dent du Midi, and
the cathedral and wonderful bridges of Fribourg.

I found the first few miles of road from Berne to be roughish
;

afterwards the surface improved,. The scenery was not so moun-
tainous, but very pastoral and beautiful ; with green meadows,

' yellow stubble, and waving woods. Near a small village! overtook
a gentleman and two ladies, the latter with knapsacks on their

shoulders, and dresses suggestive of Mrs. King's dual costume.
Before reaching Fribourg, Which is seventeen miles from Berne,

the road ascends through a solitary silent wood, dense and deserted,

with giant trees, half gloom and half sunshine, and the ground was
covered with mosses and the long curling fronds of ferns. When I

emerged from the oppressive quiet of this woody waste, which
nevertheless was an agreeable change, I Iiad a beautiful view of the
distant Jura range to the right, and the Alps on the left. There is a
pleasant, long run down to Fribourg. The town is peculiarly
situated on a rocky eminence across the deep, wide gorge of the
Sarine, which runs round the town, and separates it from the road.
A suspension bridge—an airy looking fabric—30Q yards long and
168 feet above the river, spans the ravine, and connects the town with
the road. It is most simply constructed, entirely of thin wire; a
grea:t number of strands ar^ banded together by others to form the
more important parts. Two thick cables are made in this manner
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and hung across the gulf, being secured at either end by weighty
anchors attached to, the natural rock far below the surface; from
these depend, at intervals, lines of united wire strands no thicker

than an ordihary rope, and having a stoiit hook at the end, each of

which runs through a staple driven in the ends of strong wooden,
sleepers, which go to form the floor of the. bridge. The whole
structure trembles and creaks at the mere weight and motion of a

man on horseback. I rode on and dismounted in the centre, and
stood looking down at the river and admiring the view of the

town, with its pyramidal crowd of roofs that cluster round the elegant

tower of the cathedral, when the advent of two heavy-laden Wagons
with full teams, causing the bridge to groan and undulate in succes-

sive waves, speedily drove me to terrafirma.

I obtained some lunch at a cafe opposite the cathedral, and then

sallied forth to see the sights ; but I will not weary you by relating

at length, how I visited the cathedral, with its 280 feet of tower, and
its organ, one of the finest in Europe ; or how I roamed through the

steep, picturesque streets, and saw the ancient tO|wn hall, and the

aged lime tree (14ft. in circumference), which was once a twig borne

from the battle of Morat by a youthful native, and who died in the

effort, with the word " victory " on his lips. The town makes a sort

of boundary line between the German-Swiss and French languages,

the inhabitants of the upper part speaking French, and those in the

lower portion German. I left again by the same bridge. A little

higher up the road recrosses the romantic ravine by a similar

structure, this time 303ft. above the water. The gorge is much
narrower here", and the banks of the stream are lined with trees, and

a few houses show their red roofs above the branches.

The views all the way to BuUe are panoramic and everchanging.

The Moleson (6,578ft.), like another Righi, is the most prominent
feature in the landscape. The neighbourhood of BuUe consists of

rich pastures, and BuUe itself is a great dep6t for Gruyere cheese.

The latter place is only a few miles away.

It was market day at Bulle, and the busy little place swarmed with

darkly tanned farmers. The inns seemed to be so full of people that

I resolved to run on to Chatel St. Denis for my next meal. What
with a down hill road, and a stiff breeze behind, I bowled merrily

along the sunny j-oad, whilst the varied scenes flew by like magic,

and mountains, woods, streams, hamlets, and spires, were all left

behind in a perpetual panorama of pleasure.

It was with an exhilarating sense of the exercise that I halted at

the sign of the Eight Cantons, at Chatel St. Denis. Whilst the

meal that I had ordered was being prepared, I walked down the

steep street of the village to the bottfer, with one of my bags, which,

unable to bear the continued strain, required a few stitches to

restore it.

On leaving the town, the blue-black peaks and the different dents

or teeth-like tops of the mountains at the head of the lake of Geneva,

form a splendid and sublime prospect in front. The road continued

down hill the whole way, and gradually approached and coasted
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along the brink of a luxuriant and lovely mountain ravine, at the
bottom of which flows the Veveyse. Further on, the road becomes
steeper, and I whirled along the descent, gazing with admiration at

the gradually expanding view. But I was quite unprepared for the
almost instantaneous and extraordinary revelation of splendour that

spread before me in magnificent beauty. How lovely was the look
of Lake Leman, on this clear summer day, when first I saw it,

beneath the bluest of blue skies I A bright azure breadth of the lake

was visible in the quiet depth below, seemingly encircled by the
many-tinted mountains ; but as I descended, the whole upper portion
of the lake lay at my feet

" A thousand shadows of a thousand hues,
Chequering the clear expanse."

Gradually disclosed from this great height, the view—as Byron says
—is indeed " beautiful as a dream " and altogether lovely. The
luminous lake lies beautifully blue in its proud setting of mighty
mountains, verdant vine-clad ridges, and such handsome towns as
Villeneuve, Montreux, Clarens, and Vevay, which in their turn repose
amid deep green groves of vines, chesnut, magnolia, cedar of
Lebanon, and walnut trees. The first burst of this entrancing view
peaceful as it is picturesque, is a sensation never to be forgotten.

The town of Vevay, a reddish patch of roofs, lay immediately
below, at the foot of the steep green mountain slope, from whose
summit I could favourably vie«v the wild romance of the rocky
heights, the deep and varying shades of the mountain gorges, with
the pretty villas standing out distinct against the green background.
There too, were the striking peaks of the Pleiades, and there the
Dent de Jaman and a host of others ; biit where was the famed
Dent du Midi, with its snows ? I could see across the lake to the
wide flat opening between the cliffs that indicated the valley of the
Rhone, but looked in vain for the expected Peak. Instead, there
was a golden glowing disc of cloud that attracted my wandering
gaze to where it hung in beautiful contrast with the blue sky. Some
little time had passed when I looked again, and see ! a broad snowy
peak, glistening like silver, had pushed itself into prominence above
the cloud ;

" How clear, how keen, how marvellously bright.

The effulgence from yon distant mountain's head,
Which, strewn with snow as smooth as heaven can shed.
Shines like another sun, on mortal sight

Uprisen, as if to check approaching night."

Slowly, almost imperceptibly, the reddened cloud descended, and
gradually, as in some dissolving view, the Dent du Midi, with its

ethereal glittering crest, stood unveiled, sharp and clear, alone in the
sky, flashing back the rays of the sun ; enchanting, beautiful beyond
description in its snowy and solitary superiority ! No wonder the
Japanese worship mountains.

Following the almost parallel windings of the excellent road down
the shelving side of the mountainous slope—completely covered with
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beautiful green vines, the grape clusters just beginning to form—I

swiftly, yet gradually, reached the level of the lake, and
" Vevay, so long an exile Patriot's home." *

I spent a pleasant and profitable time on the beautiful, tree-planted
embankment and quay, where the view embraces such an exquisite

set of pictures and scenic contrasts
;

" From Alps on Alps in cluster swelling "

frowning in fantastic shapes, colossal clefts and wild grandeur, to the
wide stretch of " clear, placid, Leman," exquisitely serene and
soothingly tranquil in all its freshness and liquid loveliness. A
romance of scenery that unconsciously recalls to the mind the
exclamation of Henry VHL :

—

" O beauty !

Till now I never knew thee."

Journeying gently along, I left the town, which gives its name to a

brand of cigars (" Vevay fins " and "Vevay longs "), and pursued
my course through Claren-s and Montreux—charming towns, with
clusters of chalets crowning the sunlit slopes,—until I came to the

Castle of Chillon which a noble poet has " married to immortal
'

verse." It stands on a rock in the lake about twenty yards from the

shore ; a wooden bridge covers the intervening space to the gateway.
It is a compact little castle, and looks very picturesque with its red-

peaked, machicolated towers and massive white walls.

Interesting are the deep, dark dungeons and oubliette, the old

wooden ceilings and cold pavement, worn in holes by B9nnivard,
" as if, it were a sod ;

" interesting the state apartments and chamber
of" Madame la Duchesse," as also the " seven columns massy and
grey," with their iron rings, and the carved name of Byron—proudly

pointed out by the female guide—^"surrounded by a medley of ignoble

initials. If I possessed any latent spark of 'Arryish ambition to add
my own name to the indented array,, it was needless, for as I turned

to leave, I came face to face with it. Some suffering mortal, pain-

fully conscious that his name had not achieved sufficient fame, and,

labouring under a burning desire to retrieve the family fortunes, had
made a bold bid for distinction by engraving his six letters on one of

the " pillars of Gothic mould," in colossal type that obliterated and
selfishly ignored a host of others. The chiselling was as clear and
fresh as if cut the day before. Having; purchased a neat little photo,

of the fortress, which is now used as a gendarmerie, I regained the

road, and presently saw off the shore the small island mentioned in

" The Prisoner of Chillon "

—

'

/

" And there ,was a little isle, /

Which in my very face did smile,

The only one in view."

Day declined, and the last rays of the sun were tin^eing the distant

snows with roseate hues ; but, as I was only a passing pilgrim amid

* Ludlow and his brother regicide, Broughton, who read the death seuitenoe to King
Charles, are buried in the church.
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these scenes, I perforce had to keep moving towards my destination,

St. Gingolph, and
" Still by the Leman Lake for many a mile,

Among those venerable trees I went,
Where damsels sit and weave their fishing-nets.

Singing some national song by the wayside.
But now the fly was gone the gnat was come ;

'

Now glimmering lights from cottage windows broke
;

'Twas dusk ; and journeying upwards by the Ehone,
That there canaedown a torrent from the Alps "

—

So long, indeed, did I journey upwards that I began to fear I had
missed my proper way, for the lake was now left far behind. How-
ever, on inquiring frorn some late harvesters, I found that I was
right for St. Gingolph, but that it was much farther than I had
anticipated, and I should have to proceed as far as Le Chessl before

I could get a bridge over the Rhone. The road had been bad and
good alternately from Vevay to Villeneuve, and became rough on the

cross road that I now traversed up the valley.

At Le Chessl, an old and silent village, I gained the wooden bridge

and crossed the dingy waters of the " impetuous Rhone." Further
on I paused for a lingering view of ^ the valley, and the Dent du Midi,

now immediately before^ me, overshadowing the scene with its dark
sides. Although scarce an hour had elapsed since sunset, the moon
was high, shining with beautiful brilliancy^ and lighting up the soft

silvery shawl on the Dent, and bringing out in distinct contrast with

the dark rock the cornices and crevices of pure white snow on other

mountain peaks now visible.' All around and about in the lonely

quifet of the evening were the solemn mysterious mountains and
shadowy Alpine forests ; a blundering bat wheeled by, and

" On the silence broke alone
The cow-bell's mournful naonotone."

Not particularly mournful, however, the bells worn by the Swiss
cattle being really musical as they chime to the movements of the

animals seeking pasturage on the secluded slopes.

Passing through some miles of wood, at last the

" Constant rotation of the unwearied wheel "

landed me safely at the little town of St. Gingolph, and I put up a^

one of the unpretending little inns (De la Tour). After a light meab
with my limbs just pleasantly tired I fell fast asleep, lulled by the

liquid lapping of the lake beneath the window.
Distance, 64 miles.

^

Geneva, July 28th.—Another lovely day. I breakfasted in a
room whose open window admitted the inspiring breeze from the

lake ; a^cross the wide waters could be seen the beautiful Vevay, the

mountains rising loftily from the lake, and the numerous towns I had
already passed, through. Close by is the small harbour of the village,

and thus early the lovely lake was enlivened by a iew chance boats

that rocked their lateen sails above the blue surface.

Before starting, I overhauled the machine, but the bearings,

screws, and nuts, were all as firm and steadfast as when I left
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Derby. So I speedily put to, and pushed up from the low shore to

the lake road, and resumed my journey.

It was but half-past eight o'clock, and the elastic air was deliciously

brisk and bright, the sun clear, and the sky cloudless ; a beautiful

day on which to travel along the historic lake.

I soon reached Meilleret-—once only accessible from the lake

—

with its large quarries :

—

" Those grey majestic cliffs that tower to heaven,
Those gliminering shades and open chesnut groves

~

That echo to the heifer's wandering bell,

Or woodman's axe, or steerman's song beneath
As he urges on his fir-laden barque,
Or shout of goatherd's boy above them all.

Who loves not ?
"

Yes, they are all very loveable ! Nevertheless, "Those grey majestic

cliffs" were nearly the death of me. I had carefully and safely

passed a gang of men blasting out the stony heights (which hung
dangerously hear the road), and otherwise despoiling nature's archi-

tecture, when, having reached a disused portion that was steep, yet

receding from the road, I heard a report like a pistol, and imme-
diately there was a crashing sound above, and the excited shouts of

the men behind me, succeeded by ominous thuds as a large block of

rock came swiftly leaping down the steep in my direction, bouncing
from side to side and point to point in such a manner as to make it

difficult to judge at what spot it would strike the road—for there

was no time to flee the scene—and in a few seconds the heavy piece

of rock flew across the path in front of my wheel, missing it by-

scarce a foot, and bounded through the bushes into the lake below.

No sooner had the danger passed than all presence of mind vanished,

and I became physically unnerved, my limbs would scarcely perform

their office, and I could not_ trust myself to dismount, but crawled

along at a pace just sufficient to maintain a balance. In the revul-

sion of feeling I was conscious that I had narrowly escaped being

done to death, or at least rolled bags and baggage, machine and all,

into the lake. However, I was not yet to visit that bourne from

which no traveller returns. In a short time, as the Scripture has it,

" The weak knees were confirmed," the splendid road and scenery

dispelled the effect of the rude reality of danger, and I spun along at

a ten miles an hour pace.

The motion—so easy and gliding—made it perfect ecstacy to sit

there, floating at will through the warm air with a moving panorama
of woods, mountains, and lake about me. The blue waters laved the

very edge of the road, and wavelet after wavelet dashed along in

sport, making wild, murmuring music with the pebbles on the beach;

anon, the shifting sails would come close in shore and then waft

away once more as they caught the lazy breeze.

The beautiful tree shaded terrace at Evian tempted me to rest a

space and enjoy the charming view across the lake to the distant

jura range. On the opposite shore, in an opal haze, mysterious

enough for a Turner, lay
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• " Lausanne, where Gibbon in his sheltered walk
Nightly called up the Shade of Ancient Eome."

From Evian the white road (so dazzling that I was glad to use
my tinted spectacles) conducted me across the woody delta of the
Dranse—the river covered with timber logs floated down from the
forests—to Thonon, " beautiful for situation." All these lake
towns have their coterie of admirers, who take up their quarters in

the season and help to make the streets more lively. I noticed
numerous good shops ; fruit seemed abundant, and I purchased five

peaches of great size for twopence. The cafes looked cool amid their

enticing bowers of oleanders and other plants. The vines here were
cultivated more after the Italian style, being trained to rows of dead
trees ; only certain branches were allowed to remain (the others
having been lopped off), and the grape bunches hung from them in

clusters. The greater prat of this side of the lake belongs to Savoy,
and I was on French t-.ritory once more, as was evidenced by the
iron direction plates on the houses, and which were the first indica-

tion I received of my having gone the wrong way ; for on leaving
the town I somehow managed to mistake the road, and was now
proceeding towards Bons instead of Douvaine. Nevertheless,
although the road was a trifle rough in some places, I resolved not
to return and held steadily on to Bons. At the Hotel des Voirons I

fared vefry well and paid moderately.

Afterwards a favouring breeze sped me along through a charming
country with the Savoy Alps away to the left, and the extended
shoulders of the Voirons, making beautiful forest glades running
right down to the road. Jussy and Chene were successively passed,
and then a fine broad road conducted me into Geneva ; Geneva,
famous for its religious associations, jewellery, splendid quays,
boulevards and bridges, its beautiful situations on the lake and its

grand views of the distant Alps ; famous because of its connection
with Calvin and Rousseau (what a contrast !), Necker and his

daughter Madame de Stoel, and a host of others !

(To be continued.)

>--<

PATENT RECORD.
(Compiled by Hart & Co., Patent Agents, 186, Fleet Street, E.C., from whom

all information concerning Patents, including Book of Instructions, may
be obtained.) ' <

APPLICATIONS FOR LBTTEES PATENT.
796.—W. J. Spurrier, Birmingham. Construction and arrangement of parts of

velocipedes, &c. 13th February, 1883.

902.—G. P. Smith, Tunbridge Wells. Velocipedes. 19th February, 1883.
993.—J. Orme, London. Spider wheels of velocipedes, &c. 23rd February,

1883.

1008.—J. A. Lamplugh, Birmingham. Saddles of bicycles and tri ycles, &c.
24th February, 1883.

1012.—B. Cunliffe, Manchester. Lubricating the axles of bicycle wheels. &c.
24th February, 1883.

1050.—W. M. Brown, London. Bicycles. (Com. by M. Raschke, Berlin.
27th February, 1883.
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1124.—^A. Burdess, Coventry. Mechanism for controlling the (steering gear of
velocipedes, &c. 2nd March, 1883.

1129.—J. D.Ellson, Coventry. Velocipedes. 2nd March, 1883.
1134.—H. T. Davey, London. Velocipedes. 2nd March, 1883.
1162.—J. H. Adams, London. Bicycles, &c. 5th March, 1883.
1200.—H. Markham and T. Brettell, Birmingham. Lamps for velocipedes.

6th March, 1883.
1251.—J. Hall, Wigton. Driving apparatus for tricycles and other velocipedes.

8th March, 1883.
1310.—F. M. Wright, Haileybury. Bicycles. 12th March, 1883.

NOTICES TO PROCEED
Have been given by the following applicants on the dates naiped :—

16th February, 1883.-4847. J. Eettie, London. Velocipedes. 12th October,
1882.

16th February, 1883.—4896. J. P; Dalby, Leeds. Tricycles, &c. 14th

October, 1882.
16th February, 1883.—6032. A. Tomkins, London. Protecting velocipedists

from the weather. 18th December, 1882. '

20th February, 1883.—4923. E. H. Hodgkinson, London. Velocipedes. 16th
October, 1882.

23rd February, 1883.-5234. G. Singer, Coventry, and W. E. Davies,
Abergavenny. Bicycles and Tricycles. 2nd November, 1882.

2nd March, 1883.—5369. J. Noad, H. Blackwell, and H. B. Bunkell, London.
Velocipedes, &o. 10th November, 1882.

13th March, 1883.-5599. H. J. Hissett, Plymouth. Tricycles and like

velocipeides. 24th November, 1882.
13th March, 1882.-382. J. Watson and G. Whalley, Keighley, and T.

Weatheriil, Leeds. Vehicles propelled by the riders. 24th January,
1883.

PATENTS SEALED.
The following Letters Patent passed the Great Seal on the date^ named :

—

16th February, 1883.—3979. W. S. Lewis, Wolverhampton. Driving mechanism
of tricycles and other velocipedes, &c. 19th August, 1882.

23rd February, 1883.-4200. G. S. Kelsey, Birmingham. Handles for bicycles,

tricycles, &c. 4th September, 1882.

23rd February, 1883.—4837. C. Truman, Birmingham. Construction of

vehicles propelled by human force. 11th October, 1882.,

2nd March, 1883.—4414. E. Marshall, Birmingham. Tricycles and other
velocipedes. 16th September,, 1882. , '

9th March, 1883.—r4457. J. Lucas, Birmingham. Connecting lamps to the
shafts of bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes. I9th September,
1882.

-
'

9th March, 1883.—4790. G. W. Quatremaine, Stratford-on-Avon. Velocipedes.

7th October, 1882.

PATENT
On which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been paid.

1001.—C. Wicksteed, Kettering. Bicycle stands. Applicable also to bicycle

wheels. 8th March, 1880.

PATENTS VOID
Through the non-payment of the £50 or £100 Stamp Duty.

492.—J. Imray, London. Bicycles and velocipedes. (Com. by La Soci6t6

Clement et Cie, Paris.) 4th February, 1880.

618.—H. J. Timberlake, Maidenhead. Velocipedes. 15th February, 1876.

817.—W. Hillmau, Coventry. Velocipedes. 24th February, 1880.

908.—B. Williams and D. L. Longher, Cardiff. Driving mechanism for

bicycles and other velocipedes^ 1st March, 1880.
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Containing

Diary and Run Column for 1883.

THE Bye-roads of England.

ANALYSIS OF SOME CONTINENTAL ROADS.—By Cais. R. Maddox.
Bocks of Reference, Diaries, &c.—By Observeb, L.B.C.

Description of some of the principal Racing Courses used by Cvclists.

RACING RECORD FOR 1882.

1882 Racing Record for Newcastle-on-Tyne and District.

Irish Amateur Racing Record for 1882.—By J". H. Mellor.

The Metropolitan Racing of 1882.
;

Racing in the Midlands in 1882.—By Scobchalong.

North Eastern District Racing, 1882.—By W01.L.

Racing in the West and South West.:—By West Countktm.vn'.

THE COMPLETE PERFORMANCES OF H. L. CORTIS.—Compiled by
W. E. MiLNER.

Table of Bests on Record, both Amateur and Professional.

Fastest Times on Record in America.—Compiled by Abbott Bassett, of Eoston.

TRICYCLING CHRONOLOGY OF 1882.—By F.aed.

Mems. on Tricycles.—By H. A. Venables.

Descriptions of Tours.—A Plea : by D. M. M. Dawson.

Sport in Germany and Austria.—By T. H. S. W., Berlin B.C.

Metropolitan Club Directory. . >.

Provincial Club Directory. ' Illustrated

Irish, Scotch, and Welsh Club Directories. - I with nearly :

Directory of American Clubs. 500 Engravings.
:

Directory of Continental and Colonial Clubs. /

The Cyclists' Touring Club.

Railway Charges for Bicycles.

The Bicycle Union. - . .
,

B.U. Local Centres and their^Hon. Sees.

The Amateur Definition.

Review of the Past Year.
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.

.
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Street, tSii-miaghani ; E. Breiuaer 4, AV«:§t JRegister Siree?,EdiDbiirgh.
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" NAUTICUS^^

^IN SCOTLAND."
By the Author of " Nanticus on His Hobby Horse."

An illustrated descriptive

account of a Tour on a

Tricycle of 2,462 miles in

Scotland, including Skye
and the West Coast.

The above work is

both interesting, amusing,
and instructive, and will

be found to be invaluable

as a Guide to Scotland

and its roads and scenery.

Thirty Illustrations.

DEMY 8vo. 200 PAGES.

CLOTH GILT.

PRICE 4/6. (POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.)

Of all Booksellers, or of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, "The Cyclist" Oice, COVENTRY.

Printed and Published by Ilipfe & Son, The Cyclist Office, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
London: Habry Etherington, 152, Fleet Street E.G.










